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Abstract
The effects of Bourbon reforms on mission architecture of the northern frontier of New Spain
have not been examined in the surprisingly limited historiography of the San Antonio, Texas
missions. The few existing architectural studies overlook major structural and developmental
changes at the missions. Using the construction history of Mission San Francisco de la
Espada, I argue that most of these changes are the result of the application of the Bourbonrevised mission administrative method, the método nuevo, made possible by the Patronato
Real Universal of 1753 that gave the King of Spain temporal control over the Catholic
Church within the Spanish Empire. In Texas, the método nuevo instituted new mission
structural goals intended to improve mission defenses, reduce the cost and complexity of
mission structures, move the missions toward secularization, and provide housing for salaried
vecinos who replaced some of the declining Native American population. The number of
houses at Espada was doubled in the 1780s, in contrast to the standard historical narrative
that the missions deteriorated and failed in the last quarter of the eighteenth century.
Episodes of construction at Espada indicate that projects designed and directed by the
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maestros were only those requiring arches, vaults, or domes. Most of the structures built
were simple trabeated buildings, an ancient and still ongoing tradition where inexpensive
housing may be needed in the Americas, the coastal areas of the Mediterranean, and
elsewhere. These structures were designed and their construction directed by the Franciscans
or their mayordomos as part of the application of the método nuevo. The recognition of these
and other episodes of redesign and construction at Espada give us a new understanding of the
effects of Bourbon reforms on the architecture of the San Antonio missions and their changes
to the mission goals and intents on the northern frontier.
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Preface
I first examined the 1772 inventory of mission San Francisco de la Espada in the mid-1970s.
At that time, I found that the plan of the mission described in the inventory explained the
strange set of foundations in the middle of the mission plaza (Figure 1): the Native American
pueblo of the mission in 1772 was a fortified enclosure on the north side of the present
Espada church, and the oddly-shaped foundations were the traces of the fortifications of its
main gateway. The 1772 mission plan was about half the size of the mission as it survives
today; a large walled enclosure extending to the east had been added to the 1772 plan.
Clearly, sometime after 1772 an addition was built onto the mission, and a number of houses
were constructed along the new walls. But the standard story of the Béxar missions was that
they went into a decline and failure in the 1760s to 1790s because of a steep drop in the
number of Native American neophytes in the missions, leading to the cessation of
construction at the missions, their temporal secularization (called their “partial
secularization” by historians) in 1793–1794, and their final secularization in 1824–1827. This
narrative of the history of the missions would require that the enlargement had to have
happened after the final secularization. I looked at the surviving mission records in the
Spanish Archives, held in the Béxar County Courthouse, and found that the plaza
enlargement and the additional houses were already present at the time of the final
secularization of 1824–1827.
This was a puzzle: how could the mission have been doubled in size and a number of
houses added to it between 1772 and 1824, in the period when the accepted historical
narrative described the missions as failing and their population declining? That question led
to this dissertation. I will return to this topic below, in chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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Figure 1. HABS plan of Espada, 1934.

This dissertation is an examination of how Bourbon reforms affected the design and
construction of the eighteenth-century missions in the area of San Antonio, Texas, using
mission San Francisco de la Espada as my example. From north to south, the five Béxar1

1

I will use the designation “Béxar” for the composite settlement of the Presidio de San Antonio, the Villa de
San Fernando, and the five Franciscan missions, all of which later became the city of San Antonio.
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missions are San Antonio de Valero (now known as the Alamo), Nuestra Señora de Purísima
Concepción de Acuña, San José y San Miguel de Aguayo, San Juan Capistrano, and San
Francisco de la Espada. A substantial portion of each of these missions survives today as
complete buildings or extensive ruins. All five have had varying levels of repair, rebuilding,
and modification, and all but Valero have retained most of the grounds of the mission
enclosure itself.
The Béxar group of missions is surprisingly understudied. Although historians and
architectural historians have written guidebooks, broad histories, architectural overviews, and
simple studies of individual missions, no effective architectural history of the Béxar missions
has been published.2 Because many of the local records of the Béxar settlement and the
missions were destroyed during the conflicts for the independence of México from Spain in
1810-1821, and then of Texas from México in 1835-1836, much of the historiography of the
Béxar missions has been based on misinformation and misinterpretation.
Only in the decades since 1970 has sufficient documentary and archaeological
evidence become available on which to develop an in-depth analysis of these missions’
architectural histories. Using those now-available documentary sources, as well as more
archaeological research that has been carried out at the Béxar missions, would allow me to
put together a detailed history of the construction and changes to the missions of San Antonio
well beyond what I was able to compile as of 2006, and this dissertation is my first effort at

2

An early draft version (2006) of my architectural history of the Béxar missions, written for the National Park
Service, has been made generally available in an electronic version, lacking my intended plans and drawings of
the historical appearance of the buildings: James E. Ivey, Of Various Magnificence: The Architectural History
of the San Antonio Missions in the Colonial Period and the Nineteenth Century (San Antonio: National Park
Service, and Center for Cultural Sustainability, University of Texas at San Antonio, 2018), downloadable
through the UTSA library website. The Béxar missions were placed on the World Heritage List on July 5, 2015,
Paul T. Ringenbach et al., San Antonio Missions, Texas, United States of America: Nomination to the World
Heritage List by the United States of America (2014).
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this new assessment. My work here deals with the architectural development of the missions,
but the results give some indication of the effects that nearly two centuries of poor or
distorted information about Béxar mission history has had. The most obvious of these effects
is the narrative of the decline and failure of the Béxar mission system. Mission records,
architectural evidence, and archaeology indicate that rather than declining and being
effectively abandoned, the missions after the mid-1770s instead simply changed their
methods and priorities, following the Bourbon reforms.
Although it has a small, modest church, Mission San Francisco de la Espada records
the most striking examples of the architectural changes mandated by Bourbon reforms. For
example, its plan today is considerably larger than the layout of the mission as indicated by
its inventory from 1772. Between 1772 and 1824, Espada nearly doubled in size, and houses
of a different plan than those of the earlier fortified mission were built into the new expanded
area. Further research has suggested that Espada’s enlargement was connected with an influx
during the 1780s of non-Native American residents to the mission, something generally
understood to be against the rules of mission management. These changes happened during
the years that historians considered to be the period of the “decline” of the missions, when
the missionaries were supposedly unable to carry out construction projects necessary for the
development of the missions.3
However, working out the changes to the plans of Espada and the other missions
revealed a considerably more complex sequence of architectural development. I found that

3

Fray Marion A. Habig: The Alamo Chain of Missions: A History of San Antonio's Five Old Missions (Chicago:
Franciscan Herald Press, 1968), 63-4, 102-3, 137-8, 174-6, 216-8; Joel Kitchens points out some of the
difficulties with the “success v. failure” categorization of mission development in the later eighteenth century in
“San Antonio’s Spanish Missions and the Persistence of Memory, 1718–2015” (dissertation, Texas A&M
University, 2015), 3-4, 17, 28, 37, 41-42.
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their fortification walls were built in 1758–1762, and work on most of the churches and other
vaulted or arched structures was stopped about the same time. Construction on the church at
Mission San José then continued into the 1780s, but with several changes to the building to
reduce its cost. Similary, construction at Valero continued into the early 1760s until the
sacristy vault was completed. The new sacristy was put into service as the interim church,
and work was continued on the nave vault until the Queretaran missionaries departed Béxar
in 1773 and their missions given to the college of Zacatecas. The Zacatecans elected to
continue construction only on the church at mission San José, leaving the Valero church
unfinished. At the same time, wall-and-beam construction continued at all the missions
without any major slowdown after 1762, when the mission walls were completed. None of
this fit with the standard historical narrative of mission decline, the end of any construction,
and mission failure after about 1770.
Such a conflict between accepted historical narratives and the reality indicated by
primary documents, architectural traces, and archaeological investigation raised major
questions about the actual conditions in the missions during the last decades of the eighteenth
century. When I tried to look at secondary literature for descriptions of what was mandated
for the missions by the new Bourbon management methods instituted beginning in the 1740s,
or any discussion of these developments at the missions, I found that the effects of Bourbon
reforms on the operation of the Béxar missions was an unexplored topic.
To work this out required looking at the available documentation on the decisions
made at the levels of the king of the empire of Spain, the viceroy or comandante general,
depending on the period, the provincial governor, and the presidial commander. Although the
history of much of those decisions is of great interest, this dissertation is about the ripples
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caused by them at the limits of the Empire on the northern frontier of New Spain, imprinted
on the physical remains of structures left by Spain. I will present an intensive review of the
available historical documentation that records the development of Espada’s architecture and
plan. This information has been combined with evidence from the archeological record, a
detailed examination of the surviving fabric of the mission buildings, and an examination of
land ownership records. In many instances, the evidence from document, archeology, and
surviving fabric leaves little room for doubt regarding any given structural event. Where
alternative explanations can be made, I will explain the choices and the reasoning that led to
my conclusions.
Comparison at various points in the development of Espada with structural events at
the other Béxar missions will be made in the course of the narrative, and indicates that all
five missions were being managed in the same general way. These structural events are
associated with specific decisions and orders made by the Bourbon administration, which I
discuss. I examine structural changes at the other missions to clarify some of the redesigns
and renovations, and their dates.
The research methodology making this possible was straightforward. The available
mission records, archaeological evidence, and structural analysis, and the periods when the
maestros de arquitectura, cantero, carpintería, and others, were being paid by individual
missions, as listed in the missions’ annual account books, made it possible to block out
narrow intervals of time when design and mason’s construction events occurred, who likely
carried them out, and some indications of what the intentions were. References in the
missions’ financial records and other documents that a maestro was building a mission, and
statements of payments to them, provide confirmation that a specific maestro designed and
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supervised a construction event. However, as I worked out the activities of the masons, I
began to realize that there were two building programs going on; that of the maestros, and
that of the missionaries. In fact, most of the mission buildings were trabeated structures,4
designed and their construction directed by the missionaries themselves, largely but not
exclusively with Native American labor. Only those buildings or components using arches,
vaults, or domes required paying a maestro de arquitectura to design them and direct their
construction.
At the time I began this research, I accepted the standard historical narrative that
incomplete churches and other structural decisions at the missions of Béxar were the result of
and the evidence for their decline and failure. The Franciscans were described as opposed to
the secularization of their missions, and when secularization occurred, it was depicted as the
final evidence of their failure. As my research progressed, it became apparent that, instead,
the cutbacks and building decisions were in deliberate preparation for secularization. The
pattern of abandonment of some construction programs and new attention to others indicates
that cost was a major concern during the Bourbon years. The use of the expensive time of a
master mason or sculptor was kept to the minimum possible after the 1750s. The results
indicate that the activities of maestros hired by the missions involved changes to mission
building projects and operations as the result of the application of some aspects of the
Bourbon reforms. These changes all seemed to be oriented toward preparing the Béxar
missions for secularization. The Franciscans supported this process of development—they
began advocating that the Béxar missions be reduced to doctrinas as early as 1759, and
continued to support that goal until it was carried out in 1793 and 1794.
4

A simple structure built with vertical walls of adobe, brick, or stone, with a flat roof supported by horizontal
beams.
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Art and architectural historian Clara Bargellini has said that a traditional art historical
method is to focus on the church, and compile its history as a unitary design work, the
product of one unique author. In her study of architectural development in the Plata area of
the state of Zacatecas, Mexico, Bargellini found that this approach, although adequate for
paintings or sculptures, failed when applied to colonial architecture. Her conclusion was that
the art historical method, “is unable to perceive the complex processes of interaction between
the requirements of supervisors, the tastes of patrons and the knowledge of a series of
architects, masons, and stone-carvers.”5 The Béxar missions were designed and constructed
using methods very similar to those that Bargellini encountered in La Plata. No single
architect finished his plan at Béxar—no mission church or convento represents the completed
architectural intent of its original designer. Of the four (and possibly five, if he worked on the
parish church of San Fernando) churches and conventos planned and begun by the Alarife,
the designer (whose name is not yet known for certain) in the early 1740s, only one,
Concepción, was completed (by a later architect), and a second, Valero, was carried to
perhaps three-fourths of its planned form. At San José, which was also completed, the same
sequence happened, where the original design of about 1763 was altered at least twice during
construction. All three of these churches, Concepción, Valero, and San José, changed
architects several times during the years they were built. As finished, San José was modified
from its original intended plan, although its façade may not have been redesigned, while at
Valero and Concepción apparently only the façades were modified to any extent, with the

5

“. . . Esta incapacidad para percibir procesos complejos de interacción entre las exigencias de los supervisores,
los gustos de los mecenas y los conocimientos de una serie de arquitectos, albañiles y canteros,” Clara
Bargellini, La Arquitectura de la Plata: Iglesias Monumentales del Centro-Norte de Mexico, 1640-1750
(Ciudad de Mexico: UNAM, Instituto de Investigaciones Esteticas, 1991), 112.
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plans themselves left unchanged. The changes to the façade of Concepción seem to have
been fairly minor, while a redesign was much more extensive at Valero.
Where the story of the construction of the church and convento of other missions is
known across the northern frontier, the same thing seems to have happened. Some churches
were finished in one continuous campaign by the original designer, especially in
Sonora/Arizona and California, but probably at least as many required multiple campaigns by
multiple architects and builders. Even a small, simple structure like San José de Tumacácori,
in southern Arizona, required more than twenty years and something like five builders to be
completed, and its final appearance probably had little resemblance to the original design.6
Historians of Texas conducted a long and difficult search through the second half of
the nineteenth century and the first three-quarters of the twentieth century, looking for the
basic information needed for analytical, rather than simply descriptive architectural histories
of the Béxar missions. Finally, in the 1970s, fray Marion Habig and fray Benedict
Leutenegger relocated a large number of documents for the missions of Valero, Concepción,
San Juan, and Espada, established by the former Franciscan Missionary College of
Querétaro. The documents had been stored at the convento of San Francisco at Celaya,
Guanajuato, Mexico. Habig and Leutenegger also found overlooked documents in the
surviving collections of the Franciscan Missionary College of Zacatecas, which established
the mission of San José.7 Using these recovered archival records, the long-accepted picture of

6

James E. Ivey, “Historic Structure Report, Tumacácori, Calabazas, and Guevavi Units, Tumacácori National
Historical Park, Arizona,” in the files of the National Park Service, Tumacácori National Historical Park, 2006.
7
“Introduction,” by fray Marion Habig, in The San José Papers: The Primary Sources for the History of
Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo From Its Founding in 1720 to the Present Part I: 1719-1791,
translated by fray Benedict Leutenegger, compiled and annotated by fray Marion Habig (San Antonio: Old
Spanish Missions Historical Research Library at San José Mission, San Antonio, Texas, 1978), ii.
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the missions can now be revised. However, no significant study of the architectural history of
the Béxar missions has been published using the newly-available archival material.
A first effort at a synthesis of these documents was begun in the 1980s, by the
National Park Service as part of the establishment of San Antonio Missions National
Historical Park.8 I was brought in as one of the principal researchers in that project. While I
was researching the architectural history of the Béxar missions for the National Park Service,
fray Habig showed me the 1772 inventory of San Antonio de Valero that fray Benedict
Leutenegger had translated,9 and the microfilm copies of similar inventories for the other
Querétaran missions. These inventories had been prepared in 1772, as part of the transfer of
the Querétaran missions of Texas to the college of Zacatecas. This was in response to the
expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain’s American territories in 1767, when the Querétarans
took over the Jesuit missions in what today are northwestern Mexico and the southwestern
United States. This required a change in the Querétarans’ other commitments, resulting in
their withdrawal from Texas in 1772. The inventories are significant because they recorded
dimensions, construction materials, and the spatial arrangement of the mission buildings, and
went into detail about furnishings and supplies in the rooms that were inventoried.
In the 1980s, I used these inventories as critical sources for my chapters on the
architectural history of the new San Antonio Missions National Historical Park. As part of
8

Marlys B. Thurber, James E. Ivey, and Santiago T. Escobedo, “The Missions of San Antonio: A Historic
Structure Report and Administrative History,” Part I: James E. Ivey: “The Spanish Colonial Missions,” Santa
Fe, National Park Service, Southwest Cultural Resources Center, Professional Papers No. 11, 1984, unpublished
report in the files of the San Antonio Missions National Historical Park, San Antonio, Texas; Jacinto Quirarte,
“The Decorative and Applied Arts at the Missions, Final Report,” Research Center for the Arts, University of
Texas at San Antonio, August 10, 1982, unpublished report in the files of the San Antonio Missions National
Historical Park; Jacinto Quirarte, The Art and Architecture of the Texas Missions (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 2002), based on the research and conclusions of the 1982 report.
9
Fray Juan José Sáenz de Gumiel et al., Inventory of the Mission San Antonio de Valero, 1772, fray Benedict
Leutenegger, tr. and ed., Office of the State Archeologist, Special Report 23 (Austin: Texas Historical
Commission, 1977).
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that project, I worked out the plans of the missions as they were described in the inventories.
This analysis, combined with information from archaeology, and the surviving structures,
showed that the plans of some of the missions as interpreted from the inventories and
archaeology of 1772 differed from the surviving structural remains of today, and at the same
time explained some of the archaeological traces of now-vanished colonial buildings. In this
dissertation I build on those beginnings for a more thorough examination of Mission Espada.
In addition to the inventories, inspection reports on the condition of the Querétaran
missions of Béxar were prepared at occasional intervals by a visiting Franciscan friar. Four
of these visita reports have been found for the Querétaran missions, those of 1745, 1756,
1759, and 1762, each report following the same general format and providing “snapshots” of
the conditions at the missions.10 Brief reports for the Zacatecan mission of San José have also
been found, prepared in 1755, 1757, 1768, 1778, and an inventory in 1785.11 Numerous,
previously unknown documents were recovered by Habig and Leutenegger. Of major
importance are the account books for the four Querétaran missions, containing their itemized
annual expenditures and income for the twenty-seven years from 1745 to 1772. These books
include detailed listings of mission income from stipends, donations, and loans, and the costs
of the supplies, clothing, tools, and equipment sent to the missions each year, as well as
expenditures on shipping and for other expenses, such as the purchase of vestments,
paintings, silver altar furnishings, bultos, and innumerable other items. Equally important are
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listings for payments to master masons, sculptors, and carpenters included in these account
books.12
Beyond the written records, each of the missions preserves a different kind of data in
their physical remains, both above and below ground. To prepare an architectural history of a
partly-ruined Spanish colonial building requires that archaeological evidence be used to
supplement available historical records and the analysis of the surviving architectural fabric,
in order to work out the history of construction, use, change, and decay of the structures.
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Cromley, in their introductory guide to the ideas and techniques
of vernacular architecture, recommended “an archaeological approach to architectural
history—one where the building is treated more as an archaeological site in need of
excavation and explanation than simply as a single product of aesthetic invention.”13 Dell
Upton, an influential voice in vernacular architectural studies, included archaeological work
as one of the critical tools for an architectural historian: “Many important American
buildings no longer exist. Others have been changed in ways that are difficult to assess either
from simple examination of the existing fabric or by consulting documents. In cases such as
these, archaeology can be an invaluable aid to the historian.”14 In her discussion of the
architectural histories of the missions of Chihuahua, Clara Bargellini wrote:
As far as we know, nothing of the architecture of the first years of the entries of
colonists into the areas of the state of Chihuahua discussed in this book has been
saved. Eventually, efforts of specialized historical archaeology may find remnants of
much interest, but until then we should recognize a large gap in our knowledge of the
material culture of the earliest period of the history of Chihuahua. The disappearance
12
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of the traces of the architecture is owed in great part, certainly, to the fact that the
structures were of non-durable materials ...15
At three of the five missions of San Antonio, much of our knowledge about
subsurface structural traces is based on measured drawings of investigations made by Harvey
P. Smith in the 1930s and later. Smith did not make such drawings for similar work he
carried out at San José. At the Querétaran missions (other than Valero), Smith recorded stone
wall traces, but did not recognize adobe wall footings and traces of palisado wall trenches.
He did not fully trace all the walls he found, and did not record any information about the
apparent temporal relationships of these walls, such as overlaps or the footing trench for one
wall cutting through an earlier wall foundation. Since Smith's contributions, a number of
excavations have been carried out at the missions, and these have added to our knowledge of
the physical evidence for the development of the missions. The field records for these
excavations are stored at the University of Texas at San Antonio and other agencies such as
the Texas Archaeological Research Laboratories and the Texas Historical Commission.
The various episodes of archaeology at the missions have not been conducted within
any specific long-term research guidelines, or a master plan for an archaeological program.
The majority of the work was prompted by salvage or mitigation considerations, as part of
construction, pipe trenching, and the building of roads and parking lots, and contributed only
secondarily to our knowledge of the construction history of the missions. However, most of
the archaeological work was professionally done and the structural information carefully
15
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recorded. Although some of the conclusions reached by various investigators have been
questioned or disagreed with here, this dissertation would not have been possible without the
efforts of all the researchers over the past eighty years.
The archaeological, architectural, archival, and secondary historical information
together allows me to reconstruct the design, construction, and changes of the mission of San
Francisco de la Espada. In order to answer some of my questions about structural change at
the missions, I reconstruct their architectural development, defining how the mission plans
and structures were laid out originally and how they changed through time. My analysis uses
underutilized or previously unavailable historical records, previously ignored archaeological
information, and the evidence of the physical remains of the mission buildings. Based on
these elements, I reevaluate familiar archival and historical material to arrive at a new
description of the history of the mission structures and the sequence of design and
construction decisions made by their architects.
Some historians might wonder why I am spending so much effort to work out the
process of the planning and construction of one minor mission on a far frontier of the Spanish
Empire (although architectural historians will not). For example, historian Adán Benavides,
in discussing the politics involved in the process of building the parish church of the Villa de
San Fernando (the civilian town of the Béxar settlement), was dismissive of the “mundane
matters” of how historical buildings were constructed, saying such activities were “obscure
and trite.”16 The process of construction of churches and conventos on the frontier is indeed
obscure, but certainly not trite. How mission buildings were designed and built remain
largely unexplored. The process of finding skilled men to design and direct the building of
16
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churches on the northern frontier of New Spain; to carry out the work of stone carving, lime
making, construction of high walls, arches, vaults and domes; to fabricate church and
convento furniture and retablos, with their gilded, painted, and dressed statues of saints; and
to keep the project going in spite of the tribulations of life on that frontier, were difficult,
time-consuming, and sometimes dangerous tasks. Even the simplest building was a work of
art within the definition of Arquitecto: “he who makes the design of buildings, forming it first
in his imagination.”17
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Chapter 1. The Iberian Intervention in the Western Hemisphere
Missions made up a major part of the Spanish colonial system for the establishment and
management of its defensive and settlement frontiers in the Americas. Missions were a
product of the Christian monasticism movement, the retreat of a group of the faithful from
the world into a separate community with a specific set of rules governing their lives. The
movement originated in the fourth century CE. In that century several orders with an explicit
code of rules were established. European monastic tradition derives from the Rule of St.
Augustine, which he composed for his first monastery in North Africa. Followers of his rule
had established houses in Europe by 500 CE, and subsequent monastic development
followed the basic ideas which he had outlined.1
In the process of attempting to live ever more exactly by these rules, monasteries
worked for "the optimum framework for the daily round to be realized as exactly as the Rule
demands."2 This eventually resulted in an archetypal plan for monastic houses, which formed
the guiding principle for all subsequent construction. Wolfgang Braunfels and others have
demonstrated that this archetypical plan reached a close approximation of its final form in the
period from 800 CE to 850 CE, although some further refinement of the ideas occurred in
later years. The essential points of this structural organization or expression of the Rule of St.
Benedict were codified in the Plan of St. Gall, a heavily annotated drawing of the plan of an
ideal monastic establishment prepared about 820 CE. 3 Among other things, this plan
demonstrates the attempt to follow St. Benedict's rule that "whenever possible the monastery
1
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should be so laid out that everything essential, that is to say water, mills, garden and
workshops for the plying of the various crafts, is found within the monastery walls."4
The core structures of such a monastic complex normally consisted of the following:
1. The church
2. A "dorter," or dormitory, where the monks slept communally
3. A kitchen
4. A "refectory," or dining hall, again a communal arrangement
5. A "cellar," or storehouse
6. A chapter house, where the Rule of St. Benedict was studied and read aloud. 5
The structures usually formed a rectangular enclosure adjoining the church. This patio
was an area for quiet contemplation, open to the sky, with a covered walkway called the
"cloister" around its borders. Outside this core complex were the other structures essential to
the monastery's self-sufficient operation. These included an infirmary and hospital, a
brewery, a bakery, and mills; presses for wine-making; chicken coops, stables, and barns;
shops of various kinds for the cooper, the turner, the blacksmith and other craftsmen; and
gardens. Other necessary buildings were a guest house with a separate kitchen; a physician's
house; housing and training areas for novices; and the house and kitchen for the abbot, the
chief administrator of the monastery.6 Beyond the principal enclosure of the monastery
would be the necessary farm plots, fields, and pastures.
With his first rule, which received papal approval in ca. 1210, Francis of Assisi
created a new community of evangelical brothers, or "mendicants." Although Francis was
opposed to considering his followers as an order, they were officially recognized as such by a
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3
papal bull of 1220, and he revised his rule in 1221 and 1223 to take this into account. Final
papal approval came in 1230, four years after his death.7
The Franciscans were not monks; they called themselves "Friars minor" and were
mendicants and itinerant preachers to Christians and missionaries to non-Christians. There
was no desire for withdrawal from the world: on the contrary, the world was their principal
interest. St. Francis opposed the idea of specific houses, or convents, for his followers, but
after his death a strong movement arose to build Franciscan conventual houses, following the
other Orders. This was opposed by traditionalists, who advocated adherence to the letter of
the rule. Nonetheless, during the fourteenth century the "Conventuals" dominated the order,
and convents, or "friaries," were accepted as a part of Franciscan life.
The plan for these friaries was the traditional Benedictine layout, with some
differences. Instead of an abbot, the Franciscan convent was administered by a guardian not
significantly higher in the hierarchy of the order than the other brothers. Thus, a separate
establishment for the abbot's residence was not needed. Ideally, the brothers did not pursue
activities for economic gain, living instead by the charity of those to whom they ministered.
This rendered unnecessary the entire complex of farms, pasturage, barns, stables, coops, and
associated personnel in the compound, and in turn reduced the size of the storehouse. The
activities of each brother were a good deal more individualized than in the earlier,
communally organized monastic orders, so that provision for the coming and going of each
brother had to be incorporated into the housing system. This resulted in the abandonment of
the communal dormitory and the provision of a separate cell, or sleeping room, for each
brother. Other elements of the old monastic building plan, including the chapter house and
7
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the cloister, were left unchanged. The result was a convent which was still recognizably
derived from the Benedictine plan, but considerably smaller and simpler.8
By the first half of the fifteenth century the traditional Benedictine plan had fully
evolved into a friary plan. In this adapted plan, the cells of the friars and the other necessary
rooms had been incorporated into the continuous square enclosure around the cloister, with
the cells on the second floor. The cloister and friary directly adjoined the church in the
traditional manner. Additional rooms were added outside this core structure complex as
needed. This was the nature of the Franciscan friary plan at the time of the conquest of
Mexico in 1519-20.
Christopher Columbus accidentally found the Americas in 1492, although David
Weber has pointed out that there were several earlier discoveries of the continents,
principally “Asians crossing the Bering Strait,” who had “found America thousands of years
before, and Norsemen had established a colony on what we today call Newfoundland” about
1000 CE. Weber describes Columbus’s finding of the Americas as his “accidental encounter
with America, as he resolutely rode the winds toward the eastern shores of Asia.”9
Christopher Columbus made four voyages to the Americas between 1492 and 1504,
exploring the Caribbean islands and the nearby eastern coastline of Mesoamerica and the
northern shores of what is now Colombia and Venezuela.
Hernán Cortés de Monroy y Pizarro Altamirano, named first Marqués of the Valley of
Oaxaca in 1529, landed on the coast of Mexico in 1519, and the Spanish conquest of the
Mexíca was effectively complete by 1521. The conquest began an unprecedented
missionizing and acculturation effort, the conversion of the native population of two
8
9
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continents to Catholicism, and teaching them to live according to European cultural rules.
The Crown selected three mendicant orders to carry out some of the duties of the Church in
the new colony, the Franciscans, Dominicans, and Augustinians. These groups were called
the regular clergy because they lived by the regula, the rules of their orders. By 1559, eighty
Franciscan friaries housing 380 friars had been established in the Americas.10 Privileges of
Patronato Real had been granted to the King of Spain by a series of papal bulls beginning
with that of 1501, giving him the right to collect tithes in the Indies, of 1508, giving him the
privilege of the nomination of candidates to the various religious offices in the American
territories, and of 1510 and 1511, giving all tithes on gold, silver, and other metals, and onethird of the tithes on the produce of the fields, to the Crown.11
From 1524 to 1570 the friaries constructed by the Franciscans in Nueva España with
Native American labor generally followed the late medieval plan of the order's
establishments in Europe, but with several differences. Missions were built adjacent to or
within Native American towns, but the number of friars and staff in each establishment was
small, and the laborers unskilled; as a result, the colonial friaries tended to be smaller and
even simpler than their contemporaries in Europe. But the core complex, a church and
adjoining cloister with its covered walk and central patio surrounded by a rectangle of
buildings with offices and storage rooms on the first floor and cells on the second remained
essentially the same. The churches of these early friaries were very simple structures, usually
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with a single nave and no transept.12 The construction of permanent buildings on the sites of
these early missions did not begin until about 1530. George Kubler describes the general
progress of construction at sites near Mexico City: "provisional, thatched shelters for church
and friaries before 1530; temporary... church and masonry convento between 1530 and 1540;
permanent open chapel, 1540—50; and the large, single-naved church after 1550, appended
to the old conventual buildings."13 This sequence is of interest because it is followed again in
San Antonio in the eighteenth century.
The secular clergyin New Spain—that is, clergy under the authority of a local bishop
rather than one of the mendicant orders—had slowly increased in number and quality from
about l550 to l570. In 1574, a royal decree placed the mendicant orders under the control of
the viceroy and the diocese, and a decree of 1583 made it clear that the secular clergy would
receive preference in Mexico. By the end of the sixteenth century, the progressive
secularization of Native American parishes gave the regular clergy only two choices: retiring
from the world into their remaining conventual retreats, or taking on new conversions at the
edges of the colonial world. Many elected to go to the new frontiers to the north.14
By 1570, most of the territory south of the Lerma and San Juan rivers had been
organized into provinces of missionary activity, and missions established in most of the
population centers. These rivers generally marked the northern limits of Native Americans
who were sedentary and lived in towns or fixed districts. North of these two rivers lived the
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Chichimecas,15 predominantly nomadic Native Americans who had never been subjugated by
the Aztecs (Mexica).
To move into these areas, the missionaries first had to develop new methods.16 The
formalizing of these episodes of expansion produced a new policy for frontier conquest and
pacification in 1583. In that year, Fray Domingo de Arzola, the Bishop of Guadalajara,
proposed a method of pacifying the northern areas, which would consolidate former practices
and remove friars from the central areas of Mexico to these new frontiers. This became the
standard procedure for most missionary work on the northern frontier, and was essentially an
adaptation of the "mission of penetration" described by church historian Robert Ricard.17
By 1600, the northern missionary frontier consisted of several distinct areas. The
Jesuits had developed an outpost of missions in the region of present Sonora between the
Gulf of California and the Sierras. Durango, in Nueva Vizcaya, had been established in 1563,
and the valley of Santa Bárbara, also in Nueva Vizcaya, was settled in 1567. Settlements
around present Monclova, Coahuila, had begun ca. 1580, and the conquest of the Saltillo area
(originally in Nueva Vizcaya but in Coahuila after the boundary locations were changed) had
been accomplished by ca. 1590. New Mexico, farther to the north, had become an area of
intense Franciscan work after 1598.18
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The Franciscans in New Mexico and the Jesuits in Sonora had followed the same
basic procedure for mission establishment. A new mission would be placed in or near a
population center, and outlying groups of Native Americans would be induced to gather
around the mission.19 For example, by 1623, the Jesuits had established eight missions for the
Yaquis and gathered Native Americans from 80 rancherías (settlement areas) into these eight
new mission towns along the Río Yaqui in western Sonora.20 In New Mexico, the
Franciscans found that the Pueblo Native Americans already lived in concentrated villages.
In some areas, however, the Franciscans considered the villages too small and dispersed for
effective proselytizing and administration, and in some cases were able to convince the
Puebloans to congregate into fewer, larger pueblos.21 In all these missions, the Puebloans
lived in villages and houses of their own design. The Pueblo towns show little influence of
Spanish town planning ideas before 1680. Elsewhere in both North and South America, in
those areas where Native groups did not live in permanent settlements, the missionaries
would follow the Laws of the Indies and lay out a planned community like a small town, with
a central plaza surrounded by blocks divided by a grid of streets. On one of the blocks
adjacent to the plaza, they would place the church, convento, and other workshops and
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gardens of the mission’s core structures. They would direct Natives in the construction of
houses for them and their families along the streets.22
By the first decades of the seventeenth century, the relationship between the
missionary and the people to whom he carried his message had changed considerably from
what had been common in Europe at the beginning of the previous century. Contrary to the
early precepts of the Franciscan order requiring that they subsist on the charity of those to
whom they preached, the northern missions had been funded by the Crown as early as about
1583, as shown by the proposal for northern missions made by the Bishop of Guadalajara.
The funds were used to purchase essential supplies, tools, and manufactured goods, which
could not readily be made on the frontier. Farms, irrigation systems, and cattle pasture-land
were also included in the basic inventory of properties for each mission. The necessities of
missionary life had forced a gradual adaptation of the original ideals of the order to the
economic realities of the frontiers of New Spain.23
A further development of the missionary process was the formation of the first
missionary college, Santa Cruz de Querétaro, in 1683 at Querétaro, Mexico. This was a
Franciscan organization intended to improve missionary methods and direct the
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establishment of missions to specific areas. Within a few years, the college began its efforts
in the new area of Texas.24
Spain had little interest in the area that would become known as Texas during the
seventeenth century, although it had colonies in Florida and New Mexico during those years.
In 1681, however, the French explorer and fur trader, René-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La
Salle, while establishing his trade enterprise in the area of the Great Lakes, heard stories
suggesting that the Mississippi River might flow south into the Gulf of Mexico, rather than
southwest to the west coast of the North American continent into the Pacific. Realizing that if
the Mississippi was accessible from the Atlantic, it could give him an ice-free winter port for
his trade network, unlike what is now called the St. Laurence River, La Salle set out to follow
the Mississippi. In 1682, he reached the mouth of the river and claimed the entire Mississippi
River valley for France. Much of this tract became the Louisiana Territory.25
La Salle proposed to Louis XIV, king of France, that he be permitted to establish a
settlement and fort at or near the mouth of the Mississippi. The King approved this effort,
with an eye towards perhaps capturing the silver-rich northern provinces of New Spain. With
his new expedition, in 1684, La Salle returned across the Atlantic to the Gulf of Mexico to
establish his new colony, but missed the mouth of the Mississippi. He landed at present
Matagorda Bay on the coast of Texas in January, 1685.26
The French kept La Salle’s expedition secret, and Spanish authorities did not learn of
it until September 1685. Alarmed, Spanish officials authorized military entradas
24
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(expeditions) into Texas in search of the French settlement, but were unable to locate it. Not
until April 1689, was a Spanish search expedition able to locate the ruins of La Salle’s
colony. Two survivors told the Spanish of the failure of the settlement, and that La Salle had
been assassinated by members of his own crew in March 1687, as he attempted to reach the
Mississippi overland.27
The realization that France had been able to attempt a colonization of the Texas
territory, as well as their presence on the Mississippi and on the Gulf coast east of it, forced
Spanish officials to secure Texas. The Viceroy Gaspar Melchor Baltasar de la Cerda Silva
Sandoval y Mendoza, eighth count of Galve, chose to do so by forming alliances with the
local Native Americans in the area of present east Texas and western Louisiana, along with
the establishment of several missions and presidios.28
Exploring and settling a frontier during the Spanish colonial period usually needed
three elements: the presidio, or fort; the colonial town; and the mission.29 In this context, the
San Antonio missions were a critical part of the extension of the frontier of New Spain into
Texas. Their purpose as part of the colonial effort was to spread Christianity and European
culture on the Texas frontier, which in turn was expected to make the Native Americans of
Texas more controllable—the missions were to serve as an essential component of frontier
management, in conjunction with the presidio and the colonial town of San Antonio.
In the view of the colonial administration of New Spain, this was a critical aspect of
mission activity, worth the cost of upkeep of the mission system. Missions helped to control
27
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the Native American population, to lighten the burden of defense imposed on the military,
and to lessen the threat of raid and theft for the colonial town. The San Antonio complex
formed a base from which much of the Spanish military and missionary operations and
activities in Texas were carried out. It supported the frontline presidios and missions of east
Texas. A principal part of these operations was the observation of and opposition to the
French colonies of the Mississippi valley and the central Gulf coast in the period from 1718
to 1763, the English colonies and the Native Americans to the north from 1763 to 1776, and
the United States and the Comanche after 1776.30
Establishing a new mission field in Texas began with the creation of the first mission
to the Tejas or Caddo Native Americans of east Texas in 1690. The Franciscans set up a
second mission later in the same year, and made an attempt to establish seven more
beginning in 1691. The Texas missions followed the usual pattern of placing a church and
friary near a center of Native American population and then attempting to convince the more
distant groups to move closer to the mission complex, depending on improved European
methods of agriculture to accommodate the increased population. The Caddo did not like this
idea. Because of the extreme length of the supply line to the Tejas missions and the
increasing lack of support from both local Caddo and Spanish authorities, the Franciscans
abandoned the effort in 1693.31
The Crown established two missions and a presidio in the San Antonio area in 1718–
1720, and political, military and religious considerations moved three additional missions
into the same small valley in 1731. As a result, five missions were located in the upper San
30
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Antonio River valley under the protection of a single presidio. They were grouped closely,
for two principal reasons: the fields required irrigation, and this could be accomplished only
in a narrow area along the upper fifteen miles or so of the valley; and the threat of attack
from hostile northern Native American groups was ever-present, so that the missions needed
to be near the presidio and each other for mutual protection. The San Antonio missions form
a good example of what Robert Ricard described as "missions of liason," a group of missions
which that supported the east Texas missions.32
This religious and military complex formed a principal logistical center for the
northern Spanish frontier and was a key element in political decisions concerning that
frontier. In addition to their more political purposes, the missions served to educate the
Native Americans in the Catholic religion and Hispanic culture, producing useful subjects in
an area where labor shortage was a major difficulty; moreover, they provided the military
with food and supplies that otherwise might not be available.
Captain Juan Antonio Pérez de Almazán officially deeded the lands of the three new
missions on March 5, 1731, just a few days prior to the arrival of a group of new settlers
from the Canary Islands. Two and a half months after the establishment of the missions and
the arrival of the Canary Islanders, but a little more than a month before the Villa of San
Fernando and its surrounding public lands were actually laid out, the Father President of the
Querétaran missions of Texas, fray Gabriel de Vergara, wrote a review for Almazán of the
laws concerning land use. When Almazán laid out the villa, he did so with full awareness of
these laws, and with the mission ejidos already in place. Almazán kept these laws in mind as
he surveyed the town tract. His survey notes are available, and clearly indicate that he was
32
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allowing for the presence of the missions south of the new town and just across the river to
the east:
In the direction of the southeast it is not possible to give any land of that which was
ordered to be given for the ejido of this settlement because the first measurement of
the plan that was assigned for the settlement reached the bank of the San Antonio
River, which serves as division and partition between this settlement and the
missions, and especially that of San Antonio . . . and on the south the lands of the
mission of San José in the direction of Nogalitos ford.33
The survey began on the morning of July 2, 1731, and continued through July 7. The total
area of the town tract was about eight square leagues, double the four leagues legally
allowed.34
The missions were laid out following the Hapsburg mission plan, with a Native
American village of houses along streets around a central plaza and the mission church and
other buildings at one side of the plaza. The missionaries began construction of their
buildings following the traditional plan of convento rooms around a central patio. This plan
was refined and continued by master architects hired by the missions (the maestros being
hired and the projects they carried out are described in Chapter 3). The buildings were well
along by the 1750s, when the entire program was brought to a halt in 1758, after the
destruction of Mission San Sabá, forty-eight leagues (126 miles) northwest of Béxar. The fall
of San Sabá triggered an emergency construction project, the fortification of the missions,
because of the perceived threat of attack by the various Native American groups involved in
33
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the assault on that mission. All available labor was applied to the fortification project, and the
unfinished convento and church construction was left incomplete. During the same period of
the 1750s, new thinking at the viceregal and royal advisory levels of the Spanish government
began to be applied to the Texas missionary frontier, resulting in cutbacks on the intended
construction projects at each mission. Historians refer to these administrative changes as the
Bourbon Reforms (the construction programs, the emergency fortification project, and the
first effects of Reform cutbacks are discussed in Chapter 4).
After the mid-1750s, mission structural changes in Texas were aimed at increasing
mission defenses, reducing the cost and complexity of mission structures, moving the
missions toward secularization, and providing housing for vecinos, residents, who carried out
some of the work, replacing the declining Native American population. The necessary
simpler mission buildings were completed by the 1780s and 1790s, and the secularization of
the missions began in 1793 with the complete secularization of Valero. The other four
missions were temporally secularized in 1793, making them effectively doctrinas, where the
missionaries managed only the spiritual life of the mission settlement, and an appointed or
elected secular official managed the temporalities of the missions, principally their fields,
irrigation system, and ranchlands. The missions were fully secularized in 1824 and 1827,
after Mexican independence from Spain.
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Chapter 2: Historiography of the Architectural History of the Béxar Missions
The history of the Béxar group of missions is an important part of the history of Texas, as
well as of Béxar. At the same time, these missions are major components of the history and
architectural designs of the missions of northern New Spain. Historical documentation of the
missions is available in Béxar and elsewhere in Mexico and Spain for their study. It is
therefore surprising that there have been few scholarly, detailed architectural studies of the
Béxar missions, individually or as a group. In 1968, fray Marion Habig, Franciscan historian
of the Béxar missions, wrote that “a satisfactory history of these missions has not been
written … ”1 More than thirty years later, in 2002, architectural historian Kenneth Hafertepe,
in his review of Jacinto Quirarte’s The Art and Architecture of the Texas Missions, described
the state of knowledge with the publication of Quirarte’s work:
The missions have drawn a great deal of attention from popular writers but
comparatively little from scholars. They have been featured in many surveys
of American architecture and, more recently, have been the focus of
archaeological investigations; however, the missions have never been the
subject of a definitive scholarly study. Although Jacinto Quirarte’s Art and
Architecture of the Texas Missions holds the promise of being that study, it
falls considerably short….Texas Missions will certainly be a useful reference
for future scholars, but it is a far cry from definitive.2
In 2016, Joel Kitchens, in his dissertation, evaluated Quirarte’s Texas Missions in similar
terms: “Although beautifully illustrated, Quirarte’s efforts at explaining the meanings behind
the art and design fall short of a more rigorous historical analysis.”3 The state of published
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knowledge about the architectural history of the Béxar missions today, in 2022, has not
improved.
The long delay of the preparation of a well-documented study of the Béxar missions
is attributable to the slow pace of development in Texas of the fields of Spanish colonial and
Mexican history, and Texas archaeology. This resulted from several factors: the loss of most
of the local mission archives, the long delay in relocating some of the necessary Texas
archival material in the collections of Mexico, and the lengthy process of making the Texas
colonial and Mexican-period documents in those archives available for research. The long
effort to assemble an effective documentary record in order to inform research on Spanish
colonial Texas, Béxar, and the missions; the slow effort to produce secondary historical and
architectural studies using those documents as they became available; and the development
of public interest in the missions, all inspired the program to repair and maintain the
architectural remains of that colonial past, and led to architectural and archaeological
examination of the mission structures and lands.
As Spain’s empire expanded, beginning in the late fifteenth century, its government
developed methods of record-keeping in order to administer its world-spanning territories.
Income and expenditures; policy; civil, military, and religious coordination and management;
all were recorded in the many departments, agencies, and divisions of the imperial system.
With the establishment of an administrative structure in New Spain, this method of recordkeeping was put in place there as well.4
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The system in New Spain did not, however, include a central repository for archives
that would organize and maintain the documents as a record of past decisions and actions,
until Juan Vicente Güemes Pacheco y Padilla, second count of Revillagigedo and Viceroy of
New Spain from 1789 to 1794, created the Archivo General de la Nueva España to be the
central holding of the papers of the Viceroyalty. Spanish king Carlos IV, in 1792, accepted
this central storage and filing system and issued a set of regulations for its operation, written
by Revillagigedo himself. After Independence, Mexico created the Archivo General y
Publico de la Nación (AGN) in 1823 for the purpose of classifying, organizing, and storing
the documents of Mexico, both of Viceregal New Spain and the United States of México.5
Not included in this central collection were local administrative records for towns and
presidios, and the primary documents of secular and mission churches, such as baptismal,
marriage, and burial books. Although most of New Spain’s correspondence and management
records of the Church and its missions were eventually placed in the central archives, these
materials for the missionary colleges were not. The college at the mission of Santa Cruz in
Querétaro, established in 1683, and its daughter college of Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe,
founded in Zacatecas in 1707, both retained their archives at the colleges.6
During the viceregal period, provincial and town governments maintained their own
local record repositories, as did parish and mission churches. The provincial records were
kept at the capital city of the province, and the towns kept their own records of town
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government and associated civil and military records. With Independence, this system was
continued with little modification.7
Colonial and Mexican Texas generated a huge mass of records of the management of
the military, civil, and religious establishments of the area as a province and state. As part of
the northern frontier of Nueva España (particularly because it was the province that had to
deal not only with Native Americans, but also the French and English, and later the United
States), Texas was involved in a long series of conflicts. In addition to the death and
destruction resulting from such events, a great deal of the records of the province and state
were lost or destroyed, making it difficult to write histories of these and earlier times.
Fortunately, the Spanish method of documentation required multiple copies of many of these
records to be filed in various governmental offices outside of the province.8 As a result, more
of the documentary history of Texas survived than historians had expected, although finding
these records was a slow process.
In the province of Texas was a collection of many documents from the provincial
archives of Texas and a large quantity of material from the local Presidio de San Antonio de
Béxar and the Villa de San Fernando, much of it too mundane to have required copying to
other repositories. This included military, administrative and land tenure records that had not
been destroyed in the Mexican and Texan independence wars and subsequent upheavals,
from 1810 to 1836 in San Antonio. In 1899, these documents were divided, with most of the
provincial and state administration papers going to the University of Texas at Austin (UT
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Austin) as the “Béxar Archives.”9 Materials that dealt largely with the provincial capital of
Los Adaes and the later settlement of Nacogdoches in east Texas were returned to that town
as the “Nacogdoches Archives,” and in 1899 were housed in the “Spanish Archives” of the
Texas State Library.10 Other parts of the land records became the “Spanish Archives” of the
Texas General Land Office.11 Documents that were concerned with San Antonio land grants
and sales, wills and estates, and the missions, remained in the Béxar County courthouse as
the “Béxar County Archives.”12 Some additional local colonial and Mexican documents were
kept in the Béxar County Clerk’s office and the San Antonio Municipal Archives. Herbert
Bolton noticed these while making his assessment of the few surviving books of mission
church records, “[i]t may be noted here that in the County Clerk’s office at San Antonio there
is a considerable collection of documents dealing with mission land titles, while in the City
Clerk’s office there are one or two documents of similar nature.”13 The surviving mission
record books were held by the San Antonio Archdiocese Archives.14
The materials now called the Béxar Archives made up a large, disorganized collection
of documents, mostly provincial and state government records, but with a considerable
sprinkling of town, military, and mission records mixed in. The documents were virtually
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unusable as research sources through the nineteenth and the first third of the twentieth
centuries. Henry Beers, in Spanish and Mexican Records, wrote that “[t]he mass of Béxar
Archives remained at the courthouse at San Antonio for many years and were neglected….
Not until after the establishment of the University of Texas at Austin in 1883 did an interest
develop in the Béxar Archives. Members of the history faculty of that institution became
interested in the archives as a source for the history of Texas.”15 Progress in the cataloging of
the Béxar Archives at the University of Texas at Austin was slow. In 1927, for example, the
material was still almost unusable; Thomas O’Rourke, writing his dissertation on the history
of the Franciscan missionary effort in Texas, commented on “[t]he scattered condition of the
civil archives of Texas; [and] their uncatalogued state at the present time.…”16 However,
organization was proceeding, and by 1929 had progressed far enough that Frederick Chabot
was able to use the collection as one of the main sources for his genealogical study of San
Antonio, With the Makers of San Antonio.17
In 1937, Carlos Castañeda put together an assessment of the Béxar County Archives,
the archival materials that had remained in San Antonio in 1899 when the Béxar Archives
were moved to the University. These documents were considered part of the records of Béxar
County and the city of San Antonio.18 In his description of the collection, Castañeda wrote,
“[t]hat such a mass of material should be left to lay idle and without access to investigators
and persons interested in the early history of the state is unpardonable.”19
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In the nineteenth century, a puzzling feature for historians attempting to write a
history of Texas was the obvious gap where some mission records were missing. Several
nineteenth-century Texas historians observed that much of the Texas colonial and Mexican
mission records had been removed, lost, or destroyed. Presumably they based this evaluation
on the observation of the mission records that survived in California. Here, in addition to
military correspondence and mission records of marriage, baptism, and burial, “Franciscan
missionaries, the region’s most active and literate colonial agents, penned a rich, if biased,
record in their correspondence.”20 The catalog of California mission records in the
Huntington Library, for example, indicates that in addition to this material were mission
account books, census records, and other documentation for various of the missions.21
Historian Hubert Bancroft justified his concentration on California colonial and Mexican
history, and his limiting the other states of the American southwest to shorter discussion, by
summarizing the relative abundance of California mission records, “[t]he history of the
[north of Mexico, as opposed to the other areas of Mexico] is not only more interesting and
important, but it has left records much more complete …” and of these northern provinces he
chose to focus on “Upper California, for which original data are beyond all comparison most
copious, and whose history will be extensively supplemented by local annals.”22
Texas historians suggested that copies or original documents of the expected records
might survive in Mexico, Spain, or elsewhere. In 1841, for example, William Kennedy, who
considered the colonial and Mexican periods of Texas to be of little interest, wrote, “[i]f there
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be a curiosity so rampant as to long for a minute and elaborate narrative of such matters,
materials for its gratification may perhaps be obtained in the records of the department of the
Indies, deposited in the cities of Madrid and Mexico, and the reports and correspondence of
the Franciscan missionaries, which are doubtless still preserved in the archives of the order at
Rome.”23 Henderson Yoakum, in 1855, discussed sources that were no longer available in
Texas: “[t]he materials for the history of Texas during the last century are very slender; yet it
is believed there are more in existence.”24 He suggested that, among other materials, these
could include “[t]he correspondence of the Franciscan Friars from 1716 to 1794,” which he
believed could be in the mission colleges at Querétaro and Zacatecas.25 Yoakum expected
that there were also important records to be found in the archives of Mexico City, Chihuahua,
Saltillo, and Monclova, as well as in the unorganized Béxar Archives. He was correct in most
of these assumptions.
Later, in 1907, Herbert Bolton expressed similar thoughts about the absent mission
records,
[W]hile a small quantity of precious mission records are still available [at San
Antonio], the larger portion of what we know must have existed at one time has
disappeared from present view. To say that they are irrevocably lost is unsafe, except
where there is positive proof of destruction, for they may unexpectedly come to light
in some out-of-the-way corner or some unexplored repository. There is good reason
to hope, indeed, that when the archives of Mexico and Spain have been duly
searched, much of the missing material for the history of these interesting institutions
will be recovered.26
The actual events that resulted in the loss of most of the mission records of San Antonio are
unclear. Franciscan historian fray Marion Habig wrote in 1968 that early historians thought
23
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most of the colonial and Mexican mission records of San Antonio “were destroyed in the
Gutiérrez invasion of 1813.”27 In 1813, the filibustering expedition of Bernardo Gutiérrez de
Lara arrived at San Antonio and established its headquarters at the post of the Compañía
Volante del Alamo, originally the secularized mission of San Antonio de Valero (which had
acquired the name “Alamo” from the Compañía by 1813). Governor Manuel Salcedo
surrendered the town of San Antonio on April 1, 1813. 28 As the Handbook of Texas Online
describes it, after the surrender, Gutiérrez “chose Concepción as headquarters. Most mission
records (although kept by then at San José) were destroyed.”29
As a result of the apparent destruction of much of the mission records in 1813, all that
survived of the register books and other papers of the four missions of Concepción, San José,
San Juan and Espada were two books: one marriage register, 1733-1790, for mission
Concepción, with “some number of pages” 30 for the period after 1790 torn out of the book;
and one register for San José that had been used as a combined baptism, marriage and burial
record, 1777-1824. No books survived from San Juan or Espada, although a few entries for
these missions had been made in the San José book after 1818.31 The books for mission San
Antonio de Valero had been transferred to the parish church, San Fernando, in 1794, and
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survived the apparent 1813 destruction. Valero’s surviving registers were a baptismal book,
to 1783; a marriage book, to 1785, with some leaves torn out of the back, and a burial book,
to 1782. The mission was secularized in 1793, and the period from 1785 to 1793 is
apparently covered by a single book that incorporates records for the Compañía Volante, the
cavalry company that was based at the secularized mission beginning in 1802.32
Other episodes of damage to the broader Texas archival collection are outlined in the
entry for the Texas State Library and archives in the Handbook of Texas Online,
In 1836, so the Texas documents would not fall into Mexican hands, they were
moved from place to place by the ad interim government as Sam Houston's retreating
army moved eastward; some of the archives were lost ... Indian attacks and the
Mexican invasions of 1842 caused Sam Houston to order the removal of the archives
to the temporary capital, Washington-on-the-Brazos ... The treasurer's office burned
in 1845, but with only slight loss. In 1855 the adjutant general's office burned with
the irreparable loss of the muster rolls of the soldiers of the Texas Revolution. The
state capitol burned in 1881. Fortunately, there was but slight loss of documents.33
By the 1870s it had become accepted that finding documents that would allow the writing of
detailed histories of San Antonio and the missions would require the searching of archives in
Mexico and Spain. The first history of Texas to make extensive use of such documents from
colonial and Mexican archival sources available outside of Texas was that of Hubert
Bancroft, mentioned above.34 Bancroft found a quantity of historical material in the major
archives of Mexico, enough to put together a narrative of 26 pages on colonial and Mexican
Texas in his book on the history of the northern borderlands to 1800—short, but far more
documented and accurate than the earlier Texas histories described below. In the course of
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his narrative, Bancroft made an oblique reference to the Béxar Archives while discussing the
history of the administration of Texas: “[t]he records [in Texas] of the [colonial] period,
though somewhat bulky in respect of certain local and topical details, afford but slight
material for a connected historical sketch.. Of local details and statistics of mission progress
no reports are extant, if any were made ...”35
The shortage of primary documentation changed with the arrival of Herbert Bolton at
the University of Texas in 1901. In 1907, he began research on colonial Texas and the
archival resources for the history of the United States to be found in Mexico.36 The work of
Bancroft and Bolton to identify the archival holdings that recorded the colonial and Mexican
periods of Texas history ushered in an era of document collection in the form of transcripts,
photostats, and microfilming, and the archival collections at the University of Texas began to
grow. Copying projects for the University began in 1898, under the direction of George
Garrison of the university’s history department. William Dunn, Charles Hackett, and others
made transcripts of documents that Bancroft and Bolton had found in various archives, and
put them in the collections at UT Austin, as well as copies to other repositories in the United
States.37 The UT Austin Archives became “the principal repository in Texas of reproductions
from Mexican archives relating to Texas and the Southwest,” according to Beers.38 Carlos
Castañeda, while preparing the seven-volume history of colonial and Mexican Texas, Our
Catholic Heritage In Texas (OCHT), beginning in 1929, collected copies of a large number
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of documents in the archival holdings of Mexico.39 Multiple copies of this material were
given to several university and other special collections, including the University of Texas at
Austin and Our Lady of the Lake University in San Antonio.40 The increasing availability of
the documents resulted in a continuing improvement in the detail and scope of histories of
the Province of Texas.
These collection efforts, beginning in the 1880s and still continuing today, by 1965
had built up a substantial archival holding at the University of Texas, although unnoticed by
many local historians. During the same period, the Béxar County Archives, Béxar Archives,
General Land Office Spanish Archives, and the Nacogdoches Archives were all organized
and calendared, and became accessible for researchers. Fray Marion Habig, while working
on the history of the San Antonio missions in the 1960s, wrote that when he “began to gather
source materials on the history of Mission San José in 1965, many thought it was impossible
to write a satisfactory history of the missions.”41 However, making use of the sources found
by Bancroft, Bolton, Dunn, Castañeda and others, most of them available as copies in the
various archival collections in Texas, Habig was able to assemble enough documentation to
publish a detailed history of Mission San José in 1968, and in the same year a moderately
detailed history of the five San Antonio missions, The Alamo Chain of Missions. At the same
time, Habig prepared “a more or less complete history, a fully documented and annotated
39
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manuscript, … Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo, 1720-1824. … a work for students
and scholars rather than the general reading public” This scholarly history of San José, a
more detailed study than his San Antonio’s Mission San José of 1968, is as yet unpublished.42
The five San Antonio missions had been established and managed by the missionary
colleges of Santa Cruz de Querétaro and Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Zacatecas. As has
been discussed, a great many of the documents of the San Antonio missions had been lost
from the archives at San Antonio during the colonial period, and only a relatively small
selection of copies of missionary records of the San Antonio missions had been found in the
major archival collections in Mexico. Because the two colleges had not surrendered their
records to the central archival system of Mexico, it seemed possible that as Bolton, and
Kennedy and Yoakum before him, had suggested, they could hold critical documentation for
San Antonio mission history.
This turned out to be the case. Although political and social unrest had damaged the
archives of the missionary colleges, when Bolton examined the collections at the missionary
colleges of Querétaro and Zacatecas in 1907-1909, while compiling his Guide to Materials
for the History of the United States in the Principal Archives of Mexico, he found a great
quantity of archival material from the mission effort in Texas had survived in the college
libraries.43 The College of Querétaro had inventoried their archives in 1772, and according to
Bolton, the inventory listed “over 90 legajos of unbound records, besides the bound
volumes.”44 Bolton remarked that “[a]lthough many of the documents have disappeared, yet,
relatively speaking, the collection is remarkably well preserved. Most of the legajos
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described in the inventory are still present in whole or in part. Perhaps, to make an estimate,
more than half of the original archive remains as it was in 1772,” as of his visits to Querétaro
in 1907-1909.45
After Mexico’s independence in 1821, Santa Cruz de Querétaro had continued as a
missionary college until the War of the French Intervention, when French Emperor Napoleon
III installed Austrian Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian (ironically of the House of HabsburgLorraine) as emperor of Mexico in 1864. Opposition by the Mexican government under
Benito Juárez resulted in Maximilian being besieged at Querétaro in 1867. According to
online histories of the college of Querétaro, Maximilian made the Santa Cruz convento into
his headquarters during the siege. After his defeat and execution, the building continued to be
used as a barracks by the Mexican government.46 The college was suppressed in 1908, by an
order from the Pope, and the archives were transferred to the church library, where Bolton
examined them during his evaluation of the archives in 1909.47 The Querétaro convento
building continued to be used as a barracks by the Mexican government until the mid1940s.48
At the College of Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe at Zacatecas, in 1820, an inventory of
the early records of the college had found that a quantity was missing, including many of the
early Texas records. There were some indications that the material had been loaned to the
College of Querétaro, where it had been lost, but Querétaro denied this had happened.49 In
1859 the Franciscans lost ownership of most of the convento property as a result of the Law
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of Nationalization of Ecclesiastical Assets promulgated by President Benito Juárez, as part of
the Laws of Reform, but the Franciscans were able to negotiate their continuing use of
several rooms within the building, and kept the surviving archives there. Thereafter, various
sections of the convento served in a number of capacities. As at Querétaro, some of it became
a military barracks, and the college was suppressed by Papal order in 1908.50 After his listing
of the records that remained at Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe de Zacatecas, Bolton described
their condition. “The remains of the college archives are still in the old college building,” in
the convento library and a bookcase in the main stairway.51
Bolton’s report in his 1913 Guide on the archival material available at the two
missionary colleges led to hope for a major improvement in the availability of records for the
missions of Viceregal Texas—but Mexico was beginning a period of political and social
disruption that endangered the archives of the colleges. During the conflicts of the mid-1910s
through the 1920s, the surviving Zacatecan records were hidden somewhere near the
convento, where they avoided the destruction of the Cristero War of the 1920s. In 1918, the
architectural complex was declared a historical monument. Later, with the creation of the
National Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH), the property was declared a national
monument in 1939, and all the College materials and collections, including the remaining
records, were included as part of its cultural properties.52
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The archive of the College of Querétaro disappeared during the 1910s as well. In
1913, at the time of the publication of Bolton’s Guide, J. Franklin Jameson, the editor of the
volume, warned, in a note at the end of his Introduction to Bolton’s book:
The reader is requested to note that the investigations recorded in this volume
occurred during the presidency of General Díaz, before the beginning of the recent
disturbances in Mexico. No attempt can now be made to ascertain in any satisfactory
and thorough manner what effects recent developments may have had upon archives
and their contents.53
When researchers were able to return to Querétaro, they found that the archives had been
removed from the college. The disappearance of the Colegio de Santa Cruz papers sometime
during the Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920 was mentioned briefly in several secondary
discussions, although they did not agree on the cause, the timing, or what happened to the
documents.
For example, Fritz Hoffman, in 1935, remarked (without a citation) on “the
conversion of [the] college [of Santa Cruz de Querétaro] into a military barracks and the
subsequent loss of the archives,”54 presumably referring to the events of the Siege of
Querétaro in 1867 during the War of the French Intervention.55 Franciscan historian fray
Michael McCloskey, in his history of the development of the Colegio de Santa Cruz de
Querétaro, wrote that “in 1917, one of the contending revolutionary armies seized the archive
...”56 Architectural historian Ernest Allen Connally, in 1955, told the story somewhat
differently: “[t]he archives of the colleges at Querétaro and Zacatecas were largely dispersed
during the violence of 1925-26 (the Cristero War), which followed the suppression of
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Mexican monasteries [in 1908] .... The disposal of the documents is not clearly understood;
and since it is believed that many of them still exist, some may yet come to light.” 57 Because
McCloskey, as a Franciscan, was more likely to have known something of what had
happened, his version of the events is probably closer to the actuality. The absence of the
archives continued through the Cristero War of the 1920s. In 1927, Thomas O’Rourke, trying
to collect documents for his history of the Franciscan missionaries in Texas, remarked on
“the grave difficulty we have encountered in having documents copied in the Mexican
archives, owing to the unsettled political conditions in that country during the past two years
…” He hoped that “as conditions in Mexico become more nearly normal, we shall be able to
add to the narrative as given here [in his dissertation] many unpublished sources …”58 Not
until the anti-Church position of the Mexican government began to fade in the 1940s did it
become reasonably safe for archivists to begin document copying in the archives again.
The suspicion among historians of Texas in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, that a large part of the Querétaran archives might yet survive somewhere, proved
correct. In 1955, Michael McCloskey wrote that after the Santa Cruz papers were taken in
1917, they were subsequently abandoned at an unnamed location. “Unequal parts of the
archive were salvaged by several individuals [also unnamed] in the vicinity ... Though some
of the archive was lost in the seizure and abandonment,” a large proportion of the materials
survived. McCloskey obliquely suggested that the surviving portions of the archive were in
the church and convento of San Francisco in the city of Celaya, Guanajuato: “[a] search of
the archive of the Franciscan Province of SS. Peter and Paul, of Michoacán, helped to supply
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the gaps ...” 59 The headquarters mission of the Franciscan Province of Saint Peter and Saint
Paul was at the church of San Francisco.60 In his 1913 Guide, Bolton had not listed any
Franciscan archival collection in the convento at Celaya, unsurprisingly, since the building
was a partly-ruined military barracks at the time.
There were several such cryptic references by Franciscan historians to the possible
survival of the College of Santa Cruz archives in the literature through the 1950s. The
archives were, in fact, being intentionally concealed to prevent their destruction during the
period of anti-Church activism. Fray Marion Habig, during an interview in 1982, described
how he made a trip to Mexico over the winter of 1936-193761 to copy documents from the
hidden Santa Cruz papers. Habig was a student of Bolton at the University of California at
Berkeley at the time, and said that Bolton had “sent me down to Mexico to microfilm
selected documents in the archives of the College of Querétaro ... They were hidden away in
Celaya; nobody knew where they were except old—[interrupted by the interviewer, but
probably Father Odorico Peñaflor at San Francisco de Celaya62] ...”63 They were “in a room
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hidden away. In those days ... the church was being persecuted in Mexico at that time. I had
to go down there in disguise.”64 Habig added,
Some of the documents had been lost when they transferred from Querétaro to
Celaya.... That was an unauthorized friary where they were. It was just a little house
near the church [of San Francisco de Celaya]. In order to get to the church, we had to
climb over a roof and then down a ladder into a little courtyard next to the sacristy....
That’s how I met the archives….65
The convento of San Francisco de Celaya had been converted to a military barracks during
the Guerra de Reforma, 1858-1861, and continued as a government military building until
1950. In that year, the federal government returned the severely deteriorated building to the
Franciscan Order, signaling to the Franciscans that the period of danger to the Santa Cruz
archives had ended. The Franciscans began a multi-year process of reconstruction and
restoration on the old convento. By 1953 the repairs had progressed enough that the
Franciscans held the Second Franciscan Provincial Tertiaries Congress in the church and the
convent.66 Within a few years, the Franciscans decided to bring the surviving archive of the
College of Santa Cruz from the “room hidden away” where they had been stored near the
church, and place them in the San Francisco convento. In 1956, fray Lino Gómez Canedo
essentially announced to the world that the documents were officially back and available for
use when he described the archive of Santa Cruz as in good condition, although he only
obliquely indicated that the documents were now at Celaya.67
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Although fray Marion Habig had known since at least 1937 that the Santa Cruz
materials had mostly survived the decades of conflict and were hidden in a private dwelling
in Celaya, it was not until about 1970 that he made the decision to begin a new microfilming
effort in the Santa Cruz documents now acknowledged to be at Celaya, and to have
additional work done in the surviving material at Zacatecas.68 He wrote that “a considerable
amount of new source material [had] been found, especially in the archives of the former
Franciscan Missionary College of Querétaro (at Celaya) and of Zacatecas (at Guadalupe de
Zacatecas) in Mexico.”69 As a joint project sponsored by the Archdiocese of San Antonio and
the Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife, fray Habig and fellow Franciscan Benedict
Leutenegger established the Old Spanish Missions Historical Research Library (OSMHRL)
at the Franciscan friary at Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo in San Antonio, in
1971. Fray Leutenegger, with Pierson DeVries, superintendent of San José Mission State and
National Historic Site, “[e]quipped with a microfilm camera, … made several trips to Mexico
to photograph all the Texas documents in the Archives of the two Colleges of Querétaro and
Zacatecas,”70 and gathered them at the OSMHRL for a transcription and translation project.
This large collection of microfilm material is now called the Old Spanish Missions
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Collection (OSMC), and is in the Special Collections of the Sueltenfuss Library at Our Lady
of the Lake University in San Antonio, Texas.71
Looking at the development of the presentation of the history of Texas by local
historians, it is clear that the lack of the archival material necessary to allow a reasonably
accurate narrative of the development of colonial Texas was not seen as a major handicap. In
her study of the distinctive characteristics of Texas history and those who wrote it, Laura
McLemore observed that “pride in Texas history seems frequently to have elevated it to
mythical proportions, so that the distinction between myth and history becomes difficult to
draw. There are those who argue that this is not only a fact but is—to some extent at least—
as it should be.”72 This led to some free-form historical narrative in the early days of Texas as
a republic and then a state.
A wide public interest in the missions of San Antonio developed soon after Texas’s
independence from Mexico in 1836, with the influx of Anglo-American settlers for whom
such institutions were foreign.73 The strange and unfamiliar missions became immediate
tourist attractions. The tourism soon became a major source of revenue for the city, and
formal tours of the missions became an important part of any visit to San Antonio. By the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, virtually all of the publications about the San
Antonio missions took the form of tourist guidebooks. Probably the most venerable of the
guidebooks is William Corner’s Guide and History of 1890.74 Corner wrote the Guide and
History before any significant restoration work or research had been done on the missions.
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He was aware of the effects of age on the buildings, and found the lack of upkeep to be
distressing: “[i]t is pathetic, realizing that there is no help for these grand old monuments of
the past but to fall more and more into decay.”75 The collapse of the central section of the
north wall of the church at mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo in December, 1868,
was the first clear indication that the missions could not stand on their own—surprisingly, the
vaulted roof and large dome did not fall as well. Not until six years later, in December, 1874,
did the dome and most of the roof finally collapse. When Corner published his description in
1890, the church was in ruins except for the façade, the south bell tower, the south nave wall,
the western part of the nave vault, and the east end wall (part of the west wall of the
convento), details he avoided mentioning, to maintain San José’s appeal for tourists.76
In spite of their deteriorating condition, however, Corner knew that the missions were
the distinctly San Antonio things visitors wanted to see. “The Alamo, of course leads the list,
that is a shrine before which every pilgrim to San Antonio bows;” but after that, the other
missions were close runners-up.77 He described how visitors were usually surprised by these
buildings, “rising out of the brush and small timber,” and that they “arouse within one a
mixture of curiosity, a sense of the incongruous and a delight of the picturesque.”78 The
average visitor to the missions found “the hard, practical fact of the presence of these great
masses of masonry and beautiful sculpture in a lone, wide, wild prairie” difficult to
understand.79
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Corner emphasized the challenges of building these structures, pointing out, “how
enormous in the wilderness and with such difficulties was the undertaking.”80 Visitors
usually asked, “whence the stone came where no quarries were—from where the lime, with
no kilns—who was the architect, the superintendent of works, the artist stone cutter…,”81 but
the answers were beyond Corner’s available information. He echoed the popular opinion that,
“the foundations were laid by Catholic missionaries aided by their converts, half or more
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Figure 2. William Corner’s plan of Espada, 1890.82
than half savage Indians.”83 The idea that the missionaries themselves, with no skill or
training, built the vaulted and domed mission churches of San Antonio continued to be a
theme for most tour guides, and will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The details that Corner included in his section on visiting the missions set the pattern for the
descriptions in most subsequent guide books. At Espada, for example, he pointed out that
“San Francisco de la Espada” meant Saint Francis of the Sword, a distinctly unusual
attribution for the pacifist Saint Francis of Assisi. Corner summarized the local tradition,
“that the old tower of the Chapel was built in the form of the hilt of a sword, and that the
imagination of the founders supplied length to the blade to complete the similarity to the
whole weapon.”84 He suggested that the name referred to the period when St. Francis thought
he was being called to the Church as a soldier, rather than as a missionary.85
Corner described in some detail the “ramparts or enclosing walls of this Mission,”
and that the “Square is of irregular shape.”86 He discussed the round tower or bastion on the
southeastern corner of the mission compound, and mentioned the contemporary remains of
the convento briefly when he wrote that the priest “has built with his own hands upon the
ruin of the old Convent and arcade a comfortable Priest house.”87 He remarked on the
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“unmistakably Moorish” appearance of the main entrance doorway of the chapel, “having the
true Alhambra shape and lines,” and that in 1890, the oldest residents of the mission
maintained that there had been “another place of worship on the inside of the South wall by
the road,” where foundations could still be made out, as he indicated on his plan of the
mission.88 The name, the traces of another church, and the main doorway remained standard
points for most future descriptions of Espada. The “Moorish” doorway was especially
popular.
The continuing interest of the general public in these buildings resulted in an ongoing
market for guidebooks to the mission history and architecture of San Antonio, written over
the following decades. The guidebooks became progressively more detailed and made
increasing use of the expanding historical and architectural information being found for the
buildings.
Curiosity about the origins and history of the missions drove organizations and
individual researchers to collect available documentation of the buildings and the people
responsible for their creation and change. Because of the scarcity of accessible historical
records, the early histories of Texas, beginning with William Kennedy’s Texas: The Rise,
Progress and Prospects of the Republic of Texas, published in 1841, had few details on the
founding or development of the Presidio of San Antonio, the Villa of San Fernando, or the
missions.89 Kennedy wrote the barest outline of the establishment of a military post at the
place called San Antonio in 1718, with no mention of a town or the mission of San Antonio
de Valero, “[b]y a royal order in 1718, various alterations were made in the military
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administration of Texas; among other new arrangements, a detachment of fifty light infantry
was stationed at San Antonio de Béxar.”90 Because Kennedy gave no citations, it is uncertain
what his source for this statement was, and it left out the founding of mission San Antonio de
Valero. Skipping over the establishment of mission San José in 1720, Kennedy added that in
1730, “taking fresh precautions for the security of the frontier, San Antonio de Béxar was
erected into a Presidio, or permanent military station, on the 28th of November, 1730, and
preparations were commenced for making a regular settlement under its protection,”91 again
without any indication of the source for these statements. The military post of San Antonio
de Béxar had indeed been placed in the Béxar area in 1718, but the rest was a confused
description of the establishment of the civilian Villa of San Fernando settlement of Canary
Islanders in 1731. Kennedy presented a distorted picture of this founding: “[t]o supply the
deficiency of colonists, the prisons of Nueva España were ransacked, and the choicest of
their inmates culled, for the purpose of participating in the glory of founding a city in the
wilderness. In this manner was peopled the village of San Fernando (afterwards San
Antonio), close to the Presidio of Béxar.”92 Kennedy made no reference to Canary Islanders
being the settlers of San Fernando in 1731, or the establishment of three more missions on
the San Antonio River in the same year. Kennedy was unconvinced that the Spanish colonial
history of Texas had any value and unapologetic in his disdain for the period: “The history of
Texas for a hundred years subsequent to the [1680s] expedition of Alonzo de Leon, is a
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dreary register of petty territorial squabbles, barbarous feuds, and feats of monkish
strategy.”93
Historian Laura McLemore wrote that Kennedy’s history of Texas was highly
regarded at the time of its publication, and for some time afterward.94 Even more so was
Henderson Yoakum’s History of Texas, “Yoakum's History, from the time of its publication,
was one of the most highly regarded of all the state histories written during the antebellum
era, and it has endured much longer than most, if not all, of them. It was also very much a
product of its times: laboriously researched and documented, and thoroughly romantic.
Touted for its objectivity, it was as biased as any of its predecessors.”95 Yoakum published
his history of Texas in 1855, and actually made an attempt to use local records and give some
detail on the colonial period of Texas history. He cited the Béxar Archives several times in
his discussion of the eighteenth century.96 Yoakum made use of the sparse historical
information about Valero found in its records of marriages, births, and deaths in the
collections of the parish of San Fernando, although his inferences about the history of the
mission were incorrect. Some of this information was supplied to him by the City Surveyor,
François Giraud, who himself cited the books of mission records from San Antonio de
Valero.97 Because Yoakum thought that the mission of San Antonio and the Presidio of San
Antonio were a single combined establishment, references to the presidio being relocated to
the area now called Military Plaza meant to him that the mission went there as well. Yoakum
said that the mission and presidio of San Antonio was founded near San Pedro Springs in
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1718 (a location broadly supported by documentation available later), and then moved to
present Military Plaza in the center of present San Antonio in 1722, and to a third site in
1744, its present location: “The fort and mission of San Antonio de Valero98 was located on
the right bank [the east side] of the San Pedro ... it was afterward removed to the San Antonio
River.”99 Here the Franciscans began the construction of what Yoakum said they called “the
church of the Alamo.” He added that “Indians … as they became civilized, were settled
around the mission, thus forming a town on the east side of the river. The company of San
Carlos de Parras was stationed there for the protection of the town and mission.”100 This was
apparently an attempt to attribute the origins of the area of San Antonio called La Villita as a
settlement of mission San Antonio de Valero.
In 1873, D. W. C. Baker wrote a history textbook for Texas schoolchildren. He
summarized the settlement and development of the San Antonio area briefly, “[t]he oldest
towns in Texas are San Antonio, first settled in 1692 by the Spanish Catholics,” and a few
others.101 The missions were summarized equally briefly, and equally erroneously, “San
Antonio; San Jose; San Pedro; Conception; Alamo;102 the last five all at, and near the site of
the present city of San Antonio.”103 Baker left San Juan Capistrano and San Francisco de la
Espada off this list, and “San Pedro” was included mistakenly, apparently a misinterpretation
from San Pedro Creek that flows through the town; and Mission San Antonio and the Alamo
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were the same place. Baker covered most of the eighteenth century in two short sentences,
“1750 to 1800.—During this period the history of Texas is not marked by any important
event. The Spaniards tried to extend their colonies in the territory, and these efforts were
well-nigh fruitless on account of the determined hostility of the savages.”104 By page 32,
Baker had reached the American colonist period and the events leading to the Battle of the
Alamo, and history obviously began for Texas.
Making use of Mexican archival material, in 1884 Hubert Bancroft presented a much
more detailed narrative of the founding of San Antonio than the previous publications on this
topic. The Marqués de Alarcón established the presidio of San Antonio de Bejar and mission
of San Antonio de Valero in mid-1718, he wrote, using Alarcón’s later correspondence.105 He
cited the diario kept by Juan de la Peña for the Marqués de Aguayo expedition (published in
1722 but not found by U.S. historians until the 1880s) for the establishment in 1720 of the
“new mission of San José y San Miguel de Aguayo near the presidio.”106 Bancroft’s
discussion of the establishment of San Fernando was minimal: “about 1730 the villa of San
Fernando de Bejár was founded.”107 He described the moving of three Querétaran missions
from east Texas, “San Francisco, Concepción, and San José, to the San Antonio [River] near
the presidio of Béjar, which was done in 1731, the name of [the east Texas mission of] San
José being changed to San Juan Capistrano.”108 The great majority of Bancroft’s sources
were Mexican government documents and Colegio de Zacatecas archival documents, with
some Colegio Querétaro documents that had been copied into other holdings. One of the few
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Querétaran sources was the Chrónica Apostólica y Seráphica, a history of the missionary
colleges of Nueva España, written in 1746 by fray Isidro de Espinosa, which narrates a brief
summary of the establishment and development of the Presidio and the missions of San
Antonio.109 Historian Robert Clark summarized the contemporary view of Bancroft’s work in
1907:
Mr. H. H. Bancroft's History of the North Mexican States and Texas, volume 1, had
contained the best authoritative and the most extensive account of early Spanish
occupation and settlement of Texas, an account based for the most part on materials
to be found in the Mexican archives.... The bibliographical notes found in the
chapters dealing with Texas ... have served to reveal the whereabouts of a large
amount of source material.110
Bancroft’s work demonstrated that although he had located a great deal more archival
material than previous writers on the history of Texas, the detailed documentation of the
history of the San Antonio missions had yet to be seen. After Bancroft’s summary of Texas
history, later historians writing the major histories of the state returned to minimal or no
citations, and simply echoed the conclusions of Giraud and Yoakum about the movements of
the presidio and Valero, rather than the more evidence-based conclusions of Bancroft,
reflecting the accuracy of Laura McLemore’s observations about Texas history. For example,
Homer S. Thrall summarized Yoakum’s and Giraud’s description of the founding of the
presidio and mission, although with the (erroneous) change that the mission and presidio
moved to Military Plaza in 1732, rather than 1722. John H. Brown paraphrased Thrall’s
description of the founding, but added that San Fernando was laid out “on the opposite side
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of the river” from the Presidio of San Antonio. Brown’s narrative was not clear as to which
establishment was on which side, but neither choice would have been correct.111
Herbert Bolton’s research in the archives of Mexico and Spain between 1907 and
1909112 relocated a great many documents of the history of the Béxar missions in the
collections at Querétaro and Zacatecas. He published numerous papers on Texas history, and
in Texas in the Middle Eighteenth Century (1915), Bolton collected many of these articles.
This made a number of new sources on the history of San Antonio and the missions known to
other historians.113 For example, Ione Tanner Wright, in San Antonio de Béxar: Historical,
Traditional, Legendary (1916), made clear in her “Introduction” that her work “could not
have been published at an earlier date. It is to Professor Herbert E. Bolton ... that our State is
indebted, through his recent ‘Texas in the Middle Eighteenth Century,’ for the history of an
epoch hitherto considered uninteresting and unimportant, because unknown.”114
One result of Bolton’s research on the location of archives in Mexico and his support
of efforts at collecting transcripts and photostats of documents for Texas history was Carlos
Castañeda’s Our Catholic Heritage in Texas (1936-1958). This included a wealth of new
information from the finally-organized Béxar Archives and other major collections in the
United States and Mexico concerning the development of the missions and their relationship
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with civil and military authorities.115 Castañeda’s massive history of Texas remains the bestdocumented study of the colonial period, incorporating a huge number of documents as the
foundation for the work. His history suffered from lacking the additional documents
collected by Habig and Leutenegger in the 1970s, which would have clarified a number of
broad details and allowed a better understanding of what was happening on the northern
frontier. Castañeda remains necessary because of his intense documentation with the sources
of Texas history available by the 1930s, ‘40s, and ‘50s. As discussed earlier, through the
period from 1910 to the 1950s, both the Querétaran and Zacatecan archives had been
concealed and unavailable.
Félix Almaráz, in The San Antonio Missions and their System of Land Tenure (1989),
published a short history of the land use of the San Antonio missions.116 For example, he
briefly mentioned the founding of the four missions of Querétaro in 1718 and 1731, and San
José in 1720, and then, using translations by the Franciscan historian Benedict Leutenegger,
gave a description of the layouts of the missions as described in the 1772 and 1785
inventories.117 However, Almaráz summarized the inventories without any plan or discussion
of where the structures were or any narrative of how they developed.
Donald Chipman wrote a compact history of colonial Texas, Spanish Texas, 15191821,118 a single-volume history covering the period up to 1821 and Mexican Independence.
This is a careful and readable summary of Texas before 1821, but any detailed discussion of
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specific events or the identification of most of their archival sources requires that
Castañeda’s work be consulted.
Jesús de la Teja wrote a social history of San Antonio as his dissertation in 1988,119
then published a more popularized version, San Antonio de Béxar, A Community on New
Spain's Northern Frontier, in 1995.120 De la Teja found much previously unused
documentation about the settlement and development of the presidio of San Antonio and the
Villa of San Fernando in the Bexar Archives and other archival collections at the University
of Texas, as well as other collections in Austin and the Bexar County Archives in San
Antonio, but did not make use of the Old Spanish Missions Collection at Our Lady of the
Lake University, also in San Antonio. However, this was not a significant oversight because
his focus was the community development and life of the presidio and villa, not the missions,
and the calendaring of the OSMC at the time was almost useless, making the material
extremely time-consuming to scan through. His study was recognized as a “model of archival
research, lucid exposition, and tight analysis” by David Weber.121 It became a building block
for subsequent discussions of San Antonio’s colonial history (including some of my work),
although it paints somewhat too rosy a picture of community unity in Béxar.
In 1991, Gilberto Hinojosa wrote a short chapter for Tejano Origins in EighteenthCentury San Antonio, that was the seed from which this dissertation grew: “The ReligiousIndian Communities: The Goals of the Friars.”122 In the article, Hinojosa made use of a
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number of the documents published by Habig and Leutenegger through the OSMHRL while
it was still based at Mission San José. He also used an early version of the National Park
Service architectural history of the missions that I was working on with others through the
1980s. He recognized that the missions had been fortified in the 1750s, and that the
Franciscans cut back on their Hapsburg mission construction plans in the 1780s. He noted the
increase of vecinos in the missions in the later years of the century, and the changes in
mission priorities that came along with them. The major difference between my discussion in
this dissertation and Hinojosa’s conclusions about the goals of the Franciscans is in our
perceptions of the final goals of the Franciscan missions. Hinojosa argued that the
missionaries wanted to develop “isolated Indian communities which strove towards
Christianization and self-sufficiency,” that “life in the missions and the building programs
directed by the padres were designed to create permanent [Native American] communities
completely separate from the other institutions on the frontier.” Certainly the missions were
given the legal privilege to protect their property and their neophytes from outsiders, but it is
difficult to reconcile the mission policies of allowing vecinos to live and work in the
missions, and to intermarry with neophytes, with a goal of separatism from Hispanic society.
In addition to historical documents, the analysis of the architecture itself is an
effective method for determining the history of construction, use, changes, and decay of a
building. An early study that met the criteria to be considered an architectural history was
Robert Leon White’s 1930 thesis, Mission Architecture of Texas, Exemplified in San Joseph
de San Miguel de Aguayo.123 This thesis, for White’s master’s degree in architecture at the
University of Texas at Austin, was an earnest attempt to work out the structural history of
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San José y San Miguel de Aguayo. It was never published, and White’s insights into the
architectural history of San José were used only by a few subsequent architectural historians.
White described a characteristic of mission studies that becomes apparent to anyone who
works in or reads the architectural histories of missions on the northern frontier of New
Spain, but which is rarely acknowledged: “Due to the great amount of publicity given the
California missions … our definition of Mission architecture so far has been based on the
peculiarities of the particular style as developed under [California’s] influencing
conditions.”124
The first effort at an actual historical architectural study of the missions was Texas
Missions, Their Romance and Architecture (1936) by Charles Mattoon Brooks, a guidebook
to the missions that attempted to work out their architectural history, using Herbert Bolton’s
research as its historical basis.125 By the time Brooks published his guidebook and
architectural history of the missions in 1936, Bolton’s research had become familiar, and
transcripts, photostats, and microfilm of some of the original documents he had located were
available in the archives collection at the University of Texas. As a result of Bolton’s work,
some of the details of the development of the San Antonio missions had become known to
architectural historians, from which more informed interpretations of the surviving
architecture and wall traces could be made. This, however, was far from any actual
description of the colonial appearance of the missions, or analysis of the steps by which they
were designed, built, changed through time, and came to the ruined condition they had in the
twentieth century.
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Trent Sanford’s The Architecture of the Southwest (1950), had a stronger architectural
approach than previous descriptions of the missions. It is clear that Sanford had read some of
the early historical discussions of the more interesting buildings of San Antonio—when he
discussed Mission Espada, for example, he followed the pattern set by William Corner in
1890, and particularly emphasized the “Moorish doorway” of the church126—but he did not
include footnotes or a bibliography. In 1951, Elizabeth Wilder Weissman, who translated
Manuel Toussaint’s Arte Colonial en México in 1976,127 reviewed Sanford’s book with a
cheerful but sharp-edged tone, observing that he seemed to be “concerned rather more with
history than with architecture … one wishes for some more specific information about how
the buildings were designed, and who did the carving and the painting …”128 With the
Querétaran and Zacatecan archives still hidden, these details remained unavailable.
Other scholarly summaries followed. Hugh Morrison, in Early American
Architecture: From the First Colonial Settlements to the National Period (1952), appears to
have picked up several of Sanford’s discussion points about the missions.129 Vincent Scully
wrote a review of the book, and said that Morrison was acting “not only as a compiler but as
a synthesizer.”130 This approach is not apparent in Morrison’s chapter on Texas—as of 1952
there were still no studies of the architectural history of the San Antonio missions that made
use of any historical documents to inform researchers of the design process, the names of the
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architects and sculptors, or the episodes of construction. Like Sanford, Morrison did not
include notes or a bibliography.
In 1955, Ernest Allen Connally wrote his dissertation, The Ecclesiastical and Military
Architecture of the Spanish Province of Texas, for Harvard University, a remarkable
assessment of the San Antonio missions.131 Connally’s thorough study of the then-available
documentation and insightful use of it substantially improved understanding about what the
limited documentation was telling us. Connally included a number of documents that
previous historians had overlooked, even though they had apparently been available in Texas
since Bolton’s work in the early 1900s, as well as documents in the General Land Office, the
Béxar Archives, and the Béxar County Archives. Unfortunately, Connally’s dissertation
remaines virtually unknown. His conclusions would have been an excellent starting point for
subsequent research, but it has never been used in any major study of the San Antonio
missions. I have been able to find nine citations of his dissertation, of which only three were
discussions of Texas colonial church or military architecture.132 Connally himself followed a
career in the National Park Service, in historical preservation and archaeology, and never
published any books or articles on Spanish colonial Texas.
Fray Marion Habig published San Antonio’s Mission San José and The Alamo Chain
of Missions, both in 1968, as efforts to bring the emerging complex history of the San
Antonio missions to the attention of the public. Habig wrote these books for a popular
audience and did not make them critical discussions of the architectural development of the
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missions.133 Like Connally in 1955, Habig explored the archival collections at UT Austin and
other libraries, and was surprised as to how much mission documentation he was able to find.
The Alamo Chain remains the most-used reference for historians of the missions, along with
Castañeda’s Our Catholic Heritage in Texas.
William Pierson, Jr., in his study of American architecture, American Buildings and
Their Architects (1970) included a chapter titled, “Other Colonial Manifestations: Baroque
Transformations in the American Southwest.”134 His entire thirteen-page discussion of
colonial San Antonio has three footnotes, of which only the first gave the sources for his
structural histories: Sanford and Morrison. He picked up his discussion of master mason and
master sculptor Pedro Huizar from Morrison, who apparently got the discussion from
Sanford. Many of Pierson’s assumptions about construction episodes and dates are
incorrect—for example, he thought the gable above the façade of the Alamo was colonial,
whereas it was actually built by the US Army in 1851.135
Both Sanford’s and Pierson’s studies were frequently used as college textbooks. The
striking thing about these studies of the architecture of the US Southwest is their lack of
documentation. Without more information from primary sources or detailed secondary
discussions using primary documentation, such narratives could not become detailed, factbased histories of the development of the missions. Although Carlos Castañeda had
published the sixth volume of Our Catholic Heritage in Texas in 1950, covering through
1836,136 there is little indication that these architectural studies made use of that massive
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body of historical information about the missions. Why Pierson did not use (or at least
acknowledge) Habig, Connally, or Castañeda (or Bolton or Bancroft, for that matter) is
unclear. I must presume that he and the other architectural historians before him did not
know these works existed. At the same time, Sanford and Pierson apparently did not use the
documents that had been collected at UT Austin. Even genealogist and historian Frederick
Chabot used that material in the late 1920s through the 1930s. Pierson was writing a
synthesis of published studies and articles on Texas colonial architecture, and yet did not use
the only in-depth studies, written by Connally and Habig.
As a result of the major historical research projects by Habig and Leutenegger, after
the long-ongoing gathering of transcripts, photostats, and microfilm in the archival
collections at UT Austin, by the late 1970s enough of the long-missing documentation from
Querétaro and Zacatecas missionary colleges had become available to allow increasingly
effective architectural histories of the missions. Such analyses, however, required that
information from previously untranscribed and untranslated Spanish colonial documents be
combined with obscure archaeological reporting and direct inspection of the fabric of the
missions, as well as the records of architectural restoration work, historical photographs,
drawings, and paintings of the buildings.
In 1994, Willard Robinson made a first published effort to combine these sources in
order to write a comprehensive history of the San Antonio missions.137 He wrote brief, but
careful architectural descriptions of the mission churches, and included discussions of
structural details and a good range of documents, both historical and archaeological. He used
Connally, Habig’s Alamo Chain of Missions, Leutenegger’s Inventory of the Mission San
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Antonio de Valero and several of the other published transcripts and translations from Habig
and Leutenegger’s Old Spanish Missions Historical Research Library at mission San José.
Others of his sources were documents translated or quoted by the historical archaeologist
Mardith Schuetz (later Schuetz-Miller) in Historic Background of the Mission San Antonio
de Valero, in 1966,138 and several archaeological reports. Because the archaeology he used
did not work out sequences and did not make use of the 1772 and 1785 inventories that
would tie the details of the inventories to building traces in order to reconstruct the mission
plans and their development, Robinson proposed unworkable construction sequences for the
missions. Robinson did not realize that maestros de alarife were involved in the planning and
construction of the buildings, and evaluated mission design and construction in a simplistic
way: “Variations in design seem to reflect different colleges of architecture. San Antonio de
Valero was built by friars from Querétaro, who were mostly from Spain; San José was built
by friars who were mostly born in Mexico.”139 This was continuing the traditional
assumption that the Franciscans themselves designed and directed the construction of the
mission churches, rather than salaried architects and sculptors who were brought to San
Antonio for that purpose. At the same time, Robinson was adding the assumption that the
home origins of the individual Franciscans were a determining factor in the church designs.
There is undoubtedly some truth to this last assumption: the Father President of the missions
being built probably took part in the design process and had final approval of it (see Chapter
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3, The Architects of the San Antonio Missions), and it is likely their tastes in architecture
influenced the designs, but so far no records of this have been found.140
James Early, in Presidio, Mission, and Pueblo: Spanish Architecture and Urbanism
in the United States, looked at the San Antonio missions among the other examples of
surviving colonial architecture of the American southwest.141 He wrote in his preface that his
“concern in this book is to provide a comprehensive account of Hispanic building and urban
development in parts of the United States that once belonged to Spain,” with an emphasis on
“Spanish design and construction of buildings, both ecclesiastical and domestic.”142 He very
briefly outlined the episodes of construction of the Béxar missions, using some information
from my Historic Structure Report on the Béxar missions for the National Park Service.143
Robert Mullen published a broad synthesis of the architecture of Spanish colonial
Mexico, Architecture and Its Sculpture in Viceregal Mexico, in 1997, and included a
discussion of the Béxar missions using Mardith Schuetz’s, “Professional Artisans in the
Hispanic Southwest” as his primary source for the details of their histories.144 Mullen had
worked with Schuetz on the “Decorative and Applied Arts at the [San Antonio] Missions”
project for the National Park Service under Jacinto Quirarte, discussed below.145 Mullen
described the characteristics of the churches of San José and Concepción, but his knowledge
of their histories was limited to the details published in Schuetz’s work.146
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In 2002, twenty years after “Decorative and Applied Arts” was submitted to the
National Park Service, Jacinto Quirarte published The Art and Architecture of the Texas
Missions, that made use of architectural analysis, archaeological research, and some of the
large body of new historical documentation that has become available from the OSMC since
1970.147 Quirarte attempted a detailed history of the architecture of the Béxar missions and
Espíritu Santo near Goliad, Texas. He depended heavily on the work of his research
associate, art historian Donna Pierce, compiled during the San Antonio Missions research
project in 1981-1982. Although his discussion of the surviving mission art was well done,
and his evaluations of the altar pieces were a good beginning, reviews of Quirarte’s
architectural history were critical. For example, Kenneth Hafertepe of Baylor University
wrote that “the inventories and reports from the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries are
never really blended with surviving physical evidence from the eighteenth century ... One is
never given a fully synthesized picture of a mission.”148 Hafertepe pointed out that Quirarte
did not, for example, include William Pierson’s or Robert Mullen’s evaluations of the Béxar
missions, and that ultimately, “some effort could have been made to compare [these
missions] to similar structures in New Mexico, Arizona, and California. Because this study is
so tightly focused on Texas missions, however, their larger significance is lost.” 149
Hafertepe’s criticism is particularly telling since Quirarte had stated in the introductory pages
of his book that, “most of the [mission architectural] studies ... have dealt with the art and
architecture as an isolated phenomenon without reference to central Nueva España, where
the sources for their forms and structures are found ... The study of the missions in Texas,
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New Mexico, Arizona, and California, therefore, is characterized by a focus on a particular
state or a single mission and rarely on the missions of the entire area.”150 Quirarte did not
compare the San Antonio missions with other mission systems farther south in northern New
Spain, nor did he include any discussion of the changes at the San Antonio missions through
the last half of their operation as a result of the effects of Bourbon reforms on mission
planning and management. He attempted to use archaeological information and the 1772 and
1785 detailed inventories of the missions, but was never able to achieve a clear picture of the
layout and development of the missions.
The repair and restoration projects at the Béxar missions through the first half of the
twentieth century made it obvious that there was a need for more information about their
historical appearance and operation, and the subsequent tourism boost required increased
knowledge for interpretation. Several of those historians who wrote about the San Antonio
missions observed traces of no-longer-standing buildings at the missions. For example,
Corner’s plans in 1890 show foundation traces at four of the five missions.151 Brooks, in his
description of the convento at Espada in 1936, said “there is also a trace of the convent or
monks’ quarters but this is indistinct and there is so little description of it handed down in
pioneer writings that it is omitted from our discussion,”152 addressing the difficulty that
historical records are frequently not enough to determine a mission’s plan or changes to that
plan. White emphasized the study of “the stones,” the surviving walls, even if they were no
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more than foundation traces, as a necessary part of any assessment of mission structural
history.153
By the 1890s the decay of the missions described by William Corner had become a
recognized issue, and the need to begin repair and maintenance to keep these historical
monuments standing and available for visitation inspired the organization of preservation
efforts in San Antonio.154 It was soon obvious that some form of archaeological investigation
would be necessary to examine the foundations of structures that had fallen or were
threatening collapse. The Daughters of the Republic of Texas started a program to preserve
the Alamo and the other missions in the 1890s, but the major efforts of the preservation
movement for the four missions south of the Alamo was prompted by the collapse of the
southern half of the bell tower of mission San José in 1928. Although the mission church
north wall and dome had collapsed in the nineteenth century, the spiral staircase in 1903, and
the vault of the mission granary building about 1924, the collapse of half of the iconic bell
tower made it clear that the rest of the tower would soon follow, threatening the entire
distinctive façade. This triggered a new sense of impending loss and urgency among the
people of San Antonio.155
The San Antonio Conservation Society was founded in 1924 to save the San Antonio
missions, the Governor’s Palace, and other examples of the “historic built environment” of
San Antonio.156 Historical architect Harvey Smith, hired by the Conservation Society in 1928
to carry out the reconstruction of the Governor’s Palace, continued as the lead architect for
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the work on San José.157 As part of the stabilization and reconstruction, Smith conducted an
early version of archaeological investigation at San José beginning in 1933. He located the
footings of the original mission walls and Native American quarters, and the lower walls and
wheel room of the original mission mill, in order to reconstruct them.158 The mill foundations
were recorded in the ground by Smith’s drawings, but he did not make similar drawings of
the mission enclosure walls and structures as found. No photographs were taken, and none of
the artifacts found during the work were saved.159 I worked with John Clark at San José in
1974 to uncover stretches of the foundations of the enclosing walls, and we were able to see
that Smith rebuilt the walls virtually entirely on the original foundations.160
Workmen began some improvements on the grounds of Concepción, Espada, and San
Juan in 1933–1934.161 Smith made measured plan and elevation drawings of the standing
buildings and foundations traced at these three missions, unlike his earlier work at San José.
His son, Harvey Smith, Jr., later described the process: “When a footing or other foundation
was uncovered, it was carefully followed with a minimum of excavation width to avoid
excess disturbance. Unskilled labor prevented any detailed removal of soil and midden
deposits, but accurate measurements were taken to provide a lasting record for those research
specialists that would come later.”162 Smith’s measured drawings of the plan and elevations
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of the buildings were prepared in January, 1934. The Historic American Buildings Survey
(HABS), established in 1933 under the aegis of the National Park Service, documented the
missions as part of recording the architectural heritage of the United States. The field crew
and delineator used Harvey Smith’s measured drawings as their primary source. The details
of the HABS plans and drawings replicate Smith’s original plan drawings, including the wall
foundations uncovered by his excavations.163
Archaeology was a relatively new research method in the United States in the 1930s.
It began as an antiquarian pursuit in Europe in the seventeenth century, and slowly became
more exacting through the nineteenth century. Sir Mortimer Wheeler of England is credited
with working out the basic techniques for professional archaeology in the 1920s,164 and
Kathleen Kenyon perfected the methods for excavating urban sites and buildings.165 The
gathering of evidence of the history and use of buildings, settlements, and landscapes is the
cultural and structural analysis technique called “historical archaeology,”166 the focus of
which is sites that have historical records. In the 1940s and 1950s, researchers in the
discipline of archaeology began to realize that archaeology on sites with historical
documentation should be done in a different manner from traditional non-historical
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archaeology. In historical sites, research into the historical records of the site became part of
the reconstruction of the archaeological history of the site.167
In Great Britain, beginning in the early 1970s, one of the foremost architectural
historians of preindustrial England, H. M. Taylor, acknowledged that archaeology was a
critical part of effective architectural history. “[I]n spite of a lifelong hope that careful study
of standing fabric would be sufficient to solve the outstanding problems of Anglo-Saxon
architectural history, I have been convinced … that this object is not attainable by structural
and historical studies alone … it needs the fullest help which can be given by all the
techniques of modern archaeological investigation.”168 Archaeologist Warwick Rodwell, who
has specialized in the architectural history and archaeology of early churches in England, has
emphasized “stratification” as a characteristic of preindustrial church construction. He
defines it as “the sequential relationship which can be demonstrated between one wall and
another,” or details of structural change visible on the walls. Rodwell added, “Although the
term [stratification] is commonly used in connection with geological and archaeological
deposits in the ground, stratification is equally a feature of upstanding structures.”169
Stratigraphic analysis is the process of recognizing sequences of construction, remodeling,
and alteration of the fabric of a building, both in plan and in the standing walls themselves.
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“[A]rchaeological stratification, either in the ground or in the fabric of the buildings,”170 is
evidence for the determination of the historical sequence of structural changes, and allows
the association of those changes with the documentary record.171
Before the development of a coherent discipline of historical archaeology in the
United States, methodologies were considerably less exacting. Beginning in the 1960s at the
Texas missions, however, archaeologists began to make the attempt to conduct excavations
and present their results in a more meaningful way for historians and architects, and to
include more historical evidence to be part of the research for and final report on the
excavations. A notable early example of this was the excavation in 1962 of the mission of
San Lorenzo de la Santa Cruz, established for Lipan Apaches in the area called El Cañon, on
the Nueces River, ninety-three miles west of the Béxar area. Archaeologist Curtis Tunnell
(later appointed the State Archeologist172 for Texas), described how the San Lorenzo report
came about:
In 1962 no mission in Texas had been excavated utilizing the sophisticated techniques
available to the modern archeologist … this joint archeological-ethnohistorical
investigation seemed a good way of finding out how mutually beneficial such a such
a combined approach actually would be ... Surely these different kinds of data could
be put together in such a manner as to recreate the past more fully and effectively
than had ever been done before, at least so far as missions established by the Spanish
for Texas Indians were concerned.173
Mardith Schuetz, an archaeologist and architectural historian mentioned above in the
discussion of the Quirarte mission art and architecture project, worked on several missions in
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San Antonio in the 1960s and 1970s. Like Curtis Tunnell, she was among the first in Texas
to apply this new archaeological thinking to her excavations, using detailed historical
research into the available primary documents to inform and support her archaeological
investigations of the missions. As a result, she produced the first document-assisted
reconstructions of the architectural histories of the Béxar missions on which she worked,
primarily San Juan Capistrano and San Antonio de Valero. Her reports on excavations at
mission San Juan Capistrano during the 1960s set a new standard for such mission
research.174
Unfortunately, the examples of Tunnell and Schuetz were not followed in many of the
subsequent archaeological projects in San Antonio, or in the preparation of reports on
excavations conducted at the San Antonio missions. These were usually “cultural resource
management” excavations, also called “salvage archaeology.” Such archaeology was carried
out when ground-disturbing actions were planned (and sometimes after they had occurred),
such as installing new pipelines or electric cables, roadways, or stabilization of historical
buildings. The excavations were intended to determine whether cultural resources, such as
trash middens, building traces, or other significant remnants of the past were present in the
specific area to be disturbed, and to “mitigate,” or record and analyze, any resources found—
in some cases, before they were destroyed by future construction. The difficulty with this
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approach (still a standard method in the United States) is that “cultural resource management
… forces archaeologists to make narrow, local, project-specific interpretations of the
archaeological record.”175 John W. Clark, an archaeologist with the state of Texas and among
those who followed the precedent set by Tunnell and Schuetz on the historical and
archaeological methods of the developing discipline of historical archaeology, wrote an indepth report on excavations at Mission San José in the 1970s that included detailed
evaluations of the architectural history of the mission as well.176 He had a similar appraisal of
archaeological practice in Texas at the time. Many excavations on historical sites “can be
seen as very limited project-oriented excavations with a lack of interpretation … [such
excavations] will accomplish little and fail to answer questions of archeological, historical,
architectural or cultural significance except in rare cases and by accident.”177 The reports
written for these sorts of projects have largely remained minimal presentations of the results
of the field work and analysis, with only a quick and usually dated historical overview.178
Schuetz summarized her conclusions about the architectural history of the missions in
1983, when she published “Professional Artisans in the Hispanic Southwest: The Churches
of San Antonio, Texas.”179 In this article, Schuetz compiled her twenty years of research on
the San Antonio missions into a narrative of the construction history of the mission buildings,
primarily the churches. She pointed out that the historical evidence was clear that the
Franciscans had not built the completed churches of the San Antonio River valley; instead,
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professional masons and architects had been brought to the Texas frontier to direct the
construction of the primary mission buildings: “A prevalent misconception is that the mission
churches of the Spanish northern borderlands were literally built by their resident ministers
… the evidence from San Antonio de Valero indicates that the ministers attempted to bring
professional builders to the borderlands from the outset in order to design and direct the
construction of permanent buildings.”180
Schuetz included the names of those architects she had been able to find mentioned in
the mission birth, marriage, and death records, and in other historical documents of the
viceregal period that had been collected in the major libraries of San Antonio and Austin,
Texas as of 1983.181 The evidence for the identities of the major architects, and when they
were in San Antonio, was in the mission annual account books in the microfilm collection
made from the Querétaran archival material, collected by fray Leutenegger and Peter
DeVries under the direction of fray Habig. The account books were available in the Special
Collections at Our Lady of the Lake University by the early 1980s, but the collections were
not yet calendared and the thousands of pages of documentation were very difficult to use
effectively, and Schuetz never found them.
Schuetz wrote a fourth and final volume in 1980 on her excavation of the San Juan
convento, “Excavation of the Convento,” but this was never published, and is available only
as a hand-written manuscript on file at the office of the Texas State Archeologist. Her
excavations of 1967-1971 in the convento area found the evidence for major remodeling of
the east building that she suspected was the church. About 1980, while she was preparing the
manuscript for this final volume, she had the opportunity to compare her field results to the
180
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1772 inventory of San Juan, 182 and found that there was a close match between the structure
she had traced and the description of the church in 1772.183 Since she never found the annual
accounts of the Querétaran missions in the microfilm, she never saw the evidence for the
primary designers and builders of the churches and other arched and vaulted structures.
Nevertheless, Schuetz’s work was the first to combine architectural analysis of the mission
buildings with archaeological investigations and historical research into the primary records
of the Béxar missions to attempt detailed architectural histories.
The archaeological record is probably the most crucial and at the same time the most
difficult-to-use body of information about the architectural history of the San Antonio
missions. Translating the reports, field notes, and artifact analyses of archaeological research
into meaningful and useful architectural historical insights is a specialized task, and Schuetz
was one of the few people who had training in both areas sufficient to carry out such an
effort. Most archaeologists, however, are not architectural historians (or historians of any
sort, for that matter), and are usually reluctant to offer any broad conclusions about a
structure based on the limited field work of cultural resources management. As a result, their
reports rarely include any information of recognizable value to the average architectural
historian, and their work has remained unused in most of the published architectural histories
of the missions. Frequently, however, even the most dry and diffident archaeological report
on work at a mission can offer some critical evidence on a sequence of structural events.
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In some cases, archaeology at the San Antonio missions has been able to answer
questions that historical and architectural work could not. Two examples will illustrate this.
First, in the 1960s, Mardith Schuetz worked out details of the plan of Mission San Juan, and
a tentative sequence of construction and modification of the buildings, although the mass of
new material found by the microfilming project by the OSMC has since allowed a
considerably more detailed, and somewhat different, architectural history of the mission.
Second, while working for the Center for Archaeological Research at the University of Texas
at San Antonio as a contract archaeologist, in 1980 I was assigned as field supervisor for a
contract with the National Park Service to determine the actual plan of the mission buildings
and the fortified enclosure of the Native American pueblo at Mission Concepción, a plan
forgotten since the walls collapsed and much of the stones scavenged in the 1830s. Through
deed record research, and details in the 1772 inventory of the mission, found among the
documents that Leutenegger and DeVries had microfilmed in the Colegio de Santa Cruz de
Querétaro archive at San Francisco de Celaya, I determined a probable plan for the mission. I
excavated selected places indicated by that retrieved plan, and was able to demonstrate that
the hypothetical plan was, in fact, largely correct.184 The National Park Service and local
historians185 questioned this determination, because it differed from the description and plan
drawn by fray Marion Habig in his Alamo Chain of Missions.186 I wrote to fray Habig,
enclosing a copy of a draft of the report and my plan of the mission, with my discussion of
the historical and archaeological evidence for my conclusions, and asked him what he
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thought. His response was straightforward: “I am sorry to hear that my ‘diagrams’—the one
in The Alamo Chain of Missions … caused you ‘a little trouble’ … I fully accept and
recognize as correct your findings concerning the location of Concepción’s church and
convento and granary and the walls of the compound.”187 Habig included a brief discussion
of my work in his final book on the San Antonio missions, Spanish Texas Pilgrimage: “A
long unsolved problem at Mission Concepción was the location of the walls that enclosed the
mission square…. James E. Ivey has finally succeeded in locating the position of the walls of
the mission square and he has demonstrated that the church, convento, and granary were all
in the southeastern corner of the compound.”188
The Mission Concepción excavations were part of initial research sponsored by the
National Park Service as part of putting together San Antonio Missions National Historical
Park. During the twentieth century, a growing interest on the part of the United States public
about its Spanish past in the American southwest resulted in the creation of a number of
historical preserves of Spanish colonial sites across Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and
southern California. Among these was the establishment of San Antonio Missions National
Historical Park in 1978, including missions Concepción, San José, San Juan, and Espada (the
Alamo was managed originally by the Daughters of the Republic of Texas and now the
Texas General Land Office).189 The National Park Service brought a new approach to the
management of the San Antonio missions—its priority was preservation of the buildings as
they stood rather than restoration. During the late 1970s and 1980s, the National Park
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Service, the Archdiocese, and the Texas Historical Commission, jointly initiated a series of
archaeological and historical investigations of the missions.
Recognizing the shortcomings of mission research up to that time, the Park Service
set out to develop a detailed historical background for San Antonio Missions National
Historical Park as a solid foundation of knowledge on which to base their architectural
maintenance and historical interpretation programs. Part of this work was the “research
project on the decorative and applied arts at the four San Antonio missions which comprise
the San Antonio Missions National Historical Park,”190 discussed above, carried out by the
Research Center for the Arts at the University of Texas at San Antonio, under the direction of
Jacinto Quirarte, in 1981–1982. The principal researchers were architectural historian Robert
Mullen, historical archaeologist Mardith Schuetz (later Schuetz-Miller), and art historian
Donna Pierce.191
At the same time, the Park Service began its own project on the preparation of an
architectural history of the missions. I was hired by the National Park Service in 1982 to be a
member of that project, and wrote the colonial and Mexican-period histories of the four
missions as my contribution to the report, completed in 1984.192 Twenty years later, in 2004,
I was asked to revise the colonial and Mexican-period histories as a publication to be sold to
the public, and a modified version without the plans and drawings of the colonial-period
buildings was eventually made available electronically.193 In 2014 that document formed the
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basis for most of the historical structural development descriptions used in the nomination of
the San Antonio missions to the UNESCO listing of World Heritage sites.194 In 2018, the
National Park Service and the University of Texas at San Antonio produced a limited
publication of this architectural history of the San Antonio missions as bound copies at the
John Peace Library at UTSA and as an electronic text available on the internet, using my
manuscript as of 2006.195 This dissertation began as the chapter on Mission Espada in Of
Various Magnificence. It incorporates another thirteen years of additional research after I
realized that the various modifications to the relationship between the missions of New Spain
and the king during the Bourbon reformation, in the second half of the eighteenth century,
seemed to be the source for the architectural and land-use changes in the missions of San
Antonio.
Ultimately, preservation, reconstruction, interpretation, and architectural history all
depend on the same set of substantive information to be effective. Assembling the necessary
documentation, whether physical, historical, or graphic, has demanded a great deal of time
and effort, and is an ongoing task. Fortunately, public and scholarly interest in the missions
of San Antonio has powered research programs, and the collection of new documentation and
interpretation of the San Antonio missions will continue for the foreseeable future.
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Chapter 3: The Architects of the Béxar Missions, 1740–1827
After the effort to establish missions in east Texas failed in 1693, the missionaries of
Querétaro looked for another, better–supported opportunity to move into Texas. Initial steps
were taken in 1698–1705 with a series of new establishments in the general area of present
Guerrero, Coahuila, on the south bank of the Río Grande. Principal among these were the
missions of San Juan Bautista, San Francisco Solano, and San Bernardo, and a presidio also
named San Juan Bautista. In 1716, Spain returned to east Texas, establishing six missions
and two presidios, and two years later they placed a way-station in the San Antonio River
headwaters at about the half-way point on the route across Texas.1
When the Franciscans returned to Texas, they had access to greater financial support
and architectural expertise than had been available in New Mexico in the previous century.
They could plan for churches on the frontier like those being built for Franciscan
establishments farther south. The Franciscans decided to attempt to import master masons to
the Texas Frontier and to build imposing churches in the styles of the heartland of New
Spain.
In the sixteenth century, friars had built several major churches in Mexico. During
this century of creativity, however, the rate of structural failure of the churches was relatively
high.2 This resulted in a general principle restricting missionary construction activities: any
construction requiring an arch, vault, or dome was contracted to a professional mason, or it
was not built. Architectural historian George Kubler described it this way: during the
sixteenth century, “[i]n an arcaded cloister . . . columns, capitals, and arches all require
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precise and specialized stonecuttings; they cannot be prepared in the absence of highly
skilled workmen . . . .”3 Missionaries restricted themselves to simpler construction.
The necessity to hire a maestro de albañil to build arches, domes and vaults was a
standard requirement by the time religious construction reached the province of Texas. For
example, fray Miguel Sevillano de Paredes stated in 1727 that the missionaries of San
Antonio de Valero “had always wanted to build a church all of stone, and with good form
and appearance. For this it was necessary to bring acceptable materials and a master mason.”4
They had begun to gather the materials to build the church, but could go no further without a
master mason. The Franciscans were still applying the same rule in Alta California 70 years
later. At La Purísima Concepción (near present Lompoc, north of Santa Barbara) in 1798, the
missionaries again had gathered materials to begin building the church, and had even laid the
foundations, “but, owing to the entire ignorance of the Fathers, there is necessary a master, or
masters, who are experienced in this matter, otherwise the work will not be done with
sufficient security for stability.”5
The idea that missionaries themselves, with no significant training, built their own
vaulted and domed churches and conventos of missions is a common theme at many mission
sites today. Some of the belief in padre architects undoubtedly derived from the practice that
missionaries usually designed and directed the construction of the other buildings at
missions, those that did not use arches, vaults, or domes. Missions typically had a period
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between their establishment and the arrival of a master architect some years later, during
which the missionaries built their own temporary and interim structures.6 Franciscans were
not hesitant to design and direct the construction of the utility buildings of a mission.
utilizing “wall-and-beam” construction with vertical walls of palisado, adobe bricks, or
stone, and roofed with thatch, or the type of roofing called terrado, using vigas (beams) to
support a flat earthen roof. Beams also formed the lintels of wall openings such as doors and
windows.
On the northern frontier, in seventeenth-century New Mexico, the missionaries found
that the Puebloan Native Americans were already using similar construction techniques to
build similar buildings. The missionaries became essentially the directors of a modified
construction process using the methods and skills already developed by local Native
American builders They constructed their own “primary churches,” the final, full-sized
churches, some of them very large, using these techniques, and as a result, the New Mexico
churches were large versions of the same construction used for the convento rooms and other
buildings usually built by Franciscans.7
In eighteenth-century Texas, however, the Native Americans coming into the new
missions had little background in construction, with experience in building only temporary
shelters. Nevertheless, in the early days of establishing the missions of Texas, the
Franciscans carried out their same necessary construction projects that did not need the skills
6
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of a master architect. At all five Béxar missions, the Franciscans began their own building
program to equip the missions with structures for a temporary church, residences for the
Franciscans, shelters for the Native American neófitos,8 storage buildings, and an acequia
(irrigation ditch) to water the fields that were being cleared and plowed. Not until about 1740
did the Franciscans hire a master architect to design and build their primary churches. It
appears likely that about1740, the Franciscans contracted with a master mason first hired by
the vecinos of Béxar in the late 1730s to build the parish church. There is no direct evidence
that this occurred, but a similar sequence of events occurred in the 1750s, when the
Franciscans hired Gerónimo Ybarra as their master mason after he was hired by Béxar.
The realization by scholars that the Franciscans hired skilled architects and master
masons to design and direct the construction of the missions has not been given much
attention at Spanish colonial sites in the U.S. As recently as 1976 the noted Texas historian
Joe B. Frantz, discussing the San Antonio missions, said “the padres were not trained
engineers or architects. Their building plans incorporated features they remembered from the
churches in Spain and Mexico, adapted by rule of thumb and harsh necessity to the unique
conditions of the outpost. They had to create the building materials out of the soil on which
they stood and the trees that shaded them,”9 this in spite of architectural historian Hugh
Morrison’s statement in 1952, “it is probable that the five famous missions of San Antonio
were designed by professional builders rather than amateur friars, and that the building was
done by skilled artisans ... we ... know that some of the beautiful sculptured decorations of
8
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San José were done by a Mexican artist [Pedro Huizar], and it seems likely that no friar
designed the vaults and domes of San José and the Purísima Concepción,” but rather a master
builder.10
Because of a lack of historical information about the missions and their construction,
tour guides and historians unfamiliar with the architectural history of the Spanish Americas
have had a tendency to repeat popular but unworkable theories about how the missions were
built. For example, James Day, Director of Archives at the Texas State Library, writing about
Mission San José in the “coffee table” book, Six Missions of Texas (1965), described what he
presumed was the construction method for the vaults and domes of the church:
In a time when building methods were rather crude and transportation of heavy
building materials difficult, much ingenuity, excellent supervision, and hard work
went into the building of San José…. The walls provide an excellent example. When
they were built too high to be reached from the ground, earth was packed in the
enclosure for the Indians to stand on to complete the work. When the spring line of
the roof was reached, the earth was molded into the proper form and the arched roof
was built. After the job had been completed, the earth inside of the structure was
removed.11
Day’s description of missionary building methods echoes other similar but equally unlikely
ideas about mission construction. Charles Brooks, in Texas Missions (1936), described a
popular misconception about how large domes on the mission churches, such as the dome
over the crossing of the transept at Concepción, was made of an adobe-based “concrete,” that
was used in an almost modern poured fashion for domes and vaults at the larger missions.
Day said that adobe concrete was used where stress was not intense, the mixture being
formed of dampened unfired clay and broken stone. Later, as building systems progressed the
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mixture of concrete approached the present-day type, with pulverized stone, sand, and water
in the formula. He said that this, when poured over wooden forms hardened into great
monolithic areas such as the crossing dome of Concepción Mission.12
In 1971, James W. Burke, in Missions of Old Texas, repeated the story:
The friars, experimenting with adobe, discovered a type of concrete that approached
in quality the present-day product. Adobe mixed with pulverized stone, sand, and
water accounted for the formula. This was used where stress was not intense. When
poured over wooden forms it hardened into great monolithic areas such as the
crossing dome of Conception Mission.13
A somewhat different version of this idea was described in An Archeological Investigation of
Mission Concepción by Dan Scurlock and Daniel E. Fox, leaving out the term “adobe”:
“Unreinforced concrete, poured into wooden forms, reportedly was used in the construction
of the dome” at Concepción. The two archaeologists added that “this was the material used in
the dome of the Spanish Colonial-period San Fernando Church.”14 A combination of
archaeological, documentary, and architectural investigation has cleared up a number of
these myths—but very little of this research has been made available to visitors to the
missions, or made use of by historians, and such stories continue to be told.
Researchers began to realize in the 1950s that the Franciscans had brought designers
and builders to the northern frontier, even though they had no specific records of this. The
architects of the missions remained a mystery until the 1980s, when the work of architectural
historian and historical archaeologist Mardith Schuetz, historian Adán Benavides, and
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myself, began to find records identifing several of these architects who designed and directed
the construction of the missions of the Béxar area (see Table D-1).15
This has been a difficult process. Schuetz located references to several architects in
the surviving mission record books of baptism, marriage, and burial, and Benavides found
mention of two additional maestros in the Béxar Archives, Béxar County Archives, and
documents in what is now the Old Spanish Missions Collection at Our Lady of the Lake
University. In the annual financial accounts of the Colegio de Santa Cruz de Querétaro
missions (documents made available in the 1970s by the efforts of fray Marion Habig and
fray Benedict Leutenegger, as discussed in Chapter 2), I found listings of payments to several
named architects and sculptors working at various of the Béxar missions during specific
years. The annual accounts usually do not indicate specifically what an architect might be
building in a particular period, but when the periods of work are compared with the visita
reports (descriptive colonial documents reporting on the condition of the missions, written by
a visiting Franciscan inspector every few years), construction episodes can be inferred. The
visita reports do not name architects, and frequently do not even indicate that construction on
a given project was underway. Instead, they indicate in an abbreviated form what buildings
and amenities were in use at the time a given report was written. When they are compared
with the architectural and archaeological physical evidence, and the full site inventories of
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1772, 1785, 1793, 1794, and 1824-1827, the construction carried out under the direction of
individual architects may be recognized.
The persons who designed and built the structures of New Spain had a number of
titles, some of which were used loosely:
Alarife. “Arquitecto and supervisor of construction work.”16 Generally used to mean
one who designs a structure.
Albañil. Mason, one who builds “edifices or works with brick, stone, lime, sand,
plaster, etc.”17
Arquitecto. “Effectively the same meaning as ‘master of the work [maestro de obra],’
he who makes the plans of buildings, forming it first in his imagination.”18
Cantero. Stonecutter, stone carver. Sometimes used in Franciscan documents to mean
escultor.19
Escultor. A sculptor or carver in stone or wood.20
Franciscan documents tended to use albañil, “mason,” as the generic term for the designer
and director of construction of a project, even though they were frequently referring to the
arquitecto or alarife, the designer of a church or other building rather than the one who
carved and placed the stones.
In 1724, the temporary buildings and church of Valero at its second site21 were
destroyed in a severe storm, described by fray Sevillano de Paredes in 1727: “there came a
furious hurricane, and knocked down all the jacales with severe destruction of their contents.
Because of this the mission was moved to a more convenient site where it is now.”22 At the
16
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new site, among the first buildings the Franciscans began to build around the new plaza were
houses for the Native Americans, who, according to Sevillano de Paredes, formed the
majority of the workforce that built the buildings, dug the acequias, and tilled the fields of the
mission. Their first houses were temporary, quickly-built, jacales of palisado, covered with
gabled roofs of thatch.23 The friars then directed the construction of several “strong
jacales,”24 interim stone buildings with adobe interior walls, across the area where they
intended their convento to be. I found the foundations of one of these structures during
excavations at the Alamo in 1979–1980, and another stone structure, and one of adobe brick,
have been found by other excavations.25 A similar jacal was being used to serve as the
church, “very spacious, with a good door.”26
Construction on the permanent convento of stone and mortar began in 1724 or 1725.
By 1727, the missionaries and their construction crews were finished with three ground-level
rooms of the convento and were building a fourth room and a galera, or granary.27 The
original western walls of these five rooms still stand on Alamo Plaza, and are probably the
oldest structures in the city of San Antonio. When they completed the west row of convento
buildings about 1728, the Franciscans moved into the new rooms, and demolished the
temporary buildings in order to clear the area to be used as the convento enclosure.
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The missionaries were carrying out similar construction at San José. Beginning about
1725, the Franciscans designed and directed the construction of the first church and convento
at San José. This was a terrado church, or “church with a flat earthen roof,” 28 perhaps twenty
years old by the time it was mentioned by fray Isidro Espinosa in 1744. Describing this
church in 1755, fray Mariano de los Dolores y Viana said, “[San José mission] has a church
about 35 varas [about 97 feet] long, 7 varas [about 19 feet] wide with transepts and
corresponding height,”29 giving a classical 1:5 ratio of length to width.30 The “corresponding
height” probably meant the church had a 1:1 ratio of width to height, 7 varas by 7 varas,
typical for flat-roofed churches—this would give the nave a height of 19 feet on the
interior.31 A reference in 1757 to the replacement of roofing vigas confirms that the church
had a flat earthen roof supported by vigas, as indicated by Espinosa’s use of the term terrado,
not a vaulted roof.32 The building was of stone, as shown by the survival of a portion of one
of its walls, apparently the east end of its eastern transept, still in place in the ground floor
westernmost wall of the convento.33 No mention was made of a dome over the transept
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crossing. The building may have had a clerestory window like the flat-roofed seventeenthand eighteenth-century churches of New Mexico.
The Franciscans wanted finer churches than these overblown interim buildings they
could build themselves. Because no maestros de alarife were available in Texas during the
early years of the new settlements there, the Franciscans contracted with arquitectos in the
south and brought them to the frontier. The most common form of contract between
missionary and mason was the maestranza contract. In this type of agreement, the maestro
was hired to supply his expertise and supervision in return for a salary. Usually, the
contracted maestro also received room, board, and other considerations. With this kind of
contract, the contracting agent (the mission) usually supplied the necessary labor and
materials for the project, in addition to other considerations.34 In 1750, for example, when
master mason Gerónimo de Ybarra was contracted to work for the missions, the Franciscans
provided transportation and covered the costs of bringing his wife from San Luis Obispo.35
The number of transactions and amounts of salary listed in the mission account books
seem insufficient to cover all the work and time the maestros would have spent at individual
missions. However, as my analysis progressed, it became apparent that two factors were at
work. First, the maestros were apparently being paid only for when they were carrying out
their areas of specialization: arches, vaults and domes. When simple walls or standard
woodwork was being built, the Franciscans or their mayordomos apparently supervised the
34
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work—this will be discussed in particular cases in later chapters. Second, the maestros seem
to have been paid through separate accounts, with summaries entered in the annual account
books without any other details in the main accounts. For example, Mission Concepción paid
22 pesos 3½ reales for various goods brought for Gerónimo de Ybarra on the supply train in
1754; these were itemized in a separate account book, and the total transferred from that
book to the annual accounts, where it was listed specifically: “[f]or the little account book of
goods for the Maestro who is building the church that is recorded in detail in the separate
account that is sent to the Minister ….”36 without further detail. The maestro cantero Felipe
Santiago Liñan received similar treatment; for example, in 1754, the year he began working
at Concepción, that mission paid for the transportation of his wife to Béxar.37
The contracts between these two maestros and the Villa of San Fernando (the civilian
town of the Béxar group) were described in detail in “contra Travieso,”38 and one example of
the text of a maestranza contract from San Antonio is available. This is the agreement
between the maestro cantero Dionício González and Fray Joseph López in 1767. González
agreed to cover the cost of the stone, while Fray López of Valero would cover the cost of the
tools:
Mission San Antonio, September 27 of the year 1767
I, Dionício de Jesús González, state that I pledge myself and my possessions, owned
and to be owned, to completely finish the façade of the Church of San Antonio, as it
is on the plan, placing to my cost the cut stone; and lastly, that for this I should suffer
litigation or dismissal, for which I place myself open to all legal retribution so that I
may be made to complete this my obligation –
36
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And the mission obligates itself in the same manner to pay me the quantity of 1,100
pesos in reales, and the iron tools with which I should additionally be supplied,
leaving me free supervision, and in order that it be on record, I sign it with the
minister of the said mission on the said day, month, and year.
Dionício de Jesús González [rubric]
Fr. Joseph López [rubric]39
Once hired, the master mason designed the church and convento of each mission within the
context of current practice and the requirements of the missionaries who would use the
buildings. In actual practice, this probably meant that the Father President of the province
outlined the requirements of each mission, the maestro worked out an initial design, perhaps
in consultation with the missionary acting as guardian of the mission at the time, and the
Father President reviewed it for suitability.40 When the Father President approved of a
design, the maestro made final drawings of the plans and elevations, including a plan of the
church façade and its fine-carved decoration and any other fine-carved details on the interior
or exterior of the church.41
Whether maestros de albañil made such drawings for the missions of Texas has been
debated for decades.42 The strongest argument against the existence of architectural plans for
the buildings has been the lack of any available examples. However, the general context
within which the primary churches were built makes it unlikely, if not impossible, for their
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construction to have taken place without detailed plan drawings. A master mason was needed
for such work because it was complex and required careful planning of foundation
thicknesses and depths, wall thicknesses, buttress locations and cross-section, and the size,
shape, and location of stones for the arches, ribs, vaults, and domes. If any of these elements
were executed incorrectly, the building could, and sometimes did, collapse. In San Antonio,
at least one church fell in, at San Antonio de Valero, as well as the choir loft and part of the
roof vaulting of the incomplete primary church, and one section of vaulted convento at
Concepción. For anyone to attempt the construction of such major projects by calculation in
his head alone would have been unlikely. It had been standard procedure for masons to make
architectural drawings since the time of the classical Greek architects, if not earlier, and was
certainly the usual method in New Spain in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
centuries.43
Beyond this, however, there is documentary evidence that drawings were used for the
planning of the construction of mission churches in Béxar. For example, in the 1767 contract
hiring Dionício González to finish Valero’s façade, the contract specifically stated that he
was to complete it “as it is on the plan.”44 This undoubtedly referred to the revised plan or
elevation of the façade drawn by Ybarra about 1755. The 1772 inventory, describing the
unfinished church, said “according to the plan it will be 14⅓ varas [about 40 feet] in height
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to the top of the façade . . . with a niche in proportion, conforming to the plan which the
maestro has supplied,”45 again probably referring to Ybarra’s plan of 1755. The plans for the

Figure 3. A plan for carpentry work to build a wooden roof on the unfinished church of San
Antonio de Valero in 1810. The drawing omitted the front of the church, at the bottom of the
page.46
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Béxar missions disappeared sometime after 1772. However, we do have an example of a plan
for construction at San Antonio de Valero from the early nineteenth century (Figure 3).47
This plan was prepared by master masons Juan Diego Velóz, Juan de Dios Cortés,
and José Cayetano del Valle in 1810 to accompany an estimate of the costs and materials to
complete the construction of the roof of the church with a gabled wooden frame, covered
with latillas and a clay coating, in order to make the building into an artillery storehouse for
the military forces stationed in San Antonio.48 It shows the outline of the stone walls of the
building and indicates the measurements of the walls, already built up to the point where the
vaulting of the church was begun, and the vault over the sanctuary had been built. Most of
the details and notes on the plan and in the estimate are concerned with the proposed
construction of a wooden roof over the building. These details are limited, and descriptive
rather than specific. The plan is, in fact, not a mason's construction plan at all, but a
schematic drawing of the proposed wooden roof of the church intended to inform the
carpenter, who would build the roof, as to what he was expected to do. He was considered
capable of designing the details himself.
Maestros de alarife worked out the designs of projects and directed the work. The
Béxar missions frequently hired a maestro to conduct several major construction projects at
once. This was a standard architectural method in northern New Spain. Once in a given area,
architects tended to take on several contracts simultaneously. As far as the available visita
reports and architectural remains show, every architect and artisan hired by the Querétaran
47
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missionaries in the San Antonio River valley worked at all four of their missions, and two
(Gerónimo Ybarra and Felipe Santiago Liñan), are known to have worked on the parish
church in San Fernando at the same time.49 Some are likely to have worked on the Zacatecan
mission of San José as well, and perhaps even on the two additional Zacatecan missions near
Goliad, Texas, eighty-five miles down the San Antonio River from San Fernando. Clara
Bargellini identified the same pattern in the Plata region: “when it had been managed to
bring a maestro, often several projects were entrusted to him. This is documented from north
to south.”50
Although it is commonly thought that the Native Americans at a mission carried out
most of the labor of construction, a rare itemized statement of the costs for rebuilding a
mission, in this case the mission of Nuestra Señora del Rosario in 1791, near the Presidio La
Bahia and the later town of Goliad, indicates that other arrangements were sometimes made.
When fray José Francisco Jaudenes sent the governor a statement of costs for building the
mission of Rosario, he listed the labor force that he used:
For 6 peones who worked for 20 days in hauling rock, at 3 reales [per person per day]
……………………………………………………………………………..…45 pesos
For 6 peones who worked for 4 days bringing in tierra blanca and pastle for the
roofs, at 3 reales [per person per day]
………...……………….……………………………………………………....9 pesos
For 6 peones who worked for 8 days and nights in firing four limestone ovens at 6
reales [per person per day]
………………………………………………………………………………..36 pesos
For 4 peones who worked for 4 days bringing lime and sand
…………………………………………………………....................…………6 pesos
49

It is likely that the Alarife and/or Antonio Tello began the construction of the parish church in the late 1730s,
and that this was the partially-constructed building that Ybarra and Liñan tore down to build the church they
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For 10 peones who worked with the master mason and the journeyman mason 60
days, and 5 who worked 30 days with the journeyman mason alone, at 3 reales [per
person per day] ……………..…………..………………………281 pesos 2 reales.51
The likely source of the hired labor was off-duty soldados or other vecinos of the nearby
Presidio de La Bahía and its associated town. These laborers were listed as peones in his
invoice. Indios were mentioned in the invoice, but as recipients of corn, beef, and clothing
being paid for by fray Jaudenes, not as peones. Apparently the food and clothing was
supplied to them to keep them in the area while the work on the mission was carried out. The
invoice, the only itemized listing of mission construction costs before secularization I have
found so far in the Béxar Archives,52 indicates that the Native Americans did not do the
construction of the mission at Rosario in 1791, but rather peones hired to carry out the work.
If it were Native Americans who performed the work to build the church, they were
considered hired labor and paid by the day as well as being given food and clothing.
Hired labor being used for the repair and reconstruction of the mission buildings at
Rosario in the 1790s, suggests that similar arrangements may have been made at the Béxar
missions at various times as well. As is discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, it was common for the
missions to hire vecino labor for various tasks in the missions—presumably mission building
construction that did not require a maestro, or supervision of such construction, would be
included in these tasks.
With so many projects being carried out at once, it would have been common for the
maestro de arquitecto to request that the missionaries hire a foreman or mayordomo de obra
to carry out the daily supervision of a specific project, and other mayordomos to direct
51
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various technical tasks necessary for the construction, such as fine carving, carpentry,
materials collection, stone-quarrying, or lime-making. Most of these artisans are unknown at
present, but fortunately, one mayordomo left a will outlining the provisions of his contract so
that his heirs would be able to collect what was owed him. This was Joseph Padrón,
mayordomo of the quarrying for the primary church at San Juan, who died in 1779. In return
for his cutting and hauling the stone for construction of the church, the missionaries agreed to
pay him 1300 pesos in goods and loan him the iron tools with which to do the work.53
The missionaries in Béxar needed sculptors in stone to finish the façades of the
churches and in wood to furnish the interiors of the churches with such things as pulpits, altar
tables, and sacristy cabinets. A maestro de carpentería, or master carpenter, usually built the
wooden structures for the maestro de arquitecto. Some of these artisans were also master
sculptors in both wood and stone, and could undertake other very necessary projects for the
construction of the church. These could range from the carving, painting, and assembly of the
retablo and its bultos (wooden statues of saints) over the altar or the huge, intricately carved
main doors, to the corbels and railings of balconies, and the finely sculpted saints and carved
stonework of the façade of the church.
The Maestros of Béxar: The Alarife and the Oficial Antonio Tello
Although several albañiles and maestros are mentioned in the early entradas to the site of
Béxar, none of these artisans seem to have carried out any major construction in the San
Antonio River valley. The first architect to arrive in San Fernando for the purpose of working
on the mission buildings apparently came in the late 1730s or early 1740s. This artisan is a
puzzle, in that we are unsure whether we know his name or when he arrived.
53
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Architectural historian and archaeologist Mardith Schuetz considered the first
maestro de albañil to have been Antonio Tello, hired to come to San Fernando about 1740.
Tello first appears in the records of San Fernando as a padrino (godfather) in the Valero book
of baptisms in 1741.54 In her 1980 dissertation, “The Indians of the San Antonio Missions,
1718-1826,” the table of “Non-Indian Assistants at San Antonio de Valero” listed “Antonio
de Tello (Spaniard), master mason, 1741-1742.”55 In 1983, she published “Professional
Artisans in the Hispanic Southwest,” and again named “Antonio Tello, a thirty-one year old
Spaniard and master mason from Zacatecas,” who “had been brought to the mission to take
charge of the building program.”56 Describing the attempt to arrest Tello for the murder of
Matias Treviño, she cited the case file against him, “Causa Criminal contra Ant[oni]o Tello,”
but apparently used only the English translation in the Center for American History at the
University of Texas at Austin.57 Here, the translator had taken the original descriptions,
where Tello was referred to as the “ofisial de albañil who works at the mission of San
Antonio,” and had translated the phrase “ofisial de albañil as “master mason.”58 Within the
guild system of professional architects in eighteenth century New Spain, oficial was the term
for a journeyman architect, one step down from a maestro. Based on his testimony to the
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alcalde López Aguado, Tello could not read or write;59 or at least, so he claimed when asked
to sign the written record of his testimony about his “accidental” killing of Matías Treviño. A
candidate unable to read or write could not even sit for the examination to become a maestro;
he could only take the examen de lo Prieto, the “black” exam, which would qualify him to
construct no more than adobe buildings, without the supervision of a master mason.60
It seems unlikely that the Franciscans would hire a mere journeyman and pay his way
to San Antonio to be the designer and supervisor of the construction of four Querétaran
missions in the Béxar area. Only Tello is referred to in the available records associated with
the construction of the churches. No master mason is mentioned as being in Béxar in the
early 1740s. However, the albañil Joséph (Nicolas) Maldonado was in town fom 1729 to
about 1743, and it was not unusual to leave off “maestro” when referring to these men.61 The
designing and beginning of construction of the mission buildings requiring an architect
started about the late 1730s, but the available Querétaran missions annual account books did
not begin until 1745. They are the primary source for the names and activities of the
imported master masons and sculptors. No other record of the presence of a maestro de
albañil before 1748 is known.
Although the churches were to have arches, vaults, and domes of stone, the façades
were to be very simple, in a flat plateresco style more typical of what was popular two
centuries earlier. Some of the initial construction is surprisingly irregular—for example, at
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Concepción, the alignments of the arcaded fronts of the portales of the new convento wing
are not exactly parallel with the walls of the convento rooms themselves, but instead widen
towards the south. Similar misalignments can be found at most of the missions, dating from
the first years of their construction when the foundation plans were being laid out—this
suggests a certain lack of precision, at least on the part of the surveyor. It is also apparent that
when Tello left town in August, 1744, all skilled work on the missions stopped, and did not
begin again until their hiring of a new architect in 1750. Complicating this picture is the
lower-skilled construction carried out by the Franciscans themselves, who completed several
buildings at the missions that were designed to be vaulted, but were instead finished with flat,
beam-supported, distinctly non-maestro roofs. This appears to have included the church of
San Antonio Valero. Some of this work had already been completed by the time of the first
available Franciscan report on the condition of the missions on October 11, 1745, indicating
that the presumed unknown maestro de albañil must have left San Fernando sometime well
before that date, perhaps about the time Tello fled in August, 1744.62
The reasonable assumption is that Tello was hired to be the journeyman assistant to a
master mason whose name we do not know. Hiring a maestro and an oficial as a team was a
typical arrangement, and many examples can be found in the historical records of the United
States Spanish southwest. For example, during the reconstruction of the church of San
Miguel in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in 1710, master mason Andrés González worked for 12
reales and meals per day and his oficial, Pedro López Gallardo, was paid 4 reales and meals
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per day.63 In Texas, for the extensive rebuilding of Mission Rosario near the Presidio La
Bahía in 1791, fray Josef Francisco Jaudenes hired an unnamed master mason to work for
sixty days at 12 reales a day, and an oficial that worked for sixty days with the maestro, and
an additional thirty days on his own, at 5 reales per day. The account statement added that ten
peones (laborers) would work with the maestro and the oficial for sixty days and five would
work for thirty days with the oficial alone, all at 3 reales per day. Another 22 peones were
paid for various other tasks, such as hauling stone and tierra blanca (a white caliche clay),
burning lime, and hauling lime and sand.64
Nevertheless, the uncertainty about Antonio Tello’s role in the design and
construction of the San Antonio missions makes for a difficult narrative situation. Therefore,
the following discussions of the designing and beginning of construction of the San Antonio
missions generally, and San Francisco de la Espada specifically, will refer to the designer and
builder of the missions as unknown: rather than saying, “Tello designed this or built that,”
the narrative will say, “the Alarife designed this or built that,” leaving the question of who
did the design and construction as unanswered, even though we know Tello was strongly
involved. “Alarife” is used because it is the most generic term for a building designer.
The broad characteristics of the mission design also raises questions. There was a
“master plan” for Franciscan missions, approved in 1548 by Philip II: the Franciscans
selected their mission of San Juan Teotihuacán as their archetypical mission in plan and
appearance for smaller missions (see Figure 4 for a similar mission plan).65 The main
elements of this basic plan influenced mission layout design through the centuries of
63
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Hapsburg rule (Figure 5) and into the Bourbon period. By the eighteenth century the
“Hapsburg plan” was well out of date, and was reevaluated. In Texas, at least, it was given
up during the period when Bourbon reforms began to have their strongest effects, in midcentury Texas.66

Figure 4. Typical plan of a 16th-century mission church and convento in New Spain: San
Francisco de Tlaquiltenango, Morelos, Mexico.67
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Figure 5. Nuestra Señora de la Purísima Concepción de Quarai, ca. 1632, New Mexico,
USA.68

Examining the details of the plans of the missions, the basic Hapsburg elements of the
Alarife’s design for the San Antonio River valley missions can be recognized. The Alarife
determined a general set of characteristics, based on the Hapsburg plan, within which all the
San Antonio Querétaran missions were to be built. The mission records and surviving
physical details suggests that the four mission churches the Alarife designed were very
similar. The evidence indicates that the Alarife produced a single church plan that he
intended to use at all four Querétaran missions, changing the size and façade design slightly
for each one (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Plans of the churches of Concepción (C), Valero (V), and probably Espada (E), to
the same scale.

Each church was apparently intended to have a façade with the same basic plan, but differing
in its decorative elements and details. The main entrance doorways of Valero, Concepción,
and the unfinished mixtilíneo arched doorway at Espada69 are very much alike (Figure 7).
The Alarife was running through the basic arch shapes to distinguish each façade from the
others: ochavada at Concepción, de medio punto at Valero, and mixtilíneo at Espada. About
the only distinctive shapes left for the façade of San Juan were the conopial (later used by
Gerónimo de Ybarra for the window and doorway to the roof of the granary for the Father
President's office at Concepción), and de tres centros or de cinco centros arches. The Alarife
designed ochavada windows for the choir loft at Concepción; he may have intended similar
windows for Valero with arches de medio punto forming their upper surfaces, and mixtelíneo
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window tops for Espada.70 Only the Concepción church was completed virtually unchanged
from the Alarife’s original design. The somewhat larger version of his plan for the church of
Valero is preserved in the present building. Most of the above-grade construction was the
work of later architects, but the foundations and central portion of the façade apparently
follow the Alarife’s design. The area of the main doorway probably contains some of his (or
his master sculptor’s) original carved stone-work, closely resembling Concepción’s façade
details. Much of the first design for the Valero façade has been obscured, overlaid, or
swapped out by new elements added by later architects.

Figure 7. Drawings of the Valero, Concepción, and Espada front doorways to the same scale,
taken from the HABS drawings (with the Espada stones rearranged). The hatchured stones on
the Espada doorway are missing.

Having worked out his designs, the Alarife began construction on the four missions. Probably
in 1740, the Alarife and his work-crews started construction on Mission Concepción (Figure
8). He began with Concepción because it was the headquarters mission for the Father
President of the Querétaran missions of Texas. He placed the new church north and east of
the interim adobe church and the already-standing two-story row of convento rooms built by
the Franciscans. The intent was apparently to leave the interim adobe church in use, and to
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build a new section of convento extending southward from one bell tower of the new church
to join it to the old convento. The new convento rooms were intended to be vaulted.

Figure 8. Plan of the mission buildings at Concepción after Alarife construction of the early
1740s. North is toward the top. The cross-hatched building at the northwest was the adobe
church and the stone sacristy that I found in 1980 and 1982. The square at the south was the
intended early convento, of which only the north row, and the foundations of some parts of
the other rows were built.
The Alarife intended to create a new convento patio space to the west of the new row of
rooms once the interim church was demolished, with a corredor, an arcaded porch, on the
west side of the new row of convento rooms, along the east side of the new patio, and to add
another arcaded corredor along the north side of the old two-story convento wing. The new
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granary was laid out just south of the sacristy of the church, in the area where the convento
patio would have been. It is unclear why this design choice was made. The result, however,
was a convento enclosure extending westward from the church, like the layout at Valero,
rather than against the side of the building, as at Espada and San José.

Figure 9. Plan of Valero about 1745, showing original Franciscan construction in dark
hatchuring, and Alarife additions in light hatchuring. The intended plan of the convento is
shown by light lines.
About late 1743, the crews began work on San Antonio de Valero (Figure 9). Here the
Alarife began building a spatial arrangement for the church and convento similar to his
decisions at Concepción. He used the same plan of the church, enlarged by about five percent
(apparently because the expected congregation was larger than that for Concepción), and
placed it east and south of the row of already existing two-story convento rooms. The church
was located at the southeastern corner of the convento cloister, facing west toward the plaza.
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As at Concepción, he put the church here because the interim stone church was apparently
located at the south end of the convento row already built by the Franciscans, with a granary
on the north end. As at Concepcion, the Alarife began construction on the south wing of his
convento plan to connect his new church to the already-standing convento rooms with a
section of vaulted rooms, much like the convento he was building at Concepción. His crew
completed the foundations of the Valero church in early 1744, and laid the cornerstone for
the above-ground walls of Valero on May 8, 1744.71
The effort to build a convento at the other missions followed the same pattern. Each
was intended to have a full convento enclosure, mostly one-story, with varying plans because
they had to be fitted onto the rooms already built by the Franciscans. The building program
came to a stop before the convento structures were completed at the three 1731 missions and
San José. At Valero, the construction reached about three-quarters of the planned building.
The decision to halt these projects, and others, has long been seen as the result of the decline
of the missions and their loss of Native American populations. As will be shown, the ending
of construction was the result of cutbacks that were part of the effects of military and
Bourbon changes to the priorities of the missions, and will be discussed in chapters 4, 5 and
6.
The Alarife’s convento designs followed the antiquated layout common in Hapsburgera conventos in New Spain. This can be seen by reconstructing his convento design
approach, that I am calling the “Hapsburg plan,” using what was built and described at
Valero and the other missions. The Valero convento came closest to completion, and its
descriptions give us the most information about what was intended. At Valero, the Alarife
71
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began the construction of a vaulted convento in addition to the new church. According to the
descriptions of what was built over the next fifteen years, up to late 1758, the intent was to
have a fully-enclosed convento with arcaded portales enclosing a central patio about sixtythree feet on a side. At least two of the four sides were intended to be two stories high.

Figure 10. Plan of the Valero church and convento at the time work stopped in 1758.

In 1744 the Alarife began on San Francisco de la Espada, discussed in Chapter 4. Our
first description of the mission buildings, in the report of 1745, states that the primary church
of Espada had foundation trenches excavated, but the foundations themselves only half-built.
Much of the sacristy for the new church at Espada was built, and with the departure of the
Alarife in 1744 the Franciscans finished the building to became the Espada temporary
church. Parts of that building survive in the church of Espada today. At San Juan, there is
some archaeological evidence suggesting that the Alarife had begun work on the foundations
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of what was intended to be the primary church of San Juan, but there is no reference to this is
in the documents, and until this possibility has been investigated further by archaeology, it
remains speculative.72
During the same period from 1740 to 1744, the Alarife apparently began several other
projects at the missions, including massive stone granaries intended to be vaulted at
Concepción and San Juan, an arched stone aqueduct for the Espada irrigation system, and the
footings for arcaded or vaulted convento structures at Concepción, Espada, and Valero. He
may have built some of the arches for the convento at San José, as well. The evidence
indicates that the Alarife was not doing something unusual in this; other architects who
worked in San Antonio also carried out a number of projects at the same time at different
missions, and the practice was common throughout New Spain.73
At Valero, the foundations and thicker, lower portions of the walls of the present
church, the top of which is marked by a molding set into the face of the church about four
feet above the top of the footing, are probably the surviving, leveled-off portion of the few
months of the Alarife’s work. Inside the church, the ledges on the north and south end walls
of the transepts are at the same height, and also probably mark the point where the Alarife’s
construction came to an end, and the work of maestro Gerónimo Ybarra, the next architect,
begins.
This change in maestros was the result of an illicit affair and murder. Four months
after the cornerstone of Valero was laid, Antonio Tello was accused of murdering Matías
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Treviño, his lover’s husband, and fled town.74 With Tello’s departure in August, 1744,
professional work stopped on the churches of Valero, Concepción, Espada, and probably San
José. If the Alarife was a person other than Tello, then he left Béxar at about the same time—
there is no mention of a master mason working at the missions from 1744 to 1748. After
1744, the missionaries set out to use what they could of the Alarife’s work. At Valero they
continued construction on the permanent church, probably with a trabeated roof rather than a
vault and dome. This building was described as still under construction in November, 1749,
when it was sanctified so that burials could be carried out in it.75 The building collapsed
about 1750. At San Juan, the Franciscans continued using a palisado as their church.76 At
Concepción, they left the new church and convento wing in their half-built conditions, with
the expectation of eventually hiring a master mason to complete the structures, and continued
their use of the adobe interim church. They completed the buttressed granary, designed for a
vaulted roof, with a flat, beam-supported roof.77 At Espada, the Franciscans were responsible
for the completion of the sacristy as a church before October, 1745. The missionaries decided
to finish the building with a flat roof rather than the vaulted roof the Alarife had certainly
intended.78
Gerónimo de Ybarra
On October 28, 1748, four years after the journeyman mason Antonio Tello's
precipitous departure, and that of the probable Alarife, the Villa of San Fernando hired
maestro de albañil, Gerónimo de Ybarra and maestro de escultor, Felipe de Santiago Liñan,
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in San Luis Potosí to come to Béxar and complete the parish church begun in 1738. During
Ybarra’s work on the San Fernando church, he was paid two pesos and a meal per day. In
1756, Ybarra testified that for the seven years he worked on the parish church, he received
350 pesos in libranzas (bank drafts), and the rest in generos (goods). The 350 pesos in bank
drafts were apparently an initial payment on the contract made in San Luis Potosí, since
Santiago Liñan said that he had received an initial payment of 40 pesos in reales in San
Luis.79
According to his testimony in the 1756 lawsuit, Ybarra began working on the parish
church on his arrival in the Villa about the end of 1748, and completed the building in
1755,80 when it was dedicated on December 12.81 About 1751, after the collapse of mission
Valero, while work was continuing on the parish church, Ybarra began working part-time for
the missionaries to finish what the Alarife had begun. In that year the Franciscans paid for the
transportation costs of Ybarra’s wife to San Fernando, by order of the new Querétaran Father
President of Texas, fray Mariano de los Dolores y Viana. The mission accounts of Valero list
charges for the transportation of María Gallegos, wife of the maestro de albañil, Gerónimo
de Ybarra, "who is at this mission,” and state that this was done, “by the order from Father
President fray Mariano.”82 Fray Mariano, who had been the minister in charge of Valero at
the time of the murder of Matías Treviño by journeyman mason Antonio Tello in 1744, was
appointed Father President of Texas in 1750, and this order for the transportation of Ybarra's
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wife was among his first official acts. Certainly, the Franciscans may have hoped they would
have better luck with this maestro if his wife was with him.
From 1750 to 1759, while Ybarra directed the work at the missions, was the most
productive period of construction at the missions in the eighteenth century. Although he lived
at San Antonio de Valero, from 1750 to1759, Ybarra’s main task was the supervision of the
continuation of construction of the primary church and the vaulted convento at Concepción;
during the same years he also directed smaller tasks at the other missions. The Franciscans
probably decided to have Ybarra begin work on Concepción because the church was in better
condition and closer to completion than the poorly constructed and partially collapsed
building at Valero, and undoubtedly because the Querétaran father president, Mariano de los
Dolores y Viana, had his office there. Ybarra built the vaulted roof and dome of the church,
as well as the upper portions of the bell towers. With the dedication of Concepción on
December 8, 1755, and the completion and dedication of the parish church on December 12,
Ybarra began spending time on projects at the other missions. Beginning about 1755, he
apparently redesigned the façade of Valero, using a retablo, or triumphal arch, motif as some
architectural historians have described it.83 The rebuilding of the church, reusing the original
foundation and lower walls, and the surviving portion of the façade, was about half finished
by 1759.84 Between 1755 and late 1758, Ybarra carried out major construction at Espada and
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San Juan, and continued work on the vaulted Concepción convento begun by the Alarife in
1740–1744.85
In his 1759 visitation report on Concepción, fray Mariano de los Dolores y Viana
stated, “some rooms of the convento have been built for the ministers' dwelling, the
storerooms, weaving room, and other purposes. Although the work has not been completed,
it is of stone, and up until now most of it was vaulted; but this has proved to be unsuitable
and because of this it has been ordered to continue with vigas [and flat terrado roofs] . . “.86
According to de los Dolores y Viana’s statement, sometime about late 1758 or early 1759,
Mission Concepción was ordered to discontinue the construction of vaulting. Some of the
flat-roofed storerooms and workshops described in the 1772 inventory at Concepción were
built before 1759, including the original two-story convento, but others were probably built
after early 1759. They were constructed by the Franciscans, because not only new vaulting
construction, but also Ybarra disappears from the records at this point. The last indication
that he was still in Béxar was in the baptismal records of Valero for December 19, 1758.87
We may assume that Gerónimo de Ybarra left San Fernando at the end of 1758 or early in
1759.88
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Felipe de Santiago Liñan
Vicente Álvarez Travieso, the mayordomo (supervisor) of the construction of the
parish church of the Villa of San Fernando, hired maestro cantero Felipe de Santiago Liñan
in San Luis Potosí at the same time he contracted with Gerónimo de Ybarra. Santiago Liñan
worked with Ybarra to complete the parish church, carving the fine detail of the doorway
framing stonework and other façade and interior details. He may have been the same person
as Felipe Sánchez de Santiago, who was a master carpenter in Zacatecas in 1727. He was
probably the same person as the cantero, Felipe de Santiago, working in Guanajuato about
1734.89
During his work in San Antonio, Santiago Liñan was paid two pesos and a meal per
day. Santiago Liñan said that he received 40 pesos in reales in San Luis Potosí and the rest in
goods. In 1750, Felipe de Santiago Liñan probably began working part-time for the
Franciscans on the mission churches, in partnership with Gerónimo de Ybarra.90
Santiago Liñan finished the fine carving for the parish church in 1754, and moved to
Concepción to begin working full time for the missions. That same year, Mission
Concepción paid for the transportation of his wife to San Antonio. Santiago Liñan worked on
the façades of both Concepción and Valero during these years. He would have finished the
Alarife's carved stone portal already largely complete at Concepción, and probably some part
of the façade at Valero. Undoubtedly, at both missions the sculptor for the Alarife had
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finished some further carved stones and left them sitting in the cutting yard awaiting
assembly. Santiago Liñan would have used some of these pieces that Ybarra wanted in his
new design for the façade, but at some point on the two façades, the stone-carving changed
from that of the Alarife to that of Felipe de Santiago Liñan. It would be fascinating if a close
inspection of the carving (and perhaps even a microscopic examination of the tool-marks)
could distinguish between the work of the two stone-carvers.91
Santiago Liñan was also a carpenter and sculptor in wood. In addition to the stonecarving he carried out for the façades of Valero and Concepción, he apparently built the
stepped platform retablo in use at Concepción in 1756. By 1759, in the center of the altar was
a gilded tabernacle, and above this, the altar had a “small gilded oval retablo,”92 described in
later reports as carved in the form of a drapery. Both the tabernacle and retablo were
probably built by Felipe Santiago Liñan sometime in 1756, before he left San Antonio about
1757, although they had not yet been put in place at the time the 1756 report was prepared in
June. Adding to the likelihood that Santiago Liñan was responsible for the small oval retablo
is that on the keystone of the main entrance of the façade of the church is a carved oval
drapery—here it enclosed two angels holding a monstrance. This was first described in 1756,
and is still on the façade today. Clara Bargellini has shown that it is common for the man
who carves the façade of a church to also make some of the retablos on the interior, and to
have echoes between the design of the interior retablo and the façade decorations.93
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At the same time, Santiago Liñan would have built the pulpit, its guardavoz, and its
enclosed stairs, all of carved and painted wood, located at the southwest corner of the
crossing of the transepts and the nave (but no longer in the church). In the sacristy was more
of what was probably Santiago Liñan’s work. This was a large cabinet with three drawers, in
which were kept the vestments and silver items for saying Mass. Santiago Liñan seems to
have left San Antonio about 1757, somewhat earlier than Ybarra, who left about the end of
1758.94
In the period between the visita reports of 1756 and 1762, a great many changes came
to the San Antonio missions. The most obvious of them was the fortification of the
missions—new stone houses were built forming enclosing walls around a new plaza adjacent
to the mission church and convento, and the old Native American houses, laid out in blocks
around the mission plaza as an open village, were abandoned and demolished. This was in
response to the destruction of Mission San Sabá on the San Sabá River near present Menard,
Texas, in early 1758, and will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. This is a unknown aspect of
Béxar mission history: it has not been recognized that the fortification of the missions was a
specific structural event at the missions, carried out not at the beginning of construction of
the missions, but in the years between 1758 and 1762. Fray Habig did not realize that the
missions had been built originally as open villages around a central square,95 and Quirarte,
working with all the documents available today and a preliminary copy of my report on the
colonial period of the missions, did no better.96 Because of the lack of detailed architectural
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histories of the missions, their open-village layout up to 1758 is unrecognized as part of the
history of the Béxar missions.
The fortification of the missions was part of a Bourbon militarization of the northern
frontier that would increase over the next two decades as the movement of the Comanche
south into Texas caused an increase in conflict.97 A less obvious, but equally significant,
Bourbon program was the progressive reduction in the architectural goals of the missions,
from working determinedly towards a fully developed Hapsburg mission plan, to accepting a
group of buildings that would be the church and rectory for a small town while using less of
the maestro’s time. As a result of this reduction, all construction on the conventos stopped,
other than a few terrado rooms built by the Franciscans. At Espada and San Juan, efforts to
put up decent, but small, wall-and-beam churches continued. At Espada, the project was
improving the interim church by adding a separate room for the sacristy, while at San Juan,
master mason Estevan Losoya designed and began a new, small church about 1765 (see
below). It was intended to supply the mission with a primary church, although one smaller
and simpler than the large churches more typical of a frontier Texas mission during the
previous half-century. This will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Nicolás el Albañil
Nicolás was Native American, a member of the Tilpacopal band of Coahuiltecans, and was
gobernador of the neophytes of Concepción in 1741, when the Alarife had just begun
construction on the new primary church and convento. In 1764 he was referred to in the
mission records as a maestro de albañil, presumably after having trained under the Alarife,
Gerónimo de Ybarra, and Felipe de Santiago Liñan. Mardith Schuetz suggests that he had
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carved the large limestone baptismal font set into the south wall of the ground-floor room of
the southern bell tower. This baptismal font had been in use in 1772 in the Baptistry in the
northern bell tower’s ground-floor room.98
Joseph Palafox
By 1761, when no further raids on missions had taken place, the missionaries’ fear of attack
by the Comanches and their allies had faded. The Franciscans decided to continue a
considerably simplified version of their building program, and hired a new master mason and
master sculptor to carry out the reduced projects. This was maestro de albañil Joseph
Palafox, who first appears in the mission account records with his arrival at Valero on July
18, 1761.99 Because there was no specific mention of where he was hired, it is likely that he
was in Saltillo at the time, where the supply caravan to San Antonio originated. As the
mission had for Ybarra and Santiago Liñan before him, Valero paid for the transportation of
Palafox’s wife to San Antonio the next year, in April, 1762. The accounts indicate that at that
time, he was continuing on the construction of the church of Valero.100 Palafox was called
maestro cantero, maestro albañil, and maestro alarife at various places in the mission
accounts.101 In 1763, Palafox charged 12 pesos against Valero’s account as payment for a
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house, “when he moved to it [the mission] for the construction of its [the mission’s] church.”
A note added that this was according to the agreement between Palafox and Valero.102
Even though he was working for the Querétaran missionaries, Palafox apparently
designed the new church at Zacatecan San José in late 1763. He planned the building to be
about 137 feet long and about 27 feet wide across the nave, with transepts and two bell
towers.103 The original design was later changed twice, but in general, the building as it
stands today probably looks very much like the church Palafox designed. Palafox would have
directed the demolition of the old flat-roofed church in late 1763 or early 1764—the map
drawn by Captain don Luis Antonio Menchaca, commander of the Presidio of San Antonio,
shows that the church was gone by March, 1764.104 When the site was cleared, work crews
excavated new footing trenches, and began to lay foundations in them. Undoubtedly most of
the stone of reasonable quality was re-used to build some parts of the foundations and walls
of the new church.
Palafox appeared in the accounts of Espada in 1763, and Concepción in 1763 and
1764, when he was paid for work at those missions.105 If he was being paid two pesos a day
as Ybarra had been by the town of San Fernando, then Palafox worked 38.5 days at Espada
in 1763, 21 days at Concepción in 1763 and 30 days at Concepción in 1764, in addition to his
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work at Valero during the same period, and probably left San Antonio in 1764. Palafox was
working with the master carpenter and sculptor “don Ángel,” (probably Mariano Ángel Galín
y Anglino) who appears in the account records at the same time.
“Don Ángel”: Mariano Ángel Galín y Anglino
Master carpenter “don Ángel” was apparently the same man as the master carpenter,
sculptor, surveyor, and engineer, Mariano Ángel Galín y Anglino,106 a well-respected
maestro of the northern provinces, who worked in San Antonio during at least three periods
from the early 1760s to the late 1780s. Valero’s records referred to “don Ángel” as a
“maestro escultor”107—this term in association with his title of maestro carpintero suggests
that Don Ángel was a sculptor in wood as well as in stone, as the sculptor and carpenter
Felipe Santiago Liñan had been.108 It is not clear when he came to San Antonio, but he is first
mentioned in the 1762 mission accounts.109 He probably arrived about the same time as
Joseph de Palafox in 1761, and worked with him at several of the missions in the early
1760s, while living and apparently working at Valero.
Ángel appeared in the accounts of missions Valero, San Juan, and Espada only in
1762 and 1763. San Juan paid Valero 99 pesos 7½ reales in 1763 for work Ángel did there in
1762, while Espada, instead of paying him directly, paid 61 pesos 1 real for his horse,
underwear and socks, shoes, a work hat, cooking oil and ordinary chocolate in 1762, and 53
pesos 5½ reales in 1763 for more shoes, the transportation of some of his belongings, and
one piece of lija (sandpaper or shark-skin) for polishing wood. If he was paid two pesos a
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day as Felipe de Santiago Liñan had been in the 1750s, then the payments in the account
books indicate that he worked a fraction less than 50 days at San Juan in 1762, about 30½
days at Espada in 1762, and about 29 days at Espada in 1763.110
Unfortunately, the accounts do not indicate precisely what Ángel did at the Béxar
missions. There are a few things we can attribute to him based on the reports and inventories.
His title of maestro escultor, in association with maestro carpintero, indicating that Ángel
was a sculptor in wood as well as stone, suggests he would have been making bultos and
retablos as well as fine-carved stonework for the missions. If this was the case, and the
probability that he was Ángel Galín y Anglino indicates that it was, then Ángel would have
been furnishing the main altars and sacristies at San Juan, Espada and Valero in 1762 and
1763. Don Ángel left Béxar about the end of 1763 or in early 1764.111
Mariano Ángel Galín y Anglino was in Béxar in the 1770s, using his full name. He
had been hired as a surveyor in 1776–1778 to supervise the construction of the Upper Labor
ditch for the Villa of San Fernando and the Presidio, and was granted a lot of land in the
northern labores in 1778112 He was still in town in July, 1779, when he was listed in
Governor Domingo Cabello’s census of troops and residents of Béxar,113 but left soon
afterwards. He returned to Béxar in the late 1780s, when in 1787 he worked for the Presidio
as an engineer and cartographer, accompanying an expedition to explore and map the coast
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of San Bernardo Bay.114 While engaged with the preparation of a map and report on this
project, he contracted about 1788 to help survey the layout of a proposed irrigation system at
the Presidio La Bahía. In January, 1789, he left San Antonio again, and went at the orders of
Comandante General Rafael Pacheco to the Valle de Santa Rosa to assist on a government
construction project.115
About 1790, from Santa Rosa Ángel went to Saltillo, where he spent the next sixteen
years as the master carpenter, master sculptor, and supervisor of the final construction on the
parish church, Santiago Apostól, (now the Saltillo Cathedral), as well as a number of smaller
projects at other churches in the area.116 He appeared in the 1791 census as “Don Ángel, el
catalán,”117 continuing his apparent preference for giving his name as Don Ángel, the only
usage to appear in the Franciscan record books of Béxar in 1762 and 1763.
There appears to have been some connection between Ángel and Father Pedro de la
Fuente Fernandez (usually called Bachiller Pedro Fuentes) of Saltillo, who was the parish
priest at San Fernando from 1771 to 1790. Fuentes built the first two-storied house in the
Villa of San Fernando in 1780.118 He moved back to his home town, Saltillo, in 1790, and
became the priest at San Esteban de la Nueva Tlaxcala, adjacent to Saltillo, from 1790 to
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1795. From 1795 to his death in 1812 he was the priest at the parroquia of Santiago Apostól
in the Villa of Saltillo. He directed the last construction of the new church, dedicated in 1800.
In his narrative of the dedication and description of the church,119 Fuentes included glowing
descriptions of the work maestro Ángel Galín y Anglino had carried out during the
construction of the church.120
In the account books for the construction of the various churches of Saltillo, Clara
Bargellini found records of Ángel’s work on Santiago Apostól in the 1790s. He directed the
final construction work on the carved stone façades of the Saltillo parroquia. Bargellini
demonstrated that Ángel was apparently responsible for the design of these façades as well,
and had probably taken part in the carving of the stones. She argued that the great similarity
between the stone façades of the church and the major retablos within it suggested that Ángel
had designed and built all of them, as well as several other large retablos, large church doors,
altar tables, wooden altar platforms, pulpits, the railings and grillwork for choir lofts and
baptistries, and cabinetry for the sacristies during this period. His work on the retablos
included their design, carving, gilding, and assembly. These projects give us some idea of the
sort of work Ángel probably accomplished in Béxar in the 1760s, although on a much
smaller scale.121
It is curious that Don Ángel, a man of immense talent and skill, as shown by his work
on the Saltillo cathedral, left so little imprint on the architecture of the mission of San
Antonio. A similar case is that of Pedro Huizar, who had a similar brilliance, as shown by his
work on the church at mission San José, but who seems to have left no equally skilled body
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of work elsewhere—that we know of. I suspect such work exists, and only waits for us to
find it. Working towards discoveries like that which ties Don Ángel of Saltillo to San
Antonio’s missions is one of the reasons to continue this research.
Estevan de Losoya (also “de el Oyo” and “de los Oyos”)
Joseph Palafox left Béxar about the end of 1764, bringing the effort to build the formal
churches at Valero and San José to a halt. The Franciscans hired master mason Estevan
Losoya, a Native American from Aguas Calientes, as maestro for the Franciscan missions
from about 1765. He worked principally at Querétaran Valero, where in 1766 he was referred
to as the maestro de la obra de la Yglesia, master of the work on the church, and in l767, he
was called maestro de albañil, master stonemason.122 Estevan Losoya apparently accepted a
contract with the Zacatecans as well, and continued the construction of the foundations of
Mission San José about 1765. Losoya died at Valero on March 15, l767, about the time he
was beginning the vaulting of the church at Valero and about to complete the foundations of
the new church at San José. He was buried at Valero.123
Dionício González
The master sculptor, Dionício González, may have been hired about 1765 to work as the
sculptor for the maestro de albañil, Estevan Losoya. He became maestro de la obra at Valero
on September 27, 1767 (six months after the death of Estevan Losoya), having been
contracted to complete the complexly-carved façade of Mission San Antonio de Valero. The
contract stated that González agreed to "complete the façade of the church of [mission] San
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Antonio [de Valero] precisely as it is shown on the plan."124 The contract was specifically
limited to work on the façade; the missionaries were apparently hiring González to complete
the carving of the statues and shaped stones needed to complete the façade, as well as to
assemble these pieces. González agreed to cover the cost of quarrying the stone, while the
missionaries agreed to pay him 1,700 pesos for the work, give him needed iron tools, and to
give him "free supervision" of the work. Although unstated, it can be assumed that the
mission supplied the workforce in the form of Native American laborers, many of whom
would have had experience with construction on the church during earlier building
campaigns. González declared himself to be liable for litigation if he did not complete the
contract; this was the equivalent of a bond.125
González was listed in the 1779 census as an Indio from Querétaro. According to the
census, he was born about 1738, and was about 28 when he probably started work on Valero
in 1765. His contract for finishing the Valero façade was apparently annulled with the
departure of the Querétarans in early 1773, although he continued to work as a mason in San
Fernando for some years afterward. Dionício González and his wife lived in Béxar until their
deaths in 1789.126
Antonio Salazar
Antonio Salazar arrived in San Antonio about 1767, hired by the missionaries to take the
place of architect Estevan Losoya. He was described variously as an Indio, mestizo, mulatto,
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or criollo (a Spaniard born in New Spain), and was born about 1732 in Zacatecas. We do not
know where he trained, or where he was working before he was hired by the Franciscans in
Béxar. Mardith Schuetz suggested that he may have designed and carved the side portal of
the church of San Agustín in Zacatecas.127 However, Clara Bargellini, working on the
architecture of the Plata region of Mexico, remarked that the name of Antonio Salazar “has
not been encountered in the records of Zacatecas.” Bargellini pointed out that “Salazar,
moreover, as an albañil was not necessarily a cantero [stone carver], although the possibility
should not be discarded.”128 By this, she meant that he could have been the designer and
supervisor of the side portal of San Agustín without being an escultor.
Salazar apparently directed the completion of the construction of the foundations of
San José in early 1768. Its first above-grade stones were laid and blessed by fray Gaspar
Solís and Don Hugo Oconór on March 19, 1768, and the church was redesigned at about this
time. The evidence indicates that Salazar was not a sculptor—the Franciscans had already
hired sculptor Dionício González to take over the fine-carving projects. The first available
documentation of Salazar's presence at the San Antonio missions was on January 16, 1773,
when he borrowed money from the merchant, Marcos Vidal.129 He is listed in the 1779
census of San Fernando and San Antonio as an albañil, a mulatto from Zacatecas, 47 years
old,130 and in the first surviving San José Mission record book, also in 1779, he is mentioned
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at San José. The San José books before that year have apparently been destroyed, but the
references suggest that he had been a resident for some years by that time.131
At the end of 1772, the Querétarans left and all the missions were placed in Zacatecan
hands. With that change, the completion of Valero became something that could be deferred
indefinitely, and the use of its vaulted sacristy as the interim church was accepted as
sufficient. Finishing the church at San José became the priority, and Salazar became the
maestro de obra for that project. At the same time, he seems to have carried out a number of
other, smaller projects for the Zacatecans. Salazar completed the church of San José ten years
later, in 1782, and lived and worked at San José through at least mid-1801, when he was in
his seventies. Salazar had a strong influence on this era of mission architecture in the San
Antonio area, and his contributions may be found at all the missions of San Antonio.
At Espada about 1770, construction had begun on a new wood-vaulted granary,
apparently designed and built by Antonio Salazar for the Querétaran missionaries. The
Zacatecan missionaries, the new owners of Espada as of early 1773, converted this vaulted
building into the primary church of Espada, probably in 1773,132 only to have it show signs
of collapse about 1776 and to be demolished soon thereafter.133 The Franciscans remodeled
the old sacristy to be the new interim church, and returned it to use by the end of 1777.
Salazar probably helped Pedro Huizar, who was also a competent military engineer, design
the renovations to the fortifications at Espada's Rancho de las Cabras, near present-day
Floresville, around 1780–1785. Around 1790, he remodeled the interim church to make it the
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primary church. This included his designing of the present façade of the church. He inserted
the Alarife’s carved but unfinished stone doorway in the east wall of the new church,
reassembled to fit the smaller building. The Alarife had rough-carved the stones in the early
1740s for the main door of the original primary church he had planned for Espada.
Pedro Huizar
With the ending of Dionício González’s contract with the departure of the Querétaran
missionaries in early 1773, rather than the Zacatecans rehiring him, they decided they needed
a new sculptor to carve the façade and other details of the new church at San José, as well as
a master carpenter to make the church doors, interior woodwork, retablos, and furnishings.
Antonio Salazar was apparently a master architect, not a fine-carver, and therefore hired
others to do this work. We would have no candidate for this position after González left the

Figure 11. “Rosa’s” window on the sacristy of San José.
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service of the Zacatecans—except for a long-standing folk tale in San Antonio. As they had
done before with Felipe de Santiago Liñan and Ángel Anglino, the Franciscans found a
skilled craftsman who could do both jobs. This was the master carpenter and master sculptor,
Pedro Huizar.
The San Antonio tradition that Huizar carved the façade and “Rosa’s” window on the
sacristy of San José dates to at least the mid-nineteenth century. One of the earliest
statements of the tradition in print was by Edward King in 1875, who was told at the time of
his visit to San José that, “the King of Spain sent an architect of rare ability to superintend
[San José’s] erection. This architect, Huizar, finally settled in Texas, where his descendants
still live.”134 Since we are not clear on whether higher authority than the mission system was
involved in the hiring of master masons and sculptors for work at the missions, this may well
be an accurate statement. The story was repeated over the years, increasing in elaboration and
romanticism, adding the element of Rosa, a lost love after whom the window on the sacristy
was named. A version of this more romantic story was published by Nora Franklin
McCormick in 1909. The story includes such details as: “The artist who designed [the
“Rose” window] . . . was a Spaniard. He crossed the seas to make a fortune for the girl he
loved, who was to wait for him, keeping faith until he should return . . .”135 This story
actually has him joining the Franciscans after his beloved proved faithless, while other
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versions say that she died in a shipwreck as she crossed the Atlantic to join Huizar. So far as
the available records go, none of these romantic details are true.136
Pedro Huizar was from Aguas Calientes, as Estevan Losoya had been, and arrived in
San Antonio sometime in the early 1770s. We know he reached San Fernando before January
16, 1773, and was working at Mission San José by that date, because purchases by him
(“Maestro Pedro de Sa[n] J[ose]ph”) are listed in the 1773 account book of the merchant
Marcos Vidal, as taking place on and before that date.137 He may, in fact, have been hired by
the Zacatecans just before the ending of the contract of Dionício González in early 1773. He
married María de la Trinidad Henrriques of San Antonio, probably at San José about 1778,
but as mentioned above, the San José books before 1779 have been destroyed and this is not
certain. Pedro Huizar was referred to frequently as a carpenter, and as a sculptor in the 1779
census. This makes it likely that the local legends about Huizar are broadly true: Huizar, like
maestro Ángel Galín y Anglíno, was indeed a master sculptor in addition to his other skills,
and did indeed carve the façade, sacristy window, and numerous other baroque details of the
San José church façade, doors, and retablos as Salazar’s sculptor in wood and stone.138
Along with his profession as sculptor and carpenter working at San José, Huizar was
a surveyor and engineer for the military and the civil government in Texas, as Don Ángel had
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been. For example, in 1790, governor Manuel Muñoz commissioned him to survey the villa
of San Fernando and propose a new plan for the complete rebuilding of the defenses of the
Presidio de Béxar—that is, for him to design an entire new fortification enclosing the entire
town. As laid out in his plans, Huizar’s design called for a new wall enclosing the town on
the south, west and north (the San Antonio River would protect the east side), 1,170 varas
(3206 feet) in total length, 4.25 varas (11. 6 feet) high, and 3/4 vara (2 feet) thick. Including
the cost of reconstructing some presidio buildings, Huizar estimated the entire project would
cost 6,385 pesos. Huizar’s recommendations caused a good deal of debate from the level of
the governor up to the viceroy. Although Ramón Castro, the comandante general of the
Provincias Internas del Oriente, considered Huizar’s plans to be effective and argued
strongly in their favor, ultimately the project was never carried out.139
Other military projects by Huizar included his 1791 reevaluation of Ángel Galín y
Anglino’s survey for an irrigation ditch at the Presidio de La Bahía, and the construction of
gun carriages for the Presidio de San Antonio in 1796–1798. Finally, during the temporal
secularization of the San Antonio missions in 1793 and 1794, he carried out the survey of the
lands of the missions in preparation for their distribution.140
Other Masons
A number of masons lived in San Fernando in the period from 1779 to 1810. For example,
the census of 1779 lists:
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Alberto Morales, a mulatto from San Fernando
Juan Martín Méndez, a mulatto from Puebla
Eugenio Domingo Hernández, a mulatto from Zacatecas
Juan Agustín Bueno, an Español from San Fernando
Juan Dionício Rubio, an Español from Durango141
Alberto Morales and Juan Méndez were later listed as maestros. Maestros in the 1790s were
Antonio Aguilar, and Juan de Dios Cortés, of Valero, who had lived and worked in the area
all his life. Manuel Deonicio of Mission Espada, and José Gaspar of San José were also
masters. Master mason Andrés Aguirre had arrived in town in 1807 from Punta de
Lampasos; Juan Diego Veloz, a master mason from Saltillo, had arrived in 1804, as had Juan
Lópes from Alamo de Parras. Jacobo Alemán, from Germany, had come to town in 1806. In
1809, Juan Diego Veloz, Juan de Dios Cortéz, and Francisco Barrera were the master masons
hired to repair the standing portions of the convento of Valero to make it into a hospital and
pharmacy, and in 1810, Veloz, Cortéz, and José Cayetano del Valle proposed the plan to roof
the church at Valero, discussed earlier in this chapter.142
Other masons, who may not have been masters, were José Antonio Bustillos, who
lived at San José and was an active mason from 1786 to 1804, and Cayetano Bustillos, who
may have been Antonio's brother, at San José in 1792 and perhaps later.143
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Some projects of these artisans are known, but again, records are incomplete. It is
clear, though, that work continued at the secularized missions, but at a much lower rate. For
example, a rectory was added against the west wall of the church at San Juan sometime in the
early-to-mid-nineteenth century. The Benedictines moved into San José in the midnineteenth century, and apparently built a row of residence rooms against the north wall of
the convento, where they lived while working on the never-completed reconstruction of the
convento. Both the rectory at San Juan and the residence rooms at San José are known only
from archeology and structural marks on the walls of the adjacent buildings – no photographs
of them or historical references to them have yet been found.
Conclusion
The identification of the names and the origins of many of the architects and sculptors who
built the San Antonio missions, and their association with specific episodes of construction in
this study, allows the possibility to trace their work back to previous projects, and in some
cases ahead to other work they did after San Antonio, as Clara Bargellini and I have been
able to do with Ángel Galín y Anglino. This in turn will let us compare their body of work to
what they accomplished in San Antonio, and in many cases give us some idea of what they
built or created in San Antonio that is now lost. This will give us a broader perspective on
their careers as a whole. Placing the architecture of the San Antonio missions within the
broader development of mission churches, and religious architecture in general, will give us a
much better understanding of the design history and architectural context of the San Antonio
missions on the northern frontier of New Spain in the eighteenth- and nineteenth centuries—
and the contribution of the San Antonio missions to the architecture of the viceroyalty.
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Chapter 4: The Development of Mission San Francisco de la Espada, 1731–1758
The accession of the Bourbon king Felipe V to the throne of Spain in 1700, changed the
political scene in Texas. David Weber described the handing over of Hapsburg Spain to the
French Bourbon family: “With the death in November 1700 of the last of the Hapsburg
monarchs, the deranged Carlos II, Franco-Spanish rivalry in North America took a curious
turn. On his deathbed, the childless Carlos II had designated as his heir Phillipe d’Anjou, the
grandson of the French king Louis XIV. Thus, a member of the French Bourbon family, the
Hapsburgs’ long-standing nemesis, ascended to the Spanish throne. That improbable event
gave the French colony in Louisiana a measure of protection from Spanish forces during its
formative years.”1 The history of Spanish-French interaction along the eastern Texas border
was one of posture and threat but little actual conflict for the remainder of France’s presence
in Louisiana until 1763, when the Treaty of Paris awarded Louisiana to Spain.2
The Crown’s first concern was the reorganization of the power structure in Spain and
Spanish territories in Europe. Historian John H. Elliott characterizes this period as Felipe V
“adopting a French-inspired language of reform,” 3 replacing the Hapsburg approach to
management in Europe. American territories, however, avoided such broad reforms for half a
century.
Felipe V saw no need for a strong presence in Texas for sixteen years, continuing the
low level of occupation and defense left by his predecessor Carlos II with the withdrawal of
missions and the military from the east Texas borderlands in 1693. However, with the death
of Louis XIV of France in 1715, his five-year-old great-grandson Louis XV achieved the
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throne, and the French Empire was ruled by the regent, Phillipe, duc d’Orleans, until 1723.
The relationship between Felipe V and the French regency was less cordial than with Felipe’s
abuelo,4 Louis XIV.5
In 1716, Felipe V moved to establish a new military, civilian, and mission frontier to
secure east Texas, in response to an increasingly contentious French presence on the
Mississippi and Colorado rivers, east of the Caddo people of east Texas. He had two
presidios placed near the Spanish boundary, one at Los Adaes, and the other named Nuestra
Señora de los Dolores, also called “de los Téjas” because it was near settlements of the Téjas
Caddo. The missionary college of Querétaro established a second college, Nuestra Señora de
Guadalupe, at Zacatecas, Mexico, in 1707,6 and the two colleges pooled their resources to
reestablish missions to the Caddo. They founded six missions in 1716, among various groups
of Caddo. Three of these missions were Querétaran: San Francisco de los Tejas, La Purísima
Concepción, and San José de los Nazonis. Concepción was the cabecera, the headquarters
mission, and the residence of fray Isidro Félix de Espinosa, the new father president of the
Querétaran missions of Texas. The other three missions were under the administration of
Zacatecas: Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe, Dolores de los Ais, and San Miguel de Linares.
Guadalupe was the cabecera under the Zacatecan father president, fray Antonio Margil de
Jesús.7
The new viceroy, Fernando de Alencastre Noroña y Silva, the Marqués de Valero,
appointed Martín de Alarcón as the governor of Texas in 1718, and ordered him to establish
a military settlement, the Villa de Béxar, on the San Antonio River at about the halfway point
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on the long march across Texas. As part of the process of establishing the waystation at the
San Antonio River, the Querétaran missionaries moved a "mission of liaison" (as church
historian Robert Ricard would call it),8 San Francisco Solano, from the Río Grande to the
San Antonio valley adjacent to the new presidio, and renamed it San Antonio Valero.
Although Querétaran, Valero was intended for use by missionaries of both colleges as a
resting point on the long trip from San Juan Bautista to the east Texas missions. Two years
later, the college of Zacatecas established the mission of San José y San Miguel de Aguayo
on the San Antonio River as their own liaison mission.9
General Pedro de Rivera inspected the presidios of Texas in 1727, looking for ways
to reduce the cost of the northern presidial system. Among other things, he recommended
that the east Texas presidio of Nuestra Señora de los Dolores, near the three Querétaran
missions, be closed.10 The presidio was closed in April, 1729, and in July, the Querétaran
missions requested that they be allowed to move to a more suitable location. Sites on the San
Antonio River were selected, downstream from the Presidio of San Antonio de Béxar and the
two missions of Valero and San José,11 and were granted to the missions on March 5, 1731,
four months before the laying out of the new Villa de San Fernando next to the Presidio of
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San Antonio on July 2.12 With this timely establishment, the placing and plan of the new
Villa was forced to accommodate the missions, rather than the other way around.13
Don Juan Antonio Pérez de Almazán, captain of the Presidio of San Antonio, and fray
Gabriel de Vergara, father president of the Querétaran missions in Texas in 1731, selected
the sites for Mission San Francisco de la Espada and the other two new missions, Nuestra
Señora de la Purísima Concepción and San Juan Capistrano.14 Espada was the southernmost
of the three missions, with its site located on the west side of the San Antonio River about
nine miles south of the Presidio San Antonio (now Military Plaza in the center of the present
city of San Antonio). In the grant document, Pérez de Almazán included ejidos, or basic
allotments of land, for the new missions, although with little detail as to their boundaries. For
Espada, the document stated that the ejido “assigned to the said mission [of Espada] the lands
that correspond according to Rights and Royal Law, for a pueblo of a New founding; on the
east is the [San Antonio] river."15 Fray Vergara, writing on May 31, to Pérez de Almazán
about the regulations governing the establishment of missions, cited the referenced Royal
Law: “[t]hose locations where Pueblos and Reductions have been founded, have a
sufficiency of waters, lands and forests, entrances and exits, and farmlands, and an ejido, of
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Figure 12. The location of the Presidio San Antonio and the mission of San Antonio de
Valero, 1718-1731.
one league in extent (to each wind), where the Indios may have their livestock,”16 for a
mission ejido of four square leagues.17 Vergara continued that in cases where, “because of
the nearness of other settlements it is not possible to assign [land for the new missions] to the
16

The principal law referred to was vol. 2, libro vi, titulo iii, ley viii, “Los sitios en que se han de formar
Pueblos, y Reducciones, tengan comodidad de aguas, tierras y montes, entradas y salidas, y labranzas, y un
exido de una legua de largo [*], donde los Indios puedan tener sus ganados,” Recopilación de Leyes de los
Reynos de las Indias, third edition, (Madrid: Antonio Pérez de Soto, 1774) 199. I have inserted an asterisk in
brackets to indicate where Vergara added the phrase in parentheses: “por cada viento,” to each wind, that was
not in the original text, but is apparently the way the law was interpreted, to give one league in each of the four
cardinal directions.
17
Escrito duplicado del P[adr]e Vergara p[ar]a las tierras y aguas de la Concep[ció]n, Espada, y S[a]n Ju[a]n
Capistrano, 1731, May 31, 1731, OSMC 3:3562.
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four winds, as they are provided in the Law … and having room to supply that which one
direction lacks, from the other [direction], or others that have space, it is the Royal wish that
they be supplied by this, or these directions,”18 so that they would have the full extent of land
that the law requires. Rather than conducting a precise survey, Pérez de Almazán instead
attached fray Vergara’s discussion of the regulations concerning the extent of mission lands,
to the official record of the grant of the mission land.
Later descriptions of Espada’s land recorded its boundaries. The Espada ejido filled
the rincon, the angle or corner, between the San Antonio River on the east, the Medina River
on the south, and the San José ejido on the north and northwest. Because San José’s ejido left
so little room in the Medina River/San Antonio River rincon, some necessary but awkward
adjustments had to be made to the boundaries of the Espada ejido in order for it to encompass
four square leagues. Piecing together the descriptions in several documents dealing with land
ownership in this area allows the reconstruction of the boundaries shown in Figure 13. These
boundaries gave Espada approximately four-square leagues, its full allotment for the ejido.19
Within this land granted to Espada for its use, the Franciscans began the development of the
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primary built landscape of a mission: the church, convento, and other necessary buildings for
operating the mission, and houses for the Native Americans, as well as the fields, acequia,
and corrals and pens to manage the mission animals. The missionaries designed and built the
initial versions of these structures during the years before ca. 1740, when the first master
mason arrived at Béxar. The first necessity was to build shelters for the missionaries, their
startup supplies and materials, and for the Native Americans who had decided to enter the
new mission, and then to lay out and clear the streets, blocks, and plaza of the mission village
and the fields, and to begin construction of the irrigation system. Over the period from 1731
to 1745, information on the progress of Espada and the other missions is scant. A brief
appraisal issued by Captain Toribio Urrutía, commander of the Presidio de San Antonio,
described the condition of the missions in the San Antonio River valley to the Viceroy in
1740: “there are well-made structures, but in some [missions] the churches are thatched, and
in others what they have [built] has fallen. They lack [enough] houses for the Indians …”20
Urrutía added that much of the work being carried out at the missions was the clearing and
planting of fields and the excavation of irrigation ditches.21
Although occasional broad descriptions such as Urrutia’s report, and Franciscan
records dealing specifically with Espada are available, the majority of the history of
construction of the Espada mission buildings is recorded in the visible, physical remains of
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Figure 13. Plan of the ejido grants for the Villa de San Fernando, Presidio San Antonio, and
the missions of Béxar.
the mission, and the traces of buildings and other activities retrieved by archaeology. Espada
has been investigated several times by archaeologists, but most of the available information
about below-grade building traces is the result of the work of architect Harvey Smith in 1933.
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Some additional information has been made available from a series of small excavations by
the Center for Archaeological Research at the University of Texas at San Antonio. In
addition to those, I carried out excavations at Espada in 1982, for the National Park Service
as part of my tracing of structural details for the architectural history of the colonial and
Mexican periods of the missions.22 In addition to this information, the 1772 inventory of
Espada is precise in its descriptions of structure sizes, spatial relationships, and materials. A
detailed reconstruction of the location of many of the permanent buildings at Espada and the
use and contents of most of their rooms in 1772 can be worked out based on this information,
and the sequence of development described in the visita reports can be associated with
individual spaces. The inventory, combined with Smith’s plans of wall traces he had found,
other archaeology, and the physical evidence on the surviving structures, shows that the
Franciscans followed the basic Hapsburg mission plan (as discussed in Chapter 3) from 1719,
when Valero was established at its second site, probably assumed by the Franciscans to be
permanent, through the early 1760s.23 For example, when Mission San José was established
on the east bank of the San Antonio River in 1720, the mission received:
for boundary and area that which is prescribed by Royal Ordinances, by which
authority I assign and demarcate for the church the portion, within the place
where I have given them the said property, with sufficient capacity for the
22
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cemetery and those things which are customary, for the convento and hospital,
for the casas reales,24 the jail, and whatever else is needed; and the main plaza
a square [formed by blocks of houses] with an extent of one hundred and
twenty varas [about 329 feet] for each block, and the houses will be built in
the customary manner, and the streets will be laid out in the same form and
manner which is customary ...25
This is virtually the same wording used when mission San Juan Bautista was founded in
Coahuila, just south of the Rio Grande, in 1699.26 The Royal Ordinances referred to were the
pertinent sections of the Recopilacion de Leyes de los Reynos de las Indias, as quoted above
by Vergara.27
The layout being described at the founding of San José was the basic Hapsburg plan,
and was very like that being followed in other areas of the Americas over the previous two
hundred years, and in the frontier areas of North and South America up to the mid-eighteenth
century. Figure 14 shows the typical Hapsburg layout of the Franciscan missions of the
Sierra Gorda area of the province of Querétaro, built in the 1750s.
The Hapsburg plan had an open village arranged along streets centered on a plaza,
with the mission complex facing onto the plaza. San José’s development of its plan is the
best-documented of the Béxar missions, and began as the Hapsburg plan as it was being used
in the first half of the 1700s. From its reestablishment on the west bank of the San Antonio
24
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25
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Juan Valdés, "Report of Juan Valdés," March 13, 1720, in The San José Papers. 1, 35, with revisions to the
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26
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Figure 14. Franciscan mission of Tancoyol in the Sierra Gorda, Queretaro. The plan was laid
out ca. 1750.28
River about 1721, to 1758, the pueblo of the mission was an open village arranged in blocks
or rows along streets, with the same general plan as those founded by the Franciscans in the
1750s in the Sierra Gorda: “[the pueblo] is composed of eighty-four houses of stone in the
form of streets.”29 The mission had no enclosing wall or defenses other than the houses
themselves.
Habig suggested that the eighty-four houses were arranged in rows along the lines
where the later walls were built, except that there were two rows on the south. This would
make four blocks of houses, one along the east wall line, one along the west, and two on the
south. One of these would be on the south wall line, and the second would be along a street
farther north in the present plaza. Each block would be a rectangle of eighteen houses, for a
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total of seventy-two houses, and each house would have an enclosed area behind it serving as
its patio. Habig proposed that the twelve houses remaining may have been along the later
wall line of the north side of the present compound, north of the church and convento.30

Figure 15. My 1985 sketch of Habig’s suggested plan of the San José layout before the walls
were built.31

Such a hypothetical plan does not conflict with the known archeology of the mission, and
permits a logical line of development into the later enclosed mission. Fragments of wall
foundations found by Schuetz in the present plaza may be the remains of the extra rows of
30
31
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Ibid.; Habig, Alamo Chain, 91-92.
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houses inside the wall outline,32 and a rectangular structure discovered by Smith in the
present plaza could be the remains of the casas reales.33 San José was a Zacatecan mission,
but the Querétaran missions can be shown to have followed a similar Hapsburg plan. For
example, at San Juan in 1756, “[t]he houses of the Indians are jacales, that in good order and
disposition appear to form two streets for the mission,”34 probably to the west of the
convento.
As shown by archaeology at Concepción, the early mission buildings, constructed
before the arrival of the Alarife, followed a plan designed by the Franciscans themselves, in
the form of a square stone cloister enclosing a central patio. Traces of earlier adobe structures
have been found beneath some of these walls, and a small adobe building served as the
church until the early 1750s. At Concepción, the mission buildings were enclosed within a
compound wall by 1745. Archaeology found traces of demolished Native American palisado
quarters in trash pits west of the church and convento, apparently outside this compound wall
enclosing the mission buildings.35
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The structures were simple wall-and-beam buildings of palisado, adobe, or stone. The
adobe and stone structures commonly had flat earthen roofs supported by vigas, horizontal
wooden beams, and were called terrado buildings, while the palisado structures were usually
thatched with grass or reeds—although it was not unusual for simpler adobe and stone
structures to have thatched roofs.36 These were constructed using the labor of Native
Americans who had entered the mission, and perhaps hired peones, laborers from the local
vecino population, as was done for the rebuilding of mission Rosario in the 1790s.37 The
convento rooms the Franciscans built at Valero, San José, Concepción, and Espada were two
stories high, with Valero and Espada running north to south and San José and Concepción
east to west. The convento rooms at San Juan ran north to south, but were left as one-story
structures. The traces of foundation trenches at Concepción, for example, indicate that the
Franciscans laid out the plan of the convento and excavated the trenches for their
foundations, and by the 1740s had built stonework into the northern sections of these
trenches. Archaeology has found traces of foundation or wall construction in other parts of
the trenches, but not all of them.38 The early construction of the conventos presented a design
problem for the Alarife: the Franciscans wanted to keep the sections of convento they had
already built, and the Alarife had to fit a primary church and new convento rooms onto the
already-standing convento rooms. At the same time, he had to leave the interim church in
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use, with the new church facing preferably towards the west and looking onto the alreadyexisting plaza and Native American houses.
Once the mission personnel, supplies, and equipment had some protection from the
weather and the beginnings of farming had been established, the Franciscans began work on
more permanent buildings.39 Usually, these were adobe buildings with terrado roofs (flat
earthen roofs supported on vigas, wooden beams). These could also be built fairly quickly
but were considerably more permanent and protective than palisados with thatched roofs. I
found the remnants of the walls of such an interim building used as a church at Concepción,
and the adobe foundations of convento buildings beneath later stone convento construction
nearby.40 Some missions developed more slowly than others; for example, a jacal interim
church was still in use at San Juan at the time the 1745 visita was carried out, when the other
missions had stone or adobe interim churches.41
Espada’s plan laid out by the Franciscans would have followed the Hapsburg pattern,
with a large square area marked out to be the mission plaza, houses built to be Native
American dwellings in rows divided by streets around the plaza, and the mission buildings
forming a block on one side of the plaza. At most of the missions of Béxar, the Native houses
were placed west of the plaza, and the church and convento block on the east side.42
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Figure 16. Conjectural plan of Espada about 1745. The outline of the large church consists of
only some foundations and some empty foundation trenches. The secular courtyard is to the
east of the missions enclosure.

When the temporary and interim buildings were finished, the Franciscans at each mission
began directing the construction of the first rooms of stone for their new conventos. At
Espada, the Franciscans probably built a temporary palisado church, convento, and other
buildings soon after their establishment on the site, and began constructing a new convento
of stone in the late 1730s. By the early 1740s the stone convento had two stories, and
consisted of two oficinas (storerooms) at ground level and two celdas, or residential rooms,
above these (Figure 16).43 The foundations and lower walls of two more rooms to the south
were probably begun. The second floor of the convento would have had a wooden deck
extending along the east side of the building and stairs up from the ground, giving access to
the rooms, although the 1745 visita report did not mention these structures.
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With the arrival of the Alarife44 in Béxar about 1740, the evidence from the surviving
architecture, mission reports and archaeological findings show that the Querétaran
Franciscans requested him to design for each mission a fully-enclosed convento, following
the traditional Hapsburg plan, adjoining a primary church. The Alarife created a mission plan
of the Hapsburg pattern that was apparently intended to be used at all four Querétaran
missions, varying only in the size of the church, the details of the façade design, and the
details of the convento layout next to the church. The Alarife’s convento plans could not all
be the same because the Franciscans wanted to continue to use the first rooms they had built
at each mission, as well as their temporary or interim church buildings, while the primary
church was built.45
The Alarife started on the primary church at Espada about early 1744, after he had
built the Concepcion church to about half its height, and almost completed the foundations of
the Valero buildings. The work went very slowly at Espada because it was necessary to haul
quarried limestone seven miles from the quarry at Mission Concepción.46 This difficulty was
described in 1762: “Although at this mission the church has been begun, it has not been
finished for lack of stone of good quality….”47 The Espada horse-shoe shaped doorway is
one of the few examples of limestone used at Espada.
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This and following chapters follow the method used in Chapter 3 to indicate the possible existence of a
master architect in addition to the journeyman architect Antonio Tello in Béxar during the 1740s, by using the
term “Alarife” for the person who designed and directed the construction of the churches and other structures
for the missions, whether Tello or a maestro.
45
This decision by the Franciscans is not in the available records, but is apparent from the awkward plans that
were developed at each mission.
46
Morfí, Viaje de Indios, 227- 28. There is a quarry about a half-mile south of San Juan, but it produced only
sandstone. This was used for some construction at both San Juan and Espada.
47
“Aunque en esta mission se halláva principada la Yglecia, no se havia finalisado por falta de piedra de Buena
calidad…,” Fray José Ygnacio María Alegre and fray Tomas Arcayos, "Relacion del Estado en que se hallan
todas y cada una de las Misiones, en el año de 1762, dirigido al Mui Reverendo Padre Guardian Fray Francisco
Xavier Ortíz," in Documentos para la Historia Eclesiastica y Civil de la Provincia de Texas o Nueva
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The Alarife marked out the outline of the foundations of his church, with a sacristy on
the south side of the nave between the south bell tower and the south transept, placing the
church so that the south bell tower would be against the north wall of the Franciscan-built
convento, similar to the plan at Concepción.48 The evidence from the known structural traces,
and that of the documentary record, indicate that he used the same church plan at Espada that
he had used at both Concepción and Valero, and matching the Valero church in size. 49 In
1772, Fray Sáenz de Gumiel described Espada’s partially-built primary church: “that which
was to be the church is delineated, its nave and transept by half foundations; and for it a
doorway of cut stone remains to be carved …”50 The statement apparently meant that the
foundation trenches had been dug, and some foundations built in them, while the south side
of the nave and parts of the south bell tower and south transept, the areas associated with the
sacristy, had been carried up above ground.51 For the church main entrance, the inventory
appears to say that the stone pieces were cut but needed to be fine-carved with decorations.
The present large but undecorated doorway, built in a modified form into the present church,
is apparently the doorway being described. Fray Ortíz described the sacristy serving as a
church in the 1745 inventory: “in this mission is begun a Church of stone, and mortar, the
sacristy of which is already finished and serves now as the Church …”52 In 1772, fray Sáenz
de Gumiel described the building in more detail: “There is a room of fourteen varas [38.4
Philipinas, 1720-1779, ed. José Porrua Turanzas (Madrid: Coleccion Chimalistic de Libros y Documentos
Acerca de la Nueva España, 1961), 258.
48
At Concepción, the lower walls of both the church and the vaulted convento wing were built by the Alarife.
49
Thanks to historian Bill Simons for working out many of these correspondences between the primary church
and the Espada landscape of today.
50
"La que ha de ser Yglesia esta delineada: su cuerpo, y cruzero a medios simientos, y para la que queda
labrada una puerta de sillería.” Sáenz de Gumiel, "Certificacion, e Ymbentario,” 1772, Espada, 10:4191.
51
Some parts of the rest of the foundation may also have been built, but not to a height sufficient to show above
the ground by 1772.
52
“En esta mission esta empezada una Yglesia de piedra, y lodo, cuya Sacristia esta ya finalizada, y sirve aora
de Yglesia.” Ortíz, "Visita,” 1745, Espada, 9:1270.
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feet] in length with five and a third varas [14.6 feet] in width, and seven [19.2 feet] in height,
its roof of vigas and mortar. It was built as a sacristy ….”53 Sáenz de Gumiel added that the
sacristy serving as the church (that I will call the “interim church” hereafter) had two
doorways, “one that goes to the dwelling of the religious, and the other to the transept of the
Church that was to be.”54 Because of its location, the interim church incorporated several
wall sections of the partially-built primary church in its fabric. Some parts of these remain in
the church as it stands today, even after several remodelings and reconstructions of the
building. The north wall of the interim church was to form the south wall of the nave; its east
wall was to be the west wall of the south transept, with the doorway through it that connected
the interim church to the transept. The interim church’s west wall was to be the lower part of
the east wall of the intended south bell-tower.
Indications of these structural relationships may still be seen on the building. The east
façade (much altered), and remaining fragments of the original north wall are four feet thick,
the same thickness as the south wall of Valero and Concepción, while the early portion of the
south wall surviving in the ground is three feet thick, enough to support a vaulted ceiling on
the sacristy itself, the same as the sacristy at Valero.55 The present west wall thickness of
three feet is the result of two remodelings of the building, one in 1762-1763 that added a
small sacristy room to the west side, and a second remodeling about 1790 to extend the
church to the west wall foundation of the bell tower. The west end of the present church
probably overlays the original four-foot-thick foundation that would have been the footing
53

“Ay una pieza de Catorze varas de Largo con cinco y tercia de ancho, y siete de Alto; de piedra, su techo de
Bigas y mezcla. Se fabricó para sacristia …” Sáenz de Gumiel, "Certificacion, e Ymbentario,” 1772, Espada,
10:4191.
54
“[U]na que sale para la Bivienda de los religiosos; y otra para el cruzero de la Yglesia que ha de ser,” Ibid.
55
Father Francis Bouchu, "Espada," ca. 1880, in "Espada File," Archives of the Archdiocese of San Antonio,
Chancellery, Catholic Archdiocese of San Antonio, Texas (see chapter 7)—see fig. 43.
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for the west wall of the south bell tower, and certainly overlays the foundations of the
sacristy built in 1762-1763. Today’s rebuilt walls along the north and south sides are two feet
thick.56 Structural traces on the façade of the present church suggest that it had a simple
rectangular doorway about four and a half feet wide and six and a half feet high, with its
center about eight feet south of the northeast corner of the sacristy (Figure 17). This is offset
north somewhat from the center of the east wall of the sacristy, apparently so that it would
have centered on the west wall of the transept of the primary church, between the pilaster at
the northwestern corner of the transept (that would have been about four feet thick) and the
inner face of its south wall. If this was the case, the transepts would have been the same
width as at Valero, about thirteen feet deep. The sacristy doorway was probably a flat-topped
opening with a splay towards the interior of the sacristy, and may have had some decorative
carving. The interior length of the interim church as given in the 1772 inventory was fourteen
varas (38.4 feet). This is within about an inch of the same measurement at Valero, with its
south nave wall exterior 38.3 feet long.
The inventory descriptions of the location of the intended sacristy relative to the
transept of the primary church, the known wall thicknesses of the early sacristy structure, and
the measurements of the sacristy, indicate that its primary church was to be of the same size
and with the same footprint as Valero. As originally designed, the church was laid out to face
west (as at Valero and Concepción). This would have had it looking onto the plaza and the
houses of the pueblo, in the area immediately west of today’s church and rectory.

56

Father Francis Bouchu rebuilt the fallen north and south walls to this thickness in the 1880s, as described in
Chapter 8.
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Figure 17. Conjectural drawing of the Alarife’s plan for Espada, about 1745. Hatchured room
walls were built by the Franciscans before 1744, dashed lines indicate rooms under
construction, crosshatched walls were built by the Alarife, and shaded foundations are the
Alarife’s primary church foundations. Thin-lined outlines indicate the probable intended plan
of the convento patio, ambulatory, and cells. The building at the lower right is the probable
location of the stone granary mentioned in 1745. The secular courtyard extends to the east,
on the right.

In addition to the surviving segments of the primary church built up enough to form the walls
of its sacristy (so that it could serve as the interim church), the 1772 inventory indicates that
the rest of the Espada primary church foundation trench was excavated and some of the
foundations themselves were built. This foundation work would have taken place in what is
now the Espada church parking lot along its north side, just north of the small cemetery
located here, against the north wall of the present church. In May, 1981, before any
knowledge of the 1744-1745 work on the construction of the Espada church was known, an
archaeological investigation was carried out in the parking lot north of the cemetery, and two
of the excavation units were unknowingly placed on probable locations of the primary church
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foundations. One of the units found evidence of the primary church foundation trenches, and
the other may have.
Anne Fox of the Center for Archaeological Research at UTSA conducted these
excavations, as a preliminary for placing a layer of gravel on the area just north and east of
the cemetery, north of the present church, to form a better parking area for parishioners. She
and her crew dug two units here, unit #1 ten feet north of the cemetery wall directly north of
the northern transept of the existing Espada church, and unit #2 ten feet north of the
northeastern corner of the cemetery wall, on the alignment of the eastern wall of the cemetery
(Figure 18). Both were intended to test the possibility that some cemetery burials may have
been made farther north than the present north wall of the cemetery enclosure, while at the
same time checking on the nature and extent of any cemetery enclosing walls that may have
been in these areas. She placed the western unit, #1, on the northern end of the location of a
north-south wall trace found here by Harvey P. Smith, Sr., which was on my estimated
location of the east wall of the north bell tower. Fox put her unit #1, unknowingly,
approximately on the likely location of the northeastern corner of the north bell tower. The
location she chose for unit #2 happened to be on my probable location of the eastern wall of
the north transept. Neither unit found wall foundations, although Harvey Smith, Sr., had
apparently found a fragment of stone wall footing just to the south of unit #1. As shown on
his plan, the wall fragment was plotted as narrow, and approximately on the alignment of the
conjectural east wall of the north bell tower. Fox’s unit #2, however, found traces of a deep
and wide trench excavation extending north to south across the unit. In her report, Fox wrote,
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Figure 18. Espada’s interim church about 1756, with the probable plan of the primary church.
This is the same size and layout as the plan of the church at Valero
“[n]ear the bottom [of unit #2], at the southeast and southwest corners of this layer, the redtan sandy clay subsoil appeared, indicating that the contents of the unit were a part of a
disturbance dug into the subsoil.”57 Thinking she might have found a grave pit, Fox
excavated a small, deeper subunit into the center of unit #1 to see if a coffin or bones might
be at the bottom of this disturbance. Here, she found the subsoil at a depth of three feet below
the surface. Making use of the details of her description of what she saw in this unit, it
appears that she found a trench excavated to the subsoil and about four or five feet wide,
running north to south, but without any foundation construction in it. It is likely that Fox
found the foundation trench for the east wall of the north transept of the unfinished Espada
primary church, exactly on the location the plan used at Valero would put it.
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Anne A. Fox, Test Excavations at Mission San Francisco de la Espada, Archaeological Survey Report no.
108 (San Antonio: Center for Archaeological Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio, 1981).
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The probable plan, Figure 18, shows what we have as evidence for the foundation
trench and perhaps fragments of wall footings of the Alarife’s primary church outline. In
addition to the empty trench on the probable location of the northeastern transept wall, the
north wall of the small cemetery along the north side of the present church stands on my
estimated location of the foundation trench for the north nave wall of the church, running
along it at a slight angle to the probable actual wall line, and in some places may rest on the
top of surviving footing stonework. The east cemetery wall follows the alignment of the east
wall of the transepts, and the southern section of wall again may be built on stone
foundations of the unfinished primary church. This series of congruencies between the
probable plan of the unfinished primary church and later episodes of construction appears to
be far beyond coincidence. They strongly suggest that the footprint of the foundation plan for
the intended church of Espada, with the same plan as the Valero church, is present in the
ground and the present church of Espada as walls, foundations, and trenches.
Additionally, the cemetery itself is located in the area where the nave of the primary
church would have been. This suggests that the area was consecrated for burials during the
eighteenth century, while the primary church was still under construction. This would not
have been unusual—both the Valero primary church and the small, unfinished primary
church at San Juan were consecrated for burials while they were still being built. No actual
record of this decision at Espada or San Juan is available. Typically, such an action is
recorded in the mission’s burial record book, as it was at Valero, but the loss of the record
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books for Espada and San Juan prevents us from going beyond a supposition that it
happened, based on the presence of burials at both missions.58
In addition to his construction work on the primary church and its sacristy, the Alarife
carried out several other projects for Espada. It is apparent that the Alarife intended for the
convento patio to be east of the convento rooms already begun, because at Espada this space
was available for use, unlike at Concepción or Valero, and such a placement would have
given a more traditional plan to the convento. The Alarife probably began the building of the
corredor described in later visita reports along the east side of the already–standing convento
rooms. As of the time of his departure in 1744, however, it was incomplete and so was not
mentioned in the visita report—a common practice in the reports of the Béxar missions.59
The Alarife apparently intended to vault this corredor—he began the same pattern of
buttresses along the face of the arcaded front wall that he had built at Concepción to support
the vaulting over the corredor, but the vaulting was another of his construction projects that
remained unfinished.
With the Alarife's abrupt departure in late 1744, after journeyman mason Antonio
Tello murdered Mateo Treviño, the missionaries at Espada decided to finish the sacristy
building with a flat roof rather than the vaulted ceiling the Alarife had intended, as indicated
by the thickness of its walls. The Franciscans initially expected that the primary church
would be completed, and made an effort to finish the sacristy structure as it was designed,
58

In 1779, the mayordomo Joseph Padron requested to be buried in the incomplete church for which he was
quarrying stone, “Will of Joseph Padron,” Béxar County Courthouse, Béxar County Archives, Wills, no. 84,
1779, 3, and the unfinished building contained numerous other burials; Schuetz, History and Archeology of
Mission San Juan Capistrano, 201-20. The Valero sanctification for burials was recorded in the burial book in
1749, where Fray Diego Martin Garcia stated that "since the new church was not finished, the said blessing was
given in order to bury two persons who died on that day,” November 17, 1749; this was copied into the Valero
1772 inventory by Sáenz de Gumiel et al., Inventory of the Mission San Antonio de Valero, 23. The burial books
for Espada and San Juan were stolen or destroyed, apparently in 1813.
59
The reports did, however, include statements about progress on the primary church.
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although with a flat roof, rather than vaulting that could presumably be added later. They did
no major alteration to the plan or structure of the sacristy, other than the addition of a choir
loft in its east end as they completed the walls. A choir loft is not a typical structure in a
sacristy, but it is a necessity in a church, and it may be assumed that the missionaries built it
during the finishing of the building in 1744–1745, because it is difficult to insert the large
beams needed to support a choir loft through an already–standing set of four–foot–thick
walls. 60 When the walls of the interim church reached about eight feet, the missionaries built
in the choir loft, and then continued the walls to a height of about seventeen feet. Here they
set the vigas of the flat roof in place. As built, the structure had little resemblance to the
present building: it had massively thick walls and lacked the central main entrance of carved
stone in “Moorish” style, the square choir window above, and the arched espadaña61 with
three openings on the top of the wall, all of which would be built about 1790 (chapter 7).
Fray Ortíz’s 1745 visita report gives us the first general description of the mission. As
most visita reports do, he began with the church: “a church of stone and mortar has been
begun, the sacristy of which has now been completed and serves today as the church.”62 Ortíz
did not describe the ongoing construction on the convento, but only the completed rooms:
“the missionaries live in two cells on the upper floor, corresponding to two oficinas on the
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The choir loft was not mentioned in the 1745 report but was described in 1756; Ortíz, “Visita,” 1745, roll 9,
ff. 1270-71; Fray Francisco Xavier Ortíz, "Vissita de la Mission de N[uestra] P[adr]e S[a]n Fran[cis]co de la
Espada [May 29, 1756]," in Razon de la Viss[i]ta de las Missiones de San Xavier y de las de S[a]n Antonio de
Valero en la Provincia y Governacion de Texas, Maio de 1756, ed. Vargas Rea (Mexico City: Biblioteca de
Historiadores Mexicanes, 1955), vol. 1, 33.
61
Espadaña: a bell gable or bell wall, a wall with openings in which bells are hung.
62
“… [E]sta empezada una Yglesia de piedra, y lodo, cuya sacristia esta ya finalizada, y sirve aora de
Yglesia,” Ortíz, "Visita," 1745, Espada, 9:1270-71. The Franciscan intention to complete the full-sized church
continued until about 1760.
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first floor.”63 It is likely that the Franciscans had begun work on the foundations of oficina 3,
the next room of the convento to the south. These foundations may have begun in the same
way as those outlining the intended structures of the convento at Concepción (see Figure 8).
At Concepción, the missionary builders laid out the plan of their intended convento structure
by digging the trenches and beginning the construction of the footings. At Espada, they
appear have done the same thing, digging the footing trenches for the west and south wings
and beginning the construction of the foundations for the entire length of these two sides.The
Franciscans continued to build convento structures on these foundations intermittently over a
period of perhaps thirty years, adding cross-walls where they wished to divide the rooms.
Fray Ortíz described the pueblo in 1745 as “the necessary houses of jacal for the
Indios and soldiers.”64 As at the other Béxar missions, this pueblo was probably laid out as
blocks along streets around a plaza located to the west of the convento. An acequia passed
among the Native American houses and “watered all the fields,”65 apparently the fields still
in use today, south of the mission. This acequia ran down from the north past the west side of
the convento. It was later cut by the movement of the river, necessitating the excavation of
the line of ditch that curved farther out to the west from the river, and came to the pueblo
from the west.
In 1748, the Villa of San Fernando, the civilian town of the Béxar settlement, hired
maestro albañil GerónimoYbarra and the master sculptor Felipe de Santiago Liñan in San

63

“Los M[inist]ros viven en dos celdas de alto, aqui corresponden en el primer suelo dos oficinas,” Ortíz,
"Visita," 1745, Espada, 9:1270-71. Franciscans used the term oficina to mean “storeroom.”
64
“las casas neces[aria]s de jacal para los Yndios, y soldados,” Ortíz, "Visita," 1745, Espada, 9:1271. The term
“jacal” is frequently used to mean “shack,” or “building of cheap construction,” and could be made of any
material including stone, but when used in the form “de jacal,” apparently meant the same thing as “de
palisado,” of vertical posts set into a trench in the ground, usually with a thatched roof.
65
“Riega todas las tierras una azequia de agua que pasa por medio del pueblo,” Ortíz, "Visita," 1745, Espada,
9:1271.
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Luis Potosí to complete the construction work of the parish church of San Fernando. About
1750, the Franciscans contracted with the two maestros to finish the mission churches and
other projects abandoned by the Alarife.66 From 1750 to 1755, Ybarra directed the
construction on both the parochial church and the Béxar missions. At the missions, his first
major project was the completion of the church and vaulted convento wing at Concepción.
He finished both the Concepción mission church and San Fernando in 1755.67
Ybarra worked at Espada from about 1754 to 1758, although his main work was
buiding the primary church at Valero, and some projects at the other missions. When he
began at Espada in 1754, he did not immediately start on the barely-begun primary church,
because he was still more than a year from finishing the churches of San Fernando and
Concepción, and had begun construction on the church and convento of Valero. Felipe de
Santiago Liñan began working with him at the missions in 1754, cutting the stones for the
vaults and dome of Concepción, as well as finishing the façade, retablo, and other precision
stone and woodwork.68
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Adán Benavides, "Building a Church in 18th Century Texas: Notes on the San Fernando Parish Church"
(paper presented at the 11th annual Texas State Conference on Hispanic Genealogy and History, San Antonio,
Texas, September 8, 1990); Benavides, "Sacred Space”; San Antonio de Valero, "Libro en que se lleva la
quenta, y razon de la ymportancia de los avios, que a la Mision de San Antonio Valero, remiten los
RR[everendos] PP[adres] G[uardian]es de este Ap[ostoli]co Colegio de la S[antissi]ma Cruz de Querétaro …"
OSMC, May 16, 1751, 15:4887, 4890, "for the past year of '50," the accounts list charges for the transportation
of María Gallegos, wife of the Maestro de Albaníl Gerónimo de Ybarra, "who is at this mission (que se haya en
esta Mision)."
67
Ortíz, "Concepcion," 1756, 2:28; Benavides, “Sacred Space,” 17, 31-33.
68
Santiago said that “trabajo en d[ic]ha Yglesia [of San Fernando] asta el año de cinquenta y quatro, que se fue
a la Mision de la conzepción a trabajar en aquella obra,” in Bachiller Don Juan Ygnacio de Pinilla y Ramos
Cárdenas, "Diligencias del Cura Cárdenas contra Travieso," January 19, 1756, OSMC 10:5078. Gerónimo
Ybarra: Valero, "Quentas," May 16, 1751, 15:4887, "del año passado de sinquenta, … Por 20 p[esos] 1 [real]
que se le dieron de ga[s]ta de esta Mision a la muger del albañil, de S[a]n Luiz p[o]r orden q[u]e havia del
P[adre] Pres[iden]te fr[ay] María-Anno;” Valero, "Quentas," August 1, 1754, 15:4507, “Por 1 manto p[ar]a el
M[aes]tro que hace la Yglecia ....10 [pesos] 2 [reales];” Nuestra Senora de Purísima Concepción de Acuña,
"Libro en que se lleva la quenta, y razon de la importancia de los avios, que a la Mision de la Purissima
Concepcion de Acuna, remiten los RR[everendos] PP[adres] G[uardian]es de este Ap[postoli]co Colegio de la
S[antissi]ma Cruz de Querétaro . . ." OSMC, August 1, 1754, 15:4508, “Por la memorita de generos p[ar]a el
M[aes]tro que hace la Yglecia que consta por menor en quenta separada q[ue] se remitio al M[i]n[is]tro ….22
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At Espada, the Franciscans had carried out nine years of slow and intermittent
construction on the convento rooms from 1745 until Ybarra’s attention turned to the mission
about 1754. The period from 1754 to 1758 was one of intensive construction on the Espada
convento, where Ybarra’s main focus appears to have been to finish the west row of the
convento rooms, and to enclose the central patio, in what was probably an approximation of
the Alarife’s design for the convento. This work was carried out in a joint endeavor, a
cooperation between the Franciscans directing the construction of the simple wall-and-beam
structures, as Ybarra designed and directed the construction of the arched and vaulted
components of their buildings, such as the convento stairs and arcaded corredores. This
cooperative construction method must have been a standard methodology used by churchmen
and Alarifes all across the architectural frontiers of the Spanish Americas since the Spanish
takeover began in the early 1500s.
In 1754, Ybarra must have begun construction on the ambito (“small space”) at the
south end of oficina 3, itself still being built. The ambito was principally a room to contain
the stairway to the second level of the convento. Ybarra began building the arch-supported
stairs into this space, and at the same time he would have cut into the already-built walls of
oficina 3 in order to build an arch across the mid-point of oficina 3 to support the south wall
of celda 3, being built on the second level above the north half of oficina 3. Part of the same
construction was the cocina, the kitchen, adjacent to the ambito on its east side, with Ybarra
building the oven’s vaulted chamber, arched mouth, and chimney in the northeastern corner
of the room, while the missionaries’ mayordomo oversaw the construction of the vertical

p[esos] 3½ r[eales];” Felipe de Santiago : Concepción, "Quentas," August 1, 1754, 15:4509, “Por 60 p[esos]
que se pagaron a la muger de Phelipe Santiago Maestro Cantero de orden del P[adre] Ministro.”
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walls and roof. Next to the cocina on its east side was the portería,69 where Ybarra was
building a large arched gateway through the north wall and a square gateway of the same
width in the south wall, using a design very similar to the portería that he built about the
same time at San Juan. The roofed portería passageway itself was apparently to have been
about 10 feet wide, and the portero’s office was to be a room just east of it, about 9 feet long,
separated from it by a thin interior wall. By 1756 the main construction for the portería and
portero’s office were still incomplete, lacking the interior wall to separate the porter’s office
from the passageway, and the roofing.70
Meanwhile, about 1754 the Franciscans began the construction of the room that
would become the obraje, or weaving workshop, onto the east side of the portería structure
after its east wall was finished. By 1756, the Franciscans had finished the simple wall-andbeam obraje; the 1756 report says “there are three looms in the mission, on which blankets,
mantas, and other cotton fabrics are woven.”71
As these concentrated episodes of construction continued, the report of May, 1756,
was very brief. In his description, fray Ortíz presented a picture of the convento very like that
he had described in 1745: “[the mission] has a dwelling of the Padres that has two cells on
the second floor, and rooms on the first floor of corresponding size, and are the necessary
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A portería was, “1) the lodging for the guardian of the doorway or gateway; or 2) in a large structure, the
complex consisting of the entrance doorway or gateway and the construction which contains it;” Secretario del
Patrimonio Nacional, Vocabulario Arquitectonico Ilustrado (Mexico City: Secretario del Patrimonio Nacional,
1975), 352. Porterías were typical convento entryway rooms in the seventeenth century in New Mexico.
70
Smith, Sr., "Measured Drawings, Mission San Francisco de la Espada, San Antonio, Texas;" Works Progress
Administration, "Mission San Francisco de la Espada, San Antonio, Béxar County, Texas," in Historical
American Buildings Survey, Official Project 265-6907, survey no. TEX 320, San Antonio Missions National
Historical Park, San Antonio, Texas, ca. 1934, sheet 4.
71
“Estan tres Telares en la Missión, en que se texen fresadas, Manta, y otras telas de Algodón;” Ortíz,
"Espada," 1756, 1:42
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storerooms for the mission.”72 The report listed only oficinas 1 and 2 at ground level, and
celdas 1 and 2 above them, because the other rooms to the south and at the southwest corner
of the convento were all still under construction.
In late 1756, the Franciscans completed oficina 3 and celda 3 above it on the north
half of oficina 3.It is apparent that celda 3 was intended to be the last of the second-floor
construction; the missionaries covered the roof of celda 3 with tiles, as well as the remainder
of the roof area over the south half of celda 3, forming a large porch on the second level of
the south end of the convento building. These tiled areas may have been laid as part of a
protection of the rooms of the southwest corner from sparks and cinders that would blow out
of the cocina chimney. The antecocina (a pantry and storage room before the kitchen) and
cocina also had tiled roofs.73
About mid-1757 (see Figure 19), Ybarra directed the construction of a two-story
arcaded corredor along the east side of the convento, probably replacing a wooden deck and
stairs that had given access to the second floor rooms. The ground level of the corredor
extended the full length of the east face of the building, from the south side of the interim
church to the north side of the cocina. The second level of the corredor ran along the east
side of the second level rooms above the ground level corredor, extending the length of the
completed northern three celdas. The 1772 inventory described it as, “for this cell [celda 2]
and for the one preceding [celda 1], protecting their entrances [from the weather] a portal,
roofed with vigas and mortar, with a width of 8 feet [3 varas].”74
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Figure 19. Plan of the Espada convento about 1757.

The entrance doorway for the third celda would have also been protected by this corredor
when it was first built, opening to the east, but this doorway was sealed later, in the 1760s,
and was not mentioned in the 1772 inventory. All of the central area of the Espada convento
has collapsed and been rebuilt, so there is no surviving architecture of the second-story
celdas or corredor to show how this was built, but it is likely that Ybarra would have
finished the stonework of the south end of the corredor with a transverse arch from the
arcade wall over to the wall of celda 3, in the same way he built the convento corredor at
Concepción.
By the mid-1750s, the missions were already feeling the effects of changes in
priorities and expectations on the northern frontier, brought on by revisions to Bourbon
management—the método nuevo. Beginning about the end of 1755, after the completion of
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the Concepción church, the missionaries received orders to cut back on their construction of
the full, Hapsburg-plan conventos and churches. These orders have yet to be located, but

Figure 20. Smith drawing of the ambito and oficina 4 on the left, and the supporting arch at
ground level and celda 4 on the second level, on the right, in 1936. The left image is a view
from the east; the right is a view from the north, showing the arch supporting the north wall
of the southernmost celda on the second floor The central rooms and most of the corredores
of the convento had collapsed by the 1820s.

their effects are obvious. The construction of most of the Alarife’s traditional plans at the
Béxar missions came to an end. These construction projects exhibit a series of simplifications
during the period from 1756 to 1758, cutbacks apparently intended to reduce church and
convento construction and to lower their cost.75
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All the missions exhibit similar decisions. At Valero, Ybarra had managed to
construct the most complete version of the Alarife’s plan for the convento before the
cutbacks. To the already-built west wing, he had added two new wings, on the north and
south sides of the central patio, and begun work on an east wing, The cutbacks included such
steps as building only a corredor on the second level of the south wing, eliminating any
construction on the second story on the north and east wings, completing only the first three
rooms of the north wing, and stopping work on the east wing after building only the arcade
wall and the eastern wall. At Espada, the work stopped with only two sides of the convento
built, and three wings at San Juan. At both missions, Ybarra closed the remaining sides with
single walls.
These cutbacks can be seen most clearly at Concepción (Figure 21). Here, about late
1755, after Ybarra had begun construction on the corredor for his new south wing of the
convento, the Franciscans simplified the convento plan by giving up on their enclosed
convento west of the new vaulted wing, and settled for a convento using only the alreadycompleted east wing of vaulted rooms and the new section of the south wing under
construction. They decided that the western corredor on the east wing would be the portería
for the convento, and asked Ybarra to cut doorways through the north and south walls of the
middle room for access, and to build a second corredor on the east side of the wing, in the
small plaza between the convento and the sacristy and granary on the east.
The south wing corredor, just begun, was finished as a row of two vaulted rooms. It
is possible that the western room of the two was left incomplete when vaulting work was
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Figure 21. Plan of Concepción convento, conjectural redesign.
stopped and Ybarra departed about the end of 1758, perhaps even leaving some of the vault
open and supported by its forms and scaffolding. The south half of the westernmost vaulted
room and its southern supporting wall corredor collapsed at an unknown date before the mid1800s—perhaps in the late 1700s.76
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Perhaps in early 1758, the missionaries were ordered to end any construction with
vaulting at Concepción, probably by a command from the council of the college of
Santissima Cruz de Querétaro. This order was recorded in the 1759 visita report: “up until
now most [rooms at Concepción] had been vaulted, which seems unsuitable, for which
reason it has been ordered to proceed with beamed roofing.” That is, they were to finish the
buildings with terrado roofs,77
Ybarra and the Father President were probably revising their designs for the
Concepción convento to fit within the new requirements, when about late March or early
April, 1758, the second major change was forced on them. Messengers arrived from the
Presidio de San Sabá with the devastating news that the mission of San Sabá had been
attacked and destroyed by Comanches and their allies on March 16. This mission was on the
San Sabá River near present Menard, Texas, forty-eight leagues (126 miles) northwest of
Béxar. The event resulted in the deaths of eight people living at the mission, including two
priests, and the burning of its palisado buildings and enclosing protective wall. The presidio
of San Luis de Amarillas was only three miles away and manned with two hundred soldiers,
and their families, but the presidial commander wisely kept his men inside the defensive
walls of the presidio while the well-armed two thousand Comanches and allies destroyed the
mission.
David Weber described the destruction as “a shocking tragedy” that would “jolt
Spaniards into a painful recognition of the weakness of their position on the interior plains,”
and Manuel Ramírez de la Piscina, commander of the Presidio de La Bahia, wrote to the
viceroy Agustín Ahumada y Villalón, Marqués de las Amarillas, a few days after the attack,
77

“[H]asta ahora lo mas de bobeda, lo que parece no probar bien, por lo que se ha mandado prosiga de
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“[t]he enemy [is] so superior … that our destruction seems probable” if the Comanches
decided to attack the settlements and presidios.78 On April 10, the viceroy wrote to the
governor of Texas, don Jacinto de Barrios y Jáuregui, that he had received a letter from the
Presidio of Béxar saying that the Béxar settlement feared a subsequent attack. The viceroy
ordered that the governor would give aid, food, and any necessary arms and ammunition to
the presidios of La Bahía and Béxar, and any other place according to their need.79 On June
6, in response to a letter from the Cabildo (the City Council) of San Fernando of April 16, the
viceroy wrote that he had made arrangements to help in their protection, but that they should
do what they could for their own defense, as well.80 Historian fray Marion Habig, discussing
the activities of the Querétaran Father President of Texas, fray de los Dolores y Viana, in this
period, described how he had travelled to Mexico City in mid-1758 “on some matters
pertaining to the missions under his care.” Although de los Dolores y Viana himself does not
explain further, Habig suggested that he may have gone to meet with the viceroy “concerning
the situation in Texas after the destruction of Mission Santa Cruz de San Sabá …” as a result
of which, “panic had seized the settlers in Texas …”81 The military expected that the
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Comanche and their allies would next move on the Béxar settlement, and especially the rich
but unprotected missions. The Franciscans decided that, for the safety of the missions, each
would be enclosed in a protective wall. In his 1762 visita report for Concepción, fray de los
Dolores y Viana stated simply, “the pueblo was enclosed and walled for its protection and
defense.”82 The defensive enclosing of the missions of Béxar was a huge project completed
in a very short time. Judging from the speed with which it was carried out, the effort would
have pulled in all the local labor. As a result, when fortification of the five mission pueblos
began, the construction of the Alarife’s plans at those missions came to an end. Because the
enclosing work was standard, simple wall-and-beam construction, it did not require an
expensive master mason or master sculptor. One result of this was that the fortifying walls of
the four Queretaran missions were distinctly crooked in their layouts, obviously delineated
by people who could not accurately mark out a right angle. The change in priorities, and
cutbacks on convento construction ended the contracts of Felipe Santiago Liñan and
Gerónimo Ybarra; the latter left town at the end of 1758. The last indication that Ybarra still
lived in Béxar was his listing as a compadre (godfather) in the baptismal records of Valero
for December 19, 1758.83
The simultaneity of the two structural events—the fortification of the pueblos and the
cutbacks in formal mission construction—confused and obscured both the architectural
history of the missions and the interpretation of the historical record. Neither of these
developments are recognized or described in mission histories, except in historian Gilberto
Hinojosa’s short study on the intentions of the Franciscans at Béxar, published in 1991. He
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realized that the fortification of the missions had occurred in the late 1750s, and that a
cutback in construction of the formal churches and conventos had become policy, although
he saw it as being more pronounced in the 1780s.84 Fray Habig’s narrative of the construction
of the missions in The Alamo Chain of Missions offers no discussion of this period—in fact,
he thought the missions were enclosed with walls from the beginning of permanent stone
construction.85 Robert Mullen agreed with him: “many of these people [Native Americans]
were domiciled within the mission complex. The atrio wall suddenly acquired a new
function. Not only a perimeter defining a quadrangle, the atrio wall now formed the ‘outside’
wall of Indian homes, built in a continuous series of small dwellings.”86 However, a close
reading of the visita reports, and the details in the 1772 inventories, demonstrate that the
documents clearly indicated that the pueblos were being rebuilt as fortified enclosures
between 1758 and 1762.87
The visita descriptions make it clear that the fortification began between the 1756 and
1759 reports. The probable timeline for ongoing construction at Concepción shows that the
halt of work on the convento and the beginning of the construction of the fortification of the
mission pueblos occurred approximately in the second half of 1758. The other Querétaran
missions can be shown to have followed the same progression, while at Zacatecan San José,
Governor Barrios y Jauregui’s description of the mission in May, 1758, shows that it looked
much as it always had, a settlement of Native American houses arranged neatly in blocks
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around a central plaza with the church and convento on its north side.88 The visita report of
1759 for the Querétaran missions describe the fortification project at these four missions in
mid-construction. The report of 1762 for the Querétaran missions indicated that the work at

Figure 22. San José as shown in the Menchaca map of 1764. North is at the top, and the
pitch-roofed building shown along the north side of the mission compound was probably an
early version of the convento, under construction at the time. The terrado church had been
demolished about 1758, so no church is shown as of 1764.

three of the missions had been completed; only San Juan was lagging behind, with walls still
being completed.89 By 1764, the map of the San Antonio River valley around San Fernando,
prepared in March by Captain Luis Antonio Menchaca, commander of the Presidio of San
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Antonio, depicted the pueblos of all five missions as having been rebuilt into fortified
compounds, enclosed in walls.90
Historians have considered the incomplete mission buildings as evidence that the
available Native American labor in the Béxar area was declining, citing a statement to that
effect made by fray José López in 1786. Fray Habig, for example, said that the various
construction projects of churches and conventos had come to a stop because of a sharp
decrease in the Native American population in the 1770s and 1780s. Fray López’s 1786
statement was that at the church and convento at Valero, “the construction was stopped many
years ago for lack of skilled persons [gente] for the work, and today for this and other
reasons, … it is not possible to continue [construction on the church] to its completion.”91
However, in his discussion of the unfinished small primary church at San Juan, fray López
wrote that the reason the San Juan church was not finished “is the same as how it had been at
[mission] San Antonio, that is, the lack of Indians.”92 Fray López’s statements in his 1786
report were strongly political, and historians have characterized them as propaganda; this is
discussed in Chapter 7.93 That all five of the missions were able to build enclosed, fortified
pueblos in a period of less than four years indicates that there was no shortage of building
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crews—they were simply not being used to construct the originally-designed mission
buildings.
At Espada, once the decision to build a fortified pueblo was made and the plan
worked out, it would have become apparent that the secular courtyard was in the area where
the main gate of the pueblo would be, at the southeastern corner of the new walled enclosure.
The Franciscans decided to move the courtyard to the south side of the convento, even
though the walls and buildings would block access to the portería under construction (Figure
23). The process of building the portería came to a halt. The Franciscans would have decided
to make the unfinished room into the antecocina at that point, in late 1758.

Figure 23. The secular courtyard relocated to the south side of the convento about 1759.

The portería function at Concepción, that apparently was to have been located on the
west side of the convento compound, a section that was not built, was reassigned to the
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already-built vaulted east wing’s corredor along its west side, and to one of its rooms. At
Valero and San José, the fortification of the pueblo was achieved, not by building an entire
new set of rows of houses along enclosing walls, but by running new walls between blocks of
houses, themselves along the sides of the missions’ large plazas. This required no major
changes to their porterías, that opened onto the same main plaza.94 At San Juan, the
fortifying of the mission placed the pueblo on the north side of the convento compound, and
the secular courtyard to its east. This left the portería’s main entrance gateway opening
outward onto what was now perceived as dangerous open land at the southwest corner of the
convento compound, toward where the mission’s main plaza and pueblo had been. The
portería gateway was walled up, and the space made into a storage room.95
At Espada, the construction of the fortified pueblo was well along by 1759: “the
pueblo is formed of two sides of houses of stone with viga-supported roofs, and another side
which is being built; these, with the convento ... form a Plaza.” Here, “plaza” was being used
in the military sense of “fortified town.”96 The pueblo enclosure was finished between 1759
and 1762 (in some cases, work simply stopped on an incomplete enclosure), and consisted of
three rows of stone houses. For the protection of the mission, there were two small canon and
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16 muskets, probably in the fortified main gateway of the mission compound.97 The 1772
inventory described the pueblo as consisting of 20 houses of stone with roofs of vigas, mortar
and flagstones, each from 14 to l7 feet long, about 13 feet wide and 16 feet high. Each had a
fireplace and was mortared and plastered inside and outside. Each house had a door facing
onto the mission plaza, and a window opening outward through the enclosing wall. Eight
additional houses of stone had thatched roofs and were of the same size as the preceding.
There were also four wooden palisados with thatched roofs, for which no size was given. All
of these enclosed the plaza of the pueblo.98
The decision to fortify the mission of Espada by building an enclosed village required
that the effort to complete the primary church be abandoned. The fortification would obstruct
the front of the primary church by building the west wall of the enclosure across its façade.
Instead, the decision accepted that the interim church would be improved and become the
primary church for the mission. This would change the layout of the church from the original
intended orientation of the primary church towards the west, to a smaller primary church
facing east. These choices changed the mission that was being created at Espada from its old
Hapsburg design to a new, simplified mission structure, which permitted new freedom in the
remodeling and improvement of the interim church. One immediate result was that a sacristy
room could be added to the west end of the structure, where before this area could not be
used because it was reserved for the south tower of the now-discontinued primary church.
About the same time in the late 1750s, Espada built a fortified, stone-walled
headquarters building on their ranchlands about twenty-five miles to the southeast, near
present Floresville, in Karnes County, with the hope of protecting the ranchhands and their
97
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families from attack.99 The foritified building was described briefly in the 1762 visita report
as “a ranch with a residence of stone, in which live the families with their necessary
equipment,”100 and in a lawsuit in 1770 as "El Sabinito with its fort of stone …."101 I
excavated portions of the building over two field seasons, and worked out its various plans. I
found that the first version of this ranch building was a fortified enclosure, hexagonal in plan,
314 feet east to west by 233 feet north to south, with a stone wall 8¼ feet high and 2¾ feet
thick, and a number of palisado buildings along the inside of the walls (Figure 24).102 The
excavations, analyses, and colonial documents indicated that the stone enclosure was built
sometime before 1762, and was still in use in its original form as of 1772. In the 1780s, the
Franciscans had the Las Cabras fortification rebuilt into a much more effective defensive
plan, and a series of rooms with stone walls added to the enclosure. This will be discussed in
Chapter 6.
That the decision to fortify the mission and give up the construction of the primary
church had some opposition at the local level can be seen by an entry in the 1762 visita
report, prepared by the two missionaries stationed at Espada, who attempted to keep the
project of building the full-sized church alive: “Although at this mission the church has been
begun, it has not been finished for lack of stone of good quality; which has been discovered a
99
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short time ago, and building it [the primary church] has been begun, and until it is finished,
substituting for it is a very capacious and decent room with its choir loft …”103 In spite of this
hopeful description, no further work was carried out on the primary church. In the early
1760s another master mason and master sculptor, Joseph Palafox and Don Ángel, were hired
by the Querétaran missions and worked at Espada for a number of days. The 1772 inventory,
the last document to describe the intended primary church (discussed in Chapter 6), makes it
clear that it remained no more than an outline of foundations and trenches, other than those

Figure 24. Espada’s Rancho Las Cabras about 1760. The two marks at the upper left of the
enclosure are the short sections of the walls of two palisado structure we found during the
exavation, indicating the presence of .jacales along the inside of the walls.

sections of the wall that formed the sides of the sacristy serving as the interim church. The
period of construction on the Hapsburg plan for Espada, and the other Béxar-area missions,
ended with the cutbacks and fortifications of the late 1750s and early 1760s.
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Fortification of the missions between 1758 and 1763 was a strategic architectural
action, intended to protect important institutions and resources from destruction by perceived
enemies.104 The reduction and halting of church and convento building programs from 1755
to 1758 was a political action, part of an ongoing series of reforms of the entire management
program for the frontier areas of the Americas. These political reforms and the impetus
behind them will be discussed in Chapters 5, and their effect on Espada, in the context of all
of the Béxar missions, in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5: Bourbon Reforms and the Método Nuevo
The Béxar missions were founded, developed, and partially secularized during the Bourbon
period of New Spain, 1700 to 1808 and 1813 to 1821.1 Their design and management reflect
that period and the evolving policies of the Bourbon kings. The missions were established in
the early years of the Bourbon dynasty, before significant changes to the place of the mission
in colonial society had been enacted and while the traditional Hapsburg mission plan and
system were still being used. As Bourbon reforms progressed over the eighteenth- and early
nineteenth centuries, the Béxar missions changed with them, in plan, architectural design,
and their relationship to the Presidio and Villa of Béxar.
The “Bourbon Reforms” were a complex set of revisions to civil, missionary, secular
church, and military administrative regulations and policies, usually oriented towards
increasing the Crown’s revenue from the possessions of its empire. This chapter will look at
the reforms that had an effect on the missions of the northern frontier in North America. The
revisions had a range of degrees of application on the ground, and in the northernmost
frontier provinces, known as the Provincias Internas, military interests dominated the
changes. The sweeping changes in the management of the Spanish territories in the Americas
instituted by the Bourbon kings of Spain, beginning in the 1750s, was part of an effort to
make the management of the viceroyalties and their provinces more efficient and costeffective, and left a strong imprint on the missions of Texas. The emphasis in the mission
compounds shifted from the religious structures to the more secular buildings, while the lessused areas of the farms and ranchlands were made available to non-Natives.
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The effects of the reforms on Texas missions have received little attention from
historians. As mentioned above, one Texas historian who has examined these effects is
Gilberto Hinojosa, who, in “The Religious-Indian Communities: The Goals of the Friars,”
considered how the changing Bourbon administrative policies on the northern frontier in the
second half of the eighteenth century affected the missions of the Béxar settlement.2 His
discussion will be visited at appropriate places below.
Research advances in the availability of documents, architectural analysis, and the
archaeology of the Béxar missions during the last third of the twentieth century and the first
two decades of the twenty-first have made it possible to write syntheses describing the
development of the Béxar mission complex as a whole, and of the individual missions, with a
deeper recognition of the effects of decisions from the highest to the local administrative
levels of the colonial government. These resources allow us to go beyond the basic questions
of the architectural histories of the missions, as summarized by fray Marion Habig in 1968,
or Jacinto Quirarte in 2002. We can look at the direct physical effects of Bourbon reforms on
individual Béxar missions. The Bourbon changes to mission goals and infrastructure left a
strong and distinctive imprint on the Béxar missions, in the form of the cutbacks in the
construction of conventos and churches, as discussed in Chapter 4, and new construction
programs to provide for non-Native American residents in the missions, discussed in
Chapters 6 and 7.
Because of a lack of detailed architectural histories, historians are unaware that the
mission construction programs changed in this way. They have viewed these changes as

2
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primarily the result of a decline in mission Native populations or the loss of access to the
mission herds and the income from them, and have described them as symptoms of the
decline and failure of the missions. Now, however, Bourbon reforms can be identified as the
previously-unrecognized cause for a number of the developmental events at the missions in
the second half of the eighteenth century, in preparation for their secularization in 17931794, and 1824-1827. The unfinished church at San Antonio de Valero, the incomplete
vaulted convento at Concepción, and other apparent signs of the failure of the missions are
instead specific results of the decisions of Bourbon administrators who had gained control of
the mission system.
On New Spain’s northern frontier, however, Bourbon administrative reforms were not
the only source of changes to frontier mission architecture and development. Other strong
forces directly affected the missions of the eighteenth century in Béxar, making them
different from the more familiar mission systems of central and southern New Spain (as well
as elsewhere on the northern frontier) established in the sixteenth- and seventeenth centuries.
One of these significant sources of change came from the military conditions of the northern
frontier, and the administrative adaptations made to attempt to control the area, in the form of
the Comandancia General of the Provincias Internas, as the northern borderlands were
called, created in 1776. Although the innovations to military organization in the far north
originated as part of the Bourbon Reformation, the shifting political and military situation of
the frontier quickly took on a life of its own, beyond the direct control of the Bourbon kings.
The northern frontier was effectively placed in a permanent state of martial law, and this
influenced many details of mission plan and construction (this will be discussed in Chapter
6).
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The first comandante general of the Provincias Internas, Teodoro de Croix, in 1778
established a tax on unbranded cattle rounded up on the ranchlands of the missions and
private owners. Churches were finished in one form or another as best they could be, or were
left incomplete, but granaries and wheat mills were rebuilt or built anew. With the approval
of the comandante general, an influx of “Spanish” sirvientes and families into the missions
prompted the Franciscans to make changes to the plans of the southern missions to allow
additional housing, reflecting shifts in the populations of the San Antonio River valley.3
Beginning in the late 1770s, the Franciscans began planning for the eventual secularization of
the missions.4
These changes in priorities transformed the missions. By the time San Antonio de
Valero was given to the secular church in 1793, and the other four missions surrendered the
missionary control of their temporalities (the farms, herds, and daily lives of the Native
Americans), in 1794, the two southern missions of San Francisco de la Espada and San Juan
Capistrano had been changed almost beyond recognition, as a result of the new construction
to accommodate vecino settlers.5
As discussed in Chapter 4, construction of buildings following the Hapsburg mission
plan at Espada and the other Béxar missions had come to a halt in 1758. The Hapsburg
system was replaced at the Béxar missions by a new set of goals introduced by the Bourbon
rulers of Spain. These were the establishment of the Provincias Internas across the northern
frontier, and the application of the new provisions of the Patronato Real Universal to the
missions, changing the relationship between the Catholic Church and the king, that had been
3
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established and maintained during Hapsburg rule from 1516 to 1700.6 For the missions of
Texas, by the mid-eighteenth century, church reforms began to affect the management,
architecture, and land use of individual missions on the northern frontier, an approach
referred to by Spanish authorities as the “método nuevo de gobierno spiritual.”7 To outline
and give context to those administrative decisions that directly affected the missions, the
elements of the método nuevo will be reviewed here, that opened the missions to joint use by
Native Americans and vecinos (non-Native residents), and caused changes to mission plans
and structures.8 Development of these three components of the Bourbon program for North
America, civil, military, and missionary, were contemporaneous, interconnected processes,
and will be discussed together.
At the beginning of his reign, Felipe V was most concerned with the reorganization of
the power structure in Spain and Spanish territories in Europe. Felipe ruled Spain until July,
1746, and in that period began government reforms that improved centralized authority,
forming the basis for more extensive changes by his successors. He introduced the
Intendancy system, already in use in France, to Spain in 1718.9
Advocating a restructuring of Imperial management under the Bourbon regime, José
de Campillo, the secretary of the navy and the Indies from 1736, suggested in 1743 that a
full-scale reassessment of Spain’s governmental system in the Americas was needed. He
argued that, for example, a new method of government in the Spanish Empire would improve
6
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the income from these holdings, and pointed out that with the present system in the
Americas, the properties of England and France “brought more benefits to their imperial
owners … than all its vast American territories brought to Spain.”10
Felipe’s son, Fernando VI, ruled from 1746 to 1759, and one of his priorities was
reforming the interactions between Spain and the Catholic Church. Fernando negotiated the
Concordat of 1753 with Pope Benedict XIV, giving the Spanish Crown the privileges of
Patronato Real Universal, that consolidated all the previous papal agreements on the
Patronato, and “opened to the Spanish Crown a rich new field for enlarging its power and its
revenues.”11 As a result, the king acquired the final say on the construction of churches,
conventos, and other religious buildings, the appointment of archbishops, bishops, and most
other religious positions, and the right to collect tithes, of which the Crown could keep oneninth. In the view of the administrators who finalized these agreements (including large cash
gifts to the Church and to various individual in its higher reaches),12 both universal patronage
and the submission of the Church to the king in the Spanish Empire was derived from the
inherent divine rights of the king.13 As historian Joel Morales Cruz described it, “[t]his
concordat is a landmark in Spanish history as it gave to the monarch virtual control over the
entire Catholic Church,”14 effectively making the king the head of the Church within all
holdings of the Spanish Empire. The Concordat significantly increased the authority
Fernando VI was able to bring to controlling both the secular church and the mission system,
10
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and remained in effect in the Spanish colonies in America for the rest of the century. This
leverage allowed the Crown to establish new policies on the northern frontier during the
second half of the eighteenth century that changed the relationship between the missions and
the other frontier institutions.15
Although the mission system had been a critical component of the settlement and
control of frontiers during the Hapsburg era, the new Bourbon rulers were uncomfortable
with the large sums required to keep missions in operation in the Hapsburg mission program.
This had been outlined by Franciscan fray Domingo de Arzola, the Bishop of Guadalajara, in
1583, in his proposal of a revised method for frontier conquest and pacification of the
northern areas of New Spain:
The war as now conducted is very costly and difficult. Although the presidios and
soldiers give some protection, they really serve to prolong the war because of the
harm they do the natives, capturing their women and children . . . The cheapest, best,
and most Christian remedy is to found six or seven settlements . . . each one of which
shall contain two or three Franciscans. At each place there should be erected some
modest houses and a church, and the friars should be provisioned for a few years at
His Majesty's expense. … To each new settlement should be sent some Mexicans, or
Tlaxcalans, or other sedentary Indians, well Christianized, so that they can serve as
fiscales [government officials], song leaders (cantores), and in other religious
capacities, as well as settlers. Their example, plus the friar's persuasion, will attract
the nomads to peaceful settlement. This has been proved on other parts of the frontier.
The expense of this will not be great or continuing, such as is the case in the upkeep
of the soldiery now. The monasteries can be built for 2,000 pesos each, and the
upkeep for two friars in each, with all religious equipment, should be less than 800
pesos … Nor would there be difficulty in getting Indian settlers, excusing them from
tribute for ten or twelve years and granting other privileges and aid. 16
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This became the basic method used by the Hapsburg rulers to place missions on the
northern frontier, in New Mexico, Sonora, and ultimately Texas, even though the Béxar area
was established after the Bourbons had taken control of Spain in 1700.
Beginning in the 1740s, a new view of the role of missions in the organization of the
Americas began to be discussed among influential administrative officials both in Spain and
on the frontier—this was the beginning of the “método nuevo.” To the dismay of the
missionaries, the Spanish administration began the enforcement of these “new method”
changes to mission management. One of these was the divestment of the temporalities17 at a
number of older missions.18 The Crown had elected to push for the temporal secularization of
the missions through the earlier Patronato de Indias agreements, and the Concordat of 1753
between Fernando VI and the Pope added to the king’s leverage to carry this out. When this
administrative step was accomplished, “the state would control mission properties and,
through its bishops, control the secular clergy or regular19 clergy who might remain in charge
of a secularized parish.”20 The change had a direct effect on the financial relationship
between the missions and the Crown. Such a divestment would alter the administrative
classification of a mission to “doctrina,” rather than the earlier classification of “conversion,”
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in which the missionaries themselves managed all aspects of the work, development, and
training of the Native Americans in the mission. So long as a mission remained a conversion,
the Native American neophytes would be exempt from paying tithes, tribute, or taxes. In a
doctrina, the Natives would be expected to pay these tithes, tribute, and other taxes.21 The
exemption from such fees for Native Americans newly baptized and brought into a mission
had been codified in a royal cédula in 1608, and included in the Recopilación: “We order that
those pagan Indians who of their own free will embrace our Holy Catholic Faith and receive
Baptism solely as a result of the preaching of the Holy Gospel, shall not be subject to the
encomienda, nor pay tribute for ten years, nor be compelled to any service.”22 In their
discussion of the relationship between the two mission categories, historians Daniel Matson
and Bernard Fontana wrote that, “so long as Indians were under a missionary—whether in
conversión or reducción—they were free of paying tribute to the Crown and tithes to the
bishop. In short, they were exempt from taxes.”23
The result of the método nuevo would be that, among other policy choices, civilian
administrative authorities would ultimately decide what got built at a mission. In 1749,
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Ferdinand VI ordered that “all regulars serving in doctrinas and curas in the Spanish New
World be replaced by secular clergy.”24 As a result, a number of older missions in the central
provinces of New Spain were secularized.25
When Carlos III became king of Spain in 1759, his administrators continued the
reorganization of the management system of its Americas possessions so as to incorporate
the elements of the European Intendencia system, to include its Enlightenment ideals and to
increase revenues.26 As these changes were put into effect, they modified the three major
governmental systems in New Spain: civil government, military operations, and the religious
system, including the secular church and missionary programs.27 In 1765, Charles III began
the restructuring of governmental organization in Spain’s American territories to the
Intendencia system by selecting don José de Gálvez to be his Visitador General, assigned to
inspect the old Hapsberg methods in use in New Spain, and work out where there were
inefficiencies and how to correct them. Gálvez recommended that the Intendancy form of
civil government be instituted for all of New Spain. The Crown put in place an interim
version of the system in Sonora in 1768, to manage the expected increase in revenues from
new silver mines. Extending the Intendencia system to the rest of New Spain took another
eighteen years, to 1786.28
The Intendencia replaced gobernadores with intendentes (all of whom were to be
Peninsulares, Spaniards born in Spain, rather than criollos, Spaniards born in the Americas)
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and reorganized their duties so that justice, general administration, and war were managed by
the intendants under the direction of the Viceroy. Finance, the fourth area of civil
government, was placed entirely under the authority of the intendants, so that they answered
directly to the king on finance, not to the Viceroy. These changes reduced the power of the
Viceroy and gave more influence and contact with the Crown to the new regional
administrators, the intendants. Tax collection was improved, and the power of the Church
and of criollos was reduced.29 Intendants operated mainly out of the larger cities and mining
centers, and administered large areas that did not directly correspond to earlier administrative
districts. The intendants had deputies in the towns, called subdelegados, who administered
the ayuntamiento, or town council.30
During his inspection of the territories of New Spain, Visitador Gálvez saw that
Native groups all along the northern frontier remained independent and self-governing, and
other world powers, especially France, Russia, and England, and later the United States,
interfered with the governing of the north. It was apparent to Gálvez that this broad stretch of
territory required a higher authority than several local governors or intendants. Political and
military problems usually arose quickly, and the turn-around time for the Viceroy to make
political and military decisions for this vast area was far too slow.31 Gálvez sent his
recommendations to the Crown in January, 1768: the northern provinces should be separated
from the rest of New Spain and placed under a different political and military structure.
Gálvez originally intended that a new viceroyalty be established in northern New Spain,
29
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comprised of the frontier provinces of Nueva Vizcaya, Coahuila, Texas, Nuevo Mexico,
Sinaloa, Sonora, and the Californias. This plan was reconsidered, in favor of the
establishment of the more military Comandancia General de las Provincias Internas,
incorporating the same northern provinces, but supervised by a comandante general who
answered directly to the King—he was to be commander of the military forces and defenses
of the Interior Provinces, effectively a Viceroy for the northern frontier. The plan was
approved by royal order in August, 1769, and established in May, 1776.32 Teodoro de Croix,
Caballero de Croix, was named first comandante general, and took office in January, 1777.
Nuevo León and Nuevo Santander were included in the Interior Provinces in 1786,
when the intendancy system was approved for all of New Spain. The Comandancia’s first
headquarters was placed in Arizpe, Sonora. Nuevo León, Nuevo Santander, Coahuila, and
Texas were to remain under the authority of governors, although by 1790, these governors
were considered to be subdelegados under the Intendente of San Luis Potosí. All but New
Mexico and California were to be managed fiscally by the Intendant at San Luis Potosí, in
the colonial jurisdiction of the same name (today, it is in the state also called San Luis
Potosí). In 1816, for example, one of the very few records of Béxar referring to orders from
the Intendant was filed in the city archives of San Antonio. The postmaster at Béxar, Luis
Galán, wrote to the acting governor, Mariano Varela, acknowledging that Varela had ordered
Galán to send a report on the actions and expenditures of his office to the intendente and to
Joaquín de Arredondo, the comandante general. Galán added that the intendente had
instructed him to obey all orders coming from Arredondo.33 This letter neatly demonstrates
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the typical administrative relationship between the intendente and the comandante general in
the Interior provinces, where the intendente managed the finances of the provinces, and the
comandante general oversaw everything else.
The authority structure of the Comandancia General was not fixed—it was changed
by the king at various times through the rest of the period that the North American territories
remained under Spanish control, up to 1821. For some periods of the late eighteenth- and
early nineteenth centuries, the comandante general controlled the military, justice, and
general administration, and answered, not to the viceroy of New Spain, but directly to the
king himself; during other periods, the comandante general was under the command of the
viceroy rather than directly under the king. At other times the Provincias Internas were
divided into two or more sections, each with its own comandante general.34
Because the actual application of royal orders establishing the series of reforms to the
political, military, and social systems of a given area was the product of the personal
interpretation of the responsible highest authority in that area of the Americas, and the
viceroy and the comandante general or comandantes generales frequently had different goals
and intentions for their territories, the creation of the Comandancia General resulted in a
peculiar patchwork of programs and regulations that varied in their effects in both place and
time. The administration of towns, the supervision of the expanded permanent army and
militia forces in the north, and the management and secularization of missions, all changed,
or at least shifted in emphasis, every time the structure of the Comandancia General was
changed.
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Between the effects of the Concordat of 1753 and the developments of the método
nuevo, administration of the missions was slowly being modified. Franciscan missionaries
had long insisted on a clear separation between the operation and management of the
missions and their neophytes, and the society of the Spanish settlements and presidial
establishments.35 However, the missionaries’ ability to maintain these conditions began to
change as the full strength of the Patronato Real Universal altered the relationship between
the civil government and the missions. Hinojosa quoted Viceroy Revillagigedo, who in 1754
argued in favor of allowing Spanish settlers in mission pueblos and to use mission lands:
“had they been open to Spanish colonists, [Revillagigedo] said, ‘within a few years the
missions would have become extinct …,’”36 but instead, in an attempt to keep the missions
free from the sinful environment of soldiers and settlers of low morals and poor habits, the
missionaries refused permission to allow vecinos to live in the missions. On the other hand,
Bourbon policy-makers wanted to end what they called the “dominio despótico,”37 despotic
rule, of the Franciscans, who had been protecting the Native Americans from having their
land, labor, and morals taken by Hispanic settlers.
During this same period, however, experiments with new Crown policies for
operating the missions had begun to be applied in the field. One of the earliest in the north
was the establishment of the new colony of Nuevo Santander in 1749. This experiment
combined Native American missions and vecino settlements and gave vecinos access to
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Native American labor. As Weber described it, “Bourbons’ doubts about the wisdom of
using traditional missions to advance into Indian-held lands had first translated into practice
in 1749,”38 with the establishment of the colonia (rather than provincia) of Nuevo Santander.
Viceregal officials had become concerned about the 640 miles of empty (of Spanish
settlement, at least), unprotected, and virtually unwatched coastline along the west side of the
Gulf of Mexico—a settlement placed here on the broad flat land on either side of the Río
Grande by any one of Spain’s European rivals could go undetected for some time, as the
French had done with their settlement at La Bahia in 1685, not found until 1689 by the
Spanish troops actively searching for it.39 In 1746, the Crown proposed to establish Spanish
settlements around the Río Bravo using a new family colonizing method by convincing
settler families already living in nearby provinces to move to the new colony.40 In May,
1748, based on his prior military experience and his preliminary exploration of the area
proposed for the colony, José de Escandón y Helguera was appointed governor and founder
of the colony.41 Among Escandón’s first steps was to place the Zacatecan Franciscan
missionaries, responsible for the evangelization of the natives associated with the project,
under military authority.42 Escandón’s experiment in dual settlement, where settlements were
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a blend of mission and civil, occupied by a mixture of Native and Hispanic, was a success in
Nuevo Santander.
The next attempt at this same sort of mixed settlement, at the Yuma crossing of the
Colorado River in the southwest corner of present Arizona, where the Gila River joins it, was
distinctly unsuccessful, ending in a revolt of the Quecha Native Americans in 1781, and the
destruction of the settlement. In 1779, comandante general Teodoro de Croix established two
“pueblos or missions,” 43 with the intention to pacify and befriend the Quechas (also called
the “Yuma”), a move necessary to open the land route from Sonora to Alta California. Each
of the two settlements was to have ten soldiers, ten farmers, and five laborers, all with their
families, as well as four Franciscans to serve spiritual needs. Three thousand Quechas were
expected to join the experimental towns.44 Franciscans were to make the effort to convert the
Quecha, but they were to have authority over only those Quecha who voluntarily joined one
of the two “missions.” The others were free to do as they pleased, and if they performed
labor for the vecinos, they were to be paid a reasonable rate. The Quecha who joined the
missions were to be given lots like the vecinos, along the same streets, and they were to build
their own houses.45 Rebelling against the Spanish control of these settlements along the
Yuma River, the Quecha destroyed the towns in July, 1781.46
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Such experimental mission/settlement towns demonstrate how far from the Hapsburg
plan Bourbon revisions to the mission system could go. An equally strong demonstration of
major administrative change in the management of missions in the Americas was the
expulsion of the Jesuits. At the time of the presentation of the decree of expulsion from the
king to the Council of the Indies in March, 1767, one of the reasons given for the decision
was the Jesuits’ constant maneuvers to obtain privileges exempting them from the
jurisdiction of the local bishops; another was that they had taken control of entire provinces,
separating them from the control of the king, refering to regions like Paraguay in South
America, where Jesuit missions effectively controlled the local economy.47 One of the key
arguments driving the decision to expel the Jesuits was the “regalist” doctrine held by many
of the Crown’s administrators. This declared that the king’s divine right to govern included
“authority over all aspects of church life other than the strictly doctrinal and spiritual”48 that
had been among the major provisions in the Concordat of 1753, a position the Jesuits
opposed.49
Expulsion of the Jesuits had repercussions across the Spanish Americas. For example,
in central South America at the time of the expulsion, there were thirty Jesuit missions to the
Guaraní, covering much of the area now the country of Paraguay. The major reform put in
place for these missions was to make them regular doctrinas (that is, doctrinas supervised by
regular clergy). The missions were divided among Franciscan, Augustinian, and Mercedarian
missionaries, who were given only spiritual management. Government appointees were
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assigned to each mission to oversee the temporal affairs of the missions.50 The missions were
opened to “meritorious Spaniards” to live in them.51
West of Paraguay in the region called “the Chaco,”52 the Guayacurua lived in
scattered bands that each claimed territories of control.53 Jesuits had established eighteen
missions among them by 1767. The expulsion of the Jesuits and the establishment of a new
regular doctrina system produced varying results, where some missions did well and others
did poorly. At mission San Ignacio de Tobas, for example, “royal officials and missionary
allies looted [the mission] and exploited its people,” while mission Concepción de Abipones
remained affluent.54
Including Paraguay and the Chaco, Jesuits established twelve mission fields in South
America, all of which were subjected to the same general administrative development after
the expulsion. In North America, there were only two Jesuit fields, Baja California, and the
Pimería, that occupied the areas now called southern Arizona and northern Sonora. Their
post-expulsion development generally followed a path similar to that of the South American
mission fields; in Baja California and Sonora, the missions were also reorganized into regular
doctrinas.
Matson and Fontana described that in Sonora and Baja California, the “Jesuit fathers
would be replaced by doctrineros,” Franciscan missionaries who would “administer the
churches as doctrinas rather than as conversions.”55 The viceroy’s strongly humanistic order
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to the new Franciscan supervisors of these missions made this clear: “[u]nder no
circumstances are Indians to be deprived of civil intercourse, communication, commerce, or
residence with Spaniards, no less the possession in individual and private domain of their
property, goods, and the fruits of their labor.”56 The Franciscans were to “confine themselves
to spiritual administration only, encouraging the Indians to become self-sufficient in temporal
matters.”57 Historian John Kessell described these administrative changes as “hopeful
Enlightenment reforms meant to liberate and elevate the Indian” while at the same time
“stripping the missionary of his traditional authority.”58 After the departure of the Jesuits,
what was set up in Baja California and Sonora was not a mission system secularized and
made into a parish church system under a bishop, but one like those established in South
America, temporally secularized, where the Franciscan order held the church as its property,
and the missionary had charge of the spiritualties of the mission community, while the
temporalities were placed in the hands of the individual Native American families and
appointed secular authorities.59
In South America, in Paraguay and some of the Chaco missions, incompetence and
greed on the part of the administrators crippled the temporal secularization effort. The same
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results occurred in Baja California and Sonora. The failure in northern New Spain became so
pronounced that in 1769, recognizing that the reformist ideas were not working, Visitador
General José de Gálvez, who had been one of the king’s instruments to eject the Jesuits and
remove the temporalities of the ex-Jesuit missions from missionary control, returned secular
affairs to the Franciscans as a temporary measure. Viceroy Antonio María de Bucareli y
Ursúa made this decision official in 1773. Ultimately, only about half of the Sonoran
missions taken from the Jesuits were actually secularized, in the more “Hispanicized”
southern reaches of the Pimería—the rest, in northern Sonora and Baja California, remained
missions under the Franciscans (and Dominicans in Baja California after 1769). The
temporalities were returned to missionary control, and the aspects of management by civil
authority were quickly given up.60
Although Bourbon disagreement with the traditional management of missions in
frontier areas had first been expressed with the Nuevo Santander colony established in 1749,
and the construction histories of the Béxar missions began to show indications of cutting
back on the original Hapsburg plans in the 1750s, it was not until 1772 that the viceroy and
(after 1777) the comandante general began the process of directly revising the expectations
for mission management, instituting the “método nuevo de gobierno spiritual.”61 The
reformers argued that the old mission policies repressed the economic potential of Native
labor and mission farmlands and pastures, and prevented vecinos from making use of a
mission’s excess housing, farmlands, and ranchlands. How this development was carried out
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has been studied for the western area of the frontier, in Sonora,62 which influenced the same
process when it was applied in Texas, but no studies of the effects of Bourbon reforms in
Texas have been done.
The método nuevo for Sonora was modeled on the management methods originally
used in Texas, the Hapsburg mission method, itself based on the recommendations of
Franciscan fray Domingo de Arzola, the Bishop of Guadalajara, in 1583, discussed above.63
Fray Antonio María de los Reyes, procurador64 for the college of Querétaro at the court of
the Viceroy Bucareli y Ursúa, in his “manifiesto estado de las provincias de Sonora,”
described the conditions in the missions of the Pimería Alta area of the northern frontier.65
He called for a “new method and administration, spiritual as well as temporal,” to reform the
methods used by frontier missions.66 Reyes did not offer any suggestions as to how this
reformation would be accomplished.
Viceroy Bucareli y Ursúa’s fiscal,67 José de Areche, on July 13, 1772, wrote an
evaluation urging the Viceroy to pursue Reyes’s suggestion and send requests to missionaries
with experience in the field to offer their ideas for improving the guidelines for mission
operations.68 Bucareli y Ursúa sent copies of Areche’s evaluation to “nine religious superiors
and twenty-five governors, captains, and other officials,” requesting their suggestions for a
62
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“new method” to improve the management of the missions.69 One of the copies of Areche’s
appraisal of fray Reye’s evaluation of conditions in the northern territories, with Bucareli y
Ursúa’s cover letter containing the Viceroy’s request for suggestions on new regulations for
the missions, was sent to Texas governor Ripperdá on July 13, 1772.70 Captain Rafael
Martínez Pacheco of Texas was another of the men chosen to offer suggestions for new
regulations for the missions. Martínez Pacheco remarked, among other things, that the longterm residents of the missions “are so well-instructed that they carry out all duties with the
same perfection as their creole children and the Spanish settlers [Españoles Pobladores].”71
This statement is very similar to the evaluation of the mission residents written by Father
President fray José Francisco López twenty years later in 1792, discussed in Chapter 7. 72
That these Texas authorities were included in the comment pool indicates that the
Viceroy was thinking of Texas missions, as well, to be included in his project of reformation.
Areche chose to accept the proposal of fray Diego Ximénes (procurador at Bucareli y
Ursúa’s court, where he had replaced Reyes), that, as Kessell described it, was based on “not
… innovations or reforms but … traditional methods proven in Texas.”73 Bucareli y Ursúa
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accepted Areche’s somewhat revised points taken from Ximénes and issued this as the new
regulation for Sonora.74
However, even though presented as a somewhat modified version of the method long
used in Texas, the new Sonora regulations were clearly not what were being followed in
Texas at this same time. For example, the new regulation for the Sonoran missions included a
specific provision that Spaniards must not live with mission Native Americans, more typical
of the earlier Hapsburg methods in Texas, unlike the new standards being developed there.75
The acceptance that vecinos could be permitted to work and live in the mission
pueblos was an important part of the development of the Béxar missions. This acceptance
had been commonplace in the Jesuit missions of Nueva Viscaya in the previous century;
Susan Deeds, in her study of the secularization of Jesuit missions in eighteenth-century
Durango, wrote that in the late seventeenth century, in areas of higher local Spanish
population in Nueva Viscaya, even though there were specific laws against their living in
Native American mission pueblos, “vecinos began renting [mission] pueblo properties … and
gradually they established themselves on a permanent basis.”76 A similar sequence of events
transpired at Béxar. The sparse surviving Texas mission records show that as early as the
1740s master masons were brought to the missions to design and build the churches and
conventos, and given houses in the mission for themselves and their families. In her
dissertation in 1980, Mardith Schuetz listed vecinos mentioned in the surviving mission
books and census records, who were sirvientes, and the sorts of work they did. For Valero,
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these sirvientes had begun living at the mission as early as 1719, while at Concepción, the
earliest was in 1733.77
The oficial, Antonio Tello, working on the construction of the church at Valero, was
allowed to live in the mission in 1740-1744, and Gerónimo Ybarra in 1750-1759.78 By the
1760s these practices had evolved to the point where numerous “Españoles” (the term used
for any non-Native, as fray José María García, the probable author of the Guidelines for a
Texas Missions, explained in ca. 1788) were being brought into the missions by the
Franciscans to live and work there.79
The use of the term “Español” in these records is curious. Historian Jesús De la Teja
discussed the perception of casta in Béxar and the variable usages of the terms over time for
individuals.80 In the 1779 census, people were characterized by “calidad,” and the casta
designations used were Español, Indio, mestizo, coyote, mulatto, and lobo. A distinctive
characteristic of the census was that all who were listed as soldiers, including licenciados, or
discharged military, were classified as Español. It is highly unlikely that the military ranks
were filled only with those who could be classified as Español.
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By the late 1780s, persons referred to as sirvientes or peones81 living in the missions,
had become numerous. At Concepción, for example, fray García mentioned that in order to
meet the needs of the church and convento, as well as the Natives in the pueblo, and “to
provide for the sirvientes,”82 the missionary needed to know what to include in the annual
memoria, or order for the next year’s annual supplies. These were delivered each year by the
mule train from Saltillo. Fray García explained that “[t]he Spanish employees or non-Indians
are generally very necessary in the mission, because there are some tasks that the Indians
cannot perform or are not able to perform with the fidelity and the care that it should be.”83
Among the sirvientes needed, García specifically mentioned the blacksmith and the barber,
“[t]he blacksmith will be of course paid by contract for each year, or the missionary will pay
him as each job is done, according to which is more convenient.”84 “The barber who shaves
the missionary is accommodated by a contract, to be paid for his work each year either in
goods or in money, and is obliged to come to shave on one day each week, which usually is
Saturday. And also there is usually an adjustment of the contract for bleedings or other
incisions that he is called upon to perform at the mission or he may be paid for each one of
these operations by itself, according to the choice of the missionary.”85
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Gilberto Hinojosa described the sirvientes as mostly hired people with craft skills,
outsiders working at the missions for a salary, the same picture given by the descriptions in
the Instrucción. Hinojosa wrote that,
[W]hile the friars had at first insisted on segregation, in time they increasingly
brought into the missions more soldiers and townspeople who unavoidably acted as
agents of acculturation for the mission residents, and by the end of the century the
once-Indian pueblos came to resemble Hispanic villas in practically everything save
legal status. … [T]hese … demographically small communities continued to control
immense properties, resources that the town dwellers and the soldiers quite naturally
wished to exploit, … To achieve that goal, the latter urged the government to end the
corporate privileges of the missions and allow them (the settlers) to exploit the lands
and herds used by so few residents who were only technically ‘Indian.’86
During this same period, fray José Rafael Oliva explained why the number of paid vecinos
working at the missions was increasing: “… the decreasing numbers of the Indians increase
the number of salaried workers [needed], and the continuous maintenance of it all brings
many cares to the missionaries. Then comes the workers in the dependensias 87 who are
contracted to maintain the walls in the name of the missions …”88 Oliva looked forward to
the day when Mission Valero would be secularized and given to the local secular priest and
the missionaries would no longer have to worry about its upkeep and paying farm laborers
for the annual plowing and planting, “and we shall give up this hacienda, which each day
supports 23 salaried staff.”89
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This approach to the management of the Béxar missions was supported by the new
Comandancia General de las Provincias Internas after the establishment of this office in
1776. For example, about 1788 the author of the Guidelines stated that, “dealing and
communications between the Indians and the Spaniards are not only allowed but are ordered
by the comandante general.”90 Although no specific order from the comandante general
recommending that vecinos be permitted to live and work in the missions of Texas has yet
been found in the mission archives or provincial records, the ca. 1788 statement by the
Concepción missionary indicates a regulation to that general effect had been issued. This is a
distinct echo of the order to the College of Querétaro by the viceroy the Marqués de Croix in
1767 that, “[u]nder no circumstances are [mission] Indians to be deprived of civil
intercourse, communication, commerce, or residence with Spaniards,”91 and the similar order
by Francisco Bucareli de Ursúa, the governor of Río de la Plata in South America and the
brother of Antonio María Bucareli de Ursúa, viceroy of New Spain: “[i]n order to further
facilitate the introduction of the Spanish language and culture and to stimulate trade, Bucareli
de Ursúa ordered that meritorious Spaniards—good Christians and model citizens—reside in
the missions. This policy was intended to provide the Indians with solid examples of how to
work the land and pursue lawful and virtuous means for temporal advancement.”92
There are a number of vecinos for whom we have documentation of having been
granted mission land, houses, or both. For example, the French carpenter Pedro de los
90
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Ángeles Charlí worked as a sirviente at Valero. He was the carpenter, sacristan, and barber
for the missionaries of Valero, and moved to the mission about 1778. His carpenter’s shop
was located in a room on the southwestern corner of the enclosed mission plaza, originally
built as an Indio house. Charlí and his family lived in a second mission house just south of
the shop. His wife, María de Estrada, washed the clothes of the missionaries and the
vestments used in the Church services. They also cared for the kitchen garden for the
Franciscans. In 1785, fray Francisco López, the Father President of the Missions of Texas
and the resident missionary at Valero, aware that the secularization of the missions was likely
to happen in the next few years, granted Charlí a tract of land as a reward for seven years of
good and faithful service. The grant included the southwestern corner room, described as a
jacal used as a carpenter's shop; the house where Charli lived, just outside the southwestern
corner of the walled enclosure; a lot around the house; and the missionaries' garden outside
the west wall next to the carpenter's jacal. This arrangement indicates that when he came to
work at the mission, he lived there as a sirviente, and received permission, written or verbal,
for mission housing.93
Missions would grant ranchlands as well. For example, around 1770, Espada granted
José Miguel Serna, the mayordomo of the mission in the 1760s and 1770s, one sitio of the
ejido of Espada south of the Medina River as his ranch, as partial compensation for his
services as mayordomo.94 Espada made this a full grant, rather than a lease or loan of the
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land: when questioned on July 1, 1782, fray Luis Gonzaga Gómes, the resident priest at
Espada, stated that he "was not knowledgeable concerning the land assigned and named to
José Miguel Serna" but that he had "informed himself that [the land] did not belong to the
said Mission,"95 apparently by checking the mission archives.
This was similar to the Presidio de San Antonio making house lots available to its
soldiers. In these cases, a soldier or a civilian serving the presidio requested a house lot from
the commanding officer or the governor, and received permission to live in a particular lot,
but was not granted the property and did not own it, unless he or she submitted a specific
petition for the ownership of the property and was given a grant for the land. In the
management of the land of the Presidio of San Antonio before the civilian town of San
Fernando was established in 1731, land ownership documentation after 1731 indicates that
the pre-1731 soldiers and settlers around the Presidio de San Antonio were issued licenses by
the commander of the presidio or the governor to build houses and clear farmland on the
royal land around the presidial buildings. This land-management procedure continued after
the establishment of the Villa de San Fernando in 1731. In 1739, for example, Ignacio
González e Ynclan, a presidial soldier, petitioned to be granted his lot in the presidio, and
stated in his petition that he was using the lot by license from the governor, “I am in
possession of a solar by license from the governors of this province, by virtue of which I
have settled on it with a house of stone.”96 Another example of this method of distributing
Royal land was María Luisa Guerrero, who had occupied her lot in the Plaza de Armas “in
good faith” since 1764, by verbal grant (“en voz”) from Captain Luis Antonio Menchaca, but
95
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“did not have the security of legitimate ownership of it” and requested that it be granted to
her.97
Royal farmland could also be made available on a temporary basis; for example, in
1736, the Canary Islander Juan Curbelo petitioned the governor for the use of a tract of
farmland adjacent to a lot owned by Vicente Alvarez Travieso in the Potrero, the largely
empty grazing and farming land in the Horseshoe Bend of the San Antonio River, just east of
the Villa de San Fernando. Curbelo offered to pay the government one fifth of the harvest of
the land as recompense for its use.98 In the same way, missions allowed vecinos to farm a
part of the mission fields in return for rent. One reference to this was by the influential
Canary Islander settler in San Fernando, Vicente Travieso, in 1771, in his complaint against
the missions and their acquisition of so much of the land of the San Antonio River valley.
Because of the missions’ control of land and water, he stated, “[w]e see ourselves forced to
work in the farms of the fathers for half the crop in order to maintain ourselves …”99
In addition to direct grants, such as the league of land Espada granted to its
mayordomo, José Miguel Serna, discussed above, the missions rented out ranchlands as well.
This was usually land that the missions had been granted by the Crown, but that was in
excess of their actual needs. They used various methods of rent or license. Documentation for
rented or licensed house lots, fields, and ranchlands rarely survived in the mission records,
but other records of some of these, such as the Pedro Charlí grant, and references to the Serna
grant, may also be found in the Béxar Archives, the Béxar County Archives, and the Spanish
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Archives of the Texas General Land Office. Reports and censuses show the presence of a
number of vecinos in all the missions by the end of the eighteenth century.100
Giving up the temporalities of a mission as part of its development was a common
event that occurred a number of times all across northern New Spain in the mid- and late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In older missions, the Franciscans usually
approved of the step because it allowed them to separate from the secular world and more
closely fulfill their vows of poverty, something very difficult to do when operating the
“hacienda,” as fray Oliva called it, the production center that was a frontier mission.101 This
“temporal secularization” allowed them to withdraw from the daily management of the
ranches, farms, workshops, mission trade and shipping, and the complex web of financial
obligations that were so critical to a mission’s operation, and turn entirely to ministering to
the spiritual needs of their charges.102 Both the Querétarans and Zacatecans had been
discussing among themselves for some time the pros and cons of temporal secularization of
some of the Texas missions.103 The Querétarans had proposed as early as 1759, and repeated
in 1762, an offer to release the temporalities of their missions in the Béxar area.104 Not until
the late 1770s, however, was a serious program begun to carry out a secularization of Valero
and the surrendering of the temporalities of the other Béxar missions.
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Spain had acquired the Louisiana Territory in 1764, rendering the Presidio Los Adaes
useless as a bastion of the frontier. To evaluate the changes that would be required as a result
of this and other circumstances in the Provincias Internas, the king appointed Cayetano
María Pignatelli Rubí Corbera y San Climent, the marqués de Rubí, to carry out an
inspection of the military condition of the northern frontier.105 In Texas, the marqués
recommended that the Presidio of Los Adaes, on the eastern border of Texas, be closed, and
the settlers be moved to Béxar. In 1773, the viceroy ordered that this be carried out.106
On January 1, 1777, the Caballero Teodoro de Croix became Comandante General of
the Provincias Internas.107 On his inspection tour of the frontier, Croix visited Béxar in
December, 1777, through January, 1778 (this is the same tour on which fray Juan Morfí was
the chaplain, and kept a diary of his visitation of the Béxar missions). While Croix was there,
the outgoing governor Ripperdá raised the question of what to do about the Los Adaes
refugees. The Los Adaes refugees presented a formal petition to governor Ripperdá in
January, 1778, requesting to be granted land of their own to replace the land the government
had taken from them at Los Adaes.108 Comandante General Croix and his associates
considered several alternatives, one of which was the possibility of secularizing Valero and
giving some of the mission farm land and houses to the Los Adaes refugees. Croix sent a
formal set of recommendations to the new governor, Domingo Cabello (who took over from
Ripperdá in late 1778) in June, 1779, after Croix had left Texas. These were likely the points
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roughed out during the gathering. Croix sent the recommendations to his asesor (legal
advisor), Pedro Galindo Navarro, for evaluation.109 The same question was raised at this time
in the Discretorio, the managing council, of the Colegio de Zacatecas. They began
discussing “the advisability of giving up the missions of Texas and increasing the number of
missions in Tarahumara, where they are found to be needed.”110 The first references to this
movement within the Colegio were in 1778, but interest among the managers of the
Zacatecas college continued for the next fifteen years until the temporal secularization of the
Béxar missions was finally carried out in 1794.
In June, 1779, Galindo Navarro presented his evaluation of the recommendations by
Croix for the secularization of the missions. He stated that the best solution seemed to be the
secularization of Valero and the settling of those Los Adaes refugees still remaining in Béxar
on the excess lands of the mission. Galindo Navarro then outlined a procedure by which
Valero would be secularized, and the principal points that should be provided for in the
secularization orders. Galindo Navarro proposed that governor Cabello be instructed to
inventory Valero’s mission property, order the withdrawal of the two missionaries, and join
the remaining Native Americans to the parish of the Villa de San Fernando. The lands of
Valero would be surveyed and made a part of the jurisdiction of the Villa by formal
proclamation, divided into plats, and distributed—first among the Native Americans, then
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among the Adaesanos. The pastures and ranchlands would also be distributed, but a portion
would be kept for the Villa.111
Croix accepted Galindo Navarro’s recommendations, and in 1779 the comandante
general ordered governor Cabello to put Galindo Navarro’s plan to secularize Valero into
effect. Cabello, for unstated reasons, did not carry out the secularization. This is odd, because
Cabello had formulated the final petition for the secularization sent to Croix in 1778. Carlos
Castañeda suggested that Cabello felt that “so radical and sweeping an innovation should
come from the king.”112 In July, 1779, the college of Zacatecas indicated their agreement
with the determination of asesor Galindo Navarro and comandante general Croix that Valero
should be secularized. They petitioned Croix that this be done, and the number of
missionaries at the other missions be reduced in order to open new missions to the
Tarahumara.113 Following the logic of these decisions to their obvious conclusions, in
January, 1780, the college asked Croix that they be relieved of the temporalities of all the
Texas missions.114
Croix sent a second order to Cabello in March, 1781, to carry out the secularization
plan as he had been commanded. Again, nothing happened. In August, 1781, Croix asked the
king for approval of the secularization, and in May, 1782, was notified that the king had
given his approval.115 A remark in the Zacatecan Discretorio records in 1782 indicates that
the closing of Valero and the freeing of missionaries that would be used to set up new
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missions to the Tarahumara was stopped by a Texas governor, referring to Cabello’s failure
to carry out the secularization of Valero, and the temporal secularization of the other
missions.116
The effort lapsed, and no further reference was made to the secularization of missions
in Texas until November, 1788, when a debate again began at Zacatecas over Texas mission
secularization, specifically returning to the proposal for the secularization of Valero and the
reducing of the other four missions to two, combining Concepción with San Juan under one
missionary, and Espada with San José under another.117 The debate continued into January of
1789, and was ultimately referred to the Father President of Texas, fray José Rafael Oliva,
who was requested to consider the matter and inform the board at Zacatecas of his
recommendations.118 Oliva sent three major letters to Zacatecas discussing the problem of the
temporalities in Texas, ultimately indicating his approval of the temporal secularization of
the Texas missions.119
Oliva’s acceptance of the secularization of the Texas missions reiterated the several
previous statements from the Colegio de Zacatecas that they approved of this decision,
beginning in the late 1770s. As a result of this determination to carry out the temporal
secularization of the Béxar missions, about 1779, the missions began several projects to carry
out the last steps of preparation of their buildings for the secularization. These will be
discussed in Chapter 6, and the final secularization in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6: The Bourbon Método Nuevo at Espada, 1758–1780
The abrupt, panicked fortification of the missions in the period from 1758 to 1762, described
in Chapter 4, had made them well on their way to being fortresses rather than open villages
around a central plaza, as they had been during the time when the Hapsburg plan was the
design goal for a mission village, discussed in Chapter 3. After several years without the
expected Northern Tribes’ attacks against the Béxar missions, presidio, and Villa, the panic
faded. Native American groups from the north and east continued to be seen as a threat, and
fear continued as a component of frontier life, but it appears that the possibility of a raid
became less of a daily concern, and returned to the ongoing background danger it had been
before.
In the missions, the sudden cessation of construction on Hapsburg plan churches and
conventos in 1758 left the core Béxar mission buildings incomplete. The fading of concern
about a potential attack left the new enclosures unfinished, as well. At Concepción, for
example, both the pueblo compound and the convento enclosure remained partially open to
the uncertainties of the outside world, while San José and Espada managed to close the
convento compound, even though the structures inside were only partially built. Valero
completed the enclosure of the north half of its Native American plaza and of the unfinished
convento, but left the entire south half of the plaza, as well as the area in front of the
incomplete church without an enclosing wall. At San Juan, it is unclear whether the east side
of the pueblo enclosure was finished, although the convento walls were completed.
These hesitations and partial responses are the first clear effects of Bourbon reforms
on the Béxar area mission architecture, as a result of the interaction between the Crown’s
changes in mission building priorities and the missions’ acceptance that major attack did not
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seem likely after all. The actual orders to revise mission construction communicated to the
Franciscans by Crown representatives in the late 1750s, have yet to be located in the
surviving documentation from Querétaro and Zacatecas, and may not have survived (see
Chapter 2). Based on the subsequent steps taken by the Franciscans at the Béxar missions,
however, the new Bourbon expectations for mission operations can be summed up in four
basic rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prepare for mission secularization.
Reduce the costs of any construction.
Increase Crown income from the missions.
Stop protecting the Native Americans from the Spanish society they were
supposed to be joining.

Documentation for the subsequent phases of construction following these rules is available,
and will be discussed in this chapter. As I mentioned in Chapter 4, the construction process
itself was not described, but the visita records indicate what was built within specific
intervals of time, and this makes it clear that the Franciscans and the maestros were
following a simple method: the Franciscans—actually, probably a mayordomo, a vecino with
experience in the planning and supervising the construction of simple buildings, hired by the
Franciscans at a lower rate of pay than required by the maestros—would plan, lay out, and
direct the construction of the terrado buildings, and the maestros would design and direct the
construction of the arched and vaulted structures. In places this required that the two building
programs be integrated, so that the arches of the stairways and corredores would be properly
supported by the other components of the building. The intent was to keep the expensive time
of the maestro to a minimum.
From an architectural viewpoint, however, the projects translated to a series of
cutbacks, ending the Hapsburg-inspired designs, as has already been seen, in the 1750s.
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There would be no more big, expensive churches built in most of the missions (although
efforts to complete the churches at Valero and San José would continue, eventually to be
given up at Valero in 1772 and completed at San José about 1782), and no more expensive
vaulted or multi-level, many-roomed conventos. As a result, the Franciscans made several
decisions about their construction work at the Béxar missions. The old Hapsburg plans and
intentions for the physical plant of the missions, that had guided the Querétarans up to the
mid-1750s, had been focused on completing each mission according to a layout designed by
the Alarife in the 1740s, with a primary church with vaults and a dome, an arcaded convento,
usually of two stories, completely enclosing its patio, along with a functioning farm and a
large ranch with full title for the land. The Bourbon revision of priorities brought those
programs to a halt. As of 1758, the conventos at all five missions were incomplete, and four
of the five primary churches remained unfinished. Concepción’s primary church had been
finished in 1755.
After 1758, the new goals for the missions shifted the focus away from the
development of religious structures, and toward more secular construction at the missions.
Work concentrated on completing smaller, cheaper, but effective churches and priest’s
houses. This was accomplished by leaving the conventos at whatever extent they had
reached, although the missionaries added a few terrado workshops and storerooms in various
places from 1758 to rhe 1790s. At Espada and San Juan, already-existing structures were
converted to be the primary church with the minimum of necessary construction. At San
José, construction of the new San José church began, probably because it was the cabecera,
the headquarters mission, for the Zacatecan missions of Texas, but its original elaborate
design was simplified and reduced about 1768, about the same time above-grade construction
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was started. Valero was an anomaly in this overall pattern—construction continued on its
primary mission church until 1773, when Zacatecas took over all the Querétaran missions.
Work on the pueblo enclosures was left unfinished at three of the missions. Valero’s
Native houses were left with some still adobe and others, among those left outside the
enclosing wall along the south half of the plaza, apparently still palisado. Concepción did not
finish the south row and south wall of its pueblo, although some palisados seem to have been
built there. The east wall of San Juan was either unfinished or a rebuild was begun almost
immediately—the plan, surviving structures, documentation, and archaeology do not clarify
what happened here. Only at Espada and San José were the fortified pueblos completed. The
ranch headquarters for each mission ranch were also apparently rebuilt and upgraded with a
new fortified design, although only the Espada ranch building has been found and excavated
and the improvements there recognized by archaeology.
Concepción again gives us the best display of these developments. The visita reports
show that by 1759, the enclosing walls of the mission pueblo had been largely completed,
and two sides of it had continuous rows of Native American houses of stone and jacal.1 In
1762 the description was the same, two sides of houses of stone, and some jacales,
suggesting that the construction had not progressed between 1759 and 1762, although the
third side must have been completed soon after the 1762 report.2 The 1772 inventory said
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that twenty-four houses had been finished in stone, and two more houses had been begun, but
were still unfinished, without roofs. The inventory remarked that on the same row as the
incomplete houses, there was space for six more houses.3 This description indicates that the
mission’s Native American pueblo was to have 32 houses, and had not been completed.

Figure 25. Plan of Concepción as of the 1760s. Only the cross-walls of the Native American
houses that have been found by archaeology are shown.
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Archaeological work at Concepción suggests that the wall itself was incomplete, as well.
Excavation at the northwest corner of the partly-ruined, vaulted kitchen building revealed its
massive foundations, and found that at the actual corner itself, a trench-like feature extended
northwestward. We found the decayed remnants of a large post which had been set into the
trench, and the circular stains where others had been, but had rotted away entirely. The traces
indicated that the trench had been dug for a row of wooden posts as a defensive wall.
Because of the constraints of the excavation plan, this odd structural trace was not followed
farther. It appears to have been a palisado wall forming a rough closure of a gap left between
the end of the unfinished stone south wall of the pueblo and the west end of the kitchen
building. The sequence of construction suggested by the documents, the architecture, and the
archaeology, and sketched out in Chapter 4, suggests that this palisado wall was built about
the early 1760s. The south gate was known to have been in this area, as indicated in deed
records and the 1772 inventory,4 and the arrangement of the palisado wall filling the gap
between the kitchen wing of the convento and the incomplete south wall of the pueblo
suggests that the gateway was built into it.5 Other than the wooden palisado wall, no stone or
adobe wall was found to extend westward, northward, or southward from the convento’s
kitchen ruins.
My conclusions after completion of the excavation were that both the pueblo and the
convento area enclosures were not completed with their intended stone walls. The pueblo
enclosure was finished with the makeshift palisado wall, but no wall was built along the west
side of the convento compound—it remained open to the outside. This structural sequence,
4
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and similar decisions at the other missions, suggests that the missions’ concerns about being
attacked ended before the completion of the defenses at some of them, or about 1761.
The Franciscans’ decision at Espada to place the fortified pueblo on the north side of
the partly-begun primary church resulted in the enclosing wall blocking the front of the
intended church. That this choice was carried out indicates that the Franciscans accepted that
the Alarife’s church would not be built. This decision allowed them to build over the area
originally used for the south bell-tower foundations of the Alarife’s primary church. In 1761,
they elected to begin the construction of a sacristy room onto the west end of the interim
church, on the foundations of the south bell-tower, part of the process of making the building
into a small but serviceable primary church, as was expected by the new Bourbon
requirements. They cut a doorway through the west wall of the building at the right side of
the altar in the northwest corner of the church, and constructed a new room, 4 varas (11 feet)
wide and 5½ varas (15 feet) long, onto the west end of the interim church. In anticipation of
having this new, larger space for vestment storage, the missionaries ordered a large quantity
of new vestments in 1761 to be sent on the annual mule train.6
By 1761, most of the construction on the fortified mission pueblos of Béxar had come
to a halt, and concern over the possibility of a Comanche-led attack on the Béxar missions
had faded. The missionaries decided to continue with construction on the unfinished church
of Valero, as well as some additional tasks at the other missions, with changes to their
intended final plans as a result of the effects of having built the enclosed pueblos. They hired
a new master architect, Joseph Palafox, and a master sculptor, “don Ángel,” to take the
6
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places of Ybarra and Santiago Liñan, primarily to finish the church of mission Valero and
build its retablos and other furnishings. Like previous maestros, these two carried out some
work at all the other missions, but this was much more limited under the new Bourbon
requirements. Maestro albañil Palafox first appeared in the mission records with his arrival at
Valero on July 18, 1761.7 The account books stated that he was building the church of
Valero,8 and variously called him maestro alarife, maestro cantero, and maestro albañil.9
Don Ángel was a sculptor in wood as well as in stone, as the sculptor and carpenter Felipe
Santiago Liñan had been.10 He arrived about the same time as Joseph Palafox, and worked
with him while living at Valero. He is first mentioned in the mission accounts in 1762.11
At Espada, as a result of the Franciscan decision to build a fortified pueblo and to
abandon the effort to build the large primary church, they reevaluated their intended final
construction on the convento, where work had stopped with the beginning of construction on
the new walled pueblo in mid-1758. Around 1761 they decided to make celda 3 into a tworoom suite by building a fourth celda on the porch they had just covered with tiles, and
converting celda 3 into an alcove opening south into the new celda. This resulted in a smaller
porch on the second level, but left enough room for the arched stairway to the second level in
the ambito.
7
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In 1762, fray de los Dolores y Viana, father president of the Querétaran missions of
Texas and minister at Valero, had the guardian of each mission prepare a standard visitation
statement and submit it to him. De los Dolores y Viana compiled these individual reports,
probably checked their accuracy, and sent the finished document on to Querétaro in March,
1762. At Espada, José Ygnacio María Alegre and Tomas Arcayos prepared the statement of
the condition of the mission.12 Alegre and Arcayos began their description of its physical
structures with the statement that the primary church had been begun but was not completed,
"because of a lack of stone of good quality."13
By the time of the 1762 Espada visita report, the Franciscans had completed the celda
of the new two-room suite. There was an obraje, or weaving workshop, in operation with
three looms, built by 1756 on the south row against the east side of the antecocina that was to
have been the portería.14 Ybarra had left the portería interior unfinished at the time of his
departure at the end of 1758, lacking the cross-wall separating the passageway from the
portero’s office, and the room was probably in use as the antecocina by 1762. The stone
troje, or granary, that had been built by the Alarife or the Franciscans, apparently near the
east end of the south row of the convento, was still in use, and a fragua, or forge for
blacksmithing, was in the secular workshop area that had just been established as an enclosed
courtyard south of the convento.15
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The two friars described the interim church as a very capacious room with a choir
loft. During 1762 and 1763, Palafox and Don Ángel had worked for a total of 98 days
between them at Espada. Sculptor and carpenter Don Ángel worked on furnishing the interim
church. He built a new main altar table (its description clearly indicates it was not the one
described in the earlier reports), and a second altar, with their adornments. These were
described in the 1762 visita report as “an altar of Our Father San Francisco over a tabernacle
of carved and gilded wood, with various carved images, painted, very beautiful and
respectable, as also another altar of Our Lady of the Rosary.”16 All the vestments and
equipment were being kept in a chest at the main altar, probably the old altar table with four
drawers that had been in use since 1745.17 In the nave, in addition to the baptismal font, there
were now confessionals and benches, which would have also been added by Don Ángel.18
The new sacristy was still under construction at the time of the March, 1762 visita report, and
was not mentioned, but was completed within a few months afterward. The Franciscans
moved the altar table with four drawers into this new sacristy room, to be the sacristy altar
and storage space for vestments and sacred vessels. Once the sacristy room was completed,
they extended celda 1 on the second floor northward over it.
The pueblo enclosure was finished probably in 1763, and consisted of three rows of
stone houses. For the protection of the mission, there were two small cannon and 16
muskets.19 Palafox likely spent his time at Espada in 1762 and 1763 designing and directing
the construction of a fortified main gateway on the southeastern corner of the pueblo
16
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enclosure, where the cannon and firearms would be kept. The Franciscans had a single wall
(possibly built in the 1740s) running north from the eastern end of the south row of the
convento to the gateway fortification, to complete the enclosure of the convento area. The
gateway and its fortifications were described in detail in the 1772 inventory.20 In 1762, the
original Alarife’s stone troje or granary still served, stocked with 1000 fanegas (about 50
tons) of maize and 70 fanegas (about 3½ tons) of beans, as well as cotton, wool, chiles, and
salt.21

Figure 26. Plan of the convento and church of Espada as of 1762, after the completion of the
sacristy.
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In the convento, between 1762 and 1772, Franciscans filled in the arch across oficina
3, built to support the wall of celda 3 above it on the second level. This made oficina 3 into
two oficinas, 3 and 4. Maestros Joseph Palafox and Don Ángel departed Béxar about early
1765, for unknown reasons, leaving the Franciscans without a master architect or sculptor.
They hired Estevan Losoya in 1765 as their new maestro arquitecto to build the vaulting for
the primary church of Valero, and probably hired Dionício Gonzáles to be Losoya’s sculptor,
to carve the complex blocks of limestone needed in order for the church ribs and vaulting to
fit together precisely. Losoya began construction on the ribs of the church, that would
reinforce the vaulting, and the pendentives that would support the dome over the crossing of
the transepts. By the time of his death in 1767, he had finished the pendentives and all the
ribs except the one over the choir loft, had begun construction on the lower arch that would
support the choir loft itself as well as some of the vaulted flooring of the loft, had built one
section of vaulted roof over the sanctuary of the church, and was probably working on
additional sections of vaulting.22 Apparently the Zacatecans hired him to direct construction
of the foundations of the new church at San José, as well.
Losoya died in March, 1767, and a few months later, on September 27, 1767, the
Franciscans hired the master sculptor, Dionício González, to construct the upper levels of the
façade of Mission San Antonio de Valero. He became maestro de la obra at Valero—his
contract for this work is discussed in Chapter 3. The missionaries wanted González to finish
carving the statues and shaped stones needed to complete the façade, as well as to assemble
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these pieces.23 The departure of the Querétaran missionaries and the Zacatecan assumption of
their missions in early 177324 apparently ended González’s contract. González continued to
work as a mason in San Fernando for some years afterward, and died in 1789.25 No further
construction wa carried out at Valero—the vaulted sacristy, completed about 1763, became
the primary church for the m ission.
The Zacatecan Franciscans hired maestro de arquitecto Antonio Salazar, probably
about 1767, to take the place of the deceased Estevan Losoya, primarily to work on the
construction of the new church at San José. Salazar apparently arrived in Texas in late 1767,
and continued construction at Valero and San José. In early 1768, he finished the
construction of the foundations of the new church at San José, and the first above-grade
stones of the church were laid and blessed by the visitador fray Gaspar Solís and Texas
governor Hugo Oconor in a ceremony on March 19, 1768.26
In his diario of his trip to Texas, fray Solís described that the church was to be 50
varas (137 feet) long by 10 varas (28 feet) wide across the nave, with transepts.27 Soon after
above-ground construction began, however, Salazar was requested to redesign the church to
be a somewhat simpler, smaller structure. He shortened the church by 13 varas (36 feet) to
the present interior length of 37 varas (100.5 feet), and eliminated the transepts. Because the
23
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new church was being built against the already-standing convento, the reduction in the length
of the church came off the western, or front end. Salazar redesigned and relocated the
sacristy to the area against the south wall of the church where the south transept would have
been. The construction crew removed the excess foundations from the ground at the west end
of the church, and the foundations of the transepts from the areas along the sides where they
had already been built. This was shown to be the case by archaeological work inside the
present sacristy by Anne Fox, of the University of Texas at San Antonio Center for
Archaeological Research, in 1981. The excavations revealed that the sacristy foundations
abut the church foundations for the first two feet or so of construction above ground, rather
than being tied in to them, while the higher fabric is bonded construction. This indicates that
the two foundations were constructed at different times, with the sacristy foundation
constructed against the already-built church foundations, while the fabric above about two
feet was built at the same time. Filled trenches seen in the west end of the sacristy may have
been the foundation trenches of the originally intended south transept, backfilled after the
removal of their stone foundations.28 There is no indication of the earlier version of the bay
spacing and sacristy placement in the walls of the building above the foundation. The earlier
terrado stone church ran across this area as well, but the disturbances of the construction of
the two versions of the new church and sacristy prevented the identification of foundations or
trenches for that structure within this limited excavation.
The transfer of the Béxar missions from the management of the College of Querétaro
to that of Zacatecas in 1773 resulted from the Crown’s decision to expel the Jesuit
28
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missionaries from the Americas in 1767. The college of Querétaro accepted the management
of the ex-Jesuit missions in Sonora and the Pimería Alta (today called Arizona), and left
Texas in 1773.29 For most of the eighteenth century up to the 1750s, the missionaries
themselves had been the dominant factor in the management of the entire physical plant of
their missions—the plan, design and construction of most mission buildings, the fields and
their irrigation, and the ranchlands and their herds. By the time the Zacatecans took over the
Querétaran missions of Béxar in 1773, however, the effects of the Patronato Real Universal
on the Bourbon government’s decisions about how the frontier and its institutions should be
run had become pervasive, with its intentions to reduce costs, to increase the liberties of the
Native Americans within its boundaries—at least, according to the rhetoric—and, of course,
to make the system pay better, or at least be less expensive.30
It is likely that Antonio Salazar, a master architect rather than a sculptor, arrived at
Béxar in 1767, but documentary evidence of his presence at the Béxar missions is not
available until early 1773, when he borrowed money from the merchant, Marcos Vidal.31 He
is listed in the 1779 census of San Fernando and Béxar as an albañil, a mulatto from
Zacatecas, 47 years old,32 and in the first surviving San José Mission record books, that begin
in 1779, he is mentioned at San José in that year. The San José books before then are missing
and presumed destroyed, but the references suggest that he had been a resident for some
years by that time.33
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In early 1773, with the departure of the Querétarans and the cancellation of their
contract with sculptor Dionício González to finish the façade of Valero,34 the Zacatecans
needed a sculptor to carve the façade and other details of the new church at San José, as well
as a master carpenter and sculptor of wood to make the church doors, interior woodwork,
retablos, and furnishings. The Franciscans chose the master mason and sculptor Pedro
Huizar, from Aguas Calientes, as Estevan Losoya had been. Huizar arrived in Béxar perhaps
in late 1772, because by January 16, 1773, he had been working at Mission San José for a
period of time. Purchases by him (“Maestro Pedro de Sa[n] J[ose]ph”) are listed in Marcos
Vidal’s 1773 account book as taking place on and before that date.35
Pedro Huizar was frequently referred to as a carpenter in the records and in the
popular stories about him, and the 1779 census listed his profession as a sculptor, indicating
that the local legends about Huizar are approximately true. Huizar, like maestro Ángel Galín
y Anglíno, was indeed a master sculptor in addition to his other skills as a master carpenter,
surveyor, and military engineer, and did indeed carve the façade, sacristy window, and
numerous other baroque details of the San José church façade, doors, and retablos, as
Salazar’s sculptor.36
Salazar and Huizar worked almost entirely on the construction of the church at
mission San José. With the departure of the Querétaran missionaries at the beginning of
1773, work stopped on the half-built but no longer needed church at Valero, and was never
resumed. Valero’s completed sacristy, that had become the interim church about 1763,
34
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remained the acting church for the rest of the colonial and Mexican periods, and the primary
church construction effort shifted to San José until its completion about 1782.37
As part of the transfer of the Querétaran missions in Béxar to Zacatecas, the
Franciscans made a detailed inventory of the missions at the end of 1772, listing everything
the College of Querétaro was giving to the College of Zacatecas. I will discuss the 1772
inventory of Espada in some detail because it gives the best picture of Espada’s buildings,
their locations (with help from archaeology), size, materials, structure, use, and contents, in
its most developed form after most of the construction had been ended in the 1760s, as the
effects of the método nuevo changed the planning and construction of the mission.
In 1772, the primary church begun in the 1740s was still only a partially laid outline
of foundations, with some stretches of wall built up along the sides of the sacristy.38 The
Franciscans had built an interim church from the original sacristy structure, 14 varas (38⅓
feet) long, 5⅓ varas (14⅔ feet) wide, and 7 varas (19⅕ feet) high. The inventory described
this building: “built as a sacristy, it has two doors: one that goes out to the Residence of the
Religious, and the other to the transept of the church that was to be.”39 This indicates that the
doorway that had been intended to open into the transept of the primary church was still the
unmodified original doorway built as part of the sacristy in 1744; the present, often-described
“Moorish” doorway was not yet in place, and was still a set of unfinished pieces in storage in
the mason’s yard. The inventory also mentioned a doorway inside the church, going to the
new sacristy. The door to the convento probably opened through the south wall of the church
into the arcaded portal along the east front of the convento residential rooms, and had
37
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undoubtedly been intended to be the principal access from the convento to the sacristy in the
original design of these spaces. The roof of the interim church was of beams and mortar, and
the roof beams were described as labrada in 1756, carved or shaped in some way, rather than
simply round logs. 40 A small choir loft supported by corbels was in the church, over the main
entrance—the same one described in previous reports since 1756. In the choir loft was “a
small bench, and on it a monacordio, in place of an organ, for learning to play.”41
The maestro carpintero, Don Ángel, had probably built the main altar table and
retablo, standing on a platform of wood covered with a carpet. On the side walls of the
church were two cupboards where items of silver were stored, and a small copper font for
holy water. A large copper baptismal font was also in the nave, probably beneath the choir
loft, and the stations of the cross were along both walls. The inventory says that these were
made up of crosses and prints of the various images of the stations, spaced along the walls,
beginning at the altar. It was walked, said the inventory, every Friday except during Lent
when the images were taken out to the pueblo.42
The 1772 inventory described the new sacristy the missionaries had completed about
1763, added to the west end of the interim church, and entered through a doorway on the
right side of the main altar. It was 5½ varas (15 feet) long by 4 varas (11 feet) wide, and 5
varas (14 feet) high, internal measurements. The room had a complete altar with full
equipment. This altar was the wooden altar table that had been in the interim church from
when it was first put into use in 1744 or 1745, through at least 1759, with its four large
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drawers for vestments. In 1772, it was still being used to store vestments and altar
furnishings but was now in the sacristy. It stood on a wool carpet “worked in various figures
and colors.”43 There was a table at one side of the altar, for the use of the priest while putting
on his vestments.44
In the convento, the inventorying friars began at the north end of the ground floor,
next to the church, and walked south down the portal, describing each room and its contents
in turn. The inventory described the ground floor portal as made of stone, with a wood and
mortar ceiling, that protected the entrances of the ground floor rooms. Neither the inventory
nor any of the reports mentioned the number of arches along the east side of the portal on
either level. However, the lengths of the two portales and the probable design of the arches
indicate that there would have been four or five on the ground level and three on the upper
level.
The inventory described the northernmost oficina nearest the church, oficina 1, as
being “contiguous with that [the room] which serves as the church.” The inventory listed the
room’s contents, which made it clear that this storeroom held supplies for the convento.45
The next room south, oficina 2, contained supplies for the Native American pueblo.46 Oficina
3 held items of general use in the mission and for the supply mule train.47 Oficina 4 was
another storeroom for general items for the mission. In it were a few carpenter’s tools, 20
arrobas of wool stored here for use in the weaving workshop, about 200 calabazas, or
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gourds, and all the tools for a stone-mason’s workshop which had never been built, and never
would be, since the main church had been given up about 1762.48
At the south end of the friary was the ambito, the southernmost room on the ground
floor. It was a small room containing an arch-supported stairway, consisting of two flights of
stairs of stone which gave access to the second floor of the friary. The stairs survived up to
1955, when Harvey P. Smith, Sr., drew a plan of them as part of his preparation for
remodeling the half-ruined convento into the present rectory of Espada, and then demolished
them along with the surviving celda 3 on the second floor.
The stairs resembled those leading up to the Father President's office at Concepción.
That stairway had a lower flight supported by an arch from the ground floor to a landing on
the east wall of the stairwell, and the upper flight to the second level supported by an arch
from the landing of the first flight. The access to the second level of the southern bell-tower
at Concepción had been a similar arch-supported stairway (fallen by the late 1800s), from
which the choir loft or the stairs up to the roof of the church were reached. At Espada, the
entry doorway into the ambito was from the corredor through the east wall of the room,
under the second arch of the stairs. Beneath the arch of the first flight of stairs was a privy,
with two seats, "decent and honest," for “common necessities,” with curtains of burlap.49
Although the inventory does not mention it, there was probably a slab-lined and covered
branch of the acequia guided beneath the privy to clean it out, similar to the branch from the
convento patio well passing beneath the location of the privy in the convento rooms at San
José.
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Figure 27. HABS drawing of Oficina 4 and Celda 4 in 1936, labeled as “New Addition.”

At the south end of the second floor, the stairway came up to a small porch with a tile
floor and a low parapet, the same one visible on Harvey Smith’s drawings,50 and in
photographs taken of the surviving portion of the convento before the second story was
demolished in 1955. The south porch opened onto a second tiled porch, over the south end of
the first floor corredor. This porch also had a low parapet.51 Along the northern 64 feet of the
east side of the second floor was a portal, or corredor. The inventory gave no length for the
corredor, but Ybarra had built it about 1757 to give weather protection for the doorways into
celdas 1, 2, and 3, so that it ended at the south-east corner of celda 3, now the alcove of the
two-room suite that made up the remodeled celda 3. The corredor had a roof of beams and
mortar.52
The missionary making the inventory climbed the stairs and walked to the north end
of the corredor to begin the inventory of the second floor. Celdas 1 and 2 had roofs of beams
and mortar, and the doors of these two cells opened into the corredor.53 Celda 1 had two
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windows and a door. The windows in celda 1 probably opened through the west and north
walls. This cell was set up as a simple residential space, with a bed, a large table with a cloth,
three armchairs and four regular chairs.54 It was originally about 8½ varas (23.3 feet) long,
the same length as oficina 1 on the ground floor, but after the construction of the sacristy
north of oficina 1, the celda on the second floor had been extended northward over the
sacristy, making it 13½ varas (37 feet) long.55
Celda 2, which served as the huespedes, or guest room, had one window and one
door. The window of celda 2 probably looked west.56 The next rooms to the south were the
suite consisting of celda 3 and its alcoba, or alcove. The alcove had originally been built as
celda 3, leaving a large tiled porch extending southward to the stairs down to the ambito.
When a new fourth room was built, celda 3 was remodeled to be its alcove. Its doorway
eastward to the corredor was closed, and a new doorway opened southward into the new
southernmost room. The two-roomed suite would have been the residence for the guardian,
or senior Franciscan, at the mission. The contents show that, as in the similar suites at other
missions, the alcove principally served as the friar’s bedroom.57 Because the new
southernmost room had been built onto the tiled porch on the roof of the southernmost rooms
of the first floor, it had a tile floor that had originally been the surface of the porch, and had
been finished with a tiled roof. It also had a door opening south onto the porch, and one
window opening west.58
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The location of the doors and windows of the first and second floor rooms on the
south end of the convento are known because both stories survived in this area of the
building until 1955, and photographs and measured drawings of it were made before the
second story room was demolished by Harvey Smith, Sr., because he thought it was an
addition made after the colonial period.59 In an article about his father’s work in 1934 and
1955 at Espada, Harvey Smith, Jr. published some of Smith, Sr.’s drawings of the surviving
portions of the building, with the caption, “Nineteenth century construction, as of 1934, built
over original walls and buildings.” Smith, Jr., wrote that “most of the non-original ‘additions’
were replaced, and the little mission assumed a great deal of its original character”—that is,
the surviving section of the second floor of the convento building was torn down. These
rooms were indeed added to those of the first floor, but this was done during the ongoing
construction in the eighteenth century. By the early twentieth century, all that survived of the
convento was, on the ground level, oficina 4, the latrine, and the ambito with the stairs to the
upper floor, and the south room of celda 3 and its porch on the upper floor. The corredores
had mostly fallen by 1827. During the 1955 renovation that removed the second story, the
arch-supported stairs and the latrine beneath them were removed from the ambito, and the
room was converted to the rectory kitchen.
Along the south side of the convento compound was a row of rooms which contained
a workshop and auxiliary rooms of the convento. According to the 1772 inventory, the
cocina and the antecocina were adjacent to the stairs and the end of the corredor, and the
south wing ran eastward from there. As they walked through these two rooms, the
Franciscans preparing the inventory moved from the corredor into the antecocina through
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the arched doorway in its north wall, and then into the cocina to the west through the
doorway between the two spaces that is still there today. This order in which the rooms were
described in 1772 indicates that there was no doorway from the cocina north into the
corredor at that time—it was added later, as several other doorways and windows have
been.60 The antecocina, or pantry, was next to the cocina, and the inventory mentioned no
contents for it.61 Both the kitchen and the antecocina had roofs of beams, mortar, and tile,
and the kitchen had a hearth and chimney in the northeastern corner of the room. The
inventory did not include a description of doors or windows for these rooms, but the cocina
today has a window opening east into the area just south of the antecocina that may be
original. The antecocina, that had been the portería, still has its arched doorway to the north,
opening onto the patio, and the large square doorway, originally built to be the main entrance
into the convento, was converted to a window to the south, looking into the second
courtyard.62 Both these rooms had flat roofs of beams and mortar, with the upper surfaces
covered with tiles, together with the adjacent tiled roofs of the south end of the friary.
The next room to the east was the obraje, or weaving room, with a roof of beams,
concrete and mortar and a floor of tile, 17 varas (47 feet) long, 5 varas (14 feet) wide, and 5
varas (14 feet) high. An obraje with three looms is first mentioned in the 1756 visita report,
and was probably this room. That the obraje was in a room of stone is stated in 1762, and the
1772 inventory gives us a much more detailed look at the room. In that year it had a door,
probably on the north, and a window, probably looking south, with wooden bars. Inside the
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room was a loft at one end, with a wooden partition wall built across its side, closing it and
the space under it from the rest of the room. The loft was reached by a strong wooden
staircase. The physical location of the partition wall and loft was not indicated, beyond the
fact that it was "to one side."63 A loft structure would require a main beam extending from
the north wall to the south wall, supporting joists set into the end wall of the obraje. These in
turn would support a wooden floor. Although only the west wall of the obraje survives above
the level of the foundations, that is enough to show that no joist sockets are visible in this
wall, indicating that the loft was built into the eastern end of the room.
The loft staircase went up to a door with a lock, opening through the partition wall
into the loft space. Two storage bins filled most of the space, one for wool and the other for
cotton, probably one on each side of the entry door. In the partitioned room below the loft
were two large chests, where a large quantity, about thirty cubic feet, of “las tareas Yladas,”
the quota wool or cotton (assigned in specific amounts to Native Americans to be spun into
yarn or thread), was stored, waiting to be used on the looms. The ground-level partitioned
room had a door with a lock and key like the upstairs section.64
In the main area of the obraje left by the loft were two looms and their associated
equipment. Here also was a small loom (probably a narrow table loom) for making ribbon,
the third loom mentioned in all the previous reports.65 Such small looms were frequently
used to train beginners before they were introduced to the large, more complex full-sized
loom.
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East of the obraje was a room with no specified use, with a roof of beams, mortar and
flagstone and a tiled floor, 5¾ varas (16 feet) long, 5 varas (14 feet) wide, and 5 varas (14
feet) high. This room had one door, probably opening north, and a barred window perhaps
facing south. It was virtually empty, having only a new middle-sized table, an armchair, a
sieve of horsehair and another of silk, and a trough for kneading dough—apparently an area
for making masa or bread.66 Like a similar room at San Juan, this had probably been the
refectory in earlier years, although such a room was never named in the Espada reports.
East of the bread-making room was a new granary under construction. From about
1744 through 1762, Espada had had a stone granary, presumably another of the Alarife's
granaries. It was large enough to hold 50 tons of corn and 35 tons of beans, or more, as well
as cotton, wool, chiles and salt.67 It went out of use in the mid-1760s, probably because of
deterioration through age, and the Franciscans built a large palisado granary structure with a
roof of tule, or thatch, to serve as the temporary storage space.68 The location of the palisado
granary is presently unknown. About 1770 Salazar designed and began directing the
construction of a new granary on the east end of the south row of the convento enclosure, just
east of the probable site of the old stone granary.
The 1772 inventory places the new granary east of and adjoining the bread-making
room. Measurements of the various previous rooms, and the granary, make it clear that the
new, wooden-vaulted granary building stood on the foundation outline that local tradition
said was that of the “old” church of Espada.69 In 1772, the granary was just being finished.
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The building was a substantial structure, 31 varas (85 feet) long, 8¼ varas (23 feet) wide, and
8 varas (22 feet) high, interior measurements. The actual size of the stabilized foundations
visible today is 88.5 feet long and 23.6 feet wide, between the interior faces of the buttresses.
The 1772 description says that the interior length of 88.5 feet was divided by five equallyspaced arches or ribs of brick, centered 14.2 feet apart, and supported by buttresses of stone
one vara square on the outside of the building. The roof was a vault de medio punto
(semicircular in cross-section). It was made of wood, apparently in the form of thick beams
running lengthwise between and supported by the brick arches or ribs. Above the wooden
vault was a layer of hormigón, concrete made of lime mortar and stones, to secure the
wooden vault, and the roof was surfaced with more brick. The building had canales each
carved of a single piece of stone. It had more than one door and window, but the actual
number and location were not specified. In December, 1772, when the inventory was made,
the door and window frames had not yet been installed because the interior of the granary
was about to be plastered.70 While the new granary was being constructed, the large palisado
granary with a thatched roof continued in use as the temporary granary. It was forty varas
(110 feet) long, and seven varas (19 feet) wide, and at the time of the inventory, held about
three hundred fanegas of maize.71
The new granary completed the south row of structures forming the convento
compound. A wall enclosing the east side of the compound had probably been built before
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the new granary was begun, although no mention of it is made in any inventory—evidence
for this wall was found by Harvey P. Smith, Sr. during his excavation of the structures in the
1930s. Smith found the foundation of the wall running north from the north wall of the troje,
ending against a short section of cross-wall at a distance east of the church, near the fortified
main east gate, discussed below.72
The inventory included a long list of buildings used for various purposes, outside the
main convento compound. Some of these were certainly located in the second compound,
moved to the south side of the convento enclosure about 1759. In 1772, the blacksmith shop
was of stone, with a thatched roof, and containing a small hearth and a bellows. The
inventory includes a list of smithing tools in this building.73 Next to the blacksmith shop was
another room of stone with a thatched roof, for the storage of wool. The room had a door and
window.74 Three palisados with thatched roofs, each about 42 feet long, were being used as
storerooms for lumber. Part of one of these was being used as the carpenter's shop. The
inventory includes a list of carpentry tools in the shop.75
The available information is too limited to even tentatively locate the structures other
than the blacksmith shop in this area. Some of the foundations visible here were very likely
built after the final secularization of 1824-1827, since several houses are referred to in this
area in deeds after that date, and their presence has confused the evidence to the point that no
detailed assessment can be made without further archaeological investigation.76
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Other buildings listed in the 1772 inventory could have been anywhere in or adjacent
to the mission. Presently there is no evidence to suggest these locations—again, future
archaeological investigations may well identify them:
An oven of mortar and brick for baking bread [probably near the breadmaking room].
Four other small ovens in the pueblo for its needs.77
A threshing-yard enclosed in stone with a flagstone floor, for threshing beans and
removing corn from the cob.78
A chicken-house of stone with a roof of mortar and tile, with a door.79
A stone-built kiln with a stone stairway for the firing of lime, which when full
produced about six hundred fanegas, or about 30 tons, of lime.80
A room of stone roofed with thatch for the storage of lime. It contained about 5
tons.81
A kiln for baking tile, enclosed by a thatched palisado twenty-one varas (58 feet)
long. This building had a door, and part of it was used for the storage of its products,
where 300 fired floor tiles and 10,000 fired bricks were stored.82
A lanero, near the fragua, a room of stone with a thatched roof in which was kept the
wool to be spun and woven. The inventory estimated that about thirty arrobas of wool
were stored here. This kiln could have also been used for baking locally-made
pottery.83
Three jacales of wood and thatch, each about 15 varas (42 feet) long, that are used to
store wood or whatever was necessary.84
One of these jacales served as the carpenter’s shop, and had a large number of
carpentry tools.85
The large lime kiln would have been located well away from the convento and Native
American quarters, because when in operation it produced noxious fumes. Additionally,
lime-making requires a good water supply, so the site chosen would have been near the river
or the acequia. The ruins of a series of lime-kilns have been found just northeast of the
mission enclosure on the slopes of the old river bank. Most of these are small, and probably
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date from the earliest days of construction at the mission, perhaps 1731 to 1750, when they
would have been well away from the Native American pueblo on the west side of the interim
church.86 Small kilns had to be built to produce the lime to build the large kilns. The small
kilns at Espada would have yielded only a few pounds of low-grade lime at each firing.
Towards the east end of the row, however, the kilns are larger, but none are of the size and
design described in 1772. That kiln was probably in the same area and may have been
destroyed by the channelization of the San Antonio River in the 1960s. The lime-storage
room would have contained one or several large vats, probably square with stone sides set
into the ground (similar to a small lime storage vat found at San José), because the lime had
to be kept wet while stored or it would harden. No hint of the location of the lime-storage
vats has been found, either in archaeological investigations or historical documents.
The tile kiln is probably the one that had produced the bricks and tiles mentioned
throughout the 1772 inventory as floor covering, roofing, and construction material. Many of
the 10,000 fired bricks still in storage in 1772 were eventually also used in the mission. Most
of the brickwork visible today in the 1772 granary/church, the espadaña, and the arches of
the rooms near the southeastern corner bastion, undoubtedly came from the Espada brick
kiln. This brick-firing oven is of great interest, because it was a permanent kiln inside a
building, and therefore probably had been in use for some time. Such a kiln could also be
used to fire pottery.
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Figure 28. Plan of Espada with the new fortified pueblo in 1772.

Archaeology has located the remains of a pottery kiln about sixty feet west of the west wall
of the mission, and about sixty-five feet north of Espada Road The period of use of this
pottery kiln is unclear, but the excavators suggested that it was operated after the
secularization of the mission in 1824-1827. However, the assignment of this period of use
was based on conjectural initial assumptions.87
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The 1772 inventory described the fortified pueblo for the Native Americans.88 As
described earlier, work was begun on this pueblo north of the church in 1758,89 and by 1762
all three sides of the pueblo had a row of houses of stone, and the report makes reference to
two cannons and 16 muskets for the defense of the mission.90 Later references to the
gateways indicate that the eastern fortified gateway was built sometime before 1772, and
perhaps by 1762.91 An examination of the structures still standing, the foundations located by
Smith's excavations, and a comparison of these to the descriptions of 1772, 1768, and 1786,
demonstrates that the pueblo of 1772 did not include the compound walls east of the 1772
granary, but only the areas directly north and south of the convento compound (this will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 7).
The decision to enclose the area on the north side of the interim church and build the
village here resulted in the interim church facing to the east toward the new fortified main
entrance on the east side of the compound. This meant that the new mission compound was
facing east towards the river and south toward the farm fields and the roads to Presidio La
Bahia and the Rio Grande presidios, where before it had faced west toward the old plaza and
the pueblo, where the neophytes of the mission had lived with their families. This major
revision of the plan of Espada resulted in a number of other changes, as discussed in Chapter
4. The most significant of these changes was the shifting of the secular workshop courtyard
and its utility and service buildings and workshops. Most of these structures were originally
built east of the convento compound. One indication of this was that the change in layout
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ended the usability of the portería. It was intended to give direct access to the convento for
Native Americans and other visitors, who would access it from the pueblo and the plaza of
the mission town. A portería was to open towards the pueblo without walls or other
obstruction enclosing it—its presence on the southwest corner of the convento indicates that
the secular courtyard was not located on the south side of the convento at the time the
portería was designed and mostly built, about 1756-1757.

Figure 29. 1986 HABS version of the plan of the two levels of the convento in 1772, based
on my research and sketch plans. The arcade intervals and door opening locations are
incorrect.

One archaeological detail supporting the assumption that the pre-1758 location of the secular
courtyard was to the east of the Espada convento is archaeologist Santiago Escobedo’s
finding of pottery spurs and other debris of the sort produced during pottery-making, below a
floor of the post-1780 enclosure, discussed in Chapter 7, in his excavation of the rooms just
west of the bastion, indicating the likelihood that a pottery workshop had been in this area
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before the eastern extension was built.92 The secular courtyard had originally been neatly out
of the way behind the convento to its east—but with the shift of the use of the spaces around
the church so that the fortified pueblo was on the north, a secular workshop courtyard to the
east would be obstructing the new main gate. Whatever workshops and sheds already built
were torn down and new ones built to the south side of the convento, with an enclosing
wall—and the portería was suddenly useless. The entrance into the convento compound
shifted to what was now the east-central side as part of the main gate area. Construction on
the convento stopped, but construction on the secular courtyard buildings and wall continued,
as well as the fortified entrances to the entire mission/pueblo enclosure. The panic-driven
fortification event tells us, as well, that all the necessary secular workshops and buildings
would be placed inside the secular enclosure, rather than scattered unprotected around the
church and convento, until after 1761 or so, when the panic faded.
The 1772 inventory described the pueblo as consisting of 20 houses of stone with
roofs of vigas, mortar and flagstones, each from 14 to l7 feet long, about 13 feet wide and 16
feet high. Each had a fireplace and was mortared and plastered inside and outside. Each
house had a door facing onto the mission plaza, and a window opening outward through the
enclosing wall. Eight additional houses of stone had thatched roofs and were of the same size
as the preceding. There were also four wooden palisados with thatched roofs, for which no
size was given. All of these enclosed the plaza of the pueblo, "where two streets began,"
remarked the inventory.93
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Espada had a stronger set of fortifications than the other missions, except San José.
This may have been because of its exposed location far to the south along the river, well
away from the presidio in Béxar. The 1772 inventory says that adjacent to the main gateway
of the mission was:
… a fortification, six varas [17 feet] high, of stone with a punta de diamante [a
triangular or diamond-shaped abutment or extension] and embrasures on the sides, for
the resisting of the enemy in case of invasion, with guns or muskets and two cannon
in it, one on its gun-carriage and the other on a permanent mounting [a "solid
footing"]. These had a ramrod and a "worm" [for the pulling of a charge which failed
to fire].94
This structure was very likely designed and its construction supervised by maestro Palafox in
1762-1763. Smith's excavations located two foundation groups which appear to have been
intended for gateway fortifications. The inventory shows that one of these had been built by
1772, and calls it the puerta principal (main gate), but does not indicate its location.95
However, the plan of the fortification on the eastern gateway indicates that this was the
puerta principal, because it is large enough to have contained two cannon and has a wedgeshaped extension to the east, matching the description of a punta de diamante. This is
supported by later historical and archaeological evidence about the western gateway,
discussed below.
The stone presa (dam) designed to make some of the water of the San Antonio River
flow into the acequia system was 131 feet long, 6 feet thick, and 8 feet high, and probably
built in the early 1740s. Today, Espada Dam looks to be only about 100 feet long, but the
northern end has been buried in river silts and the back-dirt from channelization of the San
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Antonio River. The acequia had compuertas (sluice-gates) made of lime and stone, probably
with wooden closures that would slide vertically, for the distribution of the water and
drainage.96 So that the acequia could cross a cañada (small creek) without losing the flow of
water, a 44-foot stone canal (channel) had been built. This is presently unlocated. To cross
the Arroyo de la Piedra (Six Mile Creek) the Alarife had built an “aqueduct,” an elevated
channel built of stone, 106 feet long, 17 feet high, with a punta de diamante (a cutwater in
this context);97 and two ojos ("eyes," or arches) which supported the channel and permitted
the creek water to pass.98 The acequia itself would have been completed within a few years
of the founding of the mission. It passed through the pueblo as of 1745, probably from
northwest to southeast. With the construction of the enclosing walls of the mission in 17581762, the route of the acequia was changed so that it divided into two branches, passing
along the north and west sides of the mission.
Immediately outside the mission walls, the labors, or mission farm lands, began. In
1772, these lands were described in detail:
Labors. Item – the mission has two labors encircled with thick timbers of mesquite,
split and tied,99 with their gates ...100
Large Labor. In the large labor there is room for fourteen fanegas of maiz [about 126
acres, a square a little less than half a mile on a side], the necessary beans, and
gardens – in this [labor] is planted five fanegas of maiz [about 44 acres, a square a
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little more than a quarter of a mile on a side] which will produce eight hundred to one
thousand fanegas.101
In the same Labor is planted about two fanegas of beans and will produce about fifty
fanegas, with that which it [already] has, the Pueblo keeps enough for Lent and the
Fast of Holy Friday and the Vigil of the year.102
Small Labor. The small labor has enough room for one fanega of maiz [about 9 acres,
a square 626 feet on a side]; in it is planted the cotton, and with that which has been
harvested, and the remainder [in the field], should give a crop of one hundred
arrobas,103 which exceeds that which the Pueblo needs and by the year should
benefit.104
Arbor. Item: there is an arbor or garden enclosed with palings, large enough to grow
in it a quantity of fruit and vegetables that are liked; planted in it are eighty-eight
plum trees, peach trees, and prisco peach trees, which are the fruit-trees that should
tolerate the winters of this land.105
Item: in it they have a reed-farm for the use of the weaving workshop, of the roofers
or as needed.106
In 1772, "next to the mission there is a corral of posts, nailed and tied, of a size for oxen and
nursing cows; its bullpen [with] barricades and gates. Item: another [corral] of the same
[materials], more capacious, for enclosing cattle,”107 probably the wild cows brought in from
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the mission range-lands for butchering or driving to Mexico. “Item: a small corral of posts,
and in it a horse stable of the same material with its manger and roof of thatch," and a
palisado jacal containing various pack-saddles for the supply train of mules that annually
brought mission supplies from Mexico. 108 There was also "a small corral in which is
enclosed sixty-eight goats, large and small, which are available for the restocking of the meat
herd, and fourteen remain,”109 and “a chicken coop of stone with a roof of mortar and brick
with a door and key in which is kept fifteen hens, eight roosters, nine chicks.”110 Near it,
“two gelded hogs being fattened are penned in their corral of wood, with a water trough."111
These brief descriptions of the Espada buildings and their uses, from the 1772
inventory of Espada, give a good sense of the structures and activities of the mission at the
time of its transfer to the Zacatecan Franciscans. After Zacatecas took over the four
Querétaran missions, the administration of New Spain and the Provincias Internas reassessed
the priorities of the missions as part of the método nuevo, determining that the secularization
of the missions would be the immediate goal. This would require the completion of the new,
large church being built at San José, which, with the transfer of the Querétaran missions to
the Zacatecans, had become the cabecera, the headquarters of the father president, for all the
Texas missions. They gave up the ongoing construction at San Antonio de Valero and
accepted its completed sacristy as its primary church; decided to finish the small primary
church that had been begun at San Juan; and converted Antonio Salazar’s new, nearlycompleted wood-vaulted granary to be the primary church at Espada.
108
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In the first few days of January, 1778, fray Agustín de Morfí inspected Espada. The
description in his journal is very brief, but contains critical information concerning the
structural history of the churches of the mission, especially of the granary that became the
church: “The dwelling of the fathers, although artless and untidy, is sufficiently roomy; those
of the Indios are chocillas [huts], as everywhere. The church was torn down because it
threatened collapse, and it is being substituted for by a low room, spacious and well-adorned,
with quite decent sacred vessels and vestments.”112 After his return to Zacatecas, Morfí
began work on his History of Texas in 1782, but died in 1783, leaving the study incomplete.
In the History, Morfí included his description of Espada during his visitation of 1778, but
added a few details from memory or additional notes:
The church was demolished because it threatened to fall down, and services are being
held in an ample room that has a choir and a sacristy, all very neat. The convento is
laid out on a straight line, with four cells on the second floor and three on the first,
galleries, workshop, and a good-sized granary, all made of stone, but ill-arranged and
plain. The pueblo or Indian quarters consist of three rows of houses that form a square
with the convento, a wall, likewise of stone, closing a portion of the enclosure where
there are no houses.”113
Morfí’s new description differed from his original 1778 journal entry for Espada by
including a description of the arrangement of the Native American houses in three rows
forming a square with the convento on the fourth side, and an additional enclosure where
there were no houses. This last comment was probably referring to the secular courtyard on
the south side of the convento described in 1772, where there were workshops and storage
rooms, but no dwellings.
112
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The church at Espada that Morfí described as having been torn down by 1778 was the
“old Church” shown on the map by William Corner in 1890, in the location of the woodenvaulted granary described in the 1772 inventory at the southeastern corner of the convento
compound, east of and adjoining the bread-making room. In 1772, the size of this building
was given as 31 varas (85 feet) long and 8.25 varas (23 feet) wide. In 1890, William Corner
indicated on his map of Espada the place where tradition located the "approximate site of an
old church"114 in this area, and wrote that some foundations could still be seen here.

Figure 30. William Corner’s 1890 plan showing “old church” north of the granary ruins.

Harvey Smith, Sr. guided by the Corner diagram showing the location of the “Old Church”
here, excavated the area in 1936 and found what he thought to be the outline of the original
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church of Espada, the foundations and floor of a building 86 feet long and 23 feet wide.115 He
had located the foundation of the granary of 1772; but since the inventory of 1772 was not
available until 1980 or so, Smith had no way of knowing this. However, the remains of the
building gave him clear evidence that the foundations were those of a church. Within the
walls of the structure were a partition wall added across the building between the
southernmost pair of brick pilasters, with a doorway at its west end. To the north of this
partition wall, a bricked platform extended to the next pair of pilasters, where across the
width of the building were two steps down to the original floor level. Smith had found a
building that was clearly a church without transepts, with a sacristy on the south end, and the
sanctuary platform just north of the sacristy partition wall. 116 The main doorway was
probably centered on the north wall, opening onto the plaza. The structural details indicate
that in 1773 the Zacatecas friars finished Antonio Salazar’s new, wood-vaulted granary as a
church. It was the structure that Morfí described as having been torn down before his visit in
the first few days of 1778.117 The tradition mentioned by Corner, that this location was that of
“an old church,” was correct.118
In fact, the time schedule is very tight. The building still needed interior plastering,
doors and windows as of mid-December, 1772.119 Between that month and the beginning of
January, 1778, a period of only five years, a number of things happened to this structure.
First, probably sometime in 1773, the Franciscans carried out the necessary structural
additions and changes to make the building into a church. In addition, architectural historian
115
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Figure 31. The “old church” foundations in the foreground, looking southwest. The nave is
the larger area within the walls, and the brick steps give access to the sanctuary, the area of
the altar at the rear of the nave. The remains of the wall of the sacristy can be seen above the
sanctuary.

Figure 32. Plan of the 1772 wooden-vaulted granary, converted to a church about 1773. The
locations of the arched brick vault ribs are dashed. North is to the right.
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Ernest Connally suggested that the Franciscans assembled the “Moorish” doorway as the
main entrance to this new primary church.120 If so, it may have been assembled in its fullsized plan on the large façade of the ex-granary/new church.
The changes were probably completed before the end of 1773, depending on when
the decision was made to convert the building. Because the church existed for such a short
time, it never received a description in a visitation report, so the interior furnishings are not
known. It is very likely, however, that the entire arrangement of furnishings in the interim
church built into the original sacristy building, as described in 1772, was simply transferred
to the new building—this suggests some idea of the layout and furnishings of the interior of
this short-lived church. The building did not have a loft as of December, 1772, and a choir
loft was probably not built in it (a difficult project in an already-completed building—and the
wooden vault would have added interesting additional problems of construction) during its
brief period of use.
Within two or three years after the completion of the building, some sort of structural
problem was recognized, and the church was torn down, probably about 1775. The unique
characteristics of the fabric of this building may have been the cause of its failure. The
weight of the hormigón fill securing the roof, and that of the brick upper surface, may have
been too much for the beams and brick ribs to support. Connally suggests that the walls of
the building, two feet thick, were too thin to handle the stresses.121 Perhaps as a result, the
ribs and vault began to sag, pushing the buttresses outward from the building and threatening
to collapse into the interior.
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Whatever fault the building developed was bad enough to require that the entire
building be razed. The structural problem was not caused by fire or flood, since the church
furnishings were undamaged and were moved again, this time to what Morfí described as a
“low room,” where he remarked on the “quite decent sacred vessels and vestments.”122
Unknown to him, this was the previous interim church. It probably was returned to service as
the church about 1775.
Because of the conversion of the wooden-vaulted granary to the primary church, the
Franciscans built another granary at Espada to replace it. This new granary was built about
1773, at the same time that the wood-vaulted granary of 1772 was converted to a church. It
was constructed on the south side of the second courtyard, extending south from the south
wall, where Corner shows it.123 This granary was a simple structure with relatively thin walls
and a viga-supported, flat earthen roof, built by the missionaries, not one of the expensive
vaulted, buttressed buildings of the first half of the eighteenth century built by a master
mason. It still existed as ruins in 1824, when it was appraised and sold along with the other
buildings of Espada.124 It is visible today as the long rectangular foundation extending south
from the southern wall of the mission, capped with new stonework built up above grade by
Harvey Smith, Sr., in the 1950s.125
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Chapter 7: Secularizing the Mission of Espada, 1778–1827
The historiography of the period of the last quarter of the eighteenth century in Texas is
complex. It has gone through major changes in our view of the later history of the Béxar
missions as a result of Habig and Leutenegger’s recovery of a mass of mission records in the
1970s. To understand these changes will require a review of the late nineteenth- and
twentieth-century development of the interpretation of Texas mission history.
In 1884, Hubert Bancroft wrote the first well-documented history of the Texas
missions (see Chapter 2). He presented a negative picture of the Béxar missions in the 1780s;
they were in poor condition and the number of Native Americans had dropped severely:
“[t]he few [neophytes] still under the padres’ care … were with great difficulty induced to
gain a precarious living by cultivating their maize-patches. … Nowhere in America had
missionary work been so complete a failure. Stone buildings and church decorations,
provided in the early days of each establishment, mainly with funds from abroad, were the
only indications of apparent prosperity in the past.”1 Bancroft’s narrative was full of incorrect
assumptions, and as a result his conclusions were distorted.
After Bancroft, historians continued to present the Béxar missions as deteriorating,
almost empty shells in the last decades of the eighteenth century, as the result of a decreasing
Native American population. The theme of falling Native American populations and the lack
of maintenance and improvement of mission buildings became a standard aspect of
historians’ descriptions of the Béxar missions during the second half of the eighteenth
century. Architectural historian Charles Brooks, describing Valero as he thought it was in
1778, wrote that “the number [of Native Americans] so decreased that … there were hardly
1
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enough natives to do the work in the fields.”2 He described the other four missions in a
similar fashion; the decline of Concepción, for example, was due to the “failure of the
mission system as a colonizing effort.”3 This decline continued until the missions’
“disintegration was completed” by the secularization of Valero in 1793 and the other
missions in 1794 and 1824.4 Historians frequently have referred to secularization as though it
was the final collapse of a mission as a result of its failure. For example, Paul Foik, president
of the Texas Catholic Historical Society, while discussing the “decline” of the Texas
missions in the 1780s, added that these conditions “ultimately spelled the doom of
missionary activities in Texas. The edict of secularization soon followed.”5 However,
secularization was always the end goal for the mission program and in most cases should be
considered the ultimate success of the mission, where Native Americans and their
descendants were left to operate their lives and the little town that had been a mission on
their own, as productive subjects of the Spanish Crown.
Historians have considered the peak of development of the Béxar missions as in the
1750s, 1760s, and 1770s. In 1939, for example, Carlos Castañeda devoted the entire fourth
volume of Our Catholic Heritage In Texas to the supposed decline of the missions, entitling
it The Passing of the Missions: 1762-1782, with the decline beginning in the early 1760s.6
Félix Almaráz, summing up accepted historical thinking in 1993, stated that “[t]he progress
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of the 1750s represented a plateau which the Franciscans … struggled to sustain for at least
another decade, after which a period of flagging decline engulfed the faith communities.”7
The firm belief that the documentary record indicated mission decline and failure in the
second half of the eighteenth century led fray Benedict Leutenegger in 1976 to conclude
erroneously that, based on the “flourishing,” “strong and active” condition of Concepción it
depicted, the undated Guidelines for a Texas Mission must have been written about 1760,
before the “decline” began.8
The missionary complaint most used to support this picture of a failing mission
program in Texas was fray Francisco López’s Misiones de la Provincia de Texas, a report
written in 1786.9 Bancroft had cited fray López’s report in his discussion of the decline of the
Texas missions, and had acquired the manuscript of the 1789 copy of it for his collection,
now the Bancroft Library at the University of California, Berkeley.10 He did not go into any
detail about what the López report said, but in 1940, J. Autrey Dabbs translated the report.
When it was published by the Texas Catholic Historical Society in the same year, Paul Foik,
president of the Society, wrote in his foreword that “[m]any reasons may be offered for the
decline of the missions of Texas,” but that the most important cause of the decline was the
7
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1778 order by the comandante general, Teodoro de Croix, making all unbranded cattle the
property of the king, as described by fray López in his report.11 Fray López’s report
ultimately was a polemic agains Croix’s order, apparently in an attempt to have the order
reversed. Fray López argued that “whereas in the past the income from the herds and
missionaries’ allowance alone was enough to clothe the Indians and pay the expenses of the
Divine Cult, now without them [the herds], there is not enough for either.”12
Fray Marion Habig, in The Alamo Chain of Missions, his history of the Béxar
missions (1968), stated that “[t]he rapid decline of Mission San Antonio had already begun
when it became a Zacatecan mission” at the end of 1772, but attributed much of the supposed
decline to “the decree which Teodoro de Croix issued [in 1778] … This decree appropriated
all unbranded cattle, making them government property … as a result, the missions were
impoverished overnight.” 13 Habig then described how the Croix regulations affected the
other four missions in the same way.14 Croix’s decree aroused a storm of protest from all
ranching operations in Texas. The principal objection was that the majority of the unbranded
cattle were actually private property; they were unbranded as a result of the extreme danger
of conducting roundups because of the hostilities of the Apaches.15 After Habig, more recent
surveys, such as Weber’s The Spanish Frontier In North America in 1992 and Chipman and
11
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Joseph’s Spanish Texas (2010), continued to present the narrative that the missions declined
in the second half of the eighteenth century because of the decreasing number of neophytes.16
At this point in the development of the historiography of the missions in the later
eighteenth century, the case for mission decline and neophyte abandonment seemed strong.
The neophyte counts in the documents clearly indicated declining numbers of Native
Americans in the missions, and both the condition of the surviving mission structures today,
and eighteenth-century missionary reports on the buildings, seemed to indicate that little or
no work was taking place, leaving churches unfinished. The López report on the effects of
the Croix cattle regulations seemed to explain the decline of the neophytes, and the decline of
neophytes seemed to explain the stopping of work on the mission buildings.
However, overlooked by historians were the events of 1758-1762: the San Sabá panic
that triggered the halting of all other work while the missions abandoned their open villages
and built new, fortified pueblos, as described in Chapter 4, and the simultaneous revision of
the building program toward the simpler, cheaper construction goals of the método nuevo, as
discussed in Chapter 6. As a result, the construction of the big, expensive Hapsburg churches
and conventos ended. In the same period of the late 1750s and early 1760s, the mission
conversion and training programs began to succeed, so that the missions lost Native
Americans, not through death or their return to the wilderness, but to Hispanic towns and
culture, discussed below.
With Habig and Leutenegger’s successful recovery of a large portion of the
Querétaran and Zacatecan archives in the 1970s, as described in Chapter 2, the long-accepted
interpretation of the decline and failure of the Béxar missions began to come apart. Habig
16
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and Leutenegger found another report by fray López, written in 1792, with an evaluation of
the missions indicating that the number of Native Americans in the missions were indeed
declining, but not so much because of the Croix regulations, or disease, or returning to their
old territories. Rather, this was happening because the missions were succeeding. Fray López
stated that at the Béxar missions there could be no expectation of new converts being
gathered into the missions because “in the sixty or more leagues [about 160 miles]17
surrounding these missions of Béjar, there is no nation of pagan Indians which can be
converted;”18 all the local Native Americans had been brought into the missions or had
moved farther away. Those Native Americans who still lived in the mission were “so
instructed … that they are not now, nor can they be called neophytes. … most of them, being
children of marriages between Indians and white women, are mulattoes or halfbreeds.” As a
result, “this mission cannot be called a mission of Indians but a gathering of white people.”19
By 1977, Habig realized that the evidence contained in the Guidelines for a Texas
Mission, as well as the broad picture of conditions in the Béxar area that he and Leutenegger
were filling in from the mass of new documents they had collected, indicated that the Béxar
missions of the 1770s and 1780s were not crumbling, half-abandoned failures. The estimate
of 1760 as the year the Guidelines was written, because it showed the missions as vital and
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successful, was mistaken. Various references in the document to events and new regulations
left no doubt that it had been written about 1788. 20
That the decrease in Native American populations at the missions was not a decline
and failure, as had been assumed, and that Concepción, and presumably, the other Béxar
missions, were “flourishing” missions (as fray Leutenegger had described the presumed
1760s mission Concepción in his introduction to the Guidelines in 1976) in the late 1780s,
indicate that the generally-accepted picture of decline and failure was not an accurate
assessment of the state of the missions. Examining the details of development in those years
shows that the missions were having some problems because of the Croix regulations, but
that these were not crippling, as historians had assumed based on the López report.
The success of the missions as cultural training programs had been recognized as
early as 1939 by Carlos Castañeda, who wrote that in 1778, “[t]he number of Indians under
instruction had been reduced greatly; the older neophytes had intermarried with mestizos and
others; the process of Christianization and civilization had been accomplished so well, that
the continued existence of the original missions could hardly be justified now.”21 Mardith
Schuetz’s research in 1980 indicated that the number of Native Americans in the missions
were dropping, not because of a failure of the mission system, but because they had been in
operation for over fifty years, and “[m]ost of the Indians of northeastern Mexico and
20

Fray Habig’s detailed reasoning on the date of the writing of Guidelines is in his introductory discussion to
fray José Rafael Oliva, Management of the Missions in Texas: Fr. José Rafael Oliva’s Views Concerning the
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21
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southern Texas were already missionized and some were being assimilated into the general
population . … Indians moved into the villa [from the missions] in increasing numbers”22
during the last decades of the eighteenth century.
By 2005, David Weber had changed his interpretation of the supposed “decline” from
his view presented in 1992. He indicated that some of the apparent decrease of the Native
American population was the result of mestizaje, intermarriage between Native Americans
and vecinos, and in other cases was the result of effective mission training: they “learned the
Spanish language and Spanish trades so well that they or their descendants ultimately merged
into Hispanic Society."23
The decreasing neophyte population did have an effect on the operation of the
missions, reducing the workforce needed for plowing and irrigating the mission fields (a
considerably more sophisticated operation than “cultivating their maize-patches,” as Bancroft
so condescendingly put it in 1884), and carrying out the multitude of other tasks, such as
managing the herds, operating the weaving workshops and their associated tasks, and
repairing old buildings and constructing new ones as needed. Rather than allowing the
mission’s subsistence, maintenance, and economic wellbeing to decline, the missionaries
took the simple action of hiring vecinos to help with keeping the missions going. That the
missions could afford to do this is another indication of their relatively good financial health.
One of the better discussions that touched on this process of mission hired staff was a
series of letters written in the 1780s, published in 1977 by Habig and Leutenegger. The
letters were written by fray José Rafael Oliva to the Discretorio, the managing council of the
Colegio in Zacatecas, on the topic of whether the missionaries should proceed with the
22
23

Schuetz, “Indians,” 312-17. Schuetz’s conclusions were accepted by Weber, Bárbaros, 92n9.
Weber, Bárbaros, 133.
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secularization of the missions in Texas that had been proposed by the colegio as early as
1759. 24 Oliva pointed out that “the decrease of the Indians increases the number of salaried
workers,”25—that is, as the number of Native Americans in the missions declined, the
missionaries hired more vecinos to carry out the necessary tasks to operate the missions. This
statement has been something of a surprise for those historians who actually notice it, and
who did not realize the missions were doing this.
Fray Oliva described how the surrender of the temporalities would free the
Franciscans from being involved so strongly in worldly things, as was prescribed by the
fundamental rules of the order. As an example, he described how secularizing Valero would
be a boon to the missionaries, because “we shall give up this hacienda [the entire mission
temporal operation] which each day supports 23 salaried staff.”26
As discussed above in Chapter 5, the presence of vecinos working for the missions
had been common since the early days of the Béxar missions. The number of people was
significant by 1778, when Fr. Morfí remarked that Espada's population, for example,
consisted of 133 Native Americans and 40 vecinos.27 By 1790, Espada had a population of 66
Native Americans of all ages who were considered “children of the mission,” and 28 vecinos
of various castas who were not, and by 1794, at the time of its temporal secularization, the
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vecinos outnumbered the Native Americans almost two to one—Españoles (vecinos), 77,
Indios, 40.28
Although the sequence of events resulting in the transfer of some mission housing
and land from the Béxar missions to vecinos of the nearby presidio and villa parallels that of
the Jesuit missions in Nueva Viscaya in the mid-seventeenth century, as described by Susan
Deeds and discussed in Chapter 5,29 in the case of the Béxar events the granting of mission
lands was permitted and encouraged by Bourbon changes to mission management. The
presence of the vecinos was the result of the Bourbon método nuevo, including the provisions
by the comandante general to allow vecinos to live in the missions. Ultimately, then,
although the number of persons who could be considered mission neophytes was decreasing,
the Franciscans countered this by hiring vecino staff and workmen to maintain the mission as
the viable economic asset expected by the Bourbon administration.
The second of the characteristics considered by historians to be evidence of a
“decline” of the missions was the failure to finish some of the churches and other buildings.
Habig wrote that López said the church at Valero was left unfinished “[b]ecause of the lack
of mission Indians.” López actually wrote, “the construction was stopped many years ago for
lack of skilled persons for the work. For this and other reasons, … it is not possible to
continue to its completion.”30 Considering this statement in the context of the known
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activities of the maestros de albañil working on the Béxar missions, López would be
referring to the death of the Alarife Estevan Losoya in 1765, and the subsequent Zacatecan
missionaries’ decision not to resume the construction of the church when they took over the
mission in 1773, but rather to end the contract of the maestro escultor, Dionício González.
López did give “the lack of Indians” as the reason to explain the unfinished small primary
church at San Juan.31 In the case of San Juan, however, we have more information on the
sequence of decisions about the completion of the church, which will be discussed below.
Physical evidence for the influx of salaried workers in the 1780s is apparent in the
construction events at Espada. The expectation of more vecinos in the missions prompted the
missionaries to carry out a new episode of construction at Espada, one that changed the plan
of the mission as much as the fortification of 1758–1762 had done. To supply additional
space for the new personnel to live, the Franciscans built an entire new enclosure on the east
side of the fortified mission and secular courtyard. The enlarged pueblo of Espada was first
described in fray López’s report of 1786. The mission:
is formed in a square and enclosed by a wall of stone and adobe mortar; against this
are the houses where the Indians live, most of which are of stone and adobe mortar.
The convento for the minister, church, and sacristy, which are contiguous, form half
of one side which is that on the west, and are of stone and lime mortar with sufficient
room for their purposes. The church and sacristy, for their material of construction
and with their decorations and furnishings, may be evaluated at three or four thousand
pesos. On the south is the granary, which is of stone and adobe mortar with sufficient
space for its purpose. 32
M[agestad] Obispo del Nuevo Reyno de Leon, May 5, 1786, photostat in the University of Texas at Austin,
Briscoe Center for American History Archives, box 2Q237, 15-23, from original manuscript of 1789 certified
copy in the Bancroft Library, 1v.
31
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32
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This description confirmed that the wooden-vaulted granary of 1772 (the church during the
period of about 1773—1777) was gone, the church was back at its old location in the interim
building (first intended to be the sacristy of the primary church) adjoining the convento, and
a new granary had been built on the south side of the compound—but the more important
structural information in the report was the statement that the church and convento form the
middle of the west wall. This indicates that the plan of the mission had changed from the
1772 layout to the plan it has today, and that the enlargement of the pueblo compound toward
the east was carried out between 1778 and 1786. If the plan of 1772 had continued to be the
general layout of the mission, the convento and church would have been referred to in the
same way as in the Morfí report of 1778, forming the entire south side of the square of the
pueblo—instead, López wrote that it formed half of the west side. As with many of the other
changes to the mission’s plan and structures, references to the actual carrying out of this
major construction episode have not yet been found, although the visita reports of 1756,
1759, and 1762 give us snapshots of the construction of the fortified mission pueblo at
various stages of progress.
Fray López’s description allows us to estimate the approximate date of when the
second enclosing construction occurred. The expansion had not happened at the time of the
visit of fray Morfí in January, 1778, but had been finished before fray López wrote his report
in May, 1786, suggesting that it had been constructed within two or three years of 1782, the
midpoint of the eight-year period between the two reports. The new enclosing wall extended
280 feet east from the southeast corner of the secular courtyard, and then turned north and

Luque in 1789 from the original in Archivo de Secretaria Episcopal, Monterrey, Mexico (photostat in the
Briscoe Center for American History, Univeristy of Texas at Austin, box 2Q237), ff. 5v-6.
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ran for about 260 feet to its northeast corner, then back 190 feet to the east wall of the
original Native American compound, about halfway to the old northeast corner of the pueblo,
north of the main east gate. That fortified gate and the south half of the old east wall and
several of the Native American houses were torn down. Two new gateways were
constructed, one on the west wall just north of the Alarife’s primary church foundations, and
the other through the new south wall, east of the new granary. When the first HABS plan of
the mission was drawn in 1936, the western gateway was shown as an opening in the wall,
with the outlines of the foundation of a torreon on its north side but nothing on the south
side.33 When the mission was restored by Harvey Smith, Sr., from 1955 to 1956, the northern
torreon was marked out by low walls.34 Archaeology in 1998 and 1999 found that the west
wall here had been continuous in its original form, indicating that the area was converted to a
gate sometime after 1772, when the only gateway described was the fortified eastern gate.
The excavations found a flagstone-covered area at the south side of the gateway that appears
to have been the flooring for a similar torreon, indicating that the gateway as built apparently
had two torreon-like defensive structures, one on each side of the gate, and the southern one
later seems to have been stone-robbed until little was left of it.35 The 1824 listing of lots in
the mission supplies the only known documentary reference to this gateway, calling it “the
main gate” of the mission.36 This shows that the western gate was built after 1772 but before
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1824, and therefore probably during the major wall construction of the early 1780s, when the
eastern gate fortifications were torn down. Presumably the torreons flanking the western gate
were built in the same period. The new south gate had no apparent fortifications, unless they
were built into or on top of the houses on either side of the gateway, as was done at the gates
of Mission San José.
The physical evidence of the doubling in size of Espada in the early 1780s tells us
two things: First, it makes the historical interpretation of the missions as suffering from
severe labor shortages and economic decline, to the point that no construction on the
churches and other incomplete buildings could be carried out, unlikely to be true. It would
have cost about as much for Espada to build the enlarged enclosure as it had to construct the
first fortification between 1758 and 1762. Second, it is a strong indication of the expectation
of an influx of new vecino staff, all of whom would be paid and again indicating a healthy
economic situation.
Figure 33 shows the new compound as added to the old mission plan. It is likely that
the old fortified east gate and the houses north of it were demolished as the construction
continued, and the stone used as part of the material to build the extension of the enclosure.
In the new area, houses were built along the south and east sides of its fortification wall,
using a different plan than that for the Native American quarters in the original fortified
pueblo. The new design laid out a series of two-room houses with a principal room about 25
feet long and a second about 11 feet long, interior measurements. The width continued the
standard of about 11 feet followed in the older Native American quarters. Available
Solares que ocupan los naturales é Hijos de estos, y los antiguas Vesinos, residentes en la extinguida Misión de
San Fran[cis]co de la Espada …, Item 28, Miguel Arciniega, "Noticia de las casas y solares que ocupan los
naturales e hijos de estos, y los antiguas Vecinos residentes en la extinguida Mision de San Fran[cis]co de la
Espada . . ." July 24, 1827, Béxar County Archives, Mission Records no. 65FE, 6.
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documents do not indicate how many houses of the new design were built, or whether the
entire interior of the new enclosing wall was lined with these houses. Archaeology has shown
that building foundations along the east wall extended somewhat farther north than the

Figure. 33. Plan of Espada mission after the enlargement of ca. 1780.
buildings recorded in 1824,37 but whether there were more structures to the north is not
known. Most of the houses along the west and north walls of the older section of the pueblo
continued in use.38
This major enlargement of Espada late in the development of the mission has not
previously been recognized. It was not apparent until the 1772 inventory of Espada became
37
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available for researchers in the late 1970s, although Harvey P. Smith, Jr., looking at his
father’s 1930s plans of Espada in 1980, correctly suggested that the mission had originally
been smaller than its present layout. In his discussion of the “isolated foundations” his father
found in the middle of the present mission plaza, he wrote that, “[i]t is easy to speculate that
these are the foundation remains of a smaller, earlier enclosure with a fortified entrance to the
east and double wall Indian quarters running to the north.” Before that, the Espada enclosure
was accepted to have always been the oddly irregular shape it is today,39 and in fact, it is still
thought of that way except by a few Park Service personnel and perhaps one or two
architectural historians and archaeologists. Virtually all the histories of the missions (other
than the short article by Gilberto Hinojosa , who recognized the fortification of the missions
in the late 1750s and the cutback in construction of the formal churches and conventos)40
assume that Espada had an enclosing wall of one sort or another throughout most of its
period of use, and there was no sense that it was not until 1758, thirty years after its founding
at Béxar, that the mission was enclosed in a fortification wall, or that the enclosure was
substantially enlarged about 1780–1785.
The loss of the wooden-vaulted granary, converted to be the primary church in the
mid-1770s, left Espada with the same ongoing problem it had had since the mid-1740s: an
interim church in a small building that was originally built as a sacristy, and no appropriate
church building for eventual secularization. The vertical dashed lines on the sketch in Figure
34 indicate the probable intended locations of the south transept wall on the left, and the
south transept/nave buttress on the right. The irregular vertical line next to the south
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transept/nave buttress is a crack in the church façade that may indicate a joint in the
stonework where the buttress was begun.

Figure 34. Façade of the Espada interim church about the 1770s, with a portion of the twostory convento corredor to the left.

Finally, about 1790, as one of the final steps in the preparation of Espada for temporal
secularization, the Franciscans began the remodeling of the interim church to make it into a
small primary church. The work removed the old sacristy on the west end, built about 1762;
extended the church to 61 feet long; and rebuilt the northernmost oficina of the convento to

Figure 35. An axonometric view of the interim church and convento in the early 1770s, while
the wooden-vaulted granary/church, on the left, was still standing.
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Figure 36. The façade of the Espada church as rebuilt by maestro Antonio Salazar about
1790. Originally it would have had a coating of white plaster covering the brick and stonework, and perhaps some painted decorative details.

become a new sacristy for the church. The project ended with having Antonio Salazar design
and build a more formal façade for the building.
About 1790, Salazar designed the changes to the Espada façade to give it the present
espadaña, choir loft window, and large, unusually-formed doorway, all as part of a single
construction episode. At the same time, he probably carried out the construction of an
espadaña of a very similar design at Mission San Juan. The histories of construction of the
two missions are entangled during the years from 1760 to 1790, and I will include
descriptions of construction at each of the two to demonstrate the evidence that Salazar was
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the director of the projects, and explain what seems to have been the developmental
sequence.

Figure 37. San Juan’s small unfinished primary church. HABS plan. The gray-shaded walls
are standing to ten to twelve feet, while those with the outlines of stones are two feet high

The maestro de albañil Estevan Losoya probably designed the small, simple primary church
that was begun at San Juan about 1765. It was 70 feet (25½ varas) long, and 22 feet (8 varas)
wide, without transepts, but it was to be vaulted and with a single bell tower and a sacristy of
square plan. 41 After Losoya’s death in 1767, the missionaries hired Antonio Salazar to be the
master architect for the Béxar missions, and among his various projects, had him continue
construction on the San Juan building through the 1770s. As part of his work on this
structure, he redesigned the sacristy to be octagonal. The cantero, Joseph Padron, who was
the mayordomo for cutting the stone in the quarry for this construction project, died in 1779,

41

Schuetz, “Historical Documentation,” 200, 216; Corner, San Antonio de Béxar, map of San Juan mission
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and in his will indicated that as of that date the construction of the church was ongoing, and
that the new octagonal plan for the sacristy would require more stone than had originally
been planned.42
Meanwhile, about 1763, Joseph Palafox had designed a new stone granary for San
Juan, to replace the temporary palisado granary in use at the time (and described ten years
later in the 1772 inventory, when it was still in use), and Don Ángel started its construction.
Don Ángel left about the end of 1763, with the granary about half built. The maestro Estevan
Losoya continued some construction on the building until his death in 1767, after which
Antonio Salazar would have taken up occasional work on it. The granary was still incomplete
as of the inventory in December, 1772, when the only granary described was the large
palisado building, but Salazar finished the stone structure soon after. In its final form the
granary probably had six flying buttresses, three on each side. It had a row of filled relieving
arches on the east wall, and probably a similar pattern of filled arches along the west wall.
The arrangement of relieving arches suggests that the grain was to be on the less damp upper
level of the granary, supported by a floor of massive beams on top of the relieving arches and
the structure braced by the flying buttresses. The lower level would have been used for the
storage of other goods, such as beans and chiles.
While the stone granary was being built, the Franciscans carried out the construction
of new stone Native American quarters along the fortification walls for the mission, replacing
the palisado houses that had been serving as quarters.43 The work began about 1763, five
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years later than at the other missions. The stone houses were just being finished in December
of 1772—a much slower rate of construction than at the other missions. The south wall of the
west row of Native American quarters incorporated the northernmost flying buttress on the
east side of the new granary into its fabric, where it can still be seen today. This indicates that
the construction of the granary had finished the ground level of the building, its relieving
arches and flying buttresses, by the end of 1772, suggesting that the new granary was
completed in 1773 or 1774. It was in use by the time of the 1786 report, when López
described it.44
By about 1780, wall construction on the small primary church at San Juan had
reached the height where construction on the vaulting would begin—but the ribs and vaulting
of the roof were never built. Sometime between about 1780 and 1786, the Franciscans of San
Juan, looking at the costs about to be charged by Salazar for the construction of the vaulting
of the new primary chapel, decided to abandon the construction of the expensive little
church. The intended small San Juan primary church became another of the Béxar churches
that never reached completion. Architectural investigations have found that, nonetheless, the
interior had been floored and some decorative plaster details and painted designs had been
applied to the building.45 In his appraisal of 1786, fray López indicated that the work had
been stopped sometime before 1786, “left about half-finished.”46 López added that “up to
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that time [when work was stopped] about 3000 pesos had been spent, not counting the work
of the Indians,”47 on the building, most of it straightforward wall construction.

Figure 38. Plan of Las Cabras, 1780s.
About the same time in the 1780s, the Franciscans had Espada’s Los Sabinitos/Las Cabras
ranch fortification upgraded to a much better defensive plan, and the missionaries added a
series of rooms with stone walls inside the enclosure, replacing some of the palisado
buildings already built.48 It is likely that Pedro Huizar, who carried out other military
engineering work in Béxar, designed the revisions to the building, and the use of octagonal
elements in the plan suggests that Salazar had a hand in it as well. The construction crew
built two octagonal torreones at opposite corners of the fortified ranch building, and a chapel
with a semi-octagonal apse, the roof of which would serve as the torreon for the third corner,
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giving firearms coverage for all the sides of the fortification.49 No historical record of
Salazar’s and Huizar’s work on the small San Juan primary chapel or the Espada fortified
ranch compound has been found—the mission account books that have been so useful for
tracking details of construction ended with the departure of the Querétarans in early 1773. I
am proposing that the use of octagons in these designs at about the same time in the 1780s
indicates the same designers were responsible for the redesign of both the San Juan small
primary church and its new octagonal sacristy, and the rebuilding of Espada’s Las Cabras
with its new octagonal bastions—and since Salazar and Huizar were the only known
maestros de albañil in Béxar at the time, it is likely that they were the designers.
As I mentioned above, about 1780 the missionaries decided to stop construction on
the small primary church they had been building at San Juan. Apparently they did so as a
cost-saving action, halting the building before the maestro would be called in to began work
on the expensive ribs and vault. Instead, they chose to sacrifice their new granary finished in
the mid-1770s, and build a simpler, flat-roofed church incorporating some walls of the
granary. Because this construction would be trabeated, it would not require paying for the
time of the maestro albañil. The missionaries themselves designed and directed the
construction, in order to lower expenses by keeping Salazar’s participation to a minimum.
They tore down two of the four walls of the granary, and began to build a new, larger
structure, incorporating the old arcaded and buttressed east wall and north wall of the granary
into the east and north walls of the new building (Figure 39). Once the major construction
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was done about 1790, the Franciscans had the church completed with a triple-arched
espadaña of limestone and fired brick.50 This espadaña was very similar to the one built at

A.

B.
Figure 39. The final primary church of San Juan. North is to the left. In 35A, at the top,
archaeological plan of the several buildings under and adjacent to the church, parts of which
were included in the final building. In 35B, at the bottom, the church as finished.

about the same time at Espada (Figure 40). The strong similarity suggests that the two were
designed and built about the same time by the same architect, Antonio Salazar. This would
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again be a cost-saving decision—Salazar designed one espadaña, and directed its
construction at both missions.
Because at Espada the espadaña was an integral part of the design of the entire
façade, added to the previously plain and simple building front, apparently Salazar designed
the entire façade as a unit,51 and the rest of the remodeling of the façade was carried out at
the time the espadaña was added to the building. A critical component of this design and
construction was the creation of the “Moorish” doorway of the church.

Figure 40. Side by side elevations, same scale, of espadañas on the churches of Espada (left)
and San Juan (right). The San Juan espadaña was recoated with plaster in the late 20th
century.

Working out the process of building the Espada church doorway gives a good example of the
approach used during the final preparations at Espada for the temporal secularization of the
missions, completing the basic structures necessary for their upcoming more secular status,
while keeping expenses low. The doorway has been an architectural and historical puzzle,
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and many observers and architects have suggested that the striking doorway had been put
together wrong. This has generated a number of speculative solutions to the questions of why
that might have happened and how the doorway was supposed to have looked. Quirarte
summed up popular thinking about the doorway: “As is well known, some writers have
considered the unusual character of the herradura (horseshoe) arch to be the result of
ignorance on the part of the masons, who presumably did not know how to fit the stones
together.”52

Figure 41. The Espada doorway as built.
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The guidebook author William Corner, who wrote an early description of the Espada
doorway, made a point of mentioning the “unmistakably Moorish” appearance of the main
entrance doorway of the chapel, “having the true Alhambra shape and lines.”53 Corner made
no suggestion that the doorway had been misassembled, but the appearance of the doorway
was prompting these speculations by the early years of the twentieth century. Examination of
the pieces of the doorway today indicate that such speculation is correct—the stones of the
doorway were, in fact, carved to be assembled to a different plan than they have today.
In 1933, journalist Will N. Noonan noted that, “the old chapel entrance [at Espada]
has lines which suggest a Moorish influence, and is quite unique and not at all displeasing. It
is therefore some surprise that on a closer study of its design one begins to feel there is an
irregularity about it, and probing deeper, see that there is something actually wrong in its
assembly ... Due to the angles in the arch stones, when they are reversed and reset, the
Moorish lines on the inside of the arch are entirely lost, and the width of the doorway is
increased approximately two feet. It is with satisfaction, however, that we notice that the
outer line of the arch is now semicircular, and that the new design taken on is in keeping with
the rest of the structure.”54 The last sentence suggests that Noonan was thinking in terms of
erroneous assembly to explain the doorway, rather than intentional rearrangement.
Architectural historian Charles Brooks outlined popular thinking about the Espada
doorway as of 1936: “the entrance is a distinct ‘key-hole’ form ... a horseshoe arch about
which runs a simple set of mouldings. Near its top this arch is ‘nicked’ by two tiny right
angles adding a quaint haphazard note to the form. Some students insist these breaks are the
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result of ignorance on the part of the native craftsmen who misplaced the pre-cut stone, thus
making an error in the arch. But it is more pleasant to believe that it was a purposeful whim
in design. The effect thus achieved is again one of definite Moorish flavor: Espada’s
doorway is a provincial translation of a more elaborate gateway from Spain’s Alhambra.”55
Architectural historian and preservationist Ernest Connally’s analysis and solution for
the Espada doorway puzzle in 1955 is a variation on Noonan’s,56 although Connally did not
know about Noonan’s proposal. Connally suggested that the Espada doorway had been
actually put in place originally on the “old church,” the building indicated by that name on
Corner’s 1890 diagram of the mission, that had been built as a wood-vaulted granary in
1771–1772, and then converted to a church about 1773.57 According to Connally’s
reconstruction of the events from the information available to him in 1955, that building was
completed about 1770, “and demolished shortly afterwards.”58 Connally correctly assumed
that this was the church that Morfí in 1778 mentioned as having been dismantled.59 Connally
suggested that the doorway of this church was disassembled and “the pieces ... re-arranged
on the façade of the present chapel in a fanciful arch resembling a keyhole or the exotic
horseshoe arch of Moorish architecture in Spain. Close study of the existing arch reveals
mortar joints and other details ... [which] clearly show that it is a re-composition of pieces
intended for another design, obviously the portal of the old church ... a typical Mexican
Baroque arco-mixtilíneo, with all the mouldings fitting together harmoniously, thus forming
a taller and wider portal corresponding to the greater scale of the old church.” On his plan,
55
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Connally added stones to the jambs of the rearranged doorway so as to increase its height to a
more attractive proportion.60 The rearrangement, Connally suggested, was carried out to
make a smaller doorway on the present building, using the available cut stones, “in order to
achieve a portal compatible with the reduced size of the building.”61 Connally considered the
Moorish appearance of the present doorway to be “fortuitous,”62 and somewhat exaggerated
by various architectural historians—he specifically cited the descriptions by Trent Sanford in
1950, and Hugh Morrison in 1952.63

Figure 42: Eugene George’s proportional analysis and conclusion about the original design of
the Espada façade.

Paul Goeldner, of the Historic American Buildings Survey, in 1974 pronounced the HABS
verdict on the Espada doorway: “the façade is notable ... for the entrance arch, its voussoirs
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incorrectly reassembled in a restoration.”64 In 1980, prominent Texas architect Eugene
George proposed his suggestion for the original designer’s intent in “Espada Doorway: A
Lesson in Harmony” (Figure 42), but his design was far less in accord with the structural
evidence. George used a geometric analysis process based on circles of one and three varas in
diameter. It ignored the physical details of the pieces present in the doorway arch, required
four non-existent pieces of the arch (“missing lower voussoirs”), fabricated a narrative of the
process of construction that did not match the actual history of the building, and required
ignorance and erroneous construction on the part of the builders in the absence of the master
mason, much like Corner, Noonan, and Goeldner before him: “[i]nstructions left by the
maestro for placement of the voussoirs, however, might not have been fully comprehended.
Having never seen an arch with elements that first spring outward from an opening prior to
curving inward, the workcrew must have been baffled.”65
Journalist and historical preservation historian Lewis Fisher accepted George’s
analysis in 1998, but raised it to a certainty: with George’s rearrangement (and the addition
of the four “missing” stones), “the doorway would then conform neatly to the architectural
principles which George determined were used in the design of the rest of the façade.”66
Jon Thompson, an associate professor in the Department of Architecture at the
University of Texas at Austin, worked out his own geometrical solution to the Espada façade
and doorway in 2000, and shared this solution with Jacinto Quirarte. Although Quirarte did
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not include any illustrations of Thompson’s solution, he gave a description of it.67 Thompson
used “the golden section rectangle to analyze the proportions of the façades, portales, and
doorways” of the Béxar missions. Thompson’s first suggestion for the Espada doorway was
“repositioning the lower arch stones” and rotating and switching them to produce “a
Renaissance circle and square proportion,” which, said Quirarte, “would extend the width of
the doorway to coincide with its height.” Thompson then proposed two other solutions, both
of which used the same reassembly described, but increased the height of the doorway as
well. Thompson pointed out that his reassembly, combined with the increased height, would
give the Espada doorway the same size and proportions as the doorways of Concepción and
San José. Thompson’s reconstruction was the only theoretical reconstruction that described
this connection, although Connally’s reconstruction did the same addition silently.
Quirarte’s description indicates that Thompson’s suggested solution to the original
plan of the Espada doorway was very like Will Noonan’s, and in fact Thompson passed a
copy of Noonan’s article to Jacinto Quirarte, who included quotations from it in his
“Epilogue.” The solution was also very like that by Ernest Connally, although Thompson and
Quirarte appear not to have known of Connally’s work.
Conducting various geometric analyses of the façades of churches is problematic
unless the construction histories are known. Sequential episodes of construction under new
master masons, supervised by new missionaries with different tastes, and redesigns of
façades as part of these episodes, as well as makeshift buildings serving as churches in some
cases, are common on the frontier (and elsewhere), with the result that façades are frequently
a patchwork of new designs superimposed over old ones, a good example being Valero, as
67
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well as direct modifications to buildings to make them into churches—Espada and San Juan,
for example. As a result, it is frequently unlikely that such geometric analyses are actually
assessing the original design intent of the façade. In the case of the design of the Espada
façade, however, it is reasonable to assume that Salazar carried out such an analysis. Where
the speculations described above go astray, however, is in those that assume that the stones
of the doorway were placed incorrectly.
Opinions on the Espada doorway have fallen into three broad categories:
1. The stones were assembled as intended by the original design, in a
Moorish style.
2. The stones were misassembled by accident, through the ignorance of the
masons or workers.
3. The stones were intentionally assembled in their present design, different
from the original plan.

Figure 43. Traces of an alfiz roughly chisled off the carved stones of the arch.
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None of the theories have taken into account the actual construction history of the church,
and design history of the doorway, mainly because that information was not available before
about 1980. Connally’s careful analysis used every source available to him at the time in the
mid-1950s, and came closest to the actual sequence of events. His conclusion, and apparently
that of Jon Thompson, favored the third category of explanation of the Espada doorway.

Figure 44. The doorway as it was planned, including the beginning of the alfiz and the
missing impost stones.

Figure 45. The mixtilíneo arch built by the Alarife at Concepción.
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Re-examining the carved stones themselves, and making use of the now-available historical
documents, it is possible to go several steps further in evaluating the structure of the
doorway. Mapping the various carved segments and determining the outline of each
individual stone as well as the design carved into its surface shows that two of the stones
have partially-obliterated carving in addition to the more familiar mouldings—these were
clearly portions of the lower lines of an alfiz, a framing element, in this case a rectangular
panel, that would have enclosed the upper curve of the arched doorway. Using this evidence,
the intended plan of the arch of the doorway is easily worked out.
This results in a doorway that is wider but proportionately too low, indicating that, as
suggested by Ernest Connally, Jon Thompson, and probably Will Noonan, stones were left
out of the jambs of the doorway to make the opening lower in its narrower rearranged form.
Further comparison shows that if stones of the appropriate size are placed in the layout, the
dimensions of the original design match the main doorways of Concepción and Valero, the
other two churches begun by the Alarife in the 1740s and actually built to one extent or
another.
The details of the form and plan of the pieces of the Espada doorway indicate that it is
the puerta mentioned in the 1772 inventory, begun in 1744 as a rough initial carving intended
to become the main doorway of the intended primary church of Espada, but never given their
finishing fine-carving. Instead, they were stored on-site and about forty-five years later
Antonio Salazar placed them in his new façade for the sacristy that had become the Espada
church. It is possible that the doorway stones were also used in the short-lived
granary/church, as William Connally suggested, and then reinstalled later in the interim
church in the process of making it into the primary church.
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The steps Salazar apparently followed to build this doorway are of interest, because it
says something about Salazar, and about the conditions under which he was working. The
original doorway through the sacristy’s east wall had been intended to communicate from the
south transept of the planned full-sized primary church into the sacristy now being converted
to the final church, and was a standard-sized doorway, offset to the north of the center of the
east wall of the sacristy in order to be centered in the west wall of the transept. About 1790,
Salazar made a large hole in the center of the east wall that removed most of the old
doorway. Into this hole he built centering, and on it assembled the unfinished doorway
carved by the Alarife and kept in storage since 1744, except for four years or so that it may
have spent as the doorway of the “Old Church.”
Because the Alarife’s doorway was designed to have been the main front door of the
full-sized primary church, it was much too wide and tall to fit well on the small front of the
interim church being converted to a small primary church. Salazar rearranged the stones and
left out two or three pieces from the jambs so that the opening was two feet lower and almost
two feet narrower, in order to make the doorway narrow and low enough to match the
smaller scale of the church. He had a workman roughly chisel off the carved edges of the
beginning of the alfiz, which now ran down away from the edges of the doorway arch at odd
angles. The other pieces of carved stone that formed the rest of the alfiz were discarded, or
used in the new walls of the extended church building. Because the two jambs of the
doorway were not cut with symmetrical pieces, Salazar found that it was not possible to
shorten them by the same amount by leaving out stones. Rather than having the sculptor
Pedro Huizar cut a single small piece of stone of the right size with the right decorative
moldings, Salazar had a workman fill the gap in the north door column with fired brick, and
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then roughly carve the plug to the appropriate outline. He had the reshaped doorway covered
with a coat of plaster so that this substituted section and the scars of the removed alfiz
carvings were indistinguishable from the rest of the doorframe.68
This set of suppositions seems to fit the evidence of the stones of the doorway itself.
One annoying question is raised by this evaluation: why is there no keystone? The topmost
voussoir of the doorway is a smallish, featureless stone, rather than a keystone like those on
the doorways of Concepción and Valero, each with decorative carving and a date.69
Such a sequence of steps, as indicated by the evidence on the assembled doorway,
indicates that Salazar was required to produce the new arched doorway in the shortest use of
his own time, and with the least involvement and expense of other expertise, such as Huizar’s
sculpting skills. This suggests that Espada was on a tight budget for this project. Similar costsaving projects were carried out at the other missions of Béxar in this period.
At the same time the façade construction was proceeding, the Franciscans supervised
their own work crews that were carrying out a remodeling of the rest of the church. This was
entirely trabeated construction, and did not require the expensive time of a maestro albañil.
The reconstruction was extensive, perhaps two years of work for a small crew. On the west
end of the building, the crew demolished the old sacristy and that portion of the northernmost
celda above it on the second floor. They then extended the church building to the west, until
it reached the west wall of the convento. This converted the space that had been occupied by
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the sacristy of the 1760s to be the sanctuary, the altar area of the new church.70 Because the
sacristy had been 5 varas (14 feet) high on the inside, and the church was 7 varas (19.2 feet)
high to its ceiling, the construction of the new west end of the church had to raise the walls of
the sanctuary area and put in a new ceiling 5.5 feet higher than the old sacristy ceiling. To
allow for this, the northern half of the celda on the second floor was removed, and the
southern half converted to an open porch with parapets. On the ground floor, the
northernmost oficina was converted to a new sacristy.71 The work was probably completed
about 1793, just before temporal secularization of the mission. These modifications brought
the convento building and church to their final form, as described in the evaluation of the
structures when they were turned over to the secular church in 1824.72

Figure 46. Elevation of the convento from the east side, about 1793.

In January, 1792, the council at Zacatecas authorized fray Manuel Silva, Prefect of
the College of Zacatecas, to again propose to civil authorities the secularizing of Valero, and
the consolidation of the other four missions of Béxar into two temporally secularized
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missions and two visitas, or dependencias.73 Castañeda characterized Silva’s offer to
secularize the Béxar missions as based on his urge to establish new missions to the
Karankawa, Tawakoni, and Taovayas Native Americans of Texas away from the Hispanic
settlements.74 The suppression of Valero and reducing the four remaining missions to two
would supply him with the personnel and finances necessary to establish missions to these
groups. This was approved in September, 1792 by the acting governor of Texas, Manuel
Ignacio de Escandón y Llera, the second Conde de Sierra Gorda.75 Escandón outlined a
process for the secularization of Valero that he appears to have taken from the plan first
outlined by Croix’s legal advisor Pedro Galindo Navarro (see Chapter 5) in 1779. Viceroy
Juan Vicente de Güemes Pacheco sent Escandón’s report and the proposal to a Junta
superior, who evaluated the plan and gave their approval. In January, 1793, the viceroy
issued final orders to the new governor, Manuel Muñoz, to carry it out. In February, governor
Muñoz commanded that the secularization of Valero be carried out according to the orders of
the viceroy.76
While governor Cabello was delaying the first decision to secularize Valero in 1780,
discussed in Chapter 5, Carlos III had issued an order for the viceroy to prepare a new set of
regulations for the administration of the missions. When commandante general Teodoro de
Croix (answering directly to the king at the time) received a copy of the order for enactment
in the Provincias Internas, the offer from the Zacatecan Discretorio for the secularization of
Valero and the temporal secularization of the other four missions of Béxar had just arrived as
well. A significant part of the new regulations was to deal with the administration of the
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temporal property of the missions. Croix requested Galindo Navarro to give the order some
consideration. Galindo Navarro’s immediate opinion was that the question required serious
study because the decision would apply to all the Provincias Internas, and the Zacatecans’
offer to surrender the temporalities of the missions in Texas other than Valero should not be
accepted until that study had been complete. 77 No further reference to this study is available,
but the continued lack of action on the repeated Zacatecan offers to detemporalize the Béxar
missions suggests that it was not completed during the decade of the 1780s.
Although Galindo Navarro’s final recommendations on the new regulations for
missions are not presently available, something of their character can be seen in several
related documents. For example, on October 8, 1793, he issued an opinion to Pedro de Nava,
comandante general from 1788 to 1802, that the property of the missions of the Tarahumara
and Tepehuana that had been placed in the General Fund of the Temporalities, maintained by
the expelled Jesuits, should be returned to them. This opinion apparently included a number
of recommendations for the revision of the method of management of missions on the
northern frontier. Nava incorporated Galindo Navarro’s judgments into a new set of
requirements for the administration of the temporalities in all the missions under his
jurisdiction in the Provincias Internas.78
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As a result, on April 10, 1794, Nava sent his decree of management reform to the
governors of his provinces, for all the missions in his jurisdiction over ten years old.79 At the
time, his jurisdiction included Sonora, Nueva Vizcaya, Nuevo México, Coahuila, and Texas,
but not California.80 The decree began:
In accordance with that [opinion] the Señor Asesor [Galindo Navarro] of this
Comandancia General presented in the judgment of October 8 of the year [1793] just
past, concerning the crucial expediente in which was decreed the restitution to the
missions of the two Tarahumaras and Tepehuana of their funds that had been taken
into the Fondo General de Temporalidades of the expelled Jesuits, among other
things the following have resulted ...81
In the decree, Nava made a number of provisions, apparently based on Galindo Navarro’s
recommendations and citing some regulations of the Leyes de las Indias and the Real
Ordenanza de Yntendencias.82 His first item was the simple statement that the “old method of
community life which had been observed and followed in the administration of the temporal
possessions” of the missions was “immediately revoked and abolished.”83 The Native
Americans were guaranteed their freedom to manage their livestock, operate their fields, and
care for their families. Each Native American was to receive a specific portion of the mission
fields, sufficient for his family needs but not in excess of those needs. Another portion of the
fields was to be held as communal lands. Pasturage and ranch lands at a distance from the
missions could be used by the Native Americans for their livestock, or leased to non-Native
Americans. Lands granted to individual Native Americans could not be sold or mortgaged; if
it was abandoned for more than two years it would be forfeited and granted to someone more
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deserving. All Native Americans were required to work in the communal fields. A juez
español or alcalde would be appointed to act as the manager of the mission for the king.
Subsequently all unapportioned mission houses and land were available to be granted to
others. Finally, “the religious who administer missions, and those secular ecclesiastics who
are parish doctrineros of the Native Americans, are released from the care and management
of the temporalities of their pueblos that have been in their charge until now ...”84 When this
decree was applied to the Texas missions, the Franciscans gave up control of the
temporalities of the mission, but retained the mission church as the property of their order.
The missions became doctrinas rather than conversiones.
The Discretorio of Zacatecas considered this to be giving them what they had asked
for. “We read a letter from the commandant general, Don Pedro de Nava, in which he says
that he has resolved to relieve the religious missionaries of the provinces under his command
from the care of temporalities of the missions, giving it to the royal judges; this decision was
accepted with good grace.”85 The comandante general’s order made it clear that only the
temporalities were being removed from the hands of the missionaries; the missions continued
under their spiritual management. Although at two of the missions, San Juan and
Concepción, the conventos were made available for use by the community (Espada’s
convento followed about 1815), no inventory of the church and its contents, sacred
vestments, or vessels was ordered, made or transferred in any way to secular authorities,
while the fields, tools, cattle and houses were divided among the Native Americans of the
mission. The ranch lands were not divided among the Native Americans of the mission, and
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remained under the control of the mission community. For reasons that are unclear, the
Franciscans did not grant individual houses to the Native American occupants of mission
Espada. In fact, only at San José were the houses, granary, acequias, workshops, and ejido, or
community tract, specifically given to the Natives in the temporal secularization
documents—at Espada, San Juan, and Concepción, none of these components of the mission
were mentioned.86 As part of the temporal distribution of Espada, the names of the eleven
gente de razón living at Espada were listed so that “the members of the Ayuntamiento may
comply with what has been provided in the royal order” for the distribution of the
temporalities.87
The land of the ejido of the mission that was not designated specifically as the
community fields, or those of individual Native American families, still remained as part of
the property of the mission, available to be rented to the gente de razón for community
income in the same way as the unused ranch lands could be rented out—but this did not last
long. In 1808, the vecino Ignacio Pérez applied for a grant of land on the south bank of the
Medina River that seems to have included the remaining portions of the ejido of Espada
south of the Medina River. Ignacio Pérez received this grant in 1808, but references in later
testimony indicate that the Pérez occupation began about 1794, probably as a rental. 88 On the
north side of the Medina River, the land within the rincón between the Medina and the San
Antonio rivers became the ranch of Cristóbal de la Garza about this time, ownership that
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probably also began as rental land, leaving Espada with a claim only to the land within its
acequia system.89
Secular ranchers continued to use parts of the Espada ranch until the Franciscans
surrendered the temporalities of Espada in 1794. The leasing agreements continued after this
step, but may have been viewed as a more substantial ownership by everyone involved.
During the temporal secularization, the Native Americans of Espada were advised:
that they could have the use of and gather the products from the lands, woods, and
waters that they are recognized as owning up to the present date for this mission; and
having various vecinos de gente de razón that have placed ranches, or occupied their
favorite pastures with livestock, they [the ranches] might be acknowledged if it is
proper, and that from them it should be arranged that they [the Spaniards] should pay
rent, and towards this end, the said Reverend Father Fray Pedro Noreño offered to
solicit the titles so that they could proceed with the approval of the Spanish Justice.90
These “vecinos de gente de razón” included those who had acquired leasing agreements for
the less-used areas of the Espada ranchlands. The surviving records of land rentals and
transfers are sparse, but enough remains to allow some picutre of the distribution of the
Espada ranch. By 1809, after fifteen years of ongoing rental agreements, Espada's claim to its
ranchlands had been considerably weakened. Their use for more than ten years without
challenge gave the secular renters a strong claim to become owners of the land, and they
began the effort to be granted the land in their own name.
In 1808, Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Spain and replaced Ferdinand VII with
Napoleon’s brother Joseph. Spain responded by setting up the Cortes assigned to carry on the
work of the Spanish government in the absence of any legitimate king. The imprisonment of
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the king and the establishment of a French king and a Cortes of questionable legitimacy
resulted by 1810 in an outbreak of revolution in the Americas. The Cortes declared a new
constitution in 1812, and continued the management of the Spanish Empire until 1814.91
Ferdinand VII was freed by Napoleon in early 1814, returned to Spain, and declared
the decrees of the Cortes invalid.92 Political pressure forced the king to retract this
invalidation, and on January 20, 1821, the viceroy announced that the secularization law was
re-instituted in New Spain. Texas, however, was in the midst of a revolutionary war, and was
not concerned with minor details like mission secularization.
The Mexican revolution of 1821 resulted in Mexico achieving its independence from
Spain. After the establishment of an independent Mexico, at the national Congress in June,
1822, it was recommended that the missions of Mexico be closed, although this
recommendation was not carried out in most of the northern states. On September 15, 1823,
the Secretary of State of Mexico wrote the Jefe Politico of Béxar to informed him that in
response to a petition by Padre Refugio de la Garza, the decree of the Spanish Cortes of
September 13, 1813 was being invoked in Texas, requiring all missions of that state that had
been in operation ten years or longer to be turned over to the Ordinary (the secular church,
personified by the bishop who had jurisdiction over Texas churches).93 The Diputación
Provincial thereupon ordered that the missions of Texas would be turned over to the
Ordinary, and be divided among the citizens of the province that had no property.94 As a
result, on December 9, 1823, the Zacatecan missionary council received an order from the
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Supreme Executive Authority of Mexico, stating that the college of Zacatecas was to
“surrender the missions of the province of Texas with the exception of mission Refugio.”
The council accepted this order, and sent a command to the missions of Béxar to begin the
final secularization of the missions.95
Although Castañeda characterized the push to give up the temporalities at the
missions of Texas as secular “greed prompting the move to secularize,”96 the Franciscans
themselves had been arguing for the temporal secularization or the complete secularization of
the Texas missions since 1759. Fray Mariano de los Dolores y Viana (at the time the
comisario visitador of all the missions of the College of Querétaro in Texas and Coahuila)
had proposed on February 6, 1759, at a conference of the governors of Texas and Coahuila
and the Captain of the presidio of San Sabá, that the college of Querétaro surrender their
control of the temporalities at the Texas missions.97 This offer was not accepted. Fray de los
Dolores y Viana made the same offer again on March 6, 1762, in the 1762 visita report, and
again it was not accepted by civilian authorities.98 The missionary college council at
Zacatecas was on record to have been in favor of these moves since before 1772 through
1792,99 and in fact had been following a program of cutbacks that made it inevitable.
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Finally, on October 25, 1823, José Antonio Saucedo, the political chief of Texas, ordered a
bando promulgated, ordering that the missions be suppressed and the land made available for
sale to those who could show cause that they should receive it.100
On February 29, 1824, fray Antonio Díaz de León, acting president of the missions of
Texas, conducted the final inventory of the mission churches and conventos and signed them
over to Presbyter Francisco Maynes, army chaplain of the Veteran Company of Bejar and the
priest of the parish of Béxar.101The final secularization in 1824–1827 was the Mexican
government’s completion of the Bourbon process begun in 1794, with an inventory of the
size and composition of the buildings of the mission, both secular and religious, and any
associated lands. The documentation of the secularization included an appraisal of the land
and property of the mission in 1824, and a record of sales of the land in 1823 through 1827.
These and other land records give a last look at the mission and pueblo structures as
they were at the time of final secularization, and the mixture of ethnicities of the residents as
a result of the Bourbon policies allowing vecinos to settle at Espada while it was still a
mission, and the transfer of mission farm and ranch land to entirely private ownership.102 The
thirty-year period as a doctrina had not been kind to Espada. The primary church and its
sacristy had been neglected in the years before 1824, long enough for their roofs to
deteriorate. In 1824,103 the small primary church, built from the old interim church by the
missionaries and Antonio Salazar from 1790 to 1792, was still in use, 22 varas (61 feet) long
and 5 varas (14 feet) wide. The building had a choir loft of beams with a wooden bannister
100
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and stone stairs, probably rebuilt from the original loft, first constructed in the interim church
converted from the original sacristy eighty years earlier in 1744 and 1745. A door opened
into the sacristy, and the church had three windows. These were the window from the choir
loft through the façade, and two others of unknown location, but probably on the nave walls;
because these walls fell after 1824, no physical trace of such windows remain. In addition to
the main double door (the present entrance into the church) and the door opening southward
into the sacristy, the church had one other double door, described as "in the middle of one
side." This doorway probably opened northward into the cemetery, and may have been the
"door for the dead," used to bring coffins into and out of the church during funerals. If so, it
would have been located about where the north transept is today. The espadaña had three
bells. Neither the size of the sacristy nor its location relative to the church is given, but
surviving traces mapped in 1955 show that it was the same converted convento room, oficina
1, put into use as the sacristy as part of the rebuilding of 1790.104
The convento was in ruins in 1824. No roof or floor structure of the two-story
building or of its corredores were described or appraised—the entire building, upstairs and
down, was lumped together as "[f]ive rooms of the [convento], 21 varas (58 feet) long, 10
varas (28 feet) wide, including the length and width of the portales belonging to the said
useless rooms,”105 and was considered to be worth only the value of the stone it was made of,
estimated as “100 cartloads of stone at 2 reales [per cartload]."106 The reference to the
portales indicates that although in poor repair, they were still recognizable as the remains of
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an arcaded corredor. Photographs and drawings made in the middle to late nineteenth
century and Smith's investigations show that the rooms surviving in somewhat usable
condition were the ambito containing the stairway and privy, the adjacent oficina 4, and on
the second floor, only celda 3 survived, but not its alcove room on its north side. The
remainder of the second floor had fallen in, so that the northern rooms were only fragments
of wall and piles of rubble.107
On the south wall of the convento compound, only the cocina and antecocina
remained in 1824. The obraje and the bread-making room had fallen to mounds of rubble.
The cocina and antecocina were in good condition, and had been occupied since 1799 by
Rafael Casillas, a resident of the mission. He was granted legal title to both of them as a
single house in 1827.108 In the evaluation of 1824, the two rooms were described as having
flat earthen roofs, although the antecocina had a thatched desvan (an attic enclosed by a
second roof, probably gabled) added over its flat roof, a typical step when the flat roof is
deteriorated and leaking but too expensive to replace. Included in the evaluation of the
antecocina was a portal with a door, apparently the arched northern doorway of the room;
this was evaluated separately and estimated as worth 5 pesos. 109 The stone of the cocina and
the antecocina was given a higher value than the stone of the fallen convento and the Native
American quarters north of the convento and church. The stone of the antecocina was
described as piedra fabricada, worked or cut stone, and the stone of these two rooms was
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valued at 6 reales a cartload,110 while the stone of the convento and the Native American
buildings on the northwest side of the mission were evaluated at 2 reales per cartload. The
value of the stone along the south side of the mission varied from 2 to 5 reales per cartload,
indicating variations in both stone quality and the amount of working of the stone.
The granary, built after the conversion of the 1772 wooden-vaulted granary to a
church about 1773, extended southward from the southside enclosing wall. Its roof had fallen
in, and it survived as partly-ruined walls in 1824, when it was described as "a granary of
which only the walls remain," and later in the same document as the "old granary."111
The appraisal of 1824 and the associated documents through 1827 do not mention any
of the auxiliary buildings and other structures listed in 1772. It can be assumed that some of
them were still in existence, at least as ruins in one form or another, but were not significant
enough to be appraised. Palisados present in 1772 would have long since disappeared, and
stone buildings, unless maintained, would have gone to partially-fallen walls and rubble. The
lime kilns and hornos were relatively transitory and could be expected to have been rebuilt
frequently as needed.
By 1824, many of the new houses built as part of the extension of the enclosing wall
to the east in ca. 1780 were already badly deteriorated or roofless. The older Native
American quarters in the original fortified pueblo were also considerably changed by 1824.
Only the dwellings along the north wall were still relatively intact, and some of these were
also without roofs. The houses along the west wall had decayed to the point that only four
were referred to at all in the 1824 appraisal, and these were apparently little more than heaps
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of rubble. These were replaced by new jacales after 1824. A small gateway had been opened
through the north wall after removing the walls of one house between the structures
numbered 9 and 10 in the appraisal. This opening was called the pasadiso para el rio (gate to
the river) or sometimes the zaguan nacional (the “public entryway”). A second pasadiso had
been built on the south side of the eastward extension of the plaza. It was called the pasadiso
para la labor (gate to the farm), and was a planned gateway probably built as part of the
construction of the extension—the house structures on either side are symmetrical around it.
The west gate was called the puerta mayor, the main gate.112 No visible trace of the castillo
guarding the main gate of 1772, on the east side of the original fortified pueblo, could be
seen in 1824, although its foundations still remained in the ground, where they were found by
Harvey Smith in 1933-1934.
During the years after 1800, the southernmost missions increasingly suffered from
Apache raids. In order to provide some protection for these isolated communities, beginning
about 1819 detachments of the 12th Infantry Battalion were stationed at San Juan and Espada.
At Espada, the military quarters were probably those on the west side of the torreon on the
southeast corner.113 In 1826, the detachment at San Juan was operating under specific rules of
engagement, and the troops at Espada probably had the same orders:

Directive that the Commander of the Detachment at San Juan must obey
1. It is to be composed of an officer, a sergeant, a corporal, and eight soldiers;
2. The troop should have ammunition of 40 cartridges per position114;
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3. Under no circumstances should the troop sally outside the defensive wall of the
said place, and the Commander that may permit this will be responsible to me for
the consequences that may occur from the infraction of this order;
4. If some few uncivilized Indians should show themselves, of those that are hostile
to us in actuality, it will be enough for them, without going out of the protective
wall, to request from the Alcalde that a workman by horse with a permit should
report to Captain Don Candido Arcos stationed at San José;
5. He will request the necessary sustenance from the said alcalde for the troop and
for himself;
6. A daily guard of a corporal and four soldiers should be maintained in the gate of
the defensive wall, and should be with such vigilance so as to respond to whatever
surprise;
7. With the remaining troop, every day a watch should be maintained from the tower
that will advise opportunely of the approach of the enemy;
8. Day and night the remaining soldiers will have places on the enclosing wall in
such a manner that the Indians are not able to enter with one assault, and it will be
the responsibility of the guard to open and close the gate whenever carts or horses
enter;
9. Because any misfortune is my responsibility, whatever has been advised will be
obeyed most exactly and those steps will be taken that I may think necessary for
the best service of our country.
Béxar, 25 March, 1826.115
The troops at Espada apparently occupied the south wall from the south gate eastward to the
torreon. Having the troops stationed in Espada over the next decade led to accidents. For
example, in 1820 a fire started in the torreon, caused by a cigarette,116 and in mid-1826 a fire
began in the kitchen of a house occupied by a Lieutenant of Dragoons that damaged it and
115
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several adjacent houses.117 The alcalde, or administrator of the pueblo, Clemente Tejada,
wrote to the governor suggesting that because the soldiers stationed there were only
temporary occupants, while many of the permanent vecinos in the mission were formerly
neófitos, and could therefore be considered owners of the buildings, the soldiers could be
required to take part in the rebuilding of the damaged structures. The houses along the south
compound wall may have been those repaired after the fire of 1826. They have newer
brickwork-built construction: "[t]he chambers to the west of the existing ‘baluarte’118 have,
looking out upon the square, alternate door and arches, and one of the wide arched [main
gateway] entrances still exists" as of 1890. 119
Some details of construction and alteration of the occupied buildings may exist in the
Béxar Archives, Béxar County Archives, and Béxar County Deed Records, but if so, they
have not yet been recognized. The troops apparently built the round torreon at the southeast
corner of the compound before 1820, and the brick arches along the inner faces of the rooms
on the west side of the torreon about 1826. Excavations around the torreon have found that
the torreon wall footing was higher, and the wall was abutted to the mission walls rather than
being bonded with them, indicating that the torreon wall was added to the corner of the
mission enlargement sometime after the enlargement was built about 1780-1785. Entrance
into the torreon is through an opening which apparently was cut through the corner walls of
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Figure 47. My 1982 sketch of the house-lots of Espada and their owners, in 1827.

the original building. Artifacts found during excavations of the torreon indicate a
construction date in the early 19th century.120 The rooms on either side of the torreon
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continued in use through the 1930s with new gabled or hipped roofs and the addition of
extensions or new structures outside the traditional compound buildings.
There is no specific reference to the torreon in the 1824—1827 appraisals, as
indicated with the note, “problem here,” on the plan in Figure 47. In 1824, the rooms at the
southeast corner were described and evaluated with no indication that any structure other
than the houses stood at this corner: “One room with 14 v.s of length and 4 of width, roof of
terrado, built with 90 carts of stone.”121 This is probably because the torreon had been built
by and still belonged to the government at the time. However, there are references in later
documents that suggest María Josepha de la Garza, the widow of Juan Antonio Casanova,
bought the torreon from the government. In 1826, in her will, María Josepha stated that “I
declare to be my property in said Mission [of Espada] a small room of stone, without any
depth, for which the government has been paid.”122 By 1827, her son José Dolores Casanova
had acquired room 14, and in the reappraisal of 1827, the description of this area was
confused, but specifically mentions “a room annexed to the preceding and to the number of
D[oñ]a Josefa de la Garza [#14], constructed of stone, and containing fourteen varas of
length and four varas of width.” 123 The torreon is about 4 varas in diameter and attached to
the south end of room 14, which had 14 varas of length and 4 varas of width. The 1827
description gave a description of dimensions that would not be correct for the torreon, but the
size given was wrong for any other possible interpretation of the item as well. I presume that
this entry refers to the torreon, and the notary finalizing the appraisal records could not make
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sense out of the numbers and references in the original field notes. If that was the case, then
the torreon with a 4-vara diameter was built onto the southeast corner of Doña de la Garza’s
room #14 between 1824 and 1826.

Figure 48. Military houses on the south side of the mission pueblo. The surviving portions of
the walls have been stabilized to prevent their collapse.

In November, 1826, the four missions were being garrisoned by much smaller detachments
of members of the 9th Regiment. To Espada were assigned a garrison of three men, “as it has
the least inhabitants. The walls that surround it are in a regular shape to defend the principal
door which goes to the plaza.”124 The continued military presence at Espada may have kept
the church in operation after secularization until 1836, but after the Texas Revolution, it
suffered the same kind of neglect as the other missions. The church roof fell in, and
eventually the unbuttressed side walls followed, until by 1858 only the thick walls of the
124
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façade at the east end and the back wall at the west end of the church stood relatively
intact.125 The remnants of the side walls were no more than two to three feet high and buried
in rubble, and the sacristy had also collapsed.
Visiting in the 1840s, journalist and soldier George W. Kendall described the mission
as inhabited, but the Espada church as in ruins. He noted that although two sides of the
square were made up of "mere walls," the other two sides were composed of dwellings.126
Deed records of the post-colonial period and the several archaeological investigations
conducted at Espada give additional information. In the enclosure south of the convento
compound, the secular courtyard that once had housed most of the workshops, at least one
house was built after the 1824 distribution of lands. This may have been the structure which
stood on the foundations extending eastward into the compound from the west wall,
measuring 20 feet east to west and about 28 feet north to south. The last stone granary of the
mission was little more than traces of stone alignments after 1824. The site of the granary of
1772, that was the primary church from ca. 1773 to ca. 1777, was sold as an unnumbered lot
in 1827 to Juan Casillas. It continued to be transferred as a lot within the plaza until 1857.127
Father Francis Bouchu, a French priest who had arrived at Espada in 1858, began the
rebuilding of the Espada church, as well as the convento ruins to be a rectory. William
Corner described this work: “He has built with his own hands upon the ruin of the old
Convent and arcade a comfortable Priest house. Under his rule the Mission Chapel has been
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almost entirely renewed, the front only retaining a portion of its ancient work.”128 Bouchu
had bought the surviving buildings of the convento from Gregorio Casillas, the son of Rafael
Casillas, in 1868.129 These were approximately the south half of the convento itself and the
old kitchen and antecocina, described as "the ruins of two houses united at a right angle."
The convento buildings were not described, the entire group of structures was far more
deteriorated than they had been in 1824. Bouchu repaired and roofed the southern rooms of
the convento, where it survived to its original two-story height. He made some repairs to the
kitchen and antecocina, but these were probably in better condition and took less work.
Bouchu set up a temporary church somewhere in the compound, probably in the
ruined church; in 1869 a description of a visit by Béxar locals said that “part of the building
was inhabited by bats and owls, in the other end an altar is erected and service is held there
on the Sabbath.”130 A decade later, in 1877, Harriet Prescott Spofford described the fallen
church: “the front of La Espada towering above the dark foliage, a melancholy haunt of
poetry and dreams.”131 In the same year, an anonymous writer mentioned that portions of the
walls and the "sword-shaped tower" were still standing.132
Bouchu apparently did not begin work on the restoration of the Espada church until
about 1884—this year is indicated by dated photographs of Espada. In that same year, several
tracts of Church-owned land were sold to him by Bishop J. C. Neraz, the proceeds of which
were to be used for "rebuilding the old church at said Mission of Espada."133
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Figure 49. Sketch for repairs to the Espada Church, ca. 1880, from the files of the Chancery
of the Archdiocese of San Antonio. Drawing by Father Francis Bouchu.

Bouchu's sketches for this reconstruction consist of a ground plan of the intended structure
and a rough axonometric view of how the building should look when completed. The
drawings are in ink with notes in French, with several changes in pencil. They show that
Bouchu’s original intent was to restore the church approximately according to the plan of
1824, but subsequently he decided to add transepts, sketched in pencil. Sections of thick wall
appear on the plan—remnants of the early side walls of the church—topped by thinner walls
where the side walls were to be rebuilt.134 Including the new transepts, Bouchu's
reconstruction of the church was completed by 1887. Each transept had a wide set of double
doors and no window openings.
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Corner gave an 1890 overview of the compound, commenting on the condition of
several structures. The "small round tower" in the southeast corner is the torreon:
Part of the ramparts or enclosing walls of this Mission are pretty well preserved,
others are in total ruins, but the foundations of the limits can be clearly made out all
around except at points facing the banks of the River. The Square is of irregular shape
. . . . In the southeast corner is an object of much interest. Projecting from the angle of
the walls outwardly, is a small round tower of quite a feudal character. It is in a state
of fine preservation and its three dressed stone round cannon holes near the base, and
its seven musket holes about eight feet from the ground, lend it quite a menacing
presence. The interior of it is in equally good repair.135
Corner wrote that Sebastian Tejada, the "Mission's oldest resident, … maintains that there
was still another place of worship on the inside of the south wall by the road," referring to the
wooden-vaulted granary church used between 1773 and 1777. According to Tejada, the old
main south entrance was in the same area, and "the Granary was built projecting lengthwise
outside the walls by the same entrance." Corner stated that at the date of his writing, only the
foundations of these two buildings existed. In his discussion of the compound Corner
mentioned a second torreon, which had been on the south wall to the west of the existing
torreon, but he could find no trace of it. On his map he shows it as a half-moon torreon west
of the south gate near the granary.136 Tejada, born in one of the mission dwellings in 1813,
described other details of the buildings in the mission: “I remember the Convent before it
was so much altered. I remember the arcades (row of arches of the Convent) and the granary
which projected from the entrance on the southern boundary. Also the foundations of the old
Church inside the walls projected from the granary—the present Church is quite new, except
the front. . . . The old church was pulled down about fifty years ago.137 Dependents of the
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Mission used to live in the barracks138 at the corner where the baluarte is. I remember another
baluarte at the entrance opposite the granary. The walls by the other entrance of the western
boundary had loop holes, too, but not round towers."139
Corner mentioned that at Espada, "several Mexican families still reside in tumbledown huts on the lines of the Mission square."140 By 1892 the Espada community had 119
families, totaling 610 individuals141 “The Chapel is in the form of a cross,” wrote Corner.
“The front is the belfry tower and is that portion that is supposed to represent the likeness to a
sword—perhaps it bore more of that resemblance before its restoration…”142
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Chapter 8: Conclusion: The Béxar Missions and the Northern Frontier
The detailed analysis of construction at Espada presented here has revealed the sequence of
fundamental changes to mission architectural programs at Espada. Such detail allows the
determining of at least some elements of how architects designed mission structures, and how
they were built. The missions were affected by Bourbon reforms in a number of ways, for
many of which we do not have or do not know of the official orders or determining
documents.
With the Spanish Crown’s acquiring of the Patronato Universal in 1753, the Bourbon
kings effectively gained complete control over the missions in everything but the spiritual.
The Bourbon administration’s método nuevo for missions on the northern frontier pushed the
Franciscans into changes in construction priorities, beginning in the 1750s. These changes
had the goal of moving the Béxar missions, among others, toward secularization. They have
been interpreted by historians as indications of the decline and failure of the missions, but
under the new Bourbon rules of management, most of the steps of mission development in
the Béxar area were to make the missions into secular villages that would not require royal
stipends to exist or to build and maintain their churches and rectories; whose population
could be hired for work; who could be tithed and taxed; whose products of field, grazing
land, pasture, and garden could be bought and sold; and whose excess houses, fields, and
ranchlands could be granted by local authorities for use by the vecinos, which had come to
include the descendents of Native Americans from the local area.
The brick patch on the Espada doorway (Figure 50) exemplifies the Boubon approach
and effects on the Bexar missions, where plaster would cover the difference between cheap
brick and unnecessary, expensive carved stone. The previous chapters have demonstrated
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that from 1718 to the 1750s, the Béxar missions followed a pattern of development first put
in place in the sixteenth century, during the Hapsburg dynasty of Spanish kings. Examining
the history and planning of missions at this level of resolution allows us to reach further
conclusions on the methods and intents of the master masons who worked on them and how
these were applied in the field. At Béxar, for example, the Alarife’s designs of the four
Querétaran missions repeat various articulations of their components among them, and when
Ybarra’s supervision took over, a new set of design characteristics become dominant.

Figure 50. Keeping the cost down.

The physical evidence indicates that in the 1760s the decision was made to simplify
the mission buildings to lower their construction expenses, while continuing the effort to
complete each mission’s necessary equipment and structures, rather than simply temporally
secularizing them as they were. These reform decisions can be discovered by recognizing the
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repeated patterns as a result of their application. An important difference is apparent between
the Hapsburg conversion method through evangelical missions and the Bourbon method of
conversion by association and economics, where the Native Americans lived among and had
daily interaction with vecinos, as applied in Nuevo Santander and attempted at the Yuma
missions. The Hapsburg-based missions of Béxar retained their evangelical methodology
until about 1760, when mission management began the cutback in mission construction
expenses and made the decision to stop the building programs on structures requiring master
architects, except for the Valero primary church (until 1772, when its construction was
stopped), and the San José primary church, completed about 1782.
Bourbon reforms were not just new Crown regulations on political and financial
administration—they were also a change in general attitudes and ideas. Mission operations
continued to use a Hapsburg vernacular and framing for their traditional management, but
there were noticeable traces of Bourbon ideas that began to appear in the missionaries’
decisions and methodology. Effectively, the spread of Bourbon thinking was a cultural
change.
Missions began as a pacification tool, intended to make Native Americans good
Catholic subjects of the Empire, ready to work the fields, dig in the mines, haul timbers,
build houses, or fight as auxiliaries, all at minimum wages or less. The missions ended with
the achievement of many of those goals. Construction at Espada and the other missions
showed fundamental changes to the building program. These were first apparent in the mid1750s, as a consequence of the application of the método nuevo. After the halt in church and
convento construction in 1758, the lavish Hapsburg mission building program was not
resumed, and preparation for a simple secularization became the principal goal after the early
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1780s. This goal was welcomed, rather than opposed, by the Zacatecan missionaries. The
focus of the new construction program was intended to provide the missions with secular
structures and lands, a decent but inexpensive church, and some part of a convento that
would be acceptable as a rectory, rather than the large enclosed complexes originally
planned. The now-available sequence of structural events and other documentation indicate
that there was no significant economic decline of the missions in the 1760s and 1770s. In the
late 1770s, the Franciscans began actively advocating temporal secularization for the Texas
missions.
Conflict between the administration and the missionary has been a standard narrative
approach for most of the histories of the northernmost provinces of New Spain, other than
historian John Kessell, who has tended to make a more balanced appraisal of these
interactions. Habig’s depiction in The Alamo Chain of Missions, probably the most widely
read description of Béxar mission history, leaves the reader with a general sense that the
missionary administration and the secular administration were in conflict in Texas. This is
told as a simple series of confrontations, wherein the missionaries are presented as the
defenders of the missions and the protectors who ultimately kept them in operation until the
end of the eighteenth century, when they failed. Carlos Castañeda’s much larger history, Our
Catholic Heritage in Texas, ultimately presents the same portrayal. My analysis, however,
finds that as the century progressed, the Spanish administration pushed the missionaries into
reasonable revisions and cutbacks, and away from the extravagance of the Hapsburg designs
and methods.
The narrative of decline and failure of the Béxar missions, so often presented in
general histories of Texas, and most histories of the missions, is based on a lack of awareness
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of the success of the missions. Bourbon reforms and the effectiveness of mission training
programs resulted in a decline in the number of neophytes as Native Americans moved from
the missions into regional towns, or married vecinos. After the 1760s, the departure of
neophytes reduced the supply of workers who would carry out much of the labor of the
missions. In order to maintain the mission’s productivity, the missionaries began hiring
vecinos to carry out some of the labor, and added additional housing to some missions to
make residential space available for these new residents. The productivity of the missions
funded the hiring of the vecinos who kept the production going. The Croix mesteño
regulation changes of 1778 did not destroy the financial base of the missions—one indication
of this was that the missions were able to afford to pay vecinos to work at the missions, and
to build houses for them, doubling the size of mission Espada. However, the decrease in
neophytes and the reduction of Hapsburg-pattern construction resulted in apparent population
decline and architectural cutbacks interpreted by historians as mission decline and failure.
This dissertation is intended to bring a more evidence-based historical perspective to
the architectural development of the mission physical plant. The popular narrative, that
missions were failures that collapsed from their own poor policies, has resulted in a low
expectation among researchers for opportunities for cultural or architectural research on the
missions and their hijos/as, their children. But this is a mistake. I was looking at the
developments of the mission structures as a result of the orders from the Bourbon
government of Spain, and found an unexpected bounty of archival material and unexpected
results. There are many other architectural enquiries needing study at these colonial
communities beyond the narrow questions I asked.
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For example, although missions have been presented as religious conversion and
forced cultural change sites in historical analyses, the Béxar missions could as easily be
interpreted as “company towns,” where the neofíto workers lived in simple houses largely
built with their own labor, in the middle of the farms, pasturlands, ranchlands, and workshops
they had cleared and built themselves, where they plowed and harvested the huge fields, and
managed the huge herds of the mission, where they made a significant return for the mission
on the investment of their labor as a result, and on secularization were awarded those houses,
fields, ranchlands, cattle, horses, sheep, and the necessary equipment to manage them.
Another topic worth studying are the settlement patterns of the mission hijos/as after
the missions were closed. The ex-mission dwellers established mission neighborhoods in or
near the mission enclosure. Bourbon policies encouraged the creation of mission towns. After
secularization, Valero, although now a city plaza, had settlers around it from the early 1800s
up to the mid- and late 1800s. San Juan, Concepcion, and Espada have residential areas
around them that local tradition says houses families that can trace their ancestry back to the
neofitos/as of their missions. Photographs taken in the 1930s show pitched-roof wooden
houses, and some trabeated stone or adobe buildings, sitting on the old house lots along the
traces of the fortification walls of San José, houses that continued in use until the State of
Texas took over the place as a State park. Some of those families still live in the immediate
areas of the missions. All of this needs research and local interviews to find what basis in
truth there may be for these local stories; it is likely that much of these urban legends are true
in San Antonio.
Similar settlement patterns happened at other San Antonio establishments. The
central blocks of the city of San Antonio preserve the plan of the streets, blocks, and even
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town lots of the San Antonio Presidio, established here in 1722, and the settlement that grew
up around it, as well as the streets, blocks, and lots of the Villa of San Fernando established
next to the presidio in 1731. The plan of the small suburb of La Villita is based on that of the
settlement established around the Quartel, the fortified militia barracks, established here in
1806, and which began to be called La Villita in 1817—the street plan appears to preserve
the plan of the streets of Mission San Antonio on its second site here in 1719, and the streets
of the Capilla de Santa Cruz, built on the same site after the mission moved to its present
location in 1724—these various continuities of land use and social traditions deserve detailed
study. Reuse of streets and residential layouts is a common attribute of towns, not only in
Texas, but in most of the world.
I have emphasized the use of archaeology as a research tool for architectural history
because it has not been a commonly accepted part of the toolkit for architectural history in
the southwestern United States, especially in Spanish Texas. This archaeological approach
requires a strong foundation of historical and archival research. I have made it clear that
attempting to write historical and archaeological analyses of the Béxar missions or any other
aspects of the colonial and Mexican history of Texas without making use of the nowextensive archival collections available in the state is simply poor research methodology, and
that combining archaeological and archival research in my examination of the architectural
history of Mission Espada in the Béxar group of missions has allowed me to demonstrate that
Bourbon policies had direct effects on the architecture of Espada, and by extrapolation, on all
the missions of Texas in use during those years—conclusions that could not have been
supported without these approaches.
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Although in this dissertation I have focused on working out the architectural history
of Mission Espada in the Béxar group, showing how it was affected by Bourbon changes, I
have included references to the parallel histories of construction at the other missions in the
group to illustrate the points I have been making. A next step would be to carry out such an
analysis on each of the other missions of Béxar. My architectural study of the Béxar
missions, Of Various Magnificence, was last revised fifteen years ago in 2006. The new ideas
and conclusions presented here as a result of the research I have carried out since 2006
should be incorporated into Of Various Magnificence, giving a better picture of how the
architectural development of the five missions of the Béxar group progressed and interacted,
and how the missions influenced the lives and cultures of those who lived in them, and their
descendants.
A major fault that has been found in the limited previous architectural publications
about the Béxar missions has been the tendency not to give them any context at all, or to see
each of them only in the context of other Texas missions, or as compared to the California
missions, long perceived in U.S. mission research as the starting point for any discussion of
mission history or architecture. A knowledge of the relationship between the Texas missions
and those in the other northern provinces is important for a broad understanding of mission
plan and architectural stylistic development, but this is easier to say than it is to do. The other
mission fields each followed a different path of design, development and secularization. As a
result, it is difficult to write such a comparison. For example, in the seventeenth century, the
Franciscan New Mexico missions could not afford to bring a master mason to the northern
borderlands, and the missionaries designed and directed the construction of their own
churches, using the same basic trabeated construction they had used for all their other
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buildings, and that the Puebloans who built the towns where the missions were established
also had used for centuries before the Spanish arrived. The seventeenth-century Franciscan
missions in Florida are different from their bretheren in New Mexico for administrative,
cultural, and ecological reaseons. They are built in the same manner as the large Native
American buildings in their settlments, mostly of logs set vertically into the ground. In
Sonora and the Pimeria Alta, in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the
Jesuits build small, simple churches, and when the Franciscans took over their missions after
the Jesuit expulsion of 1767, they hired master architects to come to the far north and
construct much more elaborate churches. Alta California was established beginning in 1769
by Fernandino Franciscans, the same college that established the Sierra Gorda mission some
decades earlier, but the church plans and decorative programs they carried out in California
were considerably different from the Sierra Gorda mission plans1—the reasons for all these
differences would make several fascinating studies, but they would have different goals than
my research presented here. Of equal interest would be the frontier Franciscan missions of
the Paraguayan Chaco and the missions to the Guaraní, with their own distinctive plans and
appearances. To even attempt to summarize the differences of mission architecture and
management across the other frontiers of the Americas is far beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
In her now-classic study of the architectural history of a number of colonial churches
in the silver-mining regions of northern Mexico, La Arquitectura de la Plata, Clara
Bargellini reached several important conclusions about church architecture on the northern
frontier in the period from the late seventeenth through the eighteenth centuries. These
1
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conclusions are important to the present study.2 Broadly speaking, she proposed that a
designed building, especially a church or mission complex, is the product of three elements:
1) the requirements of the supervisor or architect; 2) the tastes of the patron; and 3) the skills
of the artisans who carry out the work, to which I have added a fourth for the Bourbon
period: 4) the expectations of the Crown that the mission be prepared for secularization.
On the northern frontier, the Franciscan and architect relationship was the critical
element for the design of a mission in the 1730s and 1740s. The mission churches and
conventos discussed here began as Franciscan expectations made material by the architects.
The general concept was probably the missionary’s, most likely that of the Father President,
who was in charge of all the missions maintained by his Colegio in Texas, and the architects
planned the specifics. The relationship between the missionary and the architect was an
important part of the design process.3 The Father President as the major influence on design
dropped in importance as the century progressed, and the expectations of the Crown became
the major factor in mission construction.
The result of the analysis of the Béxar missions summarized in this study is a
validation of the accuracy of Bargellini’s conclusions from the Plata region of Mexico, as
played out in the smaller venue of the far northern frontier settlement of Béxar. The Béxar
churches and missions are the result of the work of a series of architects, stone-carvers, and
carpenters, each of whom changed the design of the church or mission according to his own
skills and requirements, and to meet the needs of the taste of the patron at the time, almost
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always the Father President of the mission group—who would not be the same man for
whom the original design was created.
The economic system of the Béxar missions, much more complex and more similar to
frontier banking operations than one would expect of those who have taken a vow of poverty
and the avoidance of handling money, is another topic needing study. Mission annual
accounts for the Queretaran missions of San Antonio from 1745 to 1772 offer a huge block
of data for this.
The economics of construction, how it was paid for, is another area of interest.
Contracts for church construction need to be found, studied and compared. Most of all, the
master masons and sculptors of the north need to be identified and their careers followed
from place to place, as Mardith Schuetz, Adán Benavides, Clara Bargellini and I have begun
to do with the master masons and sculptors of Béxar and the north of Nueva España.4 This
will allow researchers to compare the building projects and their results, and to begin
theorizing about what elements of the architectural designs are of local influence, and what
elements are brought by the architect, as well as a great many other questions about the
architectural culture of colonial New Spain.
With this study of Béxar’s missions, and Bargellini’s extensive work on the religious
art and architecture of colonial Mexico, we are beginning to see the outline of a standard
practice where itinerant master architects and craftsmen move from project to project across
the north. The story is as much one of individuals, their skills and preferences, as it is of
churches and other mission buildings, their design, changes, and decorative programs. These
men and their personal styles moved where their contracts took them, anywhere in the
4
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northern provinces and perhaps farther afield than that. The combination of the movements
and designs of this small number of men in the eighteenth century determined the
architecture of the north of New Spain. As we begin to identify and follow them, we begin to
understand the architectural developments of the Northern Novohispanic Borderlands, today
part of the artistic heritage of the southwestern United States as well as northern Mexico.
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Appendix A: The Dionício Gonzáles Maestranza Contract
Mission S[a]n Antt[oni]o y Septiembre 27 del ano de 1767.
Digo yo Dionício de Jesus González que me obligo con mi persona y vienes abidos y
por aber, Acabar perfectisimomente la portada de la Yglesia de San Antonio, Como esta en el
mapa, poniendo a mi costa la piedra labrada i fin que para esto, sufrece litigo—ni desturbio,
por lo que me remeto a todas las justisias para que me agan cumplir con esta mi obligasion—
Y la mission se obliga en la misma forma a pagar me las cantidades de mil y sien pesos en
reales, y la eramienta que nesesitare dandomela calsada, degandome mirasion Libre i para
que Conste lo firme con el ministro de dicha mission, en dicho dia, mes, y año.
Dionício de Jesus González [rubric]
Fr. Joseph López [rubric]1

1
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Appendix B: The Confused Length of the San José Church
In his diary, on March 19, 1768, Fray Gaspar José Solís wrote that after Mass, “bendije los
cimientos y primeras piedras para la iglesia que se comienza a hacer en esta Misión … esta
iglesia se va a hacer de piedra y cal de bóbedas, de cinquenta varas de largo y de lo ancho
diez con su crucero;” “I blessed the foundation and the first stones for the church which is
being initiated at this mission … this church is to be constructed of stone and lime, with a
vaulted ceiling. It will be fifty varas long and ten wide together with its transept.” Later in
San José Papers I, Leutenegger and Habig include the translation of this text by Forrestal and
add an extended comment, ending with the statement that the church as built “did not have a
transept and was only 86⅓ feet long on the inside (present measurement).”2 Leutenegger and
Habig then include an extract from Carlos Castañeda’s translation of Fray Juan Agustín
Morfí’s History of Texas. Here, Morfí repeated Solís’s original statement of the intended size
of the new church, again with an inserted comment by Leutenegger and Habig, “fifty varas
long and ten wide with its transept [139 feet long and 27½ feet wide, with its sanctuary, not
transept—measurements given by Fr. Solís in 1768 when the building of the church was
begun, though actually, on the inside, the church is only 86⅓ feet long at present].”3 The
problems with Leutenegger and Habig’s inserted description is that Solís quite clearly says
“crucero,” transept, and the interior length of the church of San José is 100.5 feet. Habig’s
repeated length of 86.3 feet is the size of Mission Concepción.

2

“Fray Solís 1768 Report on Mission San José,” translation by Rev. Peter J. Forrestal, in Leutenegger and
Habig, San José Papers, I, 156.
3
“’Fr. Morfí’s Report on San José After his Visit in 1777,’ From Fray Juan Agustín Morfí, History of Texas,
1673-1779, translated by Carlos Eduardo Castañeda (Albuquerque, 1935), Part I, pp. 95-98,” in Leutenegger
and Habig, San José Papers, I, 209.
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It was not just Habig and Leutenegger having problems with the measurements of
San José. Although no dimensions of the church of San José are given in the 1785 inventory,
in the 1824 inventory it is said to be 27 varas (about 75 feet) long, 9 varas (about 25 feet)
wide and 14 varas (about 39 feet) high. The actual present dimensions of the San José church
are 100.5 feet by 25.75 feet interior dimensions (the distance from pilaster face to pilaster
face cross the nave is almost precisely 25 feet). The error of about 25 feet in the length of San
José as given in 1824 is unexplained, but may have been a copyist's error, where he was told
“treinte y siete varas,” 37 varas, but heard “veinte y siete varas,” 27 varas. Thirty-seven varas
would have given an approximately correct length of 101.4 feet.4

4

Comments by Habig on Fray Juan Agustín Morfí, “Fr. Juan Agustín Morfí’s Report on Mission San José,”
December, 1777, in San José Papers I, 209.
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Appendix C: The “1785” Report of Fray López
The various transcripts and translations discussed in this appendix are taken from Fray
Francisco López, Razon e Ynforme que el Padre Presidente de las Misiones de la Provincia
de Texas, o Nuevas Filipinas, remite al Yll[ustrissi]ma S[eño]or D[on] Fr. Rafael José
Verger, del consejo de S[u] M[agestad] Obispo del Nuevo Reyno de Leon, May 5, 1786, as it
is recorded in a certified copy made by Fr. Joséf Sanchez de Luque on November 28, 1789.
The original 1789 certified copy is in the Bancroft Library. A photostat of the copy is in the
University of Texas at Austin, Briscoe Center for American History Archives, box 2Q237,
15-23.
The various discussions of the López report in the several reprints of Dabbs, “Texas
Missions,” Habig, Alamo Chain, Habig and Leutenegger, San José Papers I, and Wallace et
al., Documents of Texas History,5 form a wonderfully confusing series of misdatings and
misreadings, described here for the sake of accuracy about the date of preparation of the
report by fray López.
Dabbs published his translation of the López report under the title, “The Texas
Missions in 1785,” in Mid-America, 22, New Series vol. 11, no. 14(1940). The translation
was reprinted, with that title, in Preliminary Studies of the Texas Catholic Historical Society
3, no. 6 (January 1940): 3-24. It was reprinted again, but with the title changed to “The Texas
5

J. Autrey Dabbs, “The Texas Missions in 1785,” Mid-America, 22, New series vol. 11(1940)1; reprinted as
“The Texas Missions in 1785,” in Preliminary Studies of the Texas Catholic Historical Society 3(January
1940)6; reprinted as “The Texas Missions in 1789,” in New Foundations: Preliminary Studies of the Texas
Catholic Historical Society, no. 3 (Austin: Texas Catholic Historical Society, 2000), 119-140; the original 1940
version, reprinted as J. Autrey Dabbs, “The Texas Missions, 1785,” Documents of Texas History, second
edition, edited by Ernest Wallace, David Vigness, and George Ward, (Austin: Texas state Historical
Association, 2002), 29-35; Fray Marion A. Habig: The Alamo Chain of Missions: A History of San Antonio's
Five Old Missions (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1968), 61-64, 287-88; Fray Benedict Leutenegger,
translator, and Fray Marion Habig, editor, The San José Papers: The Primary Sources for the History of
Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo From Its Founding in 1720 to the Present; Part I, 1719-1791 (San
Antonio: Old Spanish Missions Historical Research Library at San José Mission, 1978), 260.
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Missions in 1789,” in New Foundations: Preliminary Studies of the Texas Catholic
Historical Society no. 3 (Austin: Texas Catholic Historical Society, 2000): 119-140. This
version included a footnote explaining that the change had been made because the document
“actually dates from 1789,” and that the date of 1785 had originally been used because it was
mentioned at the beginning of the document: “[t]ypical of many reports from that era, the
original carried no identifying date and the translator took for its date of execution the date
on which the request for a report was sent by the viceroy.”6 On page 140 of the New
Foundations reprint, and page 35 of the Documents of Texas History reprint, the translated
document ends with the statement, “Written in this mission of San Antonio de Valero, May
5, 1789. Fray José Franco López.” Fray Habig continued this confusion. On page 63 of
Alamo Chain, Habig gave the date of the document as March 5, 1789. In his bibliography in
Alamo Chain, on pages 287-88, he listed it as written on May 5, 1789. In Leutenegger and
Habig, The San José Papers, Part I, page 260, Habig stated, “[t]he correct date is indicated at
the end of the report (p. 24)7: ‘Written in this mission of San Antonio de Valero, May 5,
1789. Fray José Fran.co López.’”
My photocopy of a photostat of the same manuscript shows the closing lines as: “Y es
fecho en esta Mission de San Antonio de Valero en 5. de Mayo de 1786. Fr Jose Francisco
López=” on page 23 (the folios are neatly numbered and the date is very clearly written). The
photostat is of the manuscript copy made by Fr. Joséf Sanchez de Luque on November 28,
1789 (this is written in script after the closing by López, and is apparently the origin of the

6

Dabbs, “The Texas Missions in 1789,” 119. An additional error is that in the introductory paragraph of the
document, the translation says “in Accordance with the Royal Order that on January 31, 1781, Was Issued at El
Pardo …” The manuscript says “January 31, 1784” on page 1.
7
This is Habig’s parenthetical aside in his text, San José Papers, Part I, 260. The date is given on page 23 of the
manuscript.
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“1789” date). Luque’s manuscript copy is in the Bancroft Library, University of California at
Berkeley, and Luque states he made it from an original in the Archivo de Secretaria
Episcopal in Monterrey, Mexico.
If nothing else, this series of errors and misinterpretations demonstrates how the
published versions of documents can influence a researcher’s perception of what the
documents say.
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Appendix D: Tables

Craftsman

Table D-1: Master Masons and Sculptors of the Béxar Missions
Skill
Date

Antonio Tello8
Possible unknown master
architect, the “Alarife”
Nicolás (Joseph?)
Maldonado9
Gerónimo de Ybarra10
Felipe Santiago Liñan11
Nicolás el Albañil12
Joseph Palafox
Don Ángel (probably
Mariano Ángel Galín y
Anglino)
Estevan Losoya13
Dionício González14
Antonio Salazar15
Pedro Huizar16

8

oficial de albañil
maestro de arquitecto

ca. 1740–1744
ca. 1740–1744

albañil [possibly the Alarife]

1729—1743

maestro de albañil
maestro carpintero, escultor,
and albañil
maestro de albañil
maestro de albañíl
maestro carpintero, maestro
escultor, surveyor,
military engineer
maestro de albañil
maestro escultor
maestro de albañil
maestro carpintero, maestro
escultor, surveyor,
military engineer

1748–1759
1748–1756
1741-1764
1761–1765
1762–1763, 1776-1779,
1787-1789
1765–1767
1767–1772
ca. 1767–ca. 1801
ca. 1772–ca. 1805

Mardith Schuetz, "The Indians of the San Antonio Missions 1718-1821," dissertation, University of Texas at
Austin, 1980, Table 5.8, 297; Alcalde don Alberto López Aguado y Villafuerte, "Causa Criminal contra
Ant[oni]o Tello," August 21-September 2, 1744, BAM 8:800R, “ofisial de albañil que trabaxa en la mission de
San Antonio;” 8:808R “Antonio tello ofisial de albañil.”
9
Béxar County Archives, Wills and Estates (WE), WE44, Inventory and Proceedings in the estate of Juan Leal
Goras, March 2, 1743, "The Sergeant of the Company at San Antonio owes [Juan Leal Goras] 35 p[eso]s surety
for Nicolás Maldonado, the mason;" Frederick Chabot mentions a Joseph Maldonado, “el albañil,” in San
Fernando in the 1730s and 1740s, Frederick Chabot, With the Makers of San Antonio (San Antonio: Artes
Graficas, 1937), 19. Schuetz lists “Nicolas Maldonado, mason,” at Valero in 1729, Schuetz, “Indians,” Table
5.8, 297. It is certainly possible that Nicolas Maldonado and Joseph Maldonado were the same person, and was
the Alarife in Béxar in the 1730s and 1740s, but so far no other documents give any support to this possibility.
Thanks to the Spanish colonial and Mexican historian Lee Goodwin for these references.
10
Schuetz, “Indians,” Table 5.8, 297.
11
Benavides, “Building a Church,” 32n32. Benavides found that the full name was Felipe Santiago Liñan,
“Settlement of the estate of Francisco Hernández,” October 5, 1751-January 11, 1752, BAM 9:282-286.
12
Schuetz, “Indians,” 353-54; Mardith Schuetz, “Professional Artisans in the Hispanic Southwest: the Churches
of San Antonio, Texas,” The Americas 40(July, 1983), 26-27,
13
Schuetz, “Indians,” Table 5.8, 297.
14
Ibid., Table 5.8, 297; González died in San Antonio in 1787.
15
Ibid., Table 5.10, 299.
16
Ibid.
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Table D-2: Construction of the Fortification of the Missions in Visita Reports
Year
1745

1756

1758

17

Valero
Tiene este pueblo
algunas casas de
adobe, y las otras
de Xacal con
techos pagizos, en
q.e vivere los
Yndios; forman las
casas dos Calles,
dividiendolas una
azequia de agua.17
El Pueblo desta
Missión se
compone como de
treinta casas de
adobe: las veinte
estan con portales,
y arcos de Piedra,
que Juntas con el
paño de la Yglesia
component una
hermosa, y
espacioca calle:
Las demas son de
xacales hasta
concluir todo el
Pueblo.21

Concepción
Ay un pueblo
formado de los
Xacales necess.s
para la habitacion de los
Yndios ... el
pueblo esta
amuralla con
cerco de piedra,
y lodo.18
El Pueblo donde
viven los Yndios
está bien
formado de
Casas de adobe
la maior parte y
algunos xacales
de Palo y tule.22

San Juan
Esta mission …
se ha formado un
pueblo con los
Xacales necess.s
para los Ynd.s.19

Espada
… un pueblo, q.e
es esta mission
con las Casas
neces.s de jacal
para los Yndios,
y soldados.20

Las cassas de los
Yndios son
xacales, que en
buen orden y
dispossición
componen dos
calles a la vista
de la Mission23

… esta formado
el Pueblo de
Casas de xacal,
en que viven los
Yndios, y se han
empezado a
fabricar de Piedra
…24

San José

Tiene esta Missión
84 Quarteles de
piedra … y estos
estan repartidos en
quatro cuadras ,,,
quatro quartelados
con diez y ocho
Quarteles cada una
en la misma
disposición,
formando sus

Ortíz, “Mission de S[an] Anton[i]o de Valero,” in "Visita de las Missiones … 1745," June 5, 1745, OSMC,
9:1268L.
18
Ortíz, “Mission de la Purissima Concepc[ió]n de Acuña,” in "Visita de las Missiones … 1745," June 14,
1745, OSMC, 9:1272L. The “pueblo” included the granary, houses for soldiers, and the convento.
19
Ortíz, “Mission de S[an] Juan Capistrano,” in "Visita de las Missiones … 1745," June 10, 1745, OSMC,
9:1270L.
20
Ortíz, “Mission de N[uestro] S[eñor] P[adre] S[an] Fran[cis]co de la espada,” June 12, 1745, in "Visita de las
Missiones … 1745," OSMC, 9:1271L.
21
Ortíz, “Vissita de la Mission de S[a]n Antonio de Valero,” June 9, 1756, in Razon de la Viss[i]ta, 3:17.
22
Ortíz, "Vissita de la Mission de la Purisima Concepción de Acuña," June 4, 1756, in Razon de la Viss[i]ta,
2:35.
23
Ortíz, “Vissita de la Mission de S[a]n Juan Capistrano,” June 15, 1756, in Razon de la Viss[i]ta, 2:17.
24
Ortíz, “Vissita de la Mission de S[a]n Francisco de la Espada,” May 29, 1756, in Razon de la Viss[i]ta, 1:39.
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Year

Valero

Concepción

San Juan

Espada

1759

El Pueblo se
compone de varios
liensos de casas de
piedra con sus
portales, que
forman una plaza
mui capas … 26

La Rancheria, ó
Pueblo, se
compone de dos
liensos de Casas
de piedra, y
algunos
Xacales.27

Se compone el
Pueblo de
ciquenta, y nuebe
familias.28

1762

Se hallan echas
siete seras de casas
para viviendas de
los indios, las que
están fabricadas de
piedra, con sus
portales de
arqueria, las que
forman una
hermosa dilatada
plaza, por la que
corre un asequia
poblada de
saucesd, y otros
arboles frutales
para servicio de los
indios, á cuyo

El pueblo se
compone de dos
lienzos de casas
de piedra, y
xacales donde
havitan los
indios …31

El Pueblo de esta
mission, en lo
material, se
forma de casas
pajisas vien
formadas, hasta
que se fabriquen
de piedra …32

El Pueblo
componen dos
liensos de casas
de piedra,
embigadas, y
otro, que esta ha
formarse, los que
con el convento,
… forman Plaza
…29
El pueblo se
compone de tres
lienzos de casas
de piedra33

25

San José
patios interiors …
assi mismo ,,, las
Cassas Reales
haciendo fronte a
la Iglesia y en este
intermed.o se halla
el Cementerio que
tiene mas de 80
baras en quadro,
rodeado de una
muralla de
mamposteria con
tres communicaciones pudiendo
server de plaza de
Armas25

Barrios y Jauregui, “Informe del governador,” San José Papers, 1:131-32.
Dolores y Viana, “en esta Mis[io]n de S[an] Antonio,” April 25, 1759, in "Testimonio de la Visita ...,"
OSMC, 9:1499.
27
Dolores y Viana, “Visito esta de la Puríssima Concepción,” April 19, 1759, in "Testimonio de la Visita ...,"
OSMC, 9:1493-94.
28
Dolores y Viana, “En esta Mission de S[an] Juan Capistrano,” April 9, 1759, in "Testimonio de la Visita ...,"
OSMC, 9:1487.
29
Dolores y Viana, “Visita de Mis[io]n de N. S. P. S[an].Fran[cis]co de la Espada,” April 7, 1759, "Testimonio
de la Visita ...," OSMC, 9:1484.
26
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Year

Valero
efecto se hizo un
pozo con su brocal,
precaviendo, que
en algun cerco del
enemigo, no les
falrase el agua, por
cuyo motive está la
plaza amurallada30

Concepción

San Juan

Espada

1768

1772

31

San José

Lo material, está
fabricada en cuadro
perfecto de piedra
y cal, cada lienzo
es de 22o varas, en
cada lienzo su
puerta, en las
esquinas
contradictorias su
torreon, cada uno
guarda sus dos
lienzos, las
habitaciones de los
indios están
fabricadas contra la
muralla de sinco a
seis varas de largo,
te ancho quarto,
dentro de la qual
tienen su cocinita
de quarto varas de
largo34
Pueblo: Este se
compone de 5
seras de casas, en
cada sera hai 3
casas, y cada una
tiene 8 varas con
puerta al oriente y
ventana al
poniente. Tienen

Queda el Pueblo
todo Amurallado
con una Buena
Pared de Piedra
tosca Labrada
con Quatro
puertas a los
Quatro vientos,
hay en el veinte

Casas del
Pueblo: Se
entregan quince
casas nuevas, con
sus puertas, i
ventanas, bien
hechas; quedan
techadas todas, á
todo costo, que

Para que el
Pueblo havite
estan fabricadas
veinte casas de
piedra con techos
de madera
mescal y Laja,
enjarradas por
dentro y fuera

Fray Pedro Parras, Concepción, 1762, “Mision de Purisima Concepción,” in "Relacion del Estado en que se
hallan todas y cada una de las Misiones,” 252-55.
32
Fray Benito Varela and fray Manuel Rolan, San Juan, 1762, “Mision de San Juan Capistrano,” in "Relacion
del Estado en que se hallan todas y cada una de las Misiones,” 255-57.
33
Fray José Ygnacio María Alegre and fray Tomas Arcayos, Espada, 1762, “Mision de San Francisco de la
Espada,” in "Relacion del Estado en que se hallan todas y cada una de las Misiones,” 257-59.
30
Fray Mariano de los Dolores y Viana and fray José López, Valero, 1762, “Mision de San Antonio de Valero,”
in "Relacion del Estado en que se hallan todas y cada una de las Misiones,” 248-52.
34
Fray Gaspar José Solís, “Report on Mission San José in the Diary of Fr. Gaspar José Solís, 1767-1768," in
The San José Papers: The Primary Sources for the History of Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo From
Its Founding in 1720 to the Present; Part I, 1719-1791, fray Benedict Leutenegger, translator, and Fray Marion
A. Habig, editor, (San Antonio: Old Spanish Missions Historical Research Library at San José Mission, 1983),
144.
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Year

1785

35

Valero
dhas casas
corredores, o
portales de arcos
de piedra … Otras
2 casas se hallan
fuera de las
mencionadas, que
aunque sin portales
estan bien
acondicionadas
…35

Concepción
y quarto casas
acavadas, y dos
al acabar, (que
solo les faltan
tabiques) con
proporcion de
haverse seis en la
misma sera, para
quando vengan
Gentiles …36

San Juan
libra de goteras, i
demas injurias de
los tiempos. Se
iva actualmente
fabricando
pueblo nuevo, el
qual queda
formado en
figura, casi
quadrada, con
una tapia fuerte
de piedra que le
sirve de muralla,
para defense del
enemigo: habitan
en dhas casas los
indios con
mucho gusto, i
todas son de
ocho varas de
largo, i quarto de
ancho.37

Espada
con Mescla sus
fogones ó
chimineas: de a
cinco ó seis varas
de Largo de
quarto y media
de Ancho, y de
cinco y tres
quartas de Alto
con sus Puertas
… Ytt ay
fabricadas de
Piedra del mismo
alta I tamaño
techadas de tule
ó Zacate ocho
casas.
Ytt hay quarto
Jacales de
madera y tule
todo lo que
forma Plaza al
Pueblo y
principia dos
Calles.38

San José

Primeramente la
fabrica de la
Mision que es en
quadro cuios
angulos, entre los
quatro dicen que
tiene setecientas
ochenta y quarto
varas y hai en ellos
sinquenta y quarto
casas con sus
techos puerrtas y
ventanas,39

Fray Juan José Sáenz de Gumiel, Inventory of the Mission San Antonio de Valero: 1772, translated by
Benedict Leutenegger, Office of the State Archeologist Special Report no. 23 (Austin: Texas Historical
Commission, 1977).25.
36
Fray Juan José Sáenz de Gumiel, fray Pedro Ramires, and don Juan María de Ripperdá, Baron de Ripperdá,
"Certificac[io]n, e Ymbentario de la Mis[io]n de la Puris[i]ma Concepc[io]n," December 16, 1772, OSMC,
10:4254
37
Gumiel, fray Juan José Sáenz de, fray Pedro Ramires, and don Juan María de Ripperdá, Baron de Ripperdá,
"Certificacion, e Ymbentario de la Mis[io]n de San Juan Capistrano," December 15, 1772, OSMC, 10:4286
38
Fray Juan José Sáenz de Gumiel, fray Pedro Ramires, and don Juan María de Ripperdá, Baron de Ripperdá,
"Certificacion, e Ymbentario de la Mision de la Espada," December 15, 1772, OSMC, 10:4210
39
Fray José Maria Salas, “Inventory of Mission San José, 1785,” The San José Papers: Edited Primary
Manuscript Sources for the History of Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo, Part 1, 1719 to 1791, Fray
Benedict Leutenegger, trans., Fray Marion Habig, ed. (San Antonio: Old Spanish Missions Historical Research
Library at San José Mission, 1978), 215.
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